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FOREWORD
The Future Payload Technology Requirements Study was conducted from June 1974 to
January 1975 by Convair Division of General Dynamics with support from Rockwell
International Space Division and General Electric Space Division. The Future Payload
Technology Requirements Study team operated under the direction of the Systems
Studies Division at the Ames Research Center headed by Alfred M. Worden.
Larry R. Alton, in the Space Applications Branch of the ARC/SSD, was the Technical
Monitor of the study. The study was funded by Code RX, Study and -Analysis Office,
NASA Headquarters, under the :cognizance of Stanley R. Sadin. The study was under
the guidance and review of the NASA/OAST Payload Technology Panel,
Alfred M. Worden, Chairm-an. NASA HQ, NASA Centers and a large number of
manufacturers/users provided significant advice, consultation, data, and critique in
support of the task reported herein, as identified in the final report.
The results of this study effort are combined in two volumes, a summary report and
a final report. The summary report volume contains an overview of study objectives,
methods, and results. The final report volume, in addition, contains a detailed des-
cription of the technolcgy requirements. These documents are identified as CASD-
NAS-75--002 (summary report), and CASD-NAS-75--004 (final report).
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The overall objective of the Future Payload 'Technology Study was the identification
and description of technology items that must be advanced beyond the current state of
the art in order for early shuttle-era NASA payloads to meet their currently defined
objectives. The purpose has been to provide data that will effectively assist the NASA
payload technology planning and budgeting effort. The payloads selected for this study
were those included in the 1973 Payload Model, which NASA scheduled for delivery by
the Space Transportation System in 1980s. Emphasis was on those payloads scheduled
fo g flight in the early to mid 1980s.
1.1 SCOPE
The purview of the study team's activity consisted of the definition of technology ad-
vances needed for an overall mission model standpoint as well as those for individual
payloads. The technology advances relate to the mission scientific equipment, space-
craft subsystems that functionally support this equipment, and other payload-related
equipment, software, and environment necessary to meet broad program objectives.
In the interest of obtaining commonality of requirements, it appeared most useful to
structure the study according to technology categories rather than in terms of indi-
vidual payloads. The study was carried out within the classifications of the follow-
ing categories:
Collectors
Sensors
Generators
Systems
Special Devices
Inertial/Electromechanical
Life Sciences
Contamination
Structural and Spacecraft Mechanical
Environmental Control
Environmental Protection
Cryogenic Control
GN&C
Propu'.s ion
Attitude Control/Measurement
TT &C/ Data
Electrical. Power
Instrument Electronics
Software
Some applications and desirable characteristics of equipment, particularly sensors,
are in the classified literature as are some current state--of-the-art data. However,
this study was restricted to the open literature and unclassified knowledge.
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The team planned its activity to ascertain the best available and most credible infor-
mation that will effectively assist the NASA technology effort in closing the gap between
the current state of the art and the required state of the art for each item within the
technology categories. For each of these items it was attempted to determine:
a. Advancement required based on payload objective.
b. Current state of the art as it relates to the advancement required.
c. Description of technology relating to the critical parameters.
d. Degree of benefit to the payloads.
c. Acceptable technology maturity, advancement, or confidence demonstration.
f. Potential problems, options, and alternatives.
g. Technology requirement schedule to support need date..
b. Expected advancement in the state of the art by the need date, if NASA. expends no
special effort beyond currently planned level on that specific technology item.
1.2 SUMMARY
1.2.1 STUDY APPROACH AND PARTICIPATING CONTRIBUTORS. The Future Pay-
load Technology Requirements Study was performed in four steps extending over a
period of eight months (Figure 1). The study began with an analysis of the NASA pay--
loa _s for the 1980s to identify payload performance parameters and characteristics
c6timated to be beyond the current state of the art. These requirements were identified
primarily by analysis of the NASA Space Transportation System Payload Data and Anal-
ysis (SPDA) data for those automated and sortie payloads planned for flight during the
first five years of shuttle operation. The results were reviewed at NASA Headquarters
for appropriateness of requirements.
The second step transformed these performance requirements into common technology
advancements, which were reviewed with technology specialists at NASA Centers.
During the third step, major revisions were made based on visits to the centers. These
revised technology requirements were then mailed back to appropriate personnel at
NASA Headquarters and centers and to user/manufacturers for their review and critique.
In step four, appropriate comments obtained from these activities were incorporated into
the technology requirement and submitted to NASA/ARC for review and approval.
Because of the nature of the task — the assessment of technology requirements versus
the current state of the art — this study necessitated the direct involvement of a large
number of NASA and other technical personnel. The study team was under the guid-
ance and review of the NASA/OAST Payload Technology Panel and was monitored and
directed by NASA Ames Research Center. The team obtained payload performance
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Figure 1. Study Approach
requirements from 15 payload working group discipline spec alists located at NA SA
Headquarters (Figure 2). The technology state-of-the-art review, across all 19 of the
technology categories, was supported by a good cross section of 156 specialists as indi-
cated for the NASA Headquarters, NASA Centers, and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
The remaining 51 contributors consisted of university, observatory, research organiza-
tion, and manufacturer technical personnel. The written response received from 51 of
these latter groups represents a 54 percent return on the solicitations. Even though
there was no similar data available on this type of review, the response has been very
gratifying to the study team. The split between research organizations and manufac-
turers was somewhat arbitrary, but it was made primarily on the basis as to whether
the establishments' major effort was known or judged to be research or marutfacturing.
Of course, it is recognized that all manufacturers capable of participating in this type
of effort are conducting research in the area reviewed.
All personnel represented as contributors in Figure 2 are identified in Appendixes A
and B by name, address, and item or subject to which they made a notable contribution.
The results represent a consensus on these technology requirements because of the
large participation and review by NASA Headquarters scientific working groups and
technology specialists, NASA Centers, JPL, universities, research organizations,
manufacturers, and the NASA/OAST Payload Technology Panel.
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1. 2.2 TERMINOLOGY USED IN RESUL'T'S. To provide uniformity of terminology and
consistency of results within the study and to obtain definitions of what constitutes a
satisfactory technology advance, the level of maturity of the state of the art was indi-
cated by ten levels. y __e levels were derived as a tobl for this study and are somewhat
arbitrary, but they are judged to have broad application. It appeared that a set with
finer structured steps would not improve its utility for this study. The levels are listed
in Table 1.. Ascending numerical values or levels were assigned to provide a common
reference and to facilitate identification and use of the levels. In the application of this
scale it should be recognized that the difficulty, in going from one step to another will
depend on the specific item as well as which step is being made; however, the scale is
useful in highlighting the overall technology gaps. These levels of the state of the art
were used to assess three areas that are keys to the defined technology requirement.
These are:
a. Current State of the Art: To what level has the technology which more nearly fits
the requirement been carried to date.
b. Unperturbed Advanremen`- To what level is the technology expected to be by need
date if NASA expends no special effort in this area beyond r-rrent plans.
(Some technologies are expected to be advanced by industry jr other agencies.)
c. Required Advancement: To what level must the technology be carried to make it
acceptable for its intended use or ready for commitment to a program.
Table 1. Level of State-of-Art Definition
LEVEL I	 LEVEL DEFINITION
1	 BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED & REPORTED
2	 THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA
3	 THEORY TESTED BY PHYS [CAL EXPERIMENT OR
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
4	 PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC
DEMONSTRATED; e.g., MATERIAL & COMPONENT
5	 COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN LABORATORY
b	 MODELTESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT
7	 MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT
3	 NEW CAPAB ILITY DERIVED FROM AN OPERATIONAL MODEL(A LESSER MODEL OPERATING IN SPACE)
4	 RELIAB ILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL
10	 LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL
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1. 2. 3 STUDY RESULTS SUMMARY. A summary of the findings of this study in terms
of the levels of technology just described is presented graphically in Figure 3. The
state-of-the-art level versus cumulative percent of technology items is shown in Figure
3a. The lower curve gives the current level of the state of the art, while the middle
curve indicates the additional expected normal advance by currently planned effort.
The larger advance, which must be provided by NASA, is indicated by the separation
between the center curve and the upper curve, or levels to which the technology is re-
quired to be advanced if the payloads are to perform their expected missions. Since
each curve is independently cumulated, the level of advance for an individual item is
not identifiable in this graph; but the area between the respective curves is indicative
of the relative magnitude of the required effort. The upper curve shows that only about
22 percent of the technology items can be satisfied in th.: laboratory, level 5, and be
ready for application or commitment to a program, whereas the remainder require
some type of demonstration in an aircraft environment (level 6 or higher).
The second set of curves (Figure 3b) presents the number of steps of advancement be-
twi^-en current and required versus cumulat3 < percent, as well as that between unper-
turbed and required advancement. There is a small but significant difference between
the two. Here the differences were taken before calculation of percentage. The upper
two curves show the overall magnitude of the advance required. For the current to
required, 34 percent of the items require only one step, whereas the upper 3 percent
require five steps, and the average number of steps for all the items is 2.2. For t1he
unperturbed to required, the average number of steps is 1.75.
The lower curve provides insight into how fast the technology must be advanced. It was
derived by ratioing the number of steps to the number of years beginning in 1975 and
counting up to the year in which the technology will be needed to support the payload
developmer t for flight in the earls 1980s. A rate of one or more levels per year is
considered critical and occurs for about 20 percent of the items.
The degree of difficulty in advancing the state of the art will depend not only on the num-
ber of levels to be advanced but where in the chain of advancement one is operating; and
probably more importantly, it will depend on the specific item itself. In any event,
since the unperturbed advance falls short of the required advance in 84 out of the 91
items, NASA shyOri provide the major effort for the technology required of the payloads,
otherwise the project schedule may be unduly delayed, cost increased, or the planned
research may fail.
1.3 STUDY TEAM
The study was performed under the guidance and review of the NASA/OAST Payload
Technology Panel ana administered by Ames Research Center as indicated in Figure 4.
The study was conducted by a contractor team led by Convair Division of General Dy-
namics and supported by Rockwell International Space Division and General Electric
s^iaace Division, with each team member having specific areas of responsibility related
to their technology expertise.
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Figure 3. Srunma.ry Results
The responsibiliy  for determining payload performance or characteristic parameters
estimated to be beyond the current state of the art was assigned among the 12 payload
disciplines used in the NASA SPDA activity. This allowed maximum use to be made of
the team members' knowledge of the payload requirements gained from prior participa-
tion in the SPDA activity.
The responsibility for defining the advancement of the technology required to provide
the payload performance was also assigned to technology specialists so that a solution
or concept found for a requirement in one discipline could then be applied in others as
appropriate. This approach allowed ready identification of commonality of require-
ments, thus minimizing the number of technology items to be defined.
1W8
SECTION 2
OBJECTIVES AND RELATIONSBTEP TO NASA PROGRAMS
The objectives of the Future Payload Technology Requirements Study were to: 1) ana-
lyze the NASA payloads listed in the NASA 1973 Payload Model - with emphasis on
those for the first five years of STS operation - to determine their performance or
characteristic parameters estimated to be beyond the current state of the art, 2) define
the technology advances required for these payloads to accomplish their objectives,
and 3) identify the characteristics of these technology advances that will effectively
assist the NASA technology effort.
A required technology advancement for purposes of this study is defined as any tech-
nology effort required to bring a concept through the feasibility and practicability deter-
mination phase (i. e. , experimental laboratory or space environment demonstration) to
the point at which the concept could confidently be included in the design of a new project
and successfully pass full-scale prototype tests with low risk.
NASA is develop-'-rig the Space Transportation System and the Spacelab, which will sup-
port the scientific and applications payloads analyzed in this study. Any payload per-
formance that must be extended beyond that which is currently available needs to be
accomplished within the appropriate time frame afforded by the STS/Spacelab sched-
ules. An additional and important aspect is that the results of this study will be useful.
to NASA iu its search for technology commonality in the Space Transportation System,
Space Lab, and Payload Programs.
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SECTION 3
METHOD OF APPROACH
The approach used in this study was aimed at producing the most credible results
possible. The nature of the task — assessment of technology requirements versup
current state of the art — necessitated involving directly a large number of NASA
and user/manufacturer technical personnel.
The Future Payload Technology Requirements analysis was performed in four main
steps, time phased over a span of approximately eight months (Figure 5). These steps
are:
a. Payload requirements analysis.
b, Preliminary technology requirements definition.
c. Verification of technology requirements/status.
d. Data update and documentation.
First, the payload advancement requirements were developed primaxfly by reviewing
the July 1974 Level B SPDA data for Automated and Sortie payloads, which are those to
be supported by the Space Transportation System during its first five years of opera-
tion. The data was screened for areas of payload performance requirements that were
indicated to be beyond the current state of the art. The data was consolidated and
A
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Figure 5. Payload Advanced Technology Analysh3 Flow/Schedule
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augmented by the contractor Payload Specialists. The Payload Technology Panel was
briefed on the findings at the first progress review in mid August 1974.
These interim findings were presented and discussed with individual discipline special-
ists and subsystem and technology specialists at NASA Headquarters during the same
visit. The discussions concerned:
a. Early study results -- feedback and comments on these findings.
b. Other technology requiren>!mts -» additional items of coneFurn or need a.9 seen by
the specialists.
c. Contacts at NASA Centers — other specialists who are knowledgeable in the area
and could be of assistance in confirming state of the art.
An assessment of the commonality of these payload performance requirements was
made, and preliminary technology advances (87 items) required to support these
payload requirements were identified.
During the early part of the second step a first version of the technology definitions,
based on the payload requirements, was made to obtain an understanding of the tech-
nology advances required and how they would relate to the state of the art. These
technology findings were forwarded to previously identified knowledgeable specialists
at the NASA Centers and JPL a few days before the visit. Visits were planned and
scheduled as to date and hour, then confirmed or revised by telephone. Each item, was
reviewed on a one-for-one basis with the specialists during the visits. The discussions
usually lasted from one to three hours and involved from ',-%vo to six persons. Major
topics discussed were: current state of the art versus requirements, expected advances,
foreseen problems, and current or planned research work going on in the field. This
collected data and information were used as the basis for revising the technology items
and determining sources of information outside NASA.
The third and major step was that of updating the technology requirement definition,
including the identification of options, potential problems, and technology schedule
estimates. These revised technology definitions were mailed to NASA technology and
discipline specialists for their review to verify that their applicable inputs had been
properly interpreted and incorporated. A similar mailing was conducted with univer-
sities, manufacturers, and research organizations to obtain their review and critique
of state-of-the-art assessment, options, potential problems, and technology schedule.
In the case of NASA, selected items, as well as supporting or related items, were
sect to those who had previously contributed to them. For the other groups; e. g.
manufacturers/users, interest was established or confirmed by telephone in most
cases.
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The fourth step consisted of incorporating all appropriate revisions suggested by the
results of the previous step and preparing the summary and final reports.
In summary, the inputs have included verbal and written comments and data from
NASA Headgt?asters, NASA Centers, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and one university,
Univer iity of California at Berkeley, to which a visit was made. Written comments
and supporting data and references were received from the other contributors. The
participants' major contributions have been as follows:
NASA headquarters: Review and verification of payload performance requirements and
identification of cognizant technology specialists at the centers.
NASA Centers: Review and verification of the state of the art of technology items and
identification of planned programs.
Universities, Research Organizations, and Manufacturers: Review of the current
state of the art, technology problems/options, unperturbed technology advancement,
and technology advancement schedule.
All participants in this study are identified 'n Appendixes A and B. Their distribution
by technology category was given in Figure 2, and their geographic distribution is in-
dicated in Figure 6.
►:e STUDY TEAM MEMBERS	 03035CVF3128
Figure 6. Geographic Distribution of Partik:ipants
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SECTION 4
RESULTS
The overall results of this study show that a large number of technology items require
advancement and that NASA will be required to provide most of this advancement.
These items are identified and their state-of-the--art levels along with need dates docu-
mented. The type of detail data provided by this study is described below.
4. 1 STATE -O F-THE -ART LE VE L
The levels of the state of the art for the technology items are summarized graphically
in Figure 7 for overall visibility. The ordinate indicates the various technology levels.
The items represented by individual vertical lines are in numerical sequence within a
technology category. The lower end of the line indicates the current level of the state
of the art, while the upper end indicates the level to which it has been estimated that the
technology should be advanced to meet the intended application (see legend in Figure 7).
The circle on the line indicates the unperturbed level or expected normal advancement
by the time the item is needed. Since NASA must provide the main advancement be-
yond the unperturbed level, this level becomes the significant reference point. Some
steps may be bypassed or not required in a specific item. Detail planning of the tech-
nology development would indicate what should be done.
The length of the line is indicative of the magnitude of the task required to advance that
particular item from the current or the unperturbed level, as the case may be. For
example, the sensor item 2. 10, which is a VIS-IR luminescence mapper, (see insert
in Figure 7) requires level 6; 1. e., a demonstration in an aircraft environment. It is
indicated to be at the current level of 3 but is expected to be advanced to level 5 or be
demonstrated in the laboratory by the technology need date, estimated to be 1976.
One additional step, from level 5 to level 6, is necessary to bring the item to required
maturity level, which is flight test in an aircraft before commitment.
For a second example, even if the line is short, which is the case of item 1.1 (the large
gamma ray survey instrument), a problem of advancement may be significant. The
sensitivity and spatial resolution is to be advanced in this requirement. An increase
in area by a factor of 130 is indicated for this instrument, and at the same time it
must maintain high efficiency and energy resolutic a. A similar but much smaller in-
strument has been operated in space, The extrapolation of its performance to the level
of this new requirement is judged to be a major technology problem.
When the need date is imposed on the number of steps and a rate of advancement number
of steps per year is determined, the problem inthe first case, sensor item 2.10, is seen
to be very critical if the unperturbed level should remain at the current level. A rate of
i
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3 steps per year is required, counting from 1975. However, the rate does become
more reasonable, or one step per year, if the unperturbed level is used as the ref-
erence. The number of years from 1975 to the need date of the technology is indicated
by the cumbers 1 to 11 along the upper part of the chart.
The number of steps in change of level of the state of the art shown for each item in
Figure 7 is used to smnmarize the number of items by level, as given in Figure 8.
The chart on the left shows that more than one-half of the items require an advance-
ment of more than one magnitude level. The magnitude of the problem is indicated,
but the criticality — discussed in the next section — is dependent also on the time
factor.
The second chart in Figure 8 shows how the payload population, to which the technol-
ogies will benefit, fits into the picture. Its shape is substantially the same as that of
the other chart, which tends to show that the number of technology items in the respec-
tive steps is proportional to the number of payloads that benefit from them. In other
words, the technology advancement required is fairly well distributed throughout the
payloads reviewed for applicability.
A LEVEL STATE OF THE ART	 ALEVEL STATE OF THE ART
- -- - CURRENT— REQU I RED
	 CURRENT— REQU I RED
UNPERTURBED — REQUIRED
05025CVF3147
Figure 8. Technology Items Summarized by Steps in State-of-Art Level
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4.2 TIME FACTOR IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
The previous section discussed magnitude of technology advancement; however, the
time to snake the advancement can be critical when the rate exceeds approximately one
step per year.
The three-dimensional histogram in Figure 9a shows the number of technology items
for the various delta levels of the state of the art and the year in which the technology
is needed. Most of the items are required to be satisfied within the first four years
and are fairly well distributed. For example, approximately one--fourth of the items
become due each year. There is a flat peak of 29 items in the third year. Items that
fall near the lower right corner of the chart have the potential of requiring the most and
immediate attention.
The chart in Figure 9b shows how the items vary with rate of advancement. Technol-
ogy items considered critical are identified by numbers and descriptive titles. For
ex-ample item 2.21, which is large electrographic camera, is beneficial to astronomy
payloads. The required resolution and field size is a factor of two better than current
technology in the laboratory, which is level 5. The technology advancement could be
satisfactorily demonstrated on a rocket flight, a level 7, which is testing in the space
environment. The need date for this demonstration is 1976; therefore the required
rate is two steps per year. The currently planned effort is not expected to move the
technology beyond the current level of 5; therefore NASA must provide a substantial
effort at a fairly high rate.
A second example is item 8.4, which has to do with development of techniques and/or
equipment contamination avoidance. This technology is required in 1978; it has been
carried only to level 3 and needs to be demonstrated on the initial shuttle test flights,
then finally tested on selected optical model telescope payloads on shuttle sortie mis-
sions. The required rate of advancement is 1.6 steps per year. Here again, no one is
expected to make appreciable advancement with this item outside NASA. It could be
beneficial to all optical type payloads.
4.3 LISTING OF REQUIRED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS
Certain payloads in the various scientific and applications disciplines have been iden-
tified as benefitting from advancements of the specific technology. The technology
items axe identified by decimal numbers, which are entered in the applicable disci-
pline column in Table 2. The number preceding the decimal point denotes the tech-
nology category, while that following indicates the item sequence in that category.
The commonality of application is indicated by the appearance of a particular item
number in more than one discipline column.
Of the total 91 items, almost one-third are in the sensor category. This may not be
surprising since almost all payloads have some type of sensor (or detector), and the
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Table 2. Technology Items by Benefiting Discipline*d
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W7	 ^^ 	 r^	 ti	 g	 Gc^	 yQ^TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY
1.	 collectors 6 1.4 1 1.5 1 1.6 1.1,1.2 1.9 1,7,1.9 1.9 1.6
2. Sensors 26 2.7,2.14-f, 2.6 2.1,2.2,2,3-1, ^^2.7.2.22 2.16 2.8,2.9,2.10, 2,9,2.13,2.16, 2,25 2.18 2,11,2.24, 2,15, 2.18 2,22
2.14-2, 2.19,	 ^2.3-'L,2.4,2.5, 2.22 2,12,2,13,2,17, 2.22,2.18 I 2,25 2.22
2.20,2,21,2,22, 2.6,2.22 2.26 .2.22,2.23
3. Generators 1 3,1
4, Systems 5 4.5 4.3,4.4 4.1 4.2
5. Spectal Devices 5 5,7 5,7 5.7 5.1, 5.3 5.4
5.2
G. Inertial/E lectromeclhanlcal 1 6.1
7,	 Life Sciences 4 7.1,7.2
7,3,7.4
S. Contamination 4 6.1,6.2,6.3,8. 4 9.1 B.I.B . 2,8.3,
6.4
9. Structural &,tacccratt Mecbanical III U. 7,9.6,9.9, 9.3,9.0.9.7,9 . 8, 9.4,9.7 , 9.0, 9.1 . 9.7 :,.7.9.8 , 9.9, 9.7,9.6 , 9.9, 9.1 9.5 9.2.9.719.8,
9,10 1 9.11 9.17,9. 10.9.1E 9.9,9.10,9.11 Ititra9.11 9. 10, U. 11 9,1019.11 9,9,9,1019.11
10, Environmental Control 2 10.1 10.4
11. Environmental Protection 1 11.1
12. Cryogenic Control 2 12,2 12.2 12.1 12.1
13. GN&C 2 I3,1, 13.2
13.2
14. Propitslon 2 14.1 14.2
15. Attitude Control/Meaeurement 2 15.1 15.1 15.5
16, TT&C/Data 2 16.4 1G.4 16.1
17. Electrical Power 2 17 . 5 17.1 17,1 - 17.1117.6
18, Instrument Electronics 3 j18.1,18.2 16. l 18.5
10. Software 6 19.1,19.3,19,3, 19.1,19.3,19.4, 19.1,19,4,19.5 19.1, 18.1,19.2,19.3, 19,1,19.2, 19.1 19.1 19.1 19.1 19.1 19.1
(Total number of items . 01) 19.5 19.5 19.5&,6 18.5.18.6 19.5,19.6
R
spectrum of measurement is quite varied from sensor to sensor, whereas in the aolu-
tion of a technology problem in a category such as TT&C, electrical power or instru-
ment electromes can apply to a variety of payloads or even to disciplines.
The technology requirement items are fairly well distributed throughout the disciplines.
The specific technology items applicable to each discipline and the payloads within the
discipline have been identified.
Table 3 shows the list of the technology items, along with the state--of-the-art levels,
need dates, and applicable number of payloads for each item that were used in the
analysis and discussions in the preceding sections. Important data included are the
differences in levels between the current state of the art and the required state of the
art and the technology need dates. As pointed out in the summary, the degree of
difficulty in advancing the state of the art will depend not only on the number of levels
to be advanced but where in the chain of advancement one is operating, and probably
more importantly it will depend on the specific item itself. In any event, since the un-
perturbed advance falls short of the required advance in 84 out of the 91 items, NASA
should provide the major effort for the technology required payloads, otherwise
project schedules may be unduly decayed, costs increased, or the planned research
may fail.
4.4 DATA PROVIDED ON EACH TECHNOLOGY ITEM
The data provided for each technology item are given in a three-page format. The
requirements are stated, state of the art indicated, options and problems identified,
and finally a schedule to close the technology gap is shown. The structure of the data
form, an example, and a description of content are shown in Figure 10.
Table 3. List of Required Technology Advancement Items
Category TechnoEogyt Item
— I	 State of Art	 I No. of
I Levels I Need
1
No. ofGur• Unpar•
Application Assignm ent No. Technology Item rent turbed JReqd I C—R I Date
I	
P!L Remarks
COLLECTORS
Gamma Ray C 1.1 Large ,amma Ray Survey 7 7 8 1 78 2 Area Increased by
instrument — Sensitivity Factor of x 130
X-Ray C 1.2 X-Ray Telescope - Sensitivity, 7 7 8 1 79 3 Area Increased by
Spatial Resolution, FOV Factor of x 120
UV•tR C 1 . 4 Large UV, IR Telescope Optics — 7 7 8 1 77 5 Stray Ught Control
Figure. Efficiency
IR C 15 Infrared Telescopes — improved 7 7 a 1 76 5 Benefits most IR
Sensitivity, Minimized Local Flux Payloads
IR C 1.6 LHe Coaled Telescope — Extended 6 6 e 2 76 1 Minimize Local Flux
Design Lifetime and Cryogen Usage
IR C 1.7 IR Scanner/Radiometer — Empraved 7 7 8 1 77 1 IFOV vs. Collector
Temperature Measurement Accuracy Area
ViS-IR C 1.8 Laser Optical System — Alignment 4 7 7 3 79 1 Several Additional Laser
Experiments Planned
Microwave GE 1.9 Large Microwave Antenna Arrays — 3 3 6 2 78 5 Dimensional Stability
Alignment, Flatness vs. Environment
SENSORS
Cosmic Ray C 2 . 1 Cosmic/Gamma Ray Spatial 6 6 8 2 76 4 Dimensional Stability
Detectors — Resolution, Stability
X-Ray C 2 .2 X•Ray Transmission Grating — 7 7 8 1 79 6 Survive Launch and
Dimensional Stability Orbital Environments
X•Ray C 2.3-1 X-Ray Maximum Sensitivity 7 7 8 1 79 4 Closad Cycle Cryogenic
Detector — Sensitivity, Charged Cooling System
Particle Rejection
t C — Convair, GE — General Electric, RI — Rockwell International
acnm u^ nn No, of
Category Technotogyi Item Cur-	 Unper• Levels Need oNo.	 f
Application Assignment No. Tec3tnolagy Item rent turbed	 Reqd C_R pate PIL Remarks
SENSORS Wontd)
X•Rey C 2.3.2 X-Ray Polarimetar —Sensitivity, 6 5 7 2 78 4 Crystal Sin', Thermal &
Dimensional Stability Dimensional Control
X-Ray C 2.4 X•Ray Proportional Counter — 7 7 8 1 78 4 Wire Grid vs. Solid State
Spectral, Spatial & Temporal Arrays
Resolution
X• Roy C 25 Modulation Collimated Sc intillation 5 5 7 2 77 2 Machanical Modulation
Counters — Spatial Resolution
X-Ray GE 2,6 X•Ray ConvertorAntensifier — 3 5 7 4 79 1 Destre 106 Picture
Increased	 Resolution, Variable ElamenWFfeme
FOV Resolution
UV C 2.7 Echelle Spectrograph — Increased 7 7 9 1 77 6 Structural Stabllity,
Sensitivity & Spectral Resolution Stray Light Control
VIS•IR C 2,8 VIS•IR Mappar/Sensor Assy. -- 7 7 8 1 78 4 Mechanically Scanned
Improved Accuracy, Resol., IFOV vs. Statio Matrices
VIS•IR C 22 Thematic Mapper — Improved 5 5 6 1 78 4 Improvement Factor
Registration Accuracy X10
VIS-IR C 2.10 VIS•IR Luminescence Moopar — 3 6 8 3 76 1 Detection within
Improved Spectral Resolution Fraunhofar Lines
Spectral Bands
Vie-IR C 2,11 VIS-iR Mapper for Coastal Zone 7 7 8 1 78 1 Multispectral Line
O Aanography — Accuracy, Scanners
Resolution. I FOV
VIS-IR C 2.12 Scanning Spactrorgdlomster — 6 6 8 2 75 2 Multispectrai	 Radio-
improve Accuracy, Reduce IFOV mottle Maasuromanu
t	 C — Convair, GE — Genaral Electric, RI — Rockwall International
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Table 3. List of Required Technology Advancement Items, {Ci l)
State of Art No. of
Category Tochnologyt Item Cur• Unpar• Levels Need No. of
Application Assignment No. Technology Item rent turhed Reqd C—R Date P1L Remarks
SENSORS (Contdl
VIS-I R C 2 . 13 Ocean Scanning Spectraphotom• 7 7 8 1 77 2 Multiband Radiometric
eter — Improve Accuracy, Measurements
Reduce IFOV
IR C 2.14 . 1 IR Photometer — Select ,Xbrious 7 7 8 1 76 3 Compatible with Cryo-
Narrow Bands in 2 . 1000TTm Range gaa'	 Cooled 
Telescopes
IR C 2.14 .2 IR Interferometer Spectrometer — 6 6 8 2 76 5 Thermal Control in
Increased Spectral Range & 1.5K-2K Range
Resolving Power
IR RI 2.15 IR Interferometer Spectrometer — » 5 — 79 1 Operate in aupiter
Reduced Radiation Effects Radiation Environment
IR C 2.16 Pyroelectric Detector — Increased 4 5 8 4 77 4 Attempt Room Temper.
Detectivity Without Cryo Cooling atura Ope atlun
Microwave GE 2.17 Sail Moisture Sensor — Develop 4 5 6 2 79 2 Active andlor passive
All-Weather Capability Microwave Techniques
Microwave GE 2.18 Range and Range Rate Sensing — 4 4 5 1 80 2 Performonce Improve-
improved Performance, Reduced ment Factor x '10
Size and Weight
VlS•UV C 2 . 19 High Resolution Photon Counting 4 4 7 3 8o 4 Batter Match of Electronic
Detector — Improverl gesolution Imaging Device Capa•
and Dynamic Range bility toOptics
VIS-UV C 2.20 VIS -UV Polarimeter — Improved 5 5 7 2 78 2 MuW.pectral Brmd
Sensitivity and Resolution Measurements
*There is some t)0D activity
t	 C — Convair, GE —General Electric, RI —Rockwell International
State of Art No. of
Category Technologyt Item cur. Unper• Levels Need No. of
Application Assignment No. Technology Item rent turbed Regd C —R Date PIL Remarks
SENSORS (Conidl
V IS•UV C 2 .21 Electronographic Camara — Higher 5 5 7 2 76 4 Large Area, Large Angle,
Sensitivity, Improved Resolution Noiseless Gain
IR•XUV C 222 Universal Filters — Arjustablo 5 5 7 2 78 52 Permits High Accuracy
Band Pass and Wavelength Filter Photometry &
Broad Application
IR•VIS C 2.23 Advanced Atmospheric Sensors 7 7 B 1 77 3 Measure Atmospheric
Group — Improved Accuracy, Pollutants and Natural
Selectivity and Resolution Constituents
Gravity GE 224 G •Jitter Determination •- Develop 2 3 5 3 79 12 Define Shuttle and Spacelab
Measurement Measurement Instrumentation Operating Environment
Mass GE 2 .25 Mass Measurement — Develop 2 2 5 3 80 2 High Accuracy and Vary
Measurement Device for Use In Zero G Small Masses Involved
Ralotivity RI 2.26 Precession Gyro — High Accuracy 5 5 L 3 7B 1 Related to Rolotiv€ty
Readout Theory
GENERATORS
Laser Comm, RI 3.1 Lasers 5 5 8 3 7B 1 Loser Diode Pumping
for Nd:YAG Laser
Communication
4	 6	 6	 2	 78	 1	 Cloud Measurements,
Aerosol Analysis
f	 4	 7	 8	 4	 79	 4	 Operate In Planetary	 1
Environment
3	 5	 7	 4	 79 1	 Need Onboard Carl
tion for Doppler Effect
CarlC — an 	GE — Genera l Electric, RI — Rockwell International
SYSTEMS
IR	 R€	 4.1	 LIDAR System — Develop
Space Qualified System
1R	 RI	 4.2	 Nephelomater — Analysis o
Planetary Atmosphere
Microwave	 GE	 4,3	 Synthetic Aperture Radar
Multifrequoncy, Wideband
1^jRIC,VAL P&GO B.
GF pWp. QU.AL1111
Blo•Functional C 72 Bioresearch Centrifuge —	 3 3 5 2 78 1
Development
Electro•Nlech C 7.3 Toleoperator Subsystems —	 5 7 8 3 78 1 Video Displays, Manip•
Development ulators, End Effectors
Biological C 7.4 Surgery in Space-Zero G Tocliniques	 4 4 5 1 78 2 Tool & Instrument Reten-
tion, Fluid Confinement
CONTAMINATION
Optical & C 8.1 Active Cleaner — Optical Surfaces 	 5 5 7 2 6o 9 Extend Useful Life
Plasma Space Optics
IR•X•Ray C 8.2 Advanced Contamination Monitors — 7 7 8 1 78 9 Sensitivity Improvement
Develop Instrumentation Set for Factor x 10
Telescope Internal Monitoring
I R•X•Ray C 8.3 Contamination Pracess Mechanisms -- 7 7 8 1 77 9 Theoretical Models, Lab
Better Understanding Sr Space Experiments
IR•X•Ray C 8.4 Contamination Avoidaht:e Devices -- 	 3 3 8 5 78 9 Improved Protective
Dovelopmant of Techniques & Equip Measures
STRUCTURAL & SPACECRAFT MECHANICAL
Plasma & C 9.1 Instrument Boonr, 50m — Alignment 4 4 5 1 79 5 Dynamic Response,
Fields and Painting Accuracy Thermal Effects,
• Retractabil ity
Free Flyers C 9.2 Payload Spacecraft Structure -- 	 4 4 5 i 79 14 Critical for Geasynch
Weight Reduction Payloads
Cosmic & C 9.3 Protective Shall/Covor —	 4 4 7 3 78 7 Thermal & Material
Gamma Ray Environmental Control Protection Without
Degrading Signal
t C — Convair, GE — Goneral Electric, RI — Rockwell International
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Table	 List of Required Technology Advancement Items, (Contd)
State 
Pa 
Art	 Lev of
Category	 Teehnola t Item	 cur. Un r•	 Levels Need No. of
Application Assignment No.
	
Technology Item	 rent turbed Reqd C—R Date PIL	 _	 Remarks
SVSTEMS ;Zontd]
Micawave GE 4.4 Wive Haight Altimeter — Improve 3 5 6 3 79 1 Desire All-Weather
Muasurament Precision Capability
Radio GE 45 7 ransmitterlCoupler System — 5 5 7 2 79 1 Automatic Antenna
High Power Xmission — Short Tuning Devices Required
Antenna —	 Re! Wave Length
SPECIAL DEVICES
Liquid & GE 5.1 Levitation Unit — Provide Position 3 4 5 2 78 3 Space Processing In
Solid & Tamperature Control Micro•Gravlty
Bic. & Organic GE 5.2 Elestraphoretic ColumnlPraotional 3 3 5 2 79 2 Reduced Wall Contami-
Collecting System - Fluid Handling nation Necessary
Techniques
Encke RI 5.3 Solids Analysis Package — 4 4 7 3 79 2 Measure Schell Atonito
Particles Chemical Analysis of Comot Tail Mass Units
Radio GE 5.4 High Power, High Efficiency 4 5 6 1 79 1 Circumvent Plasma
Transmitter — Communications Effects
Service C 5.7 Self Aligning Multipin Electrical 4 4 7 3 78 9 Far resupply &
Connector Assembly Refurhishmant
INERTIAL/ELECTROMECHANICAL
Gravity GE 6.1 Accelerometer for Gravity 3 5 7 4 79 1 improve Sensitivity
Measurements Factor x 143
LIFE SCIENCES
Biological C 7.1 Life Sciences Organisn. Holding 5 5 9 4 77 2 Environmental Control,
Units — Development Waste Management,
Data Interface
T C — Convair, GE — General Electric, RI — Rockwell International
No. of
Category	 Technologyt Item	 • Unper•	 Levels Need No. oCur	 f
Application Assignment No. 	 Technology Item	 I rent Ilurbed Reqd C—R Date 	 PIL	 Remarks
LIFE SCIENCES iContdf
i	 .
Table 3. List a Required Technology Advancement Items, (Contd)
State at Art
Category Teclmalogyt Item Cnpa: • =WW
Application Assignment No.	 Technology Item ant turbo 1 Read  Remarks
STRUCTURAL & SPACECRAFT MECHANICAL (Contd)
IR UV
	
C	 9.4	 Metering Structure, Solar Tele- 	 4 'i	 5	 1	 77	 3 Dimensional Stability
scopes — Reduce Thermal Sensitivity
Planetary	 C	 95	 Entry Probe — Low Weight Hoot	 7 7	 8	 1	 78	 3 Planetary Entry,
Shield Technology Large	 AV
X-Ray	 C	 ^_.6	 Instrument Mount/Selector —	 4 4	 5	 1	 79	 3 High Dimensional Accuracy
X•Ray Detectors vs. Space Environment
Service	 C	 9.7	 Module Resupply Mechanism 	 4 4	 7	 3	 78	 22 In— orbit refurbish/
resupply spacecraft
Service	 C	 9.8	 Spacecraft	 Docking/	 4 4	 7	 3	 78	 22 To launch or retrieve
Deployment & Retention S/C while in orbit
Mechanism
Service	 C	 9.9	 EVA Eqpt & TOOIS for	 3 3	 7	 4	 78	 22 To resupply and
Opor, Rop4r & Sery Of S/C Refurbish SIC in orbit
Service	 C	 9.10	 Remote Manipulator System End	 4 4	 7	 3	 78	 22 To launch or retrieve or
Effector Mechanism — Shuttle refurbish SIC in orbit
to Spacecraft
Se rvice	 C	 911	 Spacecraft to Tug Docking	 3 3	 7	 4	 81	 14 Resupply & refurbish
Mechanisms Spacecraft in Geosynch orbit
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
IR	 RI	 10,1	 Chamber/Solector — IS Instruments 4 4	 7	 3	 78	 5 Operate at Cryogenic
Temperatures at Minimum
Losses & Local Flux
CO2	 fit	 10.4	 Zero Gravity Steam Generator —	 4 4	 7	 3	 79	 1 Engineering Model
Desorption	 Development Exists
C — Convair. GE — General Electric, RI — Rockwell International
State of Art No. of
Category Technologyt Item Cur Unpor . Leval.	 Need No. of
Application Assignment Na Technology Item rant turbed Regd ::+R	 Oare PIL Remarks
ENVIRONMENTA'. PROTECTION
Planetary	 RI	 11.1	 StrueturallMechimism — Thermal 4	 4	 5	 1	 .86	 1 Venusian Surface
and Pressure Protection for Environment
Payload Instruments
CRYOGENIC CONTROL
Supercon•	 RI	 12.1	 Liquid Helium Cryostat Dowar — 3	 4	 8	 5	 78	 1 LHe 0.6K) required for
duction	 Develop Flight Weight Unit Precision Gyro Cooling
IR (Long	 RI	 12.2	 Liquid Helium Recycling Unit — 4	 4	 7	 3	 77	 9 Three Systems Under
M ission)	 Develop Low Power, Long Consideration
Life Unit
GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION & CONTROL
Planetary	 RI	 13.1	 Long Term Guidance for Low 3	 7	 7	 4	 78	 4 Advanced Laser Gyros,
Thrust Technology Star Trackers, Software
Planetary	 RI	 13.2	 StructumslMechanlim — Automatic 3	 3	 5	 2	 81	 1 Orbital Rendezvous
& Remote Docking (Return) Required Contrr.iing
Back Contamination
PROPULSION
Planetary	 81	 14.1	 Solar Electric Pi apulslor Stage — 4	 4	 7	 3	 79	 4 High Impaiso Required
Development of Long Life for Planetary Mission
Thrusters and Po.var Processor
Station	 R1	 14.2	 Ion Engine Propulsion Subsystem — 4	 4	 7	 3	 78	 1 Long Life Station,
Keeping	 Develop Lang Lifetime (10 years) keeping Thrusters
Components
AT11TUDE CONTROLIMEASUREMENT
Astronomy &
	
GE	 15,1	 Tracker/Field Monitor Assy. — 3	 4	 5	 2	 77	 18 Standard Fine Tracker
Pily'tics	 Improved Sensitivity, Accuracy & Correlated Field
and Stability Monitor
Earth	 GE	 15.5	 Advanced Attltude Sensing 3	 5	 7	 4	 77	 9 Accuracy Improvement
Resources	 System — Increased Accuracy Factor x 10
* C — Convair, GE — General Electric, RI — Rockwall International
*	 Jam'"	
off..
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Table 3, List of Required Technology Advancement items, (Contd)
State of Art No, of
Category Technmlogyt Item Cur- Unpor• Lovcts Need No of
11';
— 
Application Assignment	 No. Technology Item rant turbed Reqd C--R Data L R emarks
TLM, TRACKING & COMMAND
Planetary	 GE	 16.1 Data Transmission System for 3 5 5 2 79 3 Stringent Size, Weight
Planetary Entry Prabo •+o•Bus & Power Constraints
Date Link
Monitor &	 GE	 16.4 Memory Unit for On-Orbit 4 6 7 3 81 3 Hapid Access &
Control Functions -- Develop Small, Large Memory
High Capacity Unit
ELECTRICAL POWER
Planetary &	 GE	 17.1 High Voltage Solar Array — 4 5 7 3 80 14 High Voltage Switching
Earth App1, Develop Law Weight, High Devices Required
Reliability Components
Plasma A	 GE	 17 .5 High Energy Density Battery — 3 4 5 2 79 14 Dosire Power Density
Earth Appl, Develop Lightweight, Lang Life Improvement Factor
Battery x 2.5
INSTRUMENT ELECTRONICS
High Energy	 C	 18.1 Subnanosucand Pulse Measurement 4 5 5 1 76 4 Time Interval Resolution
& Correlation Detection improvement Factor x 1000
Cosmic Ray	 C	 18 . 2 Cryogenic Suporconducting 8 6 19 4 77 3 Minimize Lost Time in
Magnet Control — Reduce 7-day Flight
ChargelDischorgo Timv
Gravity	 C	 18.5 AnatoglDigitat Filtering — Increase 5 5 8 3 77 1 Minimize Error,
to 194iit Accuracy for Gravity Curve Pit
Gradiameter
C -- Convair, GE — General Electric, RI — Rockwell International
State of An No. of
Category TechnolagytF Cur Unper Levels Need No. of
Application F^signment Technology Item rent turbed Regd I	 C -R Data p!L Remarks
SOFTWARE
All C 19.1 Onboard Software Programs — 4 7 8 4 76 80 Cost Reduction Factor
Disciplines Develop Low Cost Software for
PIL Operations
EO&OP C 19 . 2 Software for GN&C — Support 7 7 8 1 76 4 Better Accuracy
Discipline High Accuracy Experiment
Pointing
Astr & C 19.3 Software for Attitude Control — 7 7 B 1 7B 10 Better Accuracy
High Energy Experiment Sensor Painting & Filtering
Asti, HE & C 19.4 Software for Experiment Control, 7 7 8 1 78 6 Low Cast Compact
Solar Phy Monitoring, Data Processing Multichannel
and data Ouality Cont rol Exp. Correlation
All GE 19 .5 Onboard Processing of Data for 6 S 8 2 77 92 User Compatible On.
Disciplines Payload Experiment/Operations Board Data Processing
All GE 19 . 6 Data Retrieval and Ground Based 5 5 B 3 78 58 Ground Based Quick
Disciplines Transformation and Distribution Access Data Processing{User Compatibility)
+ C — Convair, GE — General Electric, RI — Rockwall International
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CONTENT OF FORM
1^--- PERFORMANCE REQUIRED OF EQUIPMENT
OR PROCESS
,^--- CURRENT PERFORMANCE THAT CAN BE RE-
LATED TO THAT REQUIRED
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REQUIRED & CUR-
RENT STATE OF THE ART
RATIONALE FOR SELECTING PARAMETERS
THAT DROVE TECHNOLOGY & BENEFITTING
PAYLOADS OF DISCIPLINES
WHAT IS TO BE DONE TO DEMONSTRATE
THAT TECHNOLOGY HAS BEEN ADVANCED
SATISFACTORILY FOR INCLUSION IN PRO-
GRAM
HOW PAYLOAD IS AFFECTED BY VARIATION
IN CRITICAL PARAMETERS & POTENTIAL
PROBLEMS IN ADVANCING STATE OF THE
ART
ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES THAT MAY
BE APPLICABLE - ANOTHER WAY THAT
MAY BE ACCEPTABLE
LIST OF ON-GOING OR PLANNED TECHNOLO-
GY PROGRAMS THAT ARE CLOSELY RE-
LATED TO THE TECHNOLOGY & EXPECTED
UNPERTURBED LEVEL
OTHER TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES NECES-
SARY TO SUCCESS OF STATED REQUIRE-
MENT
NEED DATE OF TECHNOLOGY TO SUPPORT
FLIGHT SCHEDULE
PAYLOAD LAUNCH DATES - NO. LAUNCHES
LIST OF DATA SOURCES
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Figure 10. Definition of a Technology
SECTION 5
CONCLUSIONS
Much fundamental understanding of the payload requirements in the scientific and appli-
cations disciplines and the technology advancements required to meet these requirements
exists respectively within the NASA scientific and technology community. This study has
tended to bring into focus and compare, on a one-to-one basis, the re quirement versus
state of the art.
A large gap exists between the performance requirement and current state of the art for
many of the payloads. The scaling laws to make logical extensions are not always under-
stood and require revision as the technology advances. Therefore, the precision of pre-
diction is diminished as the ratio of improvement increases, which is one to two orders
of magnitude in the case of some collectors and sensors. There will be an advancement
toward closing this gap, but unless NASA provides the resources for it, the advance-
ment 
will 
not be sufficient by a large margin. Only 8 percent of the defined technology
items will be ready when needed unless NASA provides the major effort for the required
technology.
Some technologies require large improvement over that which exist today, some require
several levels of advancement, and most are required to be advanced to the required
level within the next three to four years to support file NASA payload mission schedule.
The time rate of advancement is critical for about one-fifth of the technology items.
The payloads in the second five years of the shuttle era will be more advanced than -those
planned for the first five years. The study emphasis was on those payloads planned for
the first five years whose performance data available for review was defined to level
B detail, while the more advanced payloads were defined only to level A. However, the
performance requirements of these later payloads are sufficiently well understood to
warrant initiation of their review and analysis to ensure that thB technoiogy advance-
ments identified here and the subsequent operation of their benefiting payloads do
indeed lead to the planning of a technology program that is timely and continuous.
T
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SECTION 6
RECOMMENDED FUTURE EFFORT
Five areas of future work based on the findings of this study are indicated.
a. A direct and logical next step is the development of technology program plaL'nin.g
requirements such as the estimate of cost, schedule, and technical benefit of the
technology advancement and the selection of the optimum technology advancement
approach.
b. NASA is continuing to review and update its payload definitions and performance
requirements, therefore the technology advancement requirements should be up-
dated in consonance with that activity. The methodology has been proofed during
this study.
c. The definition of software has advanced technology requirements, since software
has potential for impact on cost and performace with broad applicability. Software
is crucial to basic payload performance.
d. The definition of data processing and distribution technology advancement require-
ments is important, because the payloads generate an enormous quantity of data,
The value of a payload is related to the quantity of information acquired and the
timely use of that information. This technology has broad application in that it
covers all disciplines and payloads.
e. The assessment of perturbed versus unperturbed technology should be made.
Such investigation would determine if any tangible penalties — such as increased
payload cost, number of flights, or reduced mission effectiveness — can be iden-
tified that are attributed to not achieving the required performance level.
6--1
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SECTION 7
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY
REQUIRE ME NTS
The payload advanced technology requirements defined in this section were developed
primarily by reviewing the July 1974 Level. B Space Transportation S stem Payload
Data and Analysis (SPDA) data for both Automated and Sortie payloads. The payloads
are listed in Tables 4 and 5. The data was screened for areas of technology advance-
ment indicated to be beyond the cur rent state of the art and judged to be required to
meet the payload performance requirements. The data was consolidated and augment-
ed by the payload specialists and reported to the NASA Payload Technology Panel at the
first progress review in the working paper "Payload Advanced Technology Require-
ments", Report No. ATR-WP-001, dated 20 August 1974.
The technology advancement required to meet the payload performance requirement
has been sorted and assembled by category (e.g., sensors, collectors) as indicated
in Table 6. Two preliminary versions of these requirements were contained in work-
ing paper reports "Definition of Technology Requirements", Report No. ATR-WP-003,
dated 31 October 1974, and "F utirec Payload Technology Requirements Study", Report
No. ATR-WP-004, dated 6 December 1974. The estimates of each technology item
identified have been documented on a basic three-page form with additional contin-
uation sheets as required. The current state of the art is indicated for each item, the
requirement stated, alternatives and problems identified and, finally, a schedule to
close the technology gap is shown. The format and instructions for filling out the form
are shown. in Figure 11.
Certain payloads in the various scientific and applications disciplines have been identi-
fied as benefiting from advancements of the specific technology. The technology items
were identified to the applicable disciplines in Table 2, page 4-6.
The technology requirements as defined in this study are presented in the forms that
follow. The letter or letters preceding the item number have significance only in that
they identify the study team member responsible for that item. Through the process
of combining one or more items with another, or dropping some because the investi-
gations show that the requirements were within the state of the art, a few gaps in the
numerical sequence will be observed. Table 7 identifies the disposition of the missing
ite mF4.
The symbols used in the definition forms are given. in Table 8. The technology definition
forms by category versus page location is given in Table 9 on page 7--11.
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ASTRONOMY
*AS-01-A	 — LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE (AST-6)
*AS-02-A	 — EXTRA CORONAL LYMAN ALPHA EXP (AST-1)
*AS-03-A	 — COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER (AST-1)
AS-05-A	 — ADVANCED RADIO EXPLORER (AST-1)
AS-07-A	 - 3.OM AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IR TELESCOPE (NEW)
AS-11-A	 - 1.5M IR TELESCOPE (NEW)
AS-1 3-A	 - UV SURVEY TELESCOPE (NEW)
AS-14-A	 - 1.0M UV-OPTICAL TELESCOPE (AST-8)
AS-1 6-A	 - LARGE RADIO OBSERVATORY ARRAY (AST-8)
AS-17-A	 - 30M IR INTERFEROMETER (NEW)
HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS
*HE-91-A	 — LARGE X-RAY TELESCOPE FACILITY (AST-9)
*HE-03-A	 - EXTENDED X-RAY SURVEY (AST-5)
HE-05-A	 - HIGH LATITUDE COSMIC RAY SURVEY (AST-5)
*HE-07-A	 -- SMALL HIGH ENERGY SATELLITE (PAY-1)
*HE-08-A	 - LARGE HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY A (AST-5)
*HE-09-A	 - LARGE HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY B (AST-4)
HE-10-A	 - LARGE HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY C (AST-5)
*HE-11-A	 - LARGE HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY D (AST-9)
HE-12-A	 — COSMIC RAY LABORATORY (PHY-5)
SOLAR PHYSICS
SD-02-A	 — LARGE SOLAR OBSERVATORY (AST-2)
*SO-03-A	 — SOLAR MAXIMUM SATELLITE (AST-3)
ATMOSPHERIC & SPACE PHYSICS
*AP-01-A	 - UPPER ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER (PHY-1)
*AP-02-A	 - MEDIUM ALTITUDE EXPLORER (PHY-1)
*AP-03-A	 - HIGH ALTITUDE EXPLORER (PHY-1)
*AP-04-A	 - GRAVITY & RELATIVITY SATELLITE - LEO (PHY-2)
*AP-05-A	 - ENVIRONMENTAL PERTURBATION SATELLITE-
MISSION A (PHY-3)
AP-06-A	 - GRAVITY & RELATIVITY SATELLITE-SOLAR (PHY-2)
AP-07-A	 - ENVIRONMENTAL PERTURBATION SATELLITE-
MISSION B (PHY-3)
AP-03-A
	 - HELIOCENTRIC & INTERSTELLAR SPACECRAFT
(PHY-4)
EARTH OBSERVATIONS
EO-07-A	 - ADVANCED SYNCHRONOUS METEOROLOGICAL
SATELLITE (EO.7)
*EO-08-A	 - EARTH OBSERVATORY SATELLITE (EO-3)
*EO-09-A	 - SYNCHRONOUS EARTH OBSERVATORY
SATELLITE (ED-4)
*ED-10-A
	 - APPLICATIONS EXPLORER (SPECIAL-PURPOSE
SATELLITE (EO-5)
*EO . 12-A	 - TIRDS'O' (EO-6)
*EO-56-A	 - ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING SATELLITE (NN/D-8)
*EO-57-A	 — FOREIGN SYNCHRONOUS METEOROLOGICAL
SATELLITE (NNID-9)
*ED-58-A	 - GEOSYNCHRONOUS OPERATIONAL
METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE (NN/D-10)
EO-59-A
	 - GEOSYNCHRONOUS EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE
(NRI/0-12)
*EO-61-A	 - EARTH RESOURCE SURVEY OPERATIONAL
SATELLITE (NN/D-11)
EO .62-A	 - FOREIGN SYNCHRONOUS EARTH OBSERVATORY
SATELLITE (NN/D-13)
*REQUIREMENTS DEFINED TO LEVEL B (48 PAYLOADS)
Table 4. SPDA Automated Payloads
Note: Number in title is payload code number used in October 1973 NASA Payload Model.
.
..	 ...	 _a
Table 4. SPDA Automated Payloads (Cont'd)
EARTH & OCEAN PHYSICS
	
PLANETARY
* OP-01-A
	 - GEOPAUSE (EOP-4) *PL-01-A -	 MARS SURFACE SAMPLE RETURN (PL-7)
*0P-02-A	 - GRAVITY GRADIOMETER (EDP-5) PL-02-A -	 MARS SATELLITE SAMPLE RETURN (PL-8)
*OP-03-A	 - MIDI-LAGEOS (EDP-6) 'APL-03-A -	 PIONEER VENUS MULTIPROBE (PL-10)
*OP-OBI-A
	 - 6RAVSAT (EOP-7) PL-07-A -	 VENDS RADAR MAPPER (PL-11)
*DP-05-A	 - VECTOR MAGNETOMETER SATELLITE (EDP-8) PL-08-A --	 VENUS BUOYANCY PROBE (PL-12)
*OP-96-A	 - MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR SATELLITE (Et7P-9) PL-09-A -	 MERCURY ORBITER (PL-13)
` OP-07-A	 - SEASAT -B (EOP-3) PL-10-A ---	 VENUS LARGE LAND£R (PL-14)
OP-51-A	 - GLOBAL EARTH & OCEAN MONITOR SYSTEM (NN/D-14) PL-11•A -	 PIONEER SATURNIURANUS FLYBY (PL-18)
*PL-12-A -	 MARINER JUPITER ORBITER (PL-19)
SPACE PROCESSING
*PL-13-A -	 PIONEER JUPITER PROBE (PL-20)
*SP-01-A
	 - SPACE PROCESSING FREE FLYER (NEW) PL-14-A -	 SATURN ORBITER (PL-21)
PL-15-A -	 URANUS PROBEMEPTUNE FLYBY (PL-22)
LIFE SCIENCES PL-16-A --	 GANYMEDE ORBITERMANDER (PL-23)
* PL•1B•A -	 EIUCKE RENDEZVOUS (PL-26)
.a	 *LS-02 A	 - BIOMEDICAL EXPERIMENT SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE (LS 1) PL-19-A -	 HALLEY COMET FLYBY (PL..a7)
SPACE T ECHNOLOGY PL-20-A -	 ASTEROID RENDEZVOUS (PL-28)
*PL-22-A --	 PIONEER SATURN PROBE (PL-17)
*ST-01-A	 - LONG DURATION EXPLOSURE FACILITY (ST-1)
LUNAR
COMMU N I CATI O NSMAVI O ATI O N
*LU-01-A --	 LUNAR ORBITER (LUN-2)
*CM-51-A	 - INTELSAT (NNIA-1) LU-02-A -	 LUNAR ROVER (LUN-3)
'R CN-52-A	 - U.S. DOMSAT'A'(NNIO-2) LU-03-A -	 LUNAR HALO SATELLITE (LUN4)
*'CN-53-A	 - U.S. D0MSAT'B' (NNID-2) LU-04-A -	 LUNAR SAMPLE RETURN (LUN-5)
*CM-54-A	 - DISASTER WARMING SATELLITE (NNI0-3)
*CN-55-A	 - TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT SATELLITE (NN/D-4)
*CM-56-A	 - FOREIGN COMMUNICATIDMSSATELLITE (NNID -5)
*UN-58-A	 - U.S. DOMSAT'C' (NNID-2)
CN-59-A	 - COMMUNICATIONS R&DIPROTOTYPE SATELLITE MOO)
CM-60-A	 - FOREIGN COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE B (NNID-5) 31 SHUTTLE DELIVERED P/L
50 SHUTTLE +TUG DELIVERED Ph
*FtEQUIREME:NTS DEFINED TO LEVEL B (48 PAYLOADS)
l
Table 5. SPDA Sortie Payloads
ASTRONOMY
*AS-01-S	 -- 1.5M CRYOGENICALLY-COOLED IR
TELESCOPE
*AS-03-S	 — DEEP SKY UV SURVEY TELESCOPE
*AS-04-S	 — 1M DIFFRACTION LIMITED UV OPTICAL
TELESCOPE
*AS-05-S 	— VERY WIDE FIELD GALACTIC CAMERA
AS-06-S	 — CALIBRATIONI  OF ASTRONOMICAL FLUXES
AS-07-S	 — COMETARY STIMULATION
AS-08-S	 — MULTIPURPOSE 05M TELESCOPE
AS-09-S	 — 30M IR INTERFEROMETER
AS-10-S	 — ADV. XUV TELESCOPE
AS-11-S	 — POLARIMETRIC EXPERIMENTS
AS-12-S	 — METEOROID SIMULATION
AS-13-S	 — SOLAR VARIATION PHOTOMETER
AS-14-S	 — 1.OM UNCOOLED IR TELESCOPE
*AS-15-S	 — 3.OM AMBIENT TEMP. IR
 TELESCOPE
AS-18-S	 — 1.5 KM IR INTERFEROMETER
AS-19-S	 --- SELECTED AREA DEEP SKY SURVEY
TELESCOPE
AS-20-S	 -- 2.5M CRYOGENICALLY COOLED IR
TELESCOPE
AS-31-S	 — COMBINED AS-01, -03,-04,-05-S
AS-41-S	 — SCHWARTZSCHILD CAMERA
AS-42-S	 — FAR UV ELECTRONOGRAPHIC SCHMIDT
CAM ERA/SPECTROGRAPH
AS-43-S	 — UCB BLACK BRANT PAYLOAD
AS44-S	 — XUV CONCENTRATOR/DETECTOR
AS-45-S	 — PROPORTIONAL COUNTER ARRAY
AS-46-S	 — WISCONSIN UV PHOTOMETRY EXPERIMENT
AS-47-S	 — ATTACHED FAR IR SPECTROMETER
AS-48-S	 — ARIES/SHUTTLE UV TELESCOPE
AS-49-S	 — FIRST UCB BLACK BRANT PAYLOAD
AS-50-S	 — COMBINED UV/XUV MEASUREMENTS
(AS-04-S, 10-S)
AS-51-S	 -- COMBINED IR PAYLOAD (AS-01-S, 15-SI
AS-54-S	 — COMBINED UV PAYLOAD (AS-03-S, 04-S)
AS-61-S
	 — ATTACHED FAR IR PHOTOMETER
(WIDE FOV)
AS-62-S	 -- COSMIC BACKGROUND ANISOTROPY
AS-01-R	 — LST REVISIT
HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS
*HE-11-S —	 X-RAY ANGULAR STRUCTURE
HE-12-S —	 HIGH INCLINATION COSMIC RAY SURVEY
HE-13-S —	 X-RAY/GAMMA RAY PALLET
HE-14-S —	 GAMMA RAY PALLET
*HE-15-S —	 MAGNETIC SPECTROMETER
HE-16-S —	 HIGH ENERGY GAMMA-RAY SURVEY
HE-17-S —	 HIGH ENERGY COSMIC RAY STUDY
HE-18-S —	 GAMMA-RAY PHOTOMETRIC STUDIES
HE-19-S —	 LOW ENERGY X-RAY TELESCOPE
HE-20-S —	 HIGH RESOLUTION X-RAY TELESCOPE
HE-03-R —	 EXTENDED X-RAY SURVEY REVISIT
HE-11-R —	 LARGE HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY D
REVISIT
SOLAR PHYSICS
*SO-01-S —	 DEDICATED SOLAR SORTIE MISSION (DSSM)
*SO-11-S —	 SOLAR FINE POINTING PAYLOAD
SO-12-S —	 ATM SPACELAB
ATMOSPHERIC AND SPACE PHYSICS
*AP-06-S —	 ATMOSPHERIC, MAGNETOSPHERIC, AND
PLASMAS IN SPACE (AMPS)
EARTH OBSERVATIONS
*EO-01-S —	 ZERO-g CLOUD PHYSICS LABORATORY
'C EO-05-S —	 SHUTTLE IMAGING MICROWAVE SYS. (SIMS)
*EO-06-S —	 SCANNING SPECTRORADIOMETER
EO-07-S --	 ACTIVE OPTICAL SCATTEROMETER
*'REQUIREMENTS DEFINED TO LEVEL B (30 PAYLOADS)
Table 5. SPDA Sortie Payloads (Cont'd)
cn
EARTH AND OCEAN PHYSICS
*OP-02-S --	 MULTIFREQUENCY RADAR LAND IMAGERY
*OP-03S --	 MULTI FREQUENCY DUAL POLARIZED
MICROWAVE RADIOMETRY
*OP-04-S —	 MICROWAVE SCATTEROMETER
*OP-05-S —	 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNING IMAGERY
*OP-06-S —	 COMBINED LASER EXPERIMENT
SPACE PROCESING APPLICATIONS
*SP-01-S --	 SPA NO. 1 — BIOLOGICAL (MANNED)
SP-02-S —	 SPA NO. 2 — FURNACE (MANNED)
SP-03-S —	 SPA NO. 3 — LEVITATION (MANNED)
SP-04-S —	 SPA NO. 4 — GEN. PURPOSE (MANNED)
SP-05-S —	 SPA NO. 5 — DEDICATED (MANNED)(B+F+L+G+C )
SP-12-S —	 SPA NO. 12 — AUTO. FURNACE
SP-13-S --	 SPA NO. 13 — AUTO. LEVIATION
*SP-14-S —	 SPA NO. 14 — MANNED AND AUTOMATED
*SP-15-S —	 SPA NO. 15 — AUTOMATED FURNACE/
LEVIATION
SP-16-S —	 SPA NO. 16 -- BIOLOGICAL/GENERAL(MANNED)
SP-19-S —	 SPA NO. 19 — BIOLOGICAL AND
AUTOMATED
SP-21-S —	 SPA NO. 21 — MINIMUM BIOLOGICAL
SP-22-S —	 SPA NO. 22 — MINIMUM FURNACE(MANNED)
SP-23-S —	 SPA NO. 23 — MINIMUM GENERAL
SP-24-S —	 SPA. NO. 24 — MINIMUM LEVIATION(MANNED)
LIFE SCIENCES
*LS-04-S	 — FREE FLYING TELEOPERATOR
*LS-09-S
	
— LIFE SCIENCES SHUTTLE LABORATORY
*LS-10-S
	
— LIFE SCIENCE CARRY-ON LABORATORIES
SPACE TECHNOLOGY
ST-04-S —	 WALL-LESS CHEMISTRY + MOLECULAR
BEAM (FACIL. NO. 1)
ST-05-S —	 SUPERFLUID He + PARTICLE/DROP
POSITIONING (FACIL. NO. 2)
ST-06-S —	 FLUID PHYSICS + HEAT TRANSFER(FACIL. NO. 3)
ST-07-S —	 NEUTRAL BEAM PHYSICS (FACIL. NO. 4)
*ST-08-S —	 INTEGRATED REAL TIME CONTAMINATION
MONITOR
ST-09-S —	 CONTROLLED CONTAMINATION RELEASE
ST-21 -S —	 LASER IN 	 TRANSMISSION
ST-12-S —	 ENTRY TECHNOLOGY
ST-13-S —	 WAKE SHIELD INVESTIGATION
*ST-21-S —	 ATL P/L NO. 2 (MODULE + PALLET)
*ST-22-S —	 ATL P/L NO. 3 (MODULE + Pp I_LE 1)
*ST-23-S —	 ATL P/L NO. 5 (PALLET ONLY)
COMMUNICATIONS AND NAVIGATION
{ F CN-04-S —	 TERRESTRIAL SOURCES OF NOISE+
INTERFERENCE
*CN-05-S —	 LASER COMMUNICATION
EXPERIMENTATION
CN-06-S —	 COMMUNICATION RELAY TESTS
CN-07-S --	 LARGE REFLECTOR DEPLOYMENT
CN-08-S —	 OPEN TRAVELING WAVE TUBE
CN-11-S —	 STARS & PADS EXPERIMENTATION
CN-12-S —	 INTERFEROMETRIC NAVIGATION &
SURVEILLANCE TECHNIQUES
CN-13-S —	 SHUTTLE NAVIGATION VIA
GEOSYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE
*REQUIREMENTS DEFINED TO LEVEL B (30 PAYLOADS)
li	 } I	 i	 I
Table 6, Categories of Advanced Technology Requirements
Category No. of Items
Nom  Categor-V Name in Category
_
I Collectors 8
2 Sensors 28
3 Generators 1
4 Systems 5
5 Special Devices 5
6 Inertial/Electromechanical 1
7 Life Sciences 4
8 Contamination 4
9 Structural & Spacecraft/ 11
Mechanical
1.0 Environmental Control 2
11 Environmental. Protection 1
12 Cryogenic Control 2
13 GN&C 2
14 Propulsion 2
15 Attitude Control/Measurement 2
16 TT&C/Data 2
17 Electrical Power 2
18 Instrument Electronics 3
19 Software 6
7--6
Item. Sequence
Category
gnment .
 ,C-Convair: GE-General Electric; RI-Rockwell) -
	 _
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. X-Y.
1, TECHNOLOGY 112QUIREME VT (TITLE):
	
PAGE 1 OF
Descriptive title
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Technology category used in study (see Table 1).
:3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: A brief statement of objective and
advancement requited.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: A brief statement of the current state-of-the-art that
most nearly fits objective stated in Para. 3.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DISC M 1'TION 01 ,' TECHNOLOGY
	 (See Para. 15 for number)
A discussion of the required advancement containing a quantitative description
of the critical parameters and comparison with the current state-of-the-art.
0,11
WAS program
development phase)
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON; q PRE-A, ® A, q B, q C/D
Ik
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a) Summarizes the analyses of payload advanced technology requirements and
gives the rationale for selection of the values of the critical parameters which
drive the technology,
b) Identifies the benefitting payloads by number and name if space permits or by
general classification if the list is lengthy.
c) Provides justification for the advancement by quantitatively describing, if
possible, the payload enhancement in terms of improved mission, payload,
or equipment performance, improved reliability, longer lifetime, etc.
d) State the level of technological maturity required to make it acceptable for
this intended use. (See Para. 15). Give a verbal description of what is to be
done within the selected level.
(See Para. 15 for number)
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL!
Figure 11. Instructions for "Definition of Technology Requirements"
7-7
now
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):	 PAGE 2 OF
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Describes potential "spectrum" of technology and discusses how
quantitative variation in the critical parameters affects the payload.
0`1
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Identify potential problems in advancing the state-of-the-art.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Identify any alternatives to the described technoloy.
10. PLA]?7VED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Identifies, for reference purposes, on--going or planned technology programs which
are closely related to the described requirements. Identifies with RTOP number,
if a NASA program..
Unperturbed technology advancement is the state-of-the--art at the need date if NASA
expends no special effort in this area. (See pa3ra.13 for need date)EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
X-
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:	 (See Para. 15 for number
Describes requirements for other technologies which may be necessary for the
success of the stated requirement. Describes the relationship.
Figure 11. Instructions for "Definition of Technology Requirement" (Cont°d. )
7-S
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO.
1, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE); 	 PAGE 3 OF
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75176177178179180181182 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Analysis/Design List of key steps and time span in "waterfall" manner leading
2. Fabrication
t4 ac.hiev
I
en^ent of dIesi r ed tecIhnollog I	 I
I 
	 k
	 I
	 I^
I 
	
I
	
I
	
I
3. Test
  I	 1
TYPICAL (be specific as required)
4. Documentation
5.
APPLICATION 1 1 1 1 R1.	 Design (Ph. C)	 Show
d pag%load development schedule which drives
technology
I
2.	 Devl/Fab (Ph. D)	 nee  .
3.
	
Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE Show need date -allows for flight hardware lead time, TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES Number of launches each year using technology.
14. REFERENCES:
Lists data sources and references where further information may be obtained.
Includes significant contributors during user/manufacturer review.
Definition of levels to be applied in parag^aphs 4, 6 and 10.
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
s. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	
g, MODEL TESTED IN ADICRAST ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	
7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 8. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATHEMATICAL MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL' MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED.
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATERLAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	
20. LIFETLNIE EXTENSION OF AN OPLIZATIONAL MOD EL.
Figure 11. Instruction
,W_
7--10l I,	 _
Table 7. Accounting of Technology Item Sequence Numbers Not
Appearing in Definition of Requirements
Item No.	 Comments
C-1.3	 Combined with C-1.2 because of common requirement.
RI-5. 5A.. r;	 Data system operating in plasma-
Advancement initially required was identified to be to reduce
effects of boom mounted in stitu data system on the plasma..
It was found to be within state of the art and dropped.
RI10.2	 Gravity Gradiometer -
Environment Control --
Initial requirement was based on a concept by JPL that
required temp. control to 0.001C. Hughes concept
indicates temperature effect (low frequency effects) could be
subtracted from the data.
RI-10.3	 Reidentified as C-7.1, change of category.
RI-12.3/12.4	 Combined with RI-12.2 because of common requirements.
RI-13.3 Reidentified as RI-2.26, change of category.
GE--15.2/15.3/75.4 Combined with GE-15.1, because of common requirements.
GE-16.2/16.3 Data display for monitor application --
Advancement initially required was identified to be increased
display size and improved resolution. It was found to be
adequately covered within the current technology and was
dropped.
GE-16.5 Combined with GE-2.6 because of closely related require-
ments.
GE-17.2/17.3 Combined with GE--17.1 because of related requirements.
GE-17.5 Combined with GE--17.4 because of related requirements.
C-18.3/18.4 Combined vAth C-18.1 because of related requirements.
r
1 Collectors 7--13
2 Sensors 7--55
3 Generators 7-189
4 Systems 7-195
5 Special Devices 7-217
6 Inertial/Electromechanical 7-241
7 Life Sciences 7-247
8 Contamination 7--265
9 Structural & Spacecraft Mech. 7-293
10 Environmental Control 7-341
11 Environmental Protection 7-351
12 Cryogenic Control 7-355
13 GN&C 7-365
14 Propulsion 7-375
15 Attitude Control/Measurement 7-385
16 TT&C/Data 7-393
17 Electrical Power 7-401
18 Instrument Electronics 7-409
19 Software 7-423
7-11
Table 8. List of Symbols Used in the Definition Forms
C -- Convair
GE	 -- General Electric
RI - Rockwell International
AS - Astronomy
HE - High Energy Astrophysics
SO - Solar Physics
AP - Atmospheric and Space Physics
EO -- Earth Observations
OP -- Earth and Ocean Physics
SP - Space Processing Applications
LS	 -- Life Sciences
ST - Space Technology
PL -- Planetary
CN -- Communications/Na:7igation
LU - Lunar
Table 9. Location. of "Definition of Technology Requirement" by Category
Category No.	 Category Name	 Pale
t
f
-r r^ DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C-1.1
1.T "pECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE), :  u^yeyns' ` Ray	 PAGE 1 OF 3
Sensitivity ,_
	ff iciency, energy_re_s_olution.z 	 spatial r solution, conversion e
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Collector
3. OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Sensitivity of 10-8 photons/cm2 /sec, acti
collector area 3m2 to 8m2 , angular resolution 0.1° in selected bands, 1" over 20 to 10 6
 Me
conversion efficiency 50% or better, energy resolution 10%.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Current state--of-art 10 photons /em Zsec. activecollect
area 1 m2 , angular resolution 1° in balloon flight, 1/16m 2
 ins ace flight to date.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
5. - DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY — The large gamma ray survey instrument will
probably use detectors in spatial measurement compatible layers (laminates) to convert
incident gamma ray energy in the range 20 to 10 6
 MeV to positron-electron pairs. Subse-
quent layers of detectors can use charged particle detectors to resolve lower energy com-
ponents. Detectors that work in the pair production region have distinct advantages such as
the fact that each photon transfers most of its energy to an electron-positron pair and the
electron-positron pair preserves the direction information of th : photon fairly well. To
date, the typical separation between the pairs is Me C2/Ephot.on (about 0.3 deg. at '100 MeV)
The actual angular resolution will be limited by the multiple scattering of the electron-
positron pairs (1 deg. achieved to date). Rejection of charged particles flux is important
since number of charged particles during part of observation orbit may exceed the gamma
ray flux up to 1000 times.	 P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [K PRE-A, M A. n B
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. Trades in effective area, sensitivity/unit area, energy resolution, angular sensitivity,
field of vbav, and degree of rejection of charged particles Jead to a compromise. Cam_.
pononts involved include a surrounding (usually) plastic scintillator which provides anti-
coincidence vetoes, a converter sandwich that produces sufficient radiation length to 1
cause pair production, intermediate sandwiches or spatial detectors for track location,
	 j
and energy discriminators at the bottom to measure energy of incident photons (or com-
ponents at lower energies). Discrimination data are recorded to identify charged par-
particles, or neutral primaries as well as gamma rays where anti-coincidence methods
fail. Auxiliary measurements of shower development, secondary containment, and re-
sponse of anticoincidence guard counters enable estimates of what fraction of output is
due to freak events.
b. Two payloads HE--16-S (1981), High Energy Gamma Ray Survey and HE--08--A, Large
High Energy Observatory., (Gamma Ray), 1986, benefit from development of capability.
c. The instrument will perform in sortie and automated missions to give a full sky survey
with a sensitivity and resolution factor of 10 better than previously- accomplished.
!	 (Final Report, High Energy Astrophysics Working Group Report, May 1973).
d. Smaller gamma ray instruments (OSO III Gamma Pray Detector, Cornell University) ?	a
photographic spark chamber telescope for balloon use, and the Goddard Digitized Spars:
Chamber G amma Ray Telescope indicate current state-of-art  (10-6 to 10 -7 photons/cm8/
sec). When 10 photons/cm/sec sensitivity with 8m .effective area has been achieved
(by 1981), above techi.plogy requirement is satisified. Testing on a shuttle sortie flights
is expected prior to longer term automated flight.
	
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8
7-13
PRECEDING PAGE BLANX NOT FUMW
	DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQI;IREMENT	 NO. C-1.1
Large Gamma Ray
	
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): ^ry^^v Fn.G#t^yImp'nt	 PAGE 2 OF 3
Sensitivity, spatial resolution, conversion effictericy, energy resolution.
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: Extended area (8 m2 ) versions of previous high energy gamm
ray detectors previously used are possible. Option A uses a surrounding plastic anticoinci-
dence scintillate-, a Csl/plastic converter sandwich, a Curenkov counter section, and an
energy discriminator using Nal, tungsten and plastic layers. Option B consists of a spark
chamber surrounded by anticoincidence scintillators. Two spark chamber gaps are used
below a top anticoincLdence scintillator to classify the incoming primary which then passes
to a one radiation length converter (lead or equiv.) followed by a plastic scir_tillator. Up to
12 spark chamber gaps detect the pairs or secondaries when fired by a triggered pulse. A
final plastic layer is used for coincidence-anticolucidence triggers. There is a trade be-
tween high efficiency of conversion versus angular resolution. Option C uses thin nuclear
emulsion or plastic stacks interspersed with s k chamber latQs.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: (1) Gamma ray detectors in the spectral region from 20
MeV to 1000 MeV are subject to smearing of angular resolution by multiple Coulomb scat-
tering (scattering angle approximately proportional to 1/E). Efforts have been made to
use fairly numerous thin conversion plates distributed over many gaps of a spark chamber
or equivalent detector. Anticoincidence rejection/acceptance levels may result in over-
loading or conversely in excessive dead time. Dimensional resolution and stability affect
angular measurements resolution in all cases of large detector arrays. (2) Energy resole-'
tion and accuracy requires depth in scintillator materials, hence increased weight.
(3) Actual angular resolution and energy resolution achieved will be a compromise vs
allowable weight.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: Track measuring devices consisting of layers of detec-
tor material with resistive readout or in terms of differences in time to locate an event are
1being considered in lieu of spark chambers with arrays of photomultipliers, image devices,
photographic cameras. Spatial detection can be improved by use of a large number of thin
plates; however, energy resolution can be improved by long hexagonal segments glued to-
gether in the desired area array. Each hexagonal segment could have a hexagonal photo-
multiplier.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
a. RTOP W74-70649 (188-46-57), Gamma Ray Astronomy, Albert G. Opp (202) 755-3665.
b. RTOP W74-70650 (188-46-57), Gamma Ray Astronomy, C. R. Fichtel (301) 982--6281.
c. RTOP W74-70651 (188-46-64), Astrophysical Investigations on the Space Shuttle,
Albert G. Clip (202) 755-3665.
d. RTOP W74-652 (188-64-64), Shuttle Definition Studies for High Energy, F. B.
McDonald.	 EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11, RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. C-29, C-93 Protective shell/cover to enable holding of internal temperature to ^: 2°K
of a selected temperature between 283°K and 303°K, cleanliness to class 1000, press-
urization to one atmosphere, minimum gamma ray attenuation (20 to 10 6 MeV) with
minimum protective shell secondaries, Z C 20.
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iDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	
NO. C-1.1
ge
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): _ arSurvey 
amraa atInstrumen 	 PAGE 3 OF
v. energy rsluin
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE.
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78179 80 81 82 83 84 85186 87 88 89190 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Options & Trade Anal.
2. Prototype Des. & Fab.
3. Test & Evaluation
4.
5,
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C) 1 2
2 .
	Devl/Fab (Ph. D) G1 G2
3.	 Operations • 1 1 0(1,2 1 JG2
4.	 Information Use
1:3. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE, G1 I I G2 TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCBES iG11 JGIJ I G2 G 4
14.	 REFERENCES:
a.	 Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, PD, NASA,
July 1974, pages 106--107.
b.	 Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, pages 50,_ 51.
e.	 Payload Descriptions, Vol. I, Automated Payloads, Level B Data, July 1974.
d.	 Final Report of the Space Shuttle Payload Planning Working Groups, High Energy
Astrophysics, NASA/GSFC, May 1973, pages 38 and A-19.
e. RTOP Plan Summary, FY 1974, NASA, page 104.
f.	 NASA SP-243, Introduction to Experimental Techniques of High Energy
Astrophysics, H. Ogelman and J. R. Wayland, GSFC, 1970, pages 95--122.
g.	 Conference, Bob Hartman and E. S. Saari at GQFC, 10 Sept. 1974.
Legend
G1 =Prototype Sortie Mission Instrument
G2 = Automated (free flyer) Instrument
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
s. comPONFNT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
1, BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2, THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE P111,NOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
+. THEORY TESTED 13Y PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT	 B. NEW CAPAIIILITY DZR1VED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR N1ATHEMATICAL'MODEL. 	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL,
E.G., 'LSTERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	
10. LIFETZIE EXTENSION OF AN OPLRATION:IL MODEL,
I
	
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO.0-3,2 I
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): X-ray Telescope 	 PAGE 1 OF 5
Development of better sensitivity, spatial resolution and field of view.
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: ^ (•o]lectors
3. 011JECT1VE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Improve sensitivity to enable detection of
X-ray sources to 10-8 Sco X-1 angular resolution to 0. 5 aresec over a FOV of 512 arc-
sec (with extension of FOV at 5 aresec resolution to 18, 000 arc secs for a widefield
scope).
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: _ Angular resolution to 2.5 aresec over a 540 arc sec
field has been achieved; field extension at about 5 are sec resolution was possible out
to FOV of 1800 aresec. 	
T	
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
^. DESCIU1 1 TION OF T1.c"HN0 LOGY - Techniques are needed to develop X-ray mirrors
and structures enabling confocal nested mirrors to achieve an effective collector area of
5000 cm with an angular resolution of 0.5 aresec over a field of at least 512 aresec in
the 0.03 to 4 keV energy range. Current concepts considered for extension to the larger
telescope include a system with two sets of about 5 concentric mirrors nested around a
common axis. The input set usually consists of cylindrical shells modified by grinding
and polishing to a paraboloidal cross section. The paraboloidal set of mirrors passes
the X--rays to a second set of cylindrical mirrors modified to a hyperboloidal cross sec-
tion which focuses the X-rays onto an image plane. PreAdous smaller mirrors have
3 been made of fused silica and also Kanigan (ndckel) on a metal substrate. (The Baez
alternative technique uses crossed arrays of flat plates bent to hyperboloid and parabo-
loid contours, but Baez configurations cannot readily achieve the desired resolution.)
A three geometric element glancing incidence X--ray telescope (Patent No. 3, 821, 556 by
Richard B. Hoover) option is available but requires much larger geometry for same
sensitivity.	 P/L REQUIRE'M1.:NTS BASED ON: ® PRE-A, ® A, © B, C] C/D
(i. RA'rI0fNA1.1? AND ANALYSIS:
a. Effective area and mass of mirror segments used in the concentric configurations
!	 depend upon selection of materials and thickness of the surfaces (or shells) nec-
essary to maintain the desired contour accuracy. Preliminary trades bebA een
glasses, fused silica, metal, and early composites indicate potential success
of large X-ray telescope collector areas with limited weight. Further investiga-
tion is recommended for mirrors of temperature insensitive laminates coated
at the X-ray collecting surfaces with X-ray energy range compatible materials
polishable to very fine smoothness. A goal of 500 to 1000 kg per 1000 cm 2 of
effective collector area appears feasible.
b. Present long term plans appear to indicate a progressive growth in collector area, reso-
lution, and angular field of view beginning with HEAO-B (300 cm 2 ) iD 1978, benefiting a
wide field HE--03-A (400 cm. 2 ) telescope in 1982, a narrow field HE-11-A 1.2 M (1000
cm2 ) telescope in 1983, and finally, the HE-01 -A Large X"-ray Telescope Facility in1986.
f c. The high resolution large collector area X-ray telescope capability is justifiable on th
basis of improved imaging capability enabling detailed study of sources in the range
10-4
 Sco X-1 to 10 -8 Sco X-1 (-10-15
 ergs/cm2/sec). (Ref. pages 31, 32, Vol. 3,
Final Report of Space Shuttle Payload Planning Group, May 1973),
d. Smaller X-ray telescopes built from concentric mirror concepts have been tested and
utilized for imaging but need for lighter weight for larger telescopes poses some prob-
lem. The aerospace industry is currently developing light weight temperature insensi
tive materials which may be anplicable in assembly of large X--ray telescopes.
Technology satisfied when light weight prototype of y>5000 nm2 effective area high res-
olution telescope is built and tested in space.
	 TO 'BL CARRIED TO LEVEL 8
g NOT FZjM
. 
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	DEFINI PION, OF TD2JN()I, GY IIEQUTIZEM_;,NT
	 NO. C-1.2
1. TI]CIINOLOGY
	
-ray Telescope
	 PAGE 2 OF 5
_Sensitivity spatial resolution, and field of view.
7. TEC,II`OLOGY UPTIONS: Choice of an energy range and a compatible material fixes
the X-ray focal ratio. For most efficient X-ray collector optics, one should optimize the
collecting area by trades between the surface material high energy limit and the maximum
attainable area. The geometric area, A, of an X-ray telescope is 	 D 2 L
ar r ^4F^
where L = length of each X-ray mirror set, D = concentric: mirror dia-meter, and F = focal
length. The effective area can be increased by nesting additional surfaces, but all collector
surfaces need to be kept confocal. Besides choice of material, diameter, number of mirror
mirror thickness, and focal length,the shuttle bay dimensions needed to be considered.
(See pages 4 and 5 for more description.)
S. TECIPMCAL PROBLEMS: The combined performance of the mirror segments in
	 j
collecting and focusing X-rays in compliance with ideal equations or telescope configuration
is affected by dimensional stability, adjustahility of the elements, as well as their
relative alignment. For larger telescopes, there is difficulty in obtaining thin materials
with good X--ray reflection characteristics that are also temperature insensitive. Conse-
quently, thermal control to tight tolerances such as 273 7L 1"K, may be required.
ht, I}()i'_ ^i'^'.. lf_. AI- EI 1,N.ATl %.*.I]S:	 There appear to be no better alternates.
a. Large area proportional counter arrays with accurate time difference analysis and
zeadout may pr,--duce signals which, with considerable data processing, might reach
sErisitivities and angular resolution of a grazing incidence telescope.
b. Multilakver spatial detectors of large area. (High angular resolution is unlikely.)
c. Propoi • jional counters with long modulation collimators and mechanical stannic.;.
[IIr wve. erg :,eometry for high resolution is prohibitively large.)-
10. PLA1:\-ED i'R.OGRAMS OR UT ,,'PERTt'PLBED TECHNOLOGY ADVik CE_MM\M
a. RTOP: W74- . 70631, X-ray Astronomy, N. G. Roman.
b. HEAO--B U. 815 m X-ray telescope, R. Giacooni, ASE.
c. Additional X -ray telescopes gradually improved in collector area, sensitivity,
angular resolution, and stability need to be funded as necessary technology develop-
ment steps to enable attainment of techniques, wntorials and structures for Large
X-ray Telescope Fanility.	 EXFI:s_'I ED UN'I' _"RTURBED LEVEL 7
31. IIP' I,A'rLD 'I'I?CIP40i3OGY 11EQUIIIL• MENTS. Accoading to R. Giacconi, stabilized
images with X-ray optics and sensors can be obtained to desired tolerances if adequate UV
i aspect optics, guide star trackers, and a field monitor camera are utilized. Besi.At-s
providing guide star tracker error signals for pointing and stabilizing the X-ray telescope,
corrective high frequency error signals can be applied to an X--ray converter/intensifier to
minimize high frequency jitter components in the output image (or to correct the image
during ground data processing, since any modern X-ray imaging device provides accurate
times of arrival of individual photons).
7-18
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'IZ wv wT ITTOINT CI:; frRC.W1  3T.c",('.', ^;)^.Lni3iPrU[I^'.^+?T	 NO. 0-1.2
^.	 TI:Cit^?C?.T^r^t^^' }.tLQ{Tli?l:il'I!^^?T ;Ti'!'L '):_ X-ray Telescope	 _ PAGE' 3 OF 5
Sensitivity, anular_resolution, field of view --
12.	 TECIINOL' OGY Rl;,QUIREiV.il:l`i aS SCHEA)U:-E:
CALENDAR YEAR_
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14.	 REFE RE CES:
a. Final Report of the Space Shuttle Payload Planning Working Groups, NASA/GSFC,
May 1973, pages A-1, -2, A-4.
b.	 Summarized T'. ` SA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, PD, NASA, July 1974,
pages 112, 113, 114.
c.	 Payload Descriptions, Vol. I, Automated Payloads, Level B Data, NASA, July 1974,
HE--03-A, HE-11-A, HE-01-A; pages 2-31 thru 2--56, 2-131 thru 2-158, and 2-1 thru
2-28.
	 a
d. U.S.Patent 3 821 556, Three Mirror Glancing Incidence System, for X-ray Telescope,
Richard B. Hoover, Huntsville, Ala.
LF GEND
e	 Sortie operations
Automated operations
(T 1)=HE-03-A, 0.75 m X-ray Telescope (82--A), (85, 86, 88, 90, 91 - S).
(T2)=HE--II-A, 1.2 m X-ray Telescope (82, 84 - S),	 (83, 91 - A).
(T 3)= HE-01-A, Large X-ray Telescope Facility (1986).
S = Sortie
A = Automated (free flyer)
15. LE VEL OF STATE OF ART 5. COMPONENT OR
ENVIRONMENT
BREADWARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
IN THE LABORATORY.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVLD AND REPORTED. e. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE. PHENOMENA. 7. MODEL TESTLI1 IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3, TdFORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT g, NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MACH LESSER
OR MATIIEIIATICAL MODEL. OPERATIONAL :MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, 9. RELIABILITY UPGP.ADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL,
F. r.
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COLLECTOR REQUIREMENTS
X-RAY TELESCOPES
9973
	
1973	 1983
LARGE HIGH-ENERGY
ATM
	
HEAO-B	 OBSERVATORY D
^^. 2.92m
(133 kg)
0.55m
0.82m
MISSION REQUIREMENTS
MEASURE X-RAY SOURCE
STRUCTURE TO GREATER
ANGULAR RESOLUTIONS
& DISTANCE
4986 COLLECTOR REQUIRED CAPA131LITY
• 0.5 SEC ANGULAR RESOLUTION(SOURCE BRIGHTNESS 10-8 SCO X-1)
• ENERGY RANGE. 0.1 TO 4.3 keV
(WAVELENGTH 12.4 TO 0.31 nm)
4.7m(1,000 kg)
9m
(3,670 kg)
1.5 m
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
X-RAY TELESCOPE
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CATEGORY
REQL I REDCAP STATE OF ART
1983 1986 1973 I^978
WAVELENGTH (nm) 12.4-0.31 12.4-0.31 3.3 -- U.5 12.4-0.4
ANGULAR RESOLUTION (SEC) 0.5 0.5 3 2
EFFECTIVE COLLECTOR AREA 500 5,000 42 400
(CM2) .
SENSITIVITY, SCO X-I I0-7 IO-$ 5 x I0-6 5 x IO-r
PABILITY
MIRROR SLOPE ERROR (ARC SEC) 0.1 0. 1 0.5 0.35
DIAMETER (m) 1.2. 3 0.4 0.8
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C-1.4
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):	 Optical Telescopes	 PAGE 1 OF 8
-mirror	 P, accuracy; efficiency in far UVI stray light control
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY. 	 Collectors
3. 011JECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Development of optical telescope figure
accuracy to 1/504 * for I to 3m primary and 1/704 * for secondary to achieve <0.05A
total system wavefront error and <1% scattering from 90 to 5000 nm.
1. CURRENT STATE OF ART. A 1.8m mirror has been configured to 1/62A rms;
telescope mirror surfaces up to 1m dia. have been polished to a smoothness of 2 nm
peak to valley yielding less than 3% scatter at 120nm (UV) but with 1/204 rms figure
error.	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Although mirrors have been configured to 1/62A (I. 8m) at Itek and 1/104 (3.8m) at
632.8 nm at AURA in the laboratory for ground telescope use, the largest mirror
operable at UV wavelengths in space was 0.81m. Mirror surface contour is dependent
upon choice of material, thermal coefficient of expansion, the combination of effects of
shaping, grinding, polishing, and coating processes, as well as figure sensing (inter-
ferometer) capabilities and th ; environment maintained during manufacture, assembly,
test, launch, anti operation. For the telescope mirror, compensation for errors in the
primary by pre64-inding calculations or by match figuring the secondary (Ritchey Chretier.
cvnf.) helps, but shop, laboratory, and assembly test equipment for future telescopes
need to be designed and improved to enable total system measurements as well as com-
ponent measurements.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON; [:] PRE-A, q A, ID B, q C/D
a. The manufacture of mirrors to date has been limited by the ability to measure sur-
faces during the course of manufacture as well as by ability to maintain an optimum
"finishing" environment. Stable metering structures are needed during final matching
of Ritchey Chretien mirrors as well as during observations in space. A key item in the
process is a mirror scanning interferometer to periodically measure mirror surface
contours to at least I/100A with automatic reduction of system and surface wavefront
contour plots. Techniques are needed to separate contour and surface errors
as well as alignment and focus errors in matching Ritchey Chretien type mirrors.
b. Although AS-01-A, Large Space Telescope, benefits mostly from the improvement
in optical telescope technology, other payloads such as AS-14-A, 1 m UV-Optical
Telescope; AS-04-,3, 1 m Diffraction Limited UV-Optical Telescope; AS-31-S, Combined
AS-01, -03, -04, -35-S; and AS--51-S, Combined IR Payload (AS--01, -15-S) will also
benefit from better contours and super polishing.
c. The better contours aid super finishes wi11 improve far UV (200 to 90 nm) reflection
efficiency, angular resolution, and minimize light scatter (diffuse reflections from mir-
ror surfaces). Hence, full angular resolution as well as sensitivity of the telescope may
be achieved. The larger telescopes may approach the goal of sensing magnitude 28 stars
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8
*at 632.8 nm
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Optical Telescopes	 PAGE 2 Or.
mirrox.figmra accuracy; QMc icy in far UV: stray light contrgl
G. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS: (Cont'd)
in an exposure time of <10 hours assuming; that best sensitivity sensors are used.
d. A 0.813m telescope, OAO-C, is currently in orbit but the wavefront error is
larger than the technology goal.
When a total system wavefrout error of <1/20X and less than 1%Q light scatter in 90
to 5000 nm spectral range has been achieved with a large telescope in an environment
equivalent to that of an LST in orbit, this technology goal will have been met. Final test
will be accomplished in space under gravity release conditions by means of special LST
on board built in test equipment.
kDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO, C-1.4
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Optical Telescopes
	 PAGE 3 OF 8
Mirror figi„rQ accuracy; efficiency ill far lT131! stray liy$t control
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: The total system allowable wavefront error is a compro-
mise between absolute focus achievable and optical system quality. Optical system
quality in the extreme case of a 3 meter telescope is degraded from ideal by manufactur-
ing error contributions (0.026X), alignment error (0.009X), design error (0.001X), mir-
ror mount distortion effects (0. 01X), focus maintenance (0.025X), material variation
(0.015X), and thermal distortions (0.026X). An operation effective resolution is further
degraded by image motions with about 0.0025 are secs from guide signal errors, 0.0025
arc secs from metering and mount structures. Attitude control disturbances (0.0025 are
sec) and vehicle vibration (0.0025 are sec) also were considered in the trades of param-
eters affecting resultant resolution and wavefront errors. Most current telescope con-
cepts use secondaries with an obscuration of 0.30. Up to 0.50 has been utilized (such as
in IUE where auxiliary baffles caused the obscuration problem). Thinner mirrors offer
possibilities for continual mirror figure adjustments. Ultimately fully servoed active
control telescopes may be feasible.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. UV Efficiency. The major problem for 3m LST optics involves degradation of UV
efficiency and low reflection losses. Besides low wavefront errors (1/7 to 1/10X between
90 and 150 nm), super finishes down to 1 nm are desired. Even with these, interference
phenomena of coatings in the 90 to 120 nm regions will be difficult to overcome.
b. Mirror mounting.
c. Automated feed techniques may be needed in coating processes to enable super
finishes.
d. Dust particles need to be avoided in final finishing.
e. Stray light scatter.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: If mirror weight and dimensional stability problems
occur due to potential shuttle load or environmental limits, light weight mirrors made of
ultrastable laminates surfaced with smoothable reflecting materials may be necessary.
However, insufficient research experience exists to apply these techniques to large
telescopes at this time. An effort is needed to obtain interference-free coatings for mir-
rors in 90 to 150 nm region. Mirror coatings may be protected by an easily removed
layer of material to avoid dust particles and contamination damage. Coatings applied in
space may be necessary to avoid some contamination problem.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
a. W-74--70265 (502-21-32), Optical Contamination of Spacecraft, Hoyt Weathers, MSFC
b. W--74-70658 (188-78-56), Design, Analysis and Evaluation of LST Instrument
Systems, GSFC.
c. W--74-70661 (188-78-57), Large Space Telescope Advanced Technology, G. Emanuel,
MSFC.
d. W-74-70662 (3.88-78--58), Large Space Telescope Phase B Studies, J. Downey, MSFC
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 7
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: Besides improved figure accuracy and
far UV efficiency, related developments are desired in guide star tracldng, instrument
mounting,and materials selection. To enable better weight control as well as
7-25
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Mirror figure accuracyi efficiency in far UST; stray light
 control
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: (Cont,d)
performance; greater development and use of light weight, stiff, vibration absorbent,
temperature insensitive, metering mount, and instrument structures may be necessary.
Contamination measurement and control continues to be a major problem.
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12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 1 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Concepts Analysis
2. Techniques Development
3. Test & Evaluation
4.
55.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Phase C)
IT
2. Devl/Fab (Phase D) I TAI
3. Operations: TI T T I.
1 _
T *se •• 0 a •a i i0 sT. • • • ® •+e•a^e••• +s••4
1:,'. USAGE SCHEDULE:
'i'EGIINOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUtiCHES 2 2
_
1
_
4 5 4 5 6 6 5 6 6 52(1)
14. REFERENCES:
a, Final Report of Space Shuttle P=ayload Planning Worldng Groups, Vol. I, Astronomy,
pages 4--6.
b. Large Space Telescope Phase A Final Report, TMX-64716, NASA/MSFC,
December 15, 1972.
Legend:	 (References continued on Page 6.)
• = Sortie Operations
= Automated Operations
TA = Optical Telescope Assembly, AS-01-A, Large Space Telescope
TL = Integrated Telescope, AS--01--A
T1 = AS-14-A, 1 m UV -Optical Telescope
T2 = AS--04--S, 1 m Diffraction Limited UV--Optical Telescope
T3 = AS--31-S, Combined AS-01, -03 3 -04, --05-S
T4 = AS-51-S, Combined IR Payload (AS-01, -15-S)
(1) = Does not include up to 9 service missions for AS-01-A.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF AR-r
	
B. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
1. BASIC PHENOIMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED,
	 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAI'T ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCAIBF. PHENOMFNA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 (i, NEW CAPA131LITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATHENIAT1CAL MODEL,
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT VUNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G„ MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC,
	 IU. 1AFETWE EXTENSION OF AN OI`LRATIONAL MODEL.
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1. TEC'iINO LOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): _ Infrared Telescopes; 	 PAGE 1 OF Z
Sensitivity improvement; minimization of local flux
^. TECIiN()LOGY CATEGORY:	 Collectors
;i. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Irnnroye far infrared sensitivity by reduc-
ing the local IR flux to <10 2 photons/cm 2/sec. Desired telescope spectral bandwidth_
2_to 3000 um (for family of IR telescopes). Increase cryogenic efficiency through mini-
mization of heat transfer (4 250 joines/hr) from the ambient environment to the cryogen.
-1. CUIMENT STATE OF ART: a. 61EQ 0.914m IR telescope local flux <5 x 10-
WHz-1/2 delivered to detector area r.1 cm 2 . b. F. Low 0.15m IR telescope cooled by
LHe LNe to about 4.2°K. Estimated local flux N10 -
 WHz-1 2. Cooled military
telescopes have been flown, possibly with advanced technology.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY The instruments of concern are to be used pri-
marily for observations of faint cool objects in the far infrared regions beyond the solar
system. Even when placed outside the influence of the earth's atmosphere, IR detectors
in such a telescope receive more radiation from the instrument itself than from the
astronomical objects they seek to observe. Fluctuations in local radiation set a limit in
the sensitivity achievable by subtraction methods. Since the present application cannot
tolerate spectral band and/or narrow FOV limitations, the background radiation itself
must be minimized. The desired result can be achieved by artificial cooling, the only
limiting factor being the inherent detector sensitivity. Therefore, the operating instru-
ment temperature must be lowered sufficiently to reduce the local flux due to background
noise below the equivalent noise produced by a cooled detector.
One of the telescopes required will be capable of observations over a 5 - 1000 pm spec-
tral range, but is primarily optimized for a somewhat narrower region (e.g., 10-50 Pm
for the 1.5m instrument of the AS-01-^S payload). Detectors having a noise-equivalent
power (NEP) of 10-16 WHz-1 2 in the 10-30 pm region with decreased sensitivity at
longer wavelengths, are currently available. Assuming a 0.05 emissivity, a telescope
would have to be cooled to below 40 0 K to take full advantage of this NEP in the 10-50 Jim
band. NEP's approaching 10-18 WHz-1/2 have now been reported and no doubt will
be available in the 1980 1 s. Pi7oper use of these devices can be made possible by a cryo-
genic system capable of maintaining the telescopes at less than 20 0 K and the detectors
at the cryogen temperature > 1.5° K, thus reducing local flux to — 10 2 photons/sec. A
small telescope cooled by liquid helium (4.2° K) and liquid neon has been flown in high
altitude airplanes. See pages 6 and 7 for additional description.
Possibly the military have flown telescopes with advanced technology.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: d PRE-A, 0 A, E] B, n C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
(a) To accomplish their purpose the payload IR instruments requir,
sensitivity to give them the capability to perform the proposed
measurements in various bands within the 2 to 3000 pm range.
sensitivity can be achieved by reducing background noise below
level. The solution is to provide a cryogenic system sufficient
perature of both the detectors and the collector to make them c
detector capability. 	 TO BE CARRII
7--31
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): _ Infrared Telescopes; PAGE 2 OF 7
Sensitivity improvement; minimization of local flux
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS: (Cont'd)
(b) Most IR astronomy payloads can benefit from a minimization of the local IR flux.
Three Sortie and two Automated payloads are identified for the period ending in 1991.
(c) The reduction or suppression of the background thermal noise can be translatrd
directly into an enhanced ability to penetrate the far infrared regions to detect and
locate very cool IR sources and to perform spectroscopy and photometry of faint
or extended sources, to the limiting capabilities of the sensors.
(d) Collector areas of 104 cm  and larger with local interfering signals reduced below
noise of best available detectors (10 --16 WHz -112 for X >30 pm and 10-17 WHz-1 2
far X <30Fum). Even a 10-15 WHz-1/2 would represent a significant advance.
Final test of a cryogenically cooled IR telescope for astronomical use in space will
be accomplished on a Shuttle Sortie flight.
Initial test would be performed in a good cooled vac-aura chamber.
tF
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Sensitivity improvement; minimization of local flux
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
A reduction in local background radiation may be accomplished by working either in a
narrow spectral band and/or in a narrow field of view for a fixed size IR telescope.
Thes% options would defeat the purpose and the objectives of the payloads by precluding
Fourier spectroscopy, broad-band photometry of extended sources, observations of
faint sources, etc. Current trends indicate that the problem may be alleviated by increas-
ing effective collector area such as in payloads AS-20-S, AS-15-S. However, an optimum
compromise in collector area, telescope cooling, detector cooling, detector array area
and detector sensititi'_ty is expected to enable implementation of IR telescopes compatible
with the investigator needs, shuttle accommodation capability, and the available budget
for each time period.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. A very cold IR telescope is susceptible to contamination in space resulting from shuttle
outgassing, water vapor release, migration of sublimated materials, etc. In addition
each particle floating in the near field of view of the telescope tends to act like a bright
IR source tending to degrade desired astronomical source observations.
b. Since the IR telescope needs to be filled with cryogens some time before launch, the
Dewar should be effective at the surface of earth as well as in.space. if too much heat
from the outside leaks in, more cryogen is required. Consequently, weights tend to
exceed desired values due to an extremely -heaa Dewar or lar a quantity of cryogen.
9. POTERTIAL ALTERNATIVE :
a. The improved sensitivity may be obtained by increase in collector area (such as 2.5m
dia. in AS-20-S, 3m in AS-15-S) with the output coupled to cryogenically cooled instru-
ments (detectors) to eliminate most of the local flux around the detectors.
b. Discrimination against local flux noise may be possible if heterodyne type detectors
(but cryogenic) can be used to limit effective bandwidth while measuring selected IR
spectral lines.
c. It is recommended that further research be accomplished in finding temperature
insensitive light weight materials such as beryllium rand  graphite epoxies suitable
for IR telescope optics, metering structure, and Dewars, compatible with cryogens
ranging fromLNe to superfluid helium.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS.
a. RTOP 356-41-01, Development of Shuttle infrared Telescope Facility, ARC,
D. Chapman/J. V. Foster (415) 965-5065.
b. - W74-70626 (188-41-55) infrared Astronomy, N. W. Boggess, (202) 755-3688, Hqs.
c. W74--70628 (188-41-55) Infrared Astronomy, Glen Goodwin., (415) 965-5065, ARC.
d. W74-70655 (188-78-51) Low Gravity Superfluid Helium Advanced Technology
Development, R. A. Potter, (205) 453-3432, MSFC.
e. Contract, Hughes Aircraft Company, awarded 1974,
f. Program Code 352, Airborne Research, R. Cameron, ARC._
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 7
11, RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Areas in which greater effectiveness as well as weight savings can occur in the process of
p minimizing IR local flux are: (a) absorption, reflectivity, and emissivity of mirror,baffle,
and telescope structure su rfaces visible to super cooled detector/amplifier assemblies,
7-33
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11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: (Cont'd)
(b) thermal control necessary to hold Ili. telescope and optics temperatures constant
at desired values, (c) selection of effective cryogens for telescope thermal shields,
(d) large aperture Dewars, contamination pratection enabling maintenance of reflec-
tion and emissivity characteristics desired, alignment and adjustment of supercooled
telescope optical elements.
NASA/ARC already has Phase B equivalent studies underway for system predesign,
critical components for AS-01 -S and AS-1I -A. At present no equivalent effort is known
for AS-15-S and AS-07-A. AS-20-S is an extension on up-scaling of AS-01--5 but with
lessons learned applied.
7-34
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): infrared Telescopes;	 PAGE 5 OF 7
Sen-g tivitV im T^3rnvPrn nt- minimizationof lnra.l flux_
12.	 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 1 81 1 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 39 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Concepts & Parametric T1 T2
Studies
2. Exper. Hardware Dev. T1 T3 T2
Y3. Test & Evaluation 21L T3 T2
APPLICATION
1. Design (Phase C) T T3 T
12. Development/ Fabrication
(Phase D) 3
T2
3. Sortie Operations T1 o o o o o o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
^ ^ '^ 2
3 X XX X X X X X X X X
4. Automated Operations T4
T5
13).	 USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE. ITI T31 T2 TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 1 2	 4 5 3 6 F 4 2 5 3 5 5 56
14. REFERENCES:
a. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, PD, NASA, July 1974,
pp. 30, 62, 64, 78, 86.
b. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Automated Payloads, PD, NASA, July 1974,
pp, 26, 32.
c. Final Report of the Space Shuttle Payload Planning Working Groups, Vol. I, NASA/
GSFC, May 1973, pp. 6 thru 13.
d. Reference Earth Orbital Research and Applications, Vol. II, NASA, January 1971,
Section 6.
e. Instrumentation in Astronomy - II, Proceedings of the SPIE Meeting, March 1974.
Legend;
TI - AS--01--S, 1 to 1.5m Crycgenically Cooled iR, Telescope
T2 - AS-20-S, 2 to 2.5m Cryogenically Cooled lR Telescope
T3 - AS-15-S, San Ambient Temperature Telescope (Alternate)
T4 - Automated IR Telescope Missions (AS--11-A)
T5 - AS-07-A, 3m Ambient Temperature IR, Telescope
OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANTS. LODAPONFNT
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART	 ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 0. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 T. VIODEL TESTED IN 5I 3ACF. ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL FXPER04ENT
	 8. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATHEMATICAL 110DrL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4.	 PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UYGRADINC OF AN OPERA'T'IONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATEREAL, COMPONEN I', ETC.
	
10. LIF'ETI.ME EXTENSION OF AN OVERATION.0, MODEL.
BAFFLES
SECONDARY
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0DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY" REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C--3..6
1. TECHMOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): LHE Cooled Telescope _ PAGE 1 OF 3
Extend design lifetime of liquid helium cooled experiment telescopes and sensors.
1. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Cryogenic Control --Collectors_
3.OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Extend the design life of a LHe cooled
telescope to 12 months. Minimize local flux to enable cosmic background measurements
The spatial and spectral distrMution of e cosmic microwave backgroundnee as to lie
rn asur d in the 100 Um to 3.000 um range which is inaccessible from the ground.
4. CURRENT STATE OF Ab': • Current maximum lifetime of a LHe closed system is 90
W 
days.	
-	 -_
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
An IS, telescope for wavelengths from 100 to 3000 micrometers with an aperture of 0.2m,
FOV of 5 degrees, and f/15 optical system needs to be cooled to liquid belium tempera-
tures to obtain maximum radiometric sensitivity and accuracy.
Some controversy exists as to what wavelengths will be most effective in determining
the spatial and spectral distribution of the cosmic 	 IR and microwave radiation field.
The portion of the measurements in the 100 to 3, 000 pm which tend to be inaccessible
can best be accomplished from space by a cryogenically cooled IR telescope instrument.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: M PRE-A, q A, q B, q C/D
6, RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. The whole telescope will be cooled to below 4.2°K to achieve the performance
required to survey the spatial and spectral distribution of the cosmic microwave
background radiation field.
b. The benefitting payload is AS--03--A, Cosmic Background Explorer.
c. The technology to extend the design life to one year will enable complete coverage of
the sky with one satellite to map cosmic background radiation in the 100 to 3, 000 um
range.
d. The Cosmic Background Explorer is desired to be launched in 1979, hence the proof
of the experimental model can be combined with the initial observation flight.
The basic initial technology demonstration would be performed in a good cooled
vacuum chamber.
{
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL j,
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DEFINITION OP'TECHNOLOGY 11EQ1J1[1EM.;NT
	 NO. C-1.6
1. TI-:(;HNOI,OGY IIEQUIREMF.,NT(TITLE): LHE Cooled Telesco2e 	 _-	 I'AGE :!()1,,
	
3
Extend design lifetime of liquidhelium cooled experiment
7. T1•:(' fINOi3OuY OPTIONS:
Trade studies required are;
a. Optimum operating temperature
b. Type of insulation and Dewar
c. Type of active cooling
d. Type of thermal control coatings
e. Light weight and small size to fit Explorer class vehicles
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Need better, insulating techniques
b. Realistic demonstration of selected solutions
c. Reliability of electrical and mechanical components.
d. Dewar for containing helium for one year (However, techniques being developed by
Garrett Airesearch for the magnetic spectrometer are applicable on a smaller scale).
9, P(JTE'NTIAI, ALTERNATIVES:
a. Launch a series of satellites with lesser design lifetimes.
b. Reduce sensitivity requirements to allow an increase in operating temperature.
c. Obtain cosmic background radiation measurements at other wavelengths.
d. Increase satellite size.
t (^ .PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
'	 a. W74-70256 (502-21--27), Space Vehicle Thermal Control, Goddard Space Flight
Center, Stanford 011endorf, (301) 982--5228.
b. W74-70257 (502-21-27), Thermal Control, Ames Research Center, John V. Foster,
(415) 965-5083.
c. W74-70567 (180-31-51), Thermal Systems Management, Lewis Research Center,
C. A. Aukerman, (216) 433-6223.
d. W74-70657 (188-78-51), Advanced Technological Development, General: Cryogenics,
NASA, Washington, D. C. , M. J. Aucremanne, (2021755-3676.
EXPECTED U NPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQULR.EMENTS:
a. Solar electric powered helium recycling (RI -12.2)
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tDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C-I.6
LHE Cooled Telescope	 PAGE 3 OF	 31. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 n	 '
Extend designa lifetime of 11coud helium. cooled ex eriment
I2.	 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77178179 80!81182 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY (Exp. Equip.
1. Trades & Constraints An
2. Prelim. Design & Fabr.
3. Test and Evaluation
APPLICATIONS (Spacecraft)
1. Design (Phase C)
2. Development/Fabrica-
tion (Phase D) IT,3. Operations
TECHNOLOGY NEED  DATE IT1111 IT11 TOTALNUMBER OF LAUNCHES TI T1 TI T1 T 'TI	 714	 REFERENCES:
a. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Automated Payloads, July 1974, NASA/
MSFC, p. 26.
b.	 Final Report of the Space Shuttle Payload Planning Working Group, Astronomy, May1973, Goddard Space Flight Center, pp. 22--23.
Legend:
T
	
-Technology
T1 = AS-03-A, Cosmic Background Explorer
3
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
S. COMPOI:FNT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY,
1, BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.	 6, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2, THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA,	 7, MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 e, NEW CAPAIIILITY DERIVED FRO -M A MUCH LESSER
OR'MATHEMATICAL'MODL I,
	 OPERATION A L'MODE L.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATEHIAL, COMPONENT, ETC,
	 EU, LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN 011 RATIONAL MODEL.
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DLFINITION OF TECINOLOGY REQUIRE-AIENT 	 NU. Q_-1. 7
1. TECHNOLOGY IIT;Q[]lREAJEN`I' (TITLE): IR Scanner/Radiometer 	 PAGE. 1 O .
lmprpve aecuracy of measurement of ocean surface temperature
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: colleet[), rs ..
i	 OBJEC'T'IVE/ADV.ANC'EMENT REQUIRED: _ Maa,^9j11"p, GPI ,gurfs.op tomx PrPtilre with
!!	 an accuracy of 0.13 0K over temperature range of 273 to 3090K. Improve instantaneous
FG`V_to at least 0.7_ milliradian (0.04 deg) and preferably to 0. 21 mr (0.012 deg)_
4. CURRENT STATE OF .ART: Global maps of the ocean have been obtained to an accuracy
of , 0 K by Weather Service Sat0lite System, DMS
	 = 10
	__.	
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 9.
5. DESCRII'TiON OF TECHNOLOGY
The IR scanner radiometer is expected to sweep a 0.7 milliradian (0.04 degree) instantane-
ous field of view across a path +400 from a perpendicular to the flight path, by means of a
rotating or oscillating mirror. To obtain a good measure of ocean surface temperate:.•
versus spatial location (0.4km), selected wavelengths in the 8 to 13 Jam spectral region
(probabl y- 11.9 to 12.9 pm and 10. 2 to 11. 2 µm) will be used. The scanning mirror will
collect sufficient energy from each 0.4 x 0.4 km2 spatial resolution element on the ocean
surface to produce a signal larger than the local IR flux. The scanner will review a cali-
bration source at least one time per scan to enable attainment of observational accuracy
desired. High resolution (0.4 x 0.4 km 2) is only required near, the coastline.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE--A, q A, q B, q C/D
6. RAT?ONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. Since a fairly wide x-400
 scan, perpendicular to orbital direction and the instantaneous
field of view of 0. OP are sized, dwell time on each element is not long. Consequently
a fairly large collector is required (0.3 to 0.4 m aperture) .
b. The current temperature accuracy per spatial element for IR scanner/ radiometers is
about 10
 from space; the Seasat A goal is between 0.15 and 1 oK. OP-07-A, Seasat B
goal is 0.130K.
c. Sensitive sea current and upwelling measurements depend upon detectivity of minute
temperature gradients. The higher sensitivity and improved signal to noise ratio will
permit refinements and additions to present ocean dynamics measurements. Areas to
be surveyed• are too great for periodic measurements from aircraft.
d. A very high resolution radiometer Type VHRR using 0. 6, 0. '41 , 10. 5, 12.5 pm. has
achieved 10K measurements. The 0.130K measurement capability from an orbital
altitude of 600 km can be proved only by comparison against local me,A-,urements made
from aircraft.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C-1.7
1. TECINOLOGY REQUIIIEMCNT(TITLE): IR Scanner /Radiometer	 PAGE 'Z  OF 4
Improve accuracy of measurement of ocean surface temperature
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The design of a scanner/ radiometer is constrained by the tradeoff between temperature
sensitivity and spatial resolution. To obtain very fine resolution, a small ratio of detector
size, d, and focal length, f, is required (hence a large focal ratio). As noted before, if f
is large, the instantaneous field of view is very small, the radiant area viewed is smaller
but a larger collector mirror is needed. The size of detector is expected to be in the order
of 1 mm. The detector sensitivity is improved by cooling cryogenically.
Pushbroom arrays up to 5000 detectors per spectral band are being considered according
to J. Pitts, Westinghouse Electric Corporation.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Collector size versus dwell time per spatial element.
b. The major technical problem is the effect of clouds and of the atmosphere between the
satellite and the ocean surface. Although a systematic calibration chart versus angle
from the local vertical can be developed by actual test comparisons of orbital readings
against a local airborne radiometer, there is considerable variation in atmospheric
masses giving some measure of uncertainty.
c. Correlation between sea state effects and water temperature.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
A number of coordinated scanner/radiometer instruments operating simultaneously in a
number of the IR and RF atmospheric windows may produce synchronized sets of data
versus the same spatial elements, giving a better incremental and absolute radiometer
accuracy. The multisensor multispectral alternative° using RF bands as well as IR
sensor chL nnels may provide a correlated set of data enabling correction to 0.10K.
However, addition of microwave radiometer antennas, receivers, and data handling
equipment, have greater weight, volume, and cost demands.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR ' NPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
W 74-70538 (177-55-11) Remote Sensing of Coastal Upwelling, Glen Goodwin, (415) 965-
5065. (Indicates that NOAA II, FAMOS, ERTS-B, NIMBUS G thermal imagery now
being used.)	 EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 7
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Development of a stable local calibration reference.
b. Development of correction charts of atmospheric IR measurements versus angle from
local vertical,
c. Correlation between sea surface temperature and water temperature 0.3 m from
surface.
,a
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CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 1 81 82 83 84 85 86187 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
I. Trades & Predesign
2. Exp Model Fabr.
3. Tests, Calibration &
Evaluation
4.
5.
APPLICATION
7.	 Design (Ph. C) !
2.	 Devl/Tiab (Ph. D)
1
3.
	
Operations T
4.
t
USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE IT I I I	 I
TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES
14. REFERENCES:
a.	 Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Level A Data, NASA PD, July 1974.
b.	 Preliminary Payload Descriptions, Vol. I, Automated Payloads, July 1974, pages
6-110 thru 6-126.
c.	 E & OP Applications Program, Vol. II, Rationale and Program Plans, September 1972
d.	 W 74-70538 (177-55--11). 	 Remote Sensing of Coastal Upswelling.
(References continued on page 4.)
Legend
T = Technology
T1 = OP-02-A, Seasat B
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED,
	 0. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIROMMENT.
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	
7. DSODEL TESTED IN SPACE EN%gRONMENT.
9. TAEOR1' TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	
B. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FRO M A MUCH LESSER
OR A'ATHENIAT1CAL MODEL, 	 OPERATIONAL MOULL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL
E.G., MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	
10. LIFETLNIE EXTENSION O
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C-1.7
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): IR Scanner/Radiometer PAGE 3 O1^ 4
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
r
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT ^
	
NO. f,- 1.?
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : IR Scanner/Radiometer PAGE 4 OF 4
Improve accuracy of measurement of ocean surface tem erature
14. REFERENCES. (Cont'd)
e. Definition of the Technical Requirements for an Earth Resources Payload, Vol. 5,
Appendix A, Sensor Data, Table 3, Earth Resources Market Analysis of October 15,
1973.
f. Infrared-Optical Techniques Applied to Oceanography. Measurement of Total Heat
Flow from the Sea Surfaces, E. D. McAlister, May 1964, Applied Optics.
g. A Radiometric System for Airborne Measurement of the Total Heat Flow from the Sea,
E. D. McAlister and W. McLeish, Page 2697, Dec. 1970, Applied Optics.
h. Oceanography from S'pace, April 1965, Ref. 65-10 Woods Hole, E. D. McAlister and
W. L. McLeish "Oceanographic Measurements With Airborne IR Equipment and Their
Limitations, page 189.
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 Noy. C-1.8
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): VIS 'IR Optics E eri-	 RAGE 1 OF 3
mental Techniques for Lasers;Communication Fineness and Stability of Alignment;
Enable manual access as well as automatic and manual adjustment.
i 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:
	 Collectors
3. OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED. Alignment of multiple mirrors of optical
' system is desired within 0.04 arc second (may be mitigated for optical bench by choice
i
of mirrors) to minimize wavefront distortion, avoid spoiling coherence, and enable
tracking. Trackin.g of gimb411ed laser telescope will be good to about 1 are second
after initial acquisition search.
4 CURRENT STATE OF ART: O-ptically flat mirrors even half silvered for beam
r
splitting) and two axis mirror mounts manually adjustable up to 0. 1 are sec exist; how-
1 ever, neither adjustments for long optical trains nor the breadboard philosophy for lase
experimentation have been proven yet.
	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4I
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Modulated laser beams at 10.6, 1.06, 0.53 µm are used as carriers in a laser communi-
cation system. For experimenters to have access to the lasers and receiving circuitry,
systems of mirrors are used to route received and tranFmitted beams to an optical tele-
scope that is used for projecting and receiving the signals. To avoid damage to mirrors
the outgoing laser beams are expanded to distribute laser energy over a greater reflec-
tion area. All the optics are to be mounted in a stable structure. Some of the mirrors
are fixed but manually adjustable; some are on two axis mounts driven by error signals
via analog or digital computing circuits to compensate for Space Lab or orbital vehicle
motions as well as tracking errors. In practice, small optical mirrors cannot main-
tain beam coherence equivalent to 0. 04 are sec (Airy disc size is about 1 arc sec at
wavelengths shown). However, as has been demonstrated by many autocollimators,
angular detection devices track either the centroid or preferably the edges of a re-
flected image of a small mirror which may be blurred by diffraction and aberrations
with an accuracy of 0.04 to 0.06 are seconds. "Cat's Eye" type reflectors need to
be researched to minimize need for sub-aresecond alignment.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: 13 PRE-A, q A, q B, q C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. Although most of the optical system components for receiving and transmitting the
laser communication to and from a Space Shuttle Orbiter payload are available,
logic programming and servo system techniques need to be developed to enable inte-
gration of components.
b. The techniques are needed to implement CN--05-S, Laser Communication Experiment
(MSFC version). An additional laser experiment proposed by GSFC with a new
CN-XX--S number can be mounted outside the Spacelab cabin on the pallet. It is not
accessible for manual experimentation during flight. However, the optical beam
alignment and transfer techniques may be applicable to all payloads involving optical
referencing, tracking, or pointing, where very good correlation and alignment are
needed.
c. The techniques will enable development of techniques for proper detection and trans-
lation of laser signals from ground to space and space to ground. A later GSFC ex-
pertinent will apply lessons learned toward development and test of practical laser
communications equipme^t.
d. The technology requirement is satisfied when a similar optical s stem
functions successfully ins ace.
	
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. C--1.8
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): VIS-IR Optics Experimental PAGE 2 OF 3
Techniques for Laser s;Communications '`ineness and S tability of A ignment; enable
manual  cc ss as welLag automatic and manual ad'ustment.
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
A preliminary review of the current state of the art indicates that the uplink and downlink
optical transmission trains can be corrected by servoed beam deflectors driven by error
signals obtained from tracking detectors. However, no existing system for as many op-
tical elements exist. The most critical beam deflectors are those coupling the gimballed
telescope to the internal laser and detector optics. Tracking capability will depend
largely on the accuracy and stability of the optics train used to track the incoming laser
signals. Use of a stable optical base and strategic layout of optical trains will reduce the
number of servoed deflectors to a minimum.
A major trade exists as to whether a multiple carrier laser communication experiment in
breadboard (optical bench) form or the finished operational form is flown.
Plane parallel plates in divergent or convergent optical space can provide up to 100:1
advantage in beam angular adjustments.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Optical path extends from pallet in shuttle orbiter to pressurized module and is sub-ject to large deflections and distortions.
b. Use of a number of movable mirrors in passing the beam through a multiaxis mount
as well as the beam deflectors requires a systematic allocation of corrections in each
axis of each deflector.
c. Tracking pointing needs to be accomplished to within a fraction of a beamwidth (0.1
are see for 1 arc see beam) simultaneously with alignment of laser signal optical
trains; interactions may occur.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. A computer controlled alignment system using auxiliary corner reflectors or fiducial
marks on each servoed mirror might enable balanced correction of errors in align-
ment of mirrors.
b. A more reliable laser communicator unit mounted on standard gimbals (Instrument
Pointing System) can be used in later communications experiments. It avoids laser
bearli trlapking through windows and on optical beech but is not accessible for human
mam u a Lon.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
a. W74--703Y^- (502-03-11) Optical Communication Research, GSFC, H. H. Plotkin,
(301) 982-6171.
b. Communication Exp. Definition, TRW Report DR-MA-04, pages 9-1 thru 9-19,
Appendix A, 9A-1 thru 9A-15 under study from MSFC (C. Quantock).
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 7
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Telescope pointing to 0.1 seconds (beam adjustments to sub-aresecoud
complished by use of plane parallel plates in divergent or convergent o]
obtain a lever effect where the actual mirror angle can be adjusted on13
lion of several arc seconds).
b. Tracker and alignment detector errors less than 0.1 arc seconds to mi
accumulative errors of several loops.
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7DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C-1.8
1.	 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): VIS-IROptics Ex eri-- 	 PAGE 3 OF	 3
mental Techniques for Las ers;Communication Fineness and 	 Stability of Alignment;
enab_. , manual access as well as automatic and manual a . ustment.
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 811821 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Parametric Analysis
2. Comm. Breadboard
3. Test & Evaluation
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2.	 Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations • • ® • s •
4.
10". USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE I I	 I T I I I
I 1
TOTAL
NUMBER, OF LAUNCHES 1 1 1 1 6
14.	 REFERENCES:
a. Definition of Experiments and Instruments for a Communication/Navigation Research
Laboratory, Vol. II, Experiment Selection, Study Report DR-MA-04, May 1972,
TRW, pages 9--1 thru 9-19, Appendix A pages 9A-1 thru 9A--15.
b. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, Level A Data, NASA PD,
July 1974.
c.	 Preliminary Payload Descriptions, Volume II, Sortie Payloads, Level B Data,
NASA, July 1974.
d.	 Ltr. from Robert T, Martin of Barnes Engineering Company to H. Ikerd,
27 Dec. 1975.
Legend
T =Technology
• = Sortie Operations
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
s. COMYONFNT OR BREADBOARD 7'E:STED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LAPARATOP.Y.
1. BA31( T'IIFNO:/IENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 g, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. TIIEORI FORM ULATE0 TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA.
	 7, MODEL TESTED IN S1 3ACF ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 S. NEW CAPA)IIIATY DERIVED FROG[ A MUCH LESSER
OR h1ATREMATICAL MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL,
4.	 PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DF.NIONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN UPERAT104AL MODEL,
E.G., MATERIAL, COMPONENT. ETC.
	
10. LIFETLS[E EX ENSION OF AN 01'LHATION-kL MODEL.
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I	 DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. GE-l.9
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):
	 PAGE 1 OF 3
LARGE MICROWAVE ANTENNA ARRAYS
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:
	
Collectors
:3. OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Maintain the required dimensional
accuracy of large foldable antenna arrays in terms of flatness and phase-feed
point dimensions.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Antenna structure can be designed and manufactured
to the required tolerances, but maintenance of the tolerances in the extreme
thermal conditions of spare is not in the SaA. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
The subject advancement is representative of structural requirements for large
(over 5m) foldable microwave antenna arrays for active and passive earth sensing
applications. flatness requirements range from 1/4 to 1/20 wavelength. For in-
stance, the ATL printed circuit array antenna which will support simultaneous
measurements in altimetry, scatterometry and passive radiometry will require sur
face flatness during operation less than 0.25 CM. During the Shuttle era, anten
Lengths up to 30 meters long (Met. Radar Facility) are planned. They will be
articulated or deployable, and will receive varying thermal flux contributions
from the earth's albedo, the sun, and the Shuttle/Spacelab assembly.
Foldable antenna arrays, up to 30 m. long have not been built to date. A 14 mete
long printed phase array is being designed for SEASAT. Although flatness toler-
ances of 0.25 CM over a 25 meter span are well within current manufacturing capa
bilities, the maintenance of these tolerance limits under the expected space
thermal conditions is not within the state of the art.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: q PRE-A, ® A, q B, q C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
(a) The required dimensional tolerance of antenna arrays will be based on opera-
ting frequencies ranging up to 100 GHz and the criteria of 1/4 to 1/20 wavelengtl
contour accuracy. The optimum frequency upon which the design will be based will
consider the required altitude and radiometric measurement accuracy and degree of
weather penetration.
(b) This technology advancement specifically supports: the Slotted Waveguide
Antenna for Payload No. ST- 22S (ATL); the Shuttle Imaging Microwave System,
EO-05S; Multifrequency Radar Land Imagery, OP-02S; Multifrequency Dual Polarized
Microwave Radiometry, OP-035; and the Millimeter Wave Experiment.
(c) This advancement will be instrumental in attaining altitude measurements
with less than one meter error for averaging times of ten seconds, land and oceal
imaging, microwave soundings of the atmosphere and other earth observation appli-
cations.
(d) Structural models of the antenna array should be testefi in simulated thermal
vacuum conditions.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FrLMED
K . :	 t
DEFINITION OIL TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. GE-1.9
1. TECHNOLOGY  REQUIREMENT(TITLE):
	 PAGE 2 OF 3
LARGE MICROWAVE ANTENNA ARRAYS	
_...
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The 1/4 to 1/20 wavelength flatness criterion will be relaxed, in some instances,
depending on the allowable degree of measurement degradation. The antenna
dimensional tolerance will significantly affect microwave beamwidlh, sidelobes,
and system efficiency. Methods of actively adjusting the position of individual
antenna segments to compensate for deflecting influences such as thermal gradient
or inertial loads are theoretically possible, but may introduce undue complexity
and program cost.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Thermally induced deflections must be minimized through proper material selec-
tion and structure design. The hinge mechanism must be properly indexed to
permit proper parallelism between antenna segments and its elements after
antenna deployment (unfolding). Special test procedures must be developed to
simulate zero-g for pattern measurements and thermal distortion measurements.
Erectable antenna structures 10 to 30 meters long, built for maximum weight
saving, will be subject to serious distortion forces due to gravity during group
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
	
es ETU
Altimetry measurements will be feasible through use of a smaller array or para-
bolic antenna, as indicated in DTR No. GE-4.4. However, the high resolution micr
wave radiometry and imaging applications will require a large array.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
a) RTOP W74-70492 Earth Observations Radar Workshop
b) RTOP W74-70274 Structural-Thermal - Optical Program
c) Additional technology program emphasis will be required to insure availability
of the required antenna technology early in the Shuttle Program.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 3
1.1. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
The development of the subject antenna technology must be done in conjunction
with the analysis and advancements in microwave systems for altimetr5, scattero-
metry, radar imaging, and passive microwave radiometry. The advances in hologra-
phic microwave techniques will be relevant to the subject requirement, since the
dimensional tolerances on the antennas will be more stringent.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO, GE -1.9
T . TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 WAGE 3 OF 3
LARGE MICROWAVE ANTENNA ARRAYS
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 S0 81 1 .52 1 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 ' 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
I. Thermal/Structural An 1.
E
E2, Material Selection
3,Range Pests of Proto-
type.
4.	 Space Qualification
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2.	 Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3.
	
Operations
4.
l
1:3. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TOTALTECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 5 5 4 4 4 3 4 5 4 6 5 4	 53
14. REFERENCES:
1.	 Study of Shuttle Compatible Advanced Technology
Laboratory ATL.	 TM-X-2813
2.	 Shuttle Imaging Microwave.System (SIMS), Perspectives and Objectives,
by Tar. J. Waters, JPL, January 22, 1974.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART e, C:OMPONFNT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABOR TIDRY.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED, 6, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT L:l WRONNIF:NT.
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA. 7, MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIROMNUNT,
3. THEORl TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT B. NEW CAPA131LITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATHEMATICAL MODEL. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADINC OV AN OPERATIONAL MODEL,
E.G.. MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC. 10. LIFETWE EXTENSION OF AN 01%RATIONAI. AIOOEL.
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iDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQ1 q )ZEME`T	 NO _C-2.1
1. TECILtiOLOGY REQUIItETIENT (TITLE):. Spatial Detector; 	 PAGE l ()r 4
Spatial readout resolution, dimensional stability, (cosmic or gamma ra,Ysi
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensors
3. OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEINIi NT REQUIRED: Measure gamma ray or nuclear particle's
trajectory through spatial detector to 0.1mrn (and preferably to 0.01mm.) with relative posi-
tion to 0.002mm over 1.2m range to enable detectible rigidity from 200 GV/c to 10 4
 GV/c.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Current state of art provides a spatial resolution of _ —
+ 0.2mm with four measurements averaged to provide + 0.1mm per detector element which
is equivalent to a maximum rigidity of 200 GV/c. 	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 6
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Spatial detectors can sample a gamma ray or nuclear particle trajectory at 3 or 4 points.
Each point should be measured at least to + 0.1.mm. The current positional
accuracy capability combined with the field from a superconducting magnet for a cosmic
ray will yield a spectrometer mean maximum detectible rigidity of 200 GV/c with + 0.1 mm
measurements and in the future to 104 GV/c with 0.002mm measurements. Conventionally,
each spatial detector would consist of a multiwire proportional chamber with delay line
readout. The charge deposited by a cosmic ray is drawn to the closest wire in the cham-
ber and multiplied in the detector gas. The time required for the induced signal to propo-
gate to the end of the delay line attached to the wire indicates the location where ionization
occurs. The resultant value is digitized for output. Time of flight measurments enables
identification of tracks as gamma ray or as cosmic rays, and provide an additional meas-
ure of energy through determination of velocity.
P/L REQUI-REMENTS BASED ON: Q PRE-A, q A, [] B, 0 C/D„
6. RATJONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. When traversing a magnetic field, a charged particle is bent through an angle which
is proportional to its rigidity (momentum/unit charge). Hence a higher energy
particle's trajectory is bent less, requiring more precise readouts. Gamma rays,
of course, are not bent^but can be converted to e + e- pair, which is bent.
b. Payloads benefiting fron_ improvement in spatial detector resolution and accuracy
include HE-15-S and HE-09-A, 'Magnetic Spectrometer". Spatial detector techni-
ques are also applicable to HE-08-A, Large High Energy Observatory (Gamma Ray).
c. improvement in spatial detector resolution and stability of 10 to 50 times the accu-
racy of present day gaseous or proportional spark chambers would extend the useful
range of magnetic spectrometers as high as 104 GV/c. Greater accuracy in deter-
mining direction of arrival of gamma , ays is needed.
d. Improved spatial detectors can be tested by installation in early or existing magnetic
spectrometers used in balloon flights as well as in gamma ray instruments. These
early tests should indicate feasibility by 1976.
TO BE CARRIED TO LE VEL
PR1;CEMG PAGE BLANK NOT 
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	DEFINITION OF TECIINOLOGY REQL°I11LMZ'NT	 NO. C• 2.1
	
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIIt1:MENT(TITLE): Spatial Detector; 	 PAGE 2 O1i
Spatial readout resolution, dimensional stability, (cosmic or gamma rays)
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Conventional measurements of gamma ray or particle trajectories (in a magnetic field)
utilize proportional and spark chamber technology. Solid state high spatial resolution de-
teeters not using gas as a detection medium are being investigated using sable substrates.
Considerable improvement can be obtained by measuring positions of spatial detectors
relative to each other by auxiliary optical systems. Calibrations better than 0.01 mm by
straight trajectories will help. With the magnetic field applied, the bend angle for various
energy particle may be determined by measurements at four locations. Four measure-
ments of the particle's path allow greater rejection of background than would three.
8. TECIINICAI PROBLEMS:
a. For gaseous proportional or spark chambers, the temperature should remain within + 50 C
and the pressure within 0.05 atmosphere of the desired limits. Other than data readout
variations and triggering, there appear to be few problems in attaining performance of
+ 0. 1mm accuracy. Higher accuracy appears to require non-gaseous proportional chambers
b.Selection of high structural stability and low outgassing materials.
c. There is a problem in delay line readout of multiwire proportional counters due to two
particles (e4 and e - ) transversing the counters. There appears to be iio solution in sight
for the delta rays associated with extending performance to charge 26.
9. P07 ' NTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
A spatial detector system consisting of four plates of detector per spatial detector axis.
Instead of using conventional proportional or spark chamber technology which usually
means arrays of wires and gas, each plate would consist of a thin array of detectors which
measure location and time of flight of a gamma ray or nucleon thru the plates. In addition,
the detector elements provide coincidence -anticoincidence triggers to define the FOV geom
etry, charge magnitude, time of flight of each particle or gamma ray. (Some instruments
require identification of track as a cosmic ray or gamma ray type.)
10. PLANNT ED YROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
a. RTOP W74--70646 (188-46-56) Particle Astrophysics, NASA HQ, Albert G. Opp,
(202) 755-3665.
b. RTOP W74-70651 (188-46-64), Astrophysical Investigations on the Space Shuttle, NASA
HQ, Albert G. Opp, (202) 755-3665.
c. RTOP W74-70652 (188-46-64),Shuttle Definition Studies for High Energy Astrophysics,
F. B. McDonald, GSFC, (301) 982-4801. 	 EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 6
11. RI:
 I.ATED 7 FCHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS-
a. Magnetic field uniformity and predictability (DeWar/Cryostat/Magnet Assembly).
b. Uniformity and knowledge of spatial detector temperature.
c. Automatic cryostat/Magnet control.
d. Spatial detector electronics (subnanosecond circuitry).
e. Pressurizable thermal control shield with minimum loss & secondary radiation.
7.56
II
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 !AO. C- 2.1
1.	 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 Spatial Detector;	 PAGE 3 OF	 4
Spatial readout resolution, dimensional stability, 	 cosmic Or gamma rays)
12.	 TECHNOLOGY RFQUIREMENT`^ SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75176 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Options & Para. Anal.
2. Design of Exp. Model
3. Fabrication & Assembly
4. Tests & Evaluation
5.
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2.	 Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations • Ml 2A I • I1
•4 . I • 1 001 2l
l1 1). USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE M2 TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES	 M2G1	 G 	 G2 1 M	 $
14.	 REFERENCES:
a.	 Final Report of the Space Shuttle Payload Planning Working Groups, Vol. 3, High
Energy Astrophysics, May 1973, pages 39 and A-23.
b.	 Superconducting Magnetic Spectrometer Experiment for HEAO Mission B, Part I
Preliminary Design and Performance Specifications, Contract NAS 8-27408, 1 June
1971 thru 15 Feb. 1972, Control No. DCN 1-1-21--00090(IF).
(Continued on Page 4)
Legend
MI = Sortie Flight of Magnetic Spectrometer (HE-15-S)
M2 = Automated Flight of Magnetic Spectrometer (HE-09-A)
G1 = Prototype Gamma Ray Sortie Mission Instrument (HE-16-S)
G2 = Automated Free Flyer Gamma Ray Instrument (HE-08-A)
• = Sortie Operations
--- = Automated Operations
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
5. COMPONFNT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERV yD AND RrPORTED.	 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIROMMENT.
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIL:. PII£NOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THF.ORI TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	
B. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR ^LITIIEMATICAL MODEL. 	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CITARACTER3STIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATEITlAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	
30. LIFETLvIE EXTENSION OF AN OJ ILRATION.0. MODFL.
*Also GI and G2.	
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I	 DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. 0,-2.1 1
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : Spatial Detector; 	 PAGE 4 OF 4
Spatial readout resolution, dimensional stability, (cosmic or gamma rays)
14. REFERENCES: (Cont'd)
c. Introduction of Experimental Techniques of High Energy Astrophysics, H. Ogelman
and J. R. Wayland, GSFC, 1970.
d. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Level A Data, Automated Payload,-, NASA
PD, July 1974.
e. Preliminary Payload Descritions, Vol. I, Automated Payloads, Level B Data, July
1974.
f. Summarized Level A and Level B Descriptions, Vol. II, for Sortie Payloads, July
1974.
g. High Resolution Readout of Multiwire Proportional Counters Using the Cathode
Coupled Delay Line Technique, by J. L. Lacy and R. S. Lindse y , JSC, March, 1973.
h. A Direct Measurement of Magnetic Rigidity Spectra of Cosmic R ty, J. H. Adams,
North Carolina State University at Raleigh, N. C. , JSC Doc. MTM-TN2-71, January
1973.
i. Superconducting Magnetic Spectrometer for Cosmic Ray Nuclei, Review of
Scientific Instruments 43, 1, January 1972.
j. A Measurement of Cosmic-Ray Rigidity Spectra Above 5 GV/c of Elements from
Hydrogen to Iron, Astrophysi-a1 Journal 180, 987, March 1973.
k. Spatial Spark Jitter Measurements of Highly Charged Nuclei for Optical Spark
Chambers, Review of Scientific Instruments, 43, 1285, September 1972.
i. "Superconducting Magnet and Cryostat for a Space Application", and 'Low Heat
Leak Current Leads for Intermittent Use", G. F. Smoot and W. L. Pope, to
appear in Vol. 20, Advances in Cryogenic Engineering (1974).
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DEFINIT10N OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. _C-- 2.2
1. TEiCliNOLOGY Itk:QUIIIEA'IENT (TITLE):.,-RaX'Er 	 aia§iyn Ctra.ting PAGE 1 of 4
Dimensional stability of elements versus temperature. g level, size
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEC=OILY: v Sensor
3. OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Spectral resoiving_powe_r. of A/Ah- ­ 5 &200
at 0,31 to 12.4 nm respectively1 for signal input of 3 x 10 -3 photons/sec amt are minute 2;
survive launch acceleration to _5m  2630K to 3030K, grating Ilia. = 0.5m.
4. CURRENT STATL OF ART: A 0.3m dia. transmission gratii_g of 1400 lines per mm
with gold evaporated on it at a near-grazing angle was used on the Skylab ATM in the 0.3
to 6 nm range.	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Low resolution spectral data are obtained by dispersing incident X-rays from an X-ray
telescope with a transmission grating located near the telescope mirror. Each point
source in the field of view results in a point image and a line image in which the position
:3-long the line follows the normal grating function of the wavelength, The spectral resolu-
tion is poorer than obtained with crystal spectrometers but since data are taken simultane-
ously over the entire spectral range, a higher data rate is obtained which enables investiga
ti.on of weaker sources and of temporal behavior of stronger sources.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: 	 PRE-A, [q A, q B, q C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. Dimensional stability of the transmission gratin g lines to avoid permanent distortion by
ascent and versus temperature change are critical as well as materials used for
stabilizing the grating. Progressive improvement and tests will result in rugged trans-
mission gratings for each type oi' x-ray telescope. .
t
b. The transmission grating is useful in the 1. 2m X-ray (RE--11A) telescope as well as the
Large X-ray telescope (HE-01-A). It could also be applied in 4 mere t'NTes of telescopes,
C. An improved transmission grating capable of handling X--rays from 0.1 iceV to 4 keV
(0.31 to 12.4 am) properly coupled to the Large X-ray telescope and appropriate
	 j
detector will enable low resolution spectroscopy at very faint signal levels. 	 4
d. Transmission gratings for X-ray telescope flown in 1973; larger greater range grating
needs to be developed.
Test to be performed in 	 cooled vacutun chamber to demonstrate technology.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8
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DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C - 2.2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(T1TLE): X-Ray Transmission Grating PAGE 2 OF 4_
Dimensional stability of elements versus temperature, g level, size
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The X-ray transmission grjating intercepts an X-ray beam of 1 0 at a point 0.5m in diame-
ter. It is used in conjunction, with a maximum sensitivity detector or an X-ray converter/
image intensifier for low resolution spectroscopy at very faint signal levels (flux -3 x 10-3
X-ray photons per sec per cm 2 per are minute ).
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Primary problem is dimensional stability of transmission grating line spacing during
ascent and descent versus g level and temperature change. Grating mounting needs to be
stable (with little residual vibration or movement during an observation); however should
be stowable outside of X-ray beam when not wanted and should be axial adjustable by
remote control.
9. POTLNTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. Primary ruled reflection grating, 1)`-atinum on glass, hol.ographically ruled.
Such gratings, however, usually are designed for smaller angular divergence than
produced by typical X--ray mirrors.
1tJ. PLAN-NED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
IKTOP: X174-70631, X-ray Astronomy, N. G. Roman
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 7
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
X-ray telescope (development of better sensitivity, spatial resolution, and field of view).
n
I
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DEFINITION OIL TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C-2.2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIRFMENT (TITLE); X-Ray Transmission Grating PAGE 3 OF
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUL E ITEM	 75 76 77 78 79180 ! 81 82183 84 85186187 88 89190 91
TECHNOLOGY
1.	 Trades, Anal. , Design
2.	 Sample Grating Fab. T1 T T
3.	 Test & Evaluation 1, T2 T3
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C) 2 - 3
2.	 Devl/Fab (Ph. D) 1 T2 3
3.
	 Operations TI—
T2 --
4. 3T4 13 o a
T ^ o
1910
1:13.
	
USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE T2
T3 TOTAL
T1
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES T2 T4 T3 T4 T4 T2 11
T5 T T4 T4
14. REFERENCES:
a.	 Final Report of the Space Shuttle Payload Planning Working Groups, NASA/GSFC,
May 1973, pages A--1, --2, A--4.
b.	 Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, PD, NASA, duly 1974,
pages 112, 113, 114.
Le end	 (Refe:,,ences Continued or. Page 4)
s	 = Sortie operations
— = Automated operations
(Ti) T HE-03-A, 0.75m X-ray Telescope (82-A), (85, 86, 88, 90, 91-S).
(T2) = HE-11-A, 1.2m X-ray Telescope (82, 84-S), (83, 91-A).
(T3) = HE-01-A, Large X-ray Telescope Facility ( 1986),
(T4) = HE-29-S, Low Energy X-ray Telescope.
(T5) = HE-20-S, High Resolution X-ray Telescope.
A	 = Automated (free flyer) 	 S = Sortie
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
5, COMPONENT OR BREA-DBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LAROR WHY.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPDRTLI),	 0, MODEL TESTEDIN AIRCRAFT ENVIIION.N[F.,14T.
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PFE:NOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRON MENT.
3, rtIFORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	
a. NEW CAPABILITY DI:RIVI.D FIIOti1 A MUCII LESSER
OR MATHEMATICAL 1 OUL.
	 OPERATIONAL 110DEL.
4.	 PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	 9. RELIABILITY Ul} (3RAJANG OF ah OPERATIi+:3A1. MODEL.
E.G., hIATEIiIAL, tUAlPOV1 NT, E'TC,
	 10. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OPERATION.%% MODEL.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NOS
l . TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): X-Ray Transmission Grating PAGE 4 OF 4
irczea9ional stability of elements versus temperature, g level, size
14. REFERENCES: (Cont'd)
c. Payload descriptions, Vol. I, Automated Payloads, Level B Data, NASA, July 1974,
HE--03--A, HE-11-A, HE-01-A; pages 2-31 thru 2-56, 2-131 thru 2-158, and 2-1 thru
2--28.
d. Conference, S. S. Holt with E. Saari, 6 November 1974, at GSFC.
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IDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUI11EMENT	 NO.C - 2.3--1
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):X -MY Max. Sensiti.vi^Detector PAGE 1 OF 5
Detector window passband efficiency, charged particle rejection
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:	 Sensors
3. OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRE D:_ Achieve_ sensitivity of 3 x 10 -4 counts per
cm g..second--arc rainute2 , spectral range 0.1 to 4 keV (0. 31 to 12.4 nm), sectional
detectorstpr anticoincidence
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: The current state of the art very nearlv n.iects technology
goal except for closed cycle cooling system and a front window transparent to X--rays from
0. 3. to 4 keV.
	
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
The detector concept includes a supercooled Si (Li) detector cooled to 70 to 120°K with a
transparent front window. The primary detector is surrounded by anticoincidence solid
state detectors to minimize background arising from charged particles and Compton
scattered photons. The detector front window should be capable of passing 0.1 to 4 keV
(12.4 to 0.31 nm) X-ray photons and rejecting the local flux of charged particles. The
current state of the art very nearly meets the tecluiology goals except for a closed cycle
cooling system and a front window transparent to the desired spectral range.
The detector assembly for HEAO-R currently employs solid methane, with ammonia as
a secondary refrigerant. Tile current detector cannot operate below 0.4 keV because of
noise. The capacitance of the detector is a problem. Segmenting would help and could
reduce the capacitance effect to a fraction of a picofarad. The quality of FET preampli-
fiers is currently going downward and needs improvement.
See pages 4 and 5 for additional technology description,
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: K :TYRE-A, q A, q B, [] C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. Selid state detectors, with cooling, have the best presently obtainable detector spectral
response and efficiency using a direct photo electric interaction. When used with the
Large X-ray Telescope, the detector will enable sources 10_ 8 SCO X-1 to be detected
(detector will be capable of a sensitivity of 3 x 10 -4 counts/em2- sec-arc minute2 as
limited by effectiveness of rejection of ch<zrged particles).
b. Any or all of the X--ray telescopes of HE-19--S, Low Energy X--Ray Telescope, HE-11-
A, Large High Energy Observatory D, HE-- fl1-A, Large X-Ray Telescope Facility Ob-
servatory, can use a maximum sensitivity detector to improve total 'system effective-
ness.
c. A maximum sensitivity detector enables realization of full sensitivit3' of an X--ray tele-
scope particularly at the lower energy levels. Improvement in segmenting will also
provide mapping or imaging data.
d. When a maximum sensitivity detector can be operated with a large X-ray telescope
and effectively rejects background from charged particles and Compton scattered
photons, these technology requircr:nnts are satisfied. 'lest should be performed in a
HEO-B spacecraft in 1978 on a i Atlas/Centaur launch.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8
7.63
DEFINITION OF TECIINOLOGY REQUIItEME,NT	 NO. C-2.3-1
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUI REM ENT(TITLE):X- ray Max. Sensitivity Detector, PAGE 2 OF .5
Detector window passband efficiency, charged particle rejection
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Trades of detector size, coincidence-anticoincidence configurations, entrance window
material, cryogenic cooling are expected to produce a maximum sensitivity detector whose
threshold sensitivity, limited by sky background, can detect 3 x 10 -4 counts per cm 2-sec --
are minute2 . Due to the necessity for rejecting charged particles and Compton scattering
components, considerable detector electronics are needed for coincidence--anticoincidence
gates, pulse height (energy) analysis, and output registers to handle the considerable dynamic
range in counting rate and energy ranga. Segmenting, besides Lmpruving spatial resolu-
tions, will reduce noise and eventually enable operation down to 0.1 Ice V. Charged par-
ticle influx may be minimized by usin; , a permanent magnet to sweep aside low energy
protons or electrons. Gamma ray noise, except down the detector axis, will be minimized
by anticoincidence circuit S.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. There is a problem of enclosing the active Si (Li)within the anticoincidence volume and
yet providing adequate cold finger contact. Due to the small dimensions of the detector,.
time of flight values are small for X-rays. However, signal may be gated for durations
up to uF e.
b. Conversely increase of area increases the background count rate.
C. Mounting to minimize microphones.
d. Need many detectors on the same silicon chip. f. FET preamplifier noise.
e. Front window transparency vs. anticoincidence g. Gama ray interference.
effectiveness.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. Since detector and anticoincidence dimensions t ,nd to be too small for effective use,
multiple layer detector arrays of larger size give more effective anticoincidence
"shielding".
b. Image converter/intensifier of high sensitivities, low background noise level, and
anticoincidence shielding. However, entrance window efficiency over total spectral
range is a problem.
c. Scintillation Shied (such as CsI (Na) counter anticoincidence system).
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
a. RTOP, W74-70631 X--ray Astronomy, N. G. Roman.
b. HEAOB, 0.875m X-ray Telescope, R. Giaconni, ASE.
c. Additional X-ray telescopes gradually improve in collector area sensitivity, and angular
sensitivity. (The telescope instrument definitions usually include options for maximum
sensitivity detectors. )
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 7
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Large area X-ray telescope focusing X-ray to about 1 cm detector area.
b. Cryogenics for holding detector material at low noise levels for long durations.
7-64
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DEFINITION OF TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C - 2.3-1
1,	 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREIIIFNT (TITLE): X-ray Max Sensitivity Detector PAGE 3 OF
Detector window passband efficiency, charged particle rejection
12.	 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR Y1?AR
SCHEDUL E ITEi^1 75 76 ; 7 78 79 80 i 81 82 83 1 84 S 85 86- 87 1 88, 8990 97
TECHNOLOGY
1. Trades, Tests, Analysis T1 ,T 3 l2. Design & Fab, Imp, Proto-.
type
3. Tests & Evaluation T3
APPLICATIONS T 2
1. Resign (Phase C) 1, 2 T3 T1 (5)2. Development/Fabrica-
Lion Phase D) ^^
3. Operations T2 m	 I !2 T32
^
I1
13. USAGE SCHEDULE
1 T
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE I T2 Total
T 1 T4
NtYMBER OF LAUNCHES
P
T 2 T T T4 3 T4 T2 16
T4 T4
14. REFE117NCES:
a.	 Final Report of the Space Shuttle Payload Planning Working Groups, NASA/GSFC,
May 1973, pages A-1, -2, A-4.
b.	 Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, PD, NASA, July 1974,
pages 112, 113, 114.
c.	 Payload Descriptions, Vol. I, Automated Payloads, Level B Data, NASA, July 1974,
HE-03-A, HE-11-A, HE-01-A; pages 2-31 thru 2 - 36, 2-131 thru 2--158, and 2-1 thru
2--28.
d_	 Conference, S. S. Holt with E. Saari, 6 Nov. 1974, at GSFC.
e.	 Comments, M. Lampton, UCB, Berkeley, CA.
LEGEND
Sortie operations
— Automated operations(TI)= HE -03-A, 0.75 m X-ray Telescop ,
- (82-A), (85, 86, 88, 90, 91 -- S).
(T2)=HE-II.-A, 1.2 m X-ray Telescope (82, 84 - S), (83, 91 -- A).
(T 3)= HE-01-A, Large X-ray Telescope Facility (1986).
(T4) =
 HE-19--S, 1.2m X-ray Telescope (Sortie Mission in 1985, 1986, Y:)90, 1991).
A = Automated (free flyer);
	
S = Sortie
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
b. CONYIPONFNT OR IIREADDOARD TESTED 1N RELEVAN T
ENYIRONNIFNT IN TM.' I.AHORaTORY.
1.	 13ASIC P1IF%O 1ENA O1tSEnVFD AND REPORTED.
	 e.	 11SODEL TLti11:U IN AIRCRAI T E NVIRONNIE:NT.
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCklBF PIIENONIFNA. 	 4, MODEL TFF'F1A) €N SPACE FY'ARONSIE:NT.
S. THEORY TF:S1*FD BY PHYSICAL. EXPERIMENT
	 g, NEW CAPABILITY 11, 111VED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR NIATHE11AT1CAL MODEL.
	
OPERAI IONAL JIODLL.
A.	 PERTINENT FUNCTION OR MA1LACTE]USTIC DEMONSTRATED,	 g, RE:LLARM; FY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., NIAT£HIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	
Ia. 1,1FETINIF. f:XTENSION OF AN OMRATLONAL MODEL,
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ITEM CAPABILITY STATE OF ARTREQUIRED
DETECTOR WIN DOW 0. 1 To ^ 0.1 To 10
'ASS BAND {Ite^!]
DETECTOR WINDOW
P.ROTONIELECTRON LIMIT, S x10-4 1 x 10-3
(COUNTS/SEC-91     1Ai2 }
ANT#COINCIDENCE SHIELD
SPURIOUS EVENT LIMIT 10^' 10'3
{COUNTS/SEC-I^!! !Z}
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
AT SELECTED TEMPERATURE +0•5 +2
IN RANGE 1.5 TO IOIC
CLOSED CYCLE REFRIGERATOR
ENDURANCE {YR} 2
z O,2E
DETECTOR SENSITIVITY 1 10(COUNTS FOR 1,000 SEC)
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. _G -_Z.a_-2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): X-ray Polarimeter 	 PAGE 10F_3
Sensitivity; dimensional stability
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensors
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED :Obtain polarization mearzur._eMen_ is u12
1$ tat least 35) accuracy at selected spectral lines in 0.1 to 4 keV spectral range (such
as at 2.62 keV) with the polarimeter at focus of an X-ray telescope.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: t^ ?a_ ed sfa a of art i.s 101n go3arization measurements
6 to 10 keV_range with a flux of 2 x 10-3 photons cm-2 sec-1 keV 1.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Current concepts for an X-ray polarimeter at the focal point of an X-ray telescope indicate
petantial use of graphite, LiH, or similar materials in crystals for polarimeters. When
soft X-rays are reflected through 7r/2 rad (900) of a crystal lattice, only the polarization
component normal to the incident: and reflected rays contributes effectively to the output
signal. A proportional counter is in the direction of the polarized component output and
polarization is detected by rotating the entire assembly around the telescope axis and meas-
uring reflected power as a function of angle. A polarized X-ray source will output a maxi-
mum in the counting rate when the azimuthal angle is sueb that the plane of the incident
X-ray crystal normal and reflected ray are perpendicular to the polarization of the incident
ray.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [E PRE-A, q A,[ B, rl C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. Within an X-ray telescope field of view of 1% 1 to 3 % polarization measurement accuracy
capability, compatible with large X-ray telescopes, is desired to enable identification an(
quantitative evaluation of synchrotron ^^-ray emission processes in the source examined.
b. Payloads benefitting from the polarimeter development include: HE-19-S, Low Energy
X-ray Telescope; HE-20-S, High Energy X-ray Telescope; HE-11-A, Large High
Observatory D (1.2m X-ray Telescope), and HE-01-A, Large X-ray Telescope Facility.
c. The technology advancement to 1%p from current c^,imated 10% polarization measure-
ment accuracy enables better estimates of X-ray source synchrotron emission process
outputs.
d. When 1%r polarineters function in a space equivalent environment to the accuracy desir-
ed, this technology requirement is satisfied.
PRECEDINGI G PAGE BLANK NOT Frf2M
TO BECARRIED TO LEVEL 7
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMLNT
	 NO, C- 2.3-2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): X-ray Polarirneter 	 PAGE 2 OF
Sensitivity, dimensional stability
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Energy bands for X-ray polarimeters are chosen to insure maximum likelihood of obtaining
significant physical and cosmological insight into selected spectral lines corresponding to
materials and processes found in the source. Most of the current options for X-ray polari-
m.eters involve selected crystals in symmetric slab format. The prevailing concept is
based upon the fact that X--rays can be reflected thru 7r/2 rad (90 0) by a crystal slab-with
lattice planes oriented at 7r/4 rad (450) to the telescope symmetry axis. The reflected ray
contains only one polarization component which can be readout by a proportional counter
array .
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Secondary radiation around the X-ray telescope can give rise to polarization measurement
errors.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
A multichannel, asymmetric Bragg crystal spectrometer/polarimeter array, developed by
R. Graham Bingham is reported to enable simulaneous spectrometry and high precision
polarimetry in selected energy channels. Each spectrometer/polarimeter consists of an
X-ray concentrator/detector unit which could be cycled into the X-ray telescope beam. TbE
method measures linear polarization by comparing counting rates of individual sectors of an
X-ray sensor located at a collecting cone apex.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
a. W 74-70630 (188--41--59) X-ray Astronomy, Elihu Boldt, GSFC, Ph. .(301) 582-5853.
b. W74-70631 (188-41-59) X-ray Astronomy, N. G. Roman, Ph. (202) 755-3649.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Symmetric nonpolarized X-ray telescope.
b. Development of X--ray instrument mounts allowing rotation in a circle around X--ray
telescope FOV center.
7-70
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	
NO. C- 2.3-2
r--
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): X-ray Polarimeter	 PAGE 3 OF 3
Sensitivity;  dimensional stability_
F12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
_	 CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75176 77178 79 80 81 82 ' 83 °s41 85 1 86 8718818 ,3190 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Parametric Analysis
2. Predesign & Fab.
3. Test & Evalu4tion
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C) i
2.	 Devl/I+ab (Ph. D)
3,	 Operations T1 o e a •
4•
2 0 I	 jo
3
110). USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE T TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES T2 T3 T2 T1 T, Ti T1' T1	 9
14. REFERENCES:
a. Final Report of Space Shuttle Payload Planning Working Groups, NASA/GSFC, May
1973, pages A-1, --2, -4.
b. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, Level A Data, July 1974,'
pages 112 - 115.
c. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Automated Payloads, Level A Data., July
1974.
d. Payload Descriptions, Vol. I, Automated Payloads, Level B Data, NASA, July 1974.
Legend
T = Technology
fa	 = Sortie Operations
= Automated Operations
T1 = HE--19-S, Low Energy X-ray Telescope
T2 = HE-20-S, High Energy X-ray Telescope
T3 = HE-11-A, Large High Energy Observatory D (1.2m X-ray Telescope)
T4 = HE-01-•A, Large X-ray Telescope Facility
.15.	 LEVE L
 OF STA,.TE OF ART
	
s. COIIIPONFNT OR RRELDSOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LAWFLkTORY.
3. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 g. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY PORAIULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 7, MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
S. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERINIENT
	 g. NZ%V CAPAIIILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCII LESSER
OR A ATHEAIATICAL MODEL.	 OPERATIONAL :MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIMRACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL %IOI)EL.
E.G., NIATERIAL, COMPONENT. ETC.
	 10. LIFETWE EXTENSION OF AN OPURATIONAL - MODEL,
i
7-•71
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 Noy, C-2.4
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : Position Sensitive Propor-- PAGE,,  1 OF 3
tion Counter — Spectral resolution, spatial resolution, transient measurements
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensors
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Measure source spectra to a%^,k=5,
spatial resolution to 0.2mm and transients measured to 1 µsec in spectral range to -
0.124 to 6.2 keV.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Spectral distribution to A/AX= 1, spatial distribution
to 1 min and transient measurement to 10 µsecs.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Position sensitive proportional counters are intended for measurement of structure of
difise backgrounds and coronal of near by stars. Early position sensing proportional
counter concepts include one using multianode resistive wire grids. The input signal
components are measured by comparing the charge collected at the two ends of each wire.
The orthogonal compon, =it is deter-mined by the identity of the wire collecting the charge
To get 10 are sec resolution over a 1 0
 field, approximately 360 anode wires spaced 10 are
sec apart in an X-ray telescope £field are required. Considerable electronics are required
for anticoinciden.ce, pulse height analysis, count per analyzer, position reporting, &
event timing.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: © PRE--A, q A, q B, Q C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. Early position sensitive proportional counters have been designed. Advanced matrices
will have more position sensing elements. Earlier telescopes did not have the resolu-
tion of planned telescopes.
b. HE-20-S, High Resolution X-Ray Telescope, HE-11A, 1. 2m X -Ray Tele-
scope and HE-01-A, Large X-Ray Telescope Facility utilize the position
sensing porportional counter. However two other types of telescopes could
utilize the position sensitive proportional counter if instruments are
exchanged.
c. Flux and spectral distribution versus position and time could be obtained by the posi-
tion sensitive proportional counter at input signal sensitivities approaching 10- 8 Sco
S-X-1 enabling quick mapping of a region.
d. when a position sensitive proportional count-:^ x used with a Large X-ray Telescope
at sensitivities approaching 10-8 S co X-1, the ultimate technology requirements will
be satisfi-ed.J-Ww_ever initial test should be performed.in, space.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8
7-73
'RECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FffAM
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 No. C-2.4
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Position Sensitive Propor-- . PAuE 2 O
tional Counter -•- Spectral resolution, spatial resolution, transient measurement
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Wire grid proportional counters may compete with solid state detector arrays complement-
ed with micro channel plate circuits. Improved imaging devices compete or do better in
spatial position but tend to lac y spectral resolving ability. Proportional counters are best
used in the 0.1. to 30 keV region. The low energy end of the range is derermined primarily
by the counter window while photoelectric efficiency determines the highest energy at which
the counter can give useful information. An argon counter is best suited for 1 to 10 keV,
propane or other gases are utilized for lower energy/ranges to enable quenching.
it appears that a solid state alternate to the wire grid proportional counters
will have a better transient response than the wire grad gas proportional counter
type.
8. :i'ECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Gaseous wire grid instruments tend to have long collection times hence limiting
timing accuracy.
b. Solid state detectors used in arrays equivalent to proportional counters tend to
have lesser spectral range than wire grid proportional counters.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. Multisegmented solid state detector.
b. Parallel plate proportional counter. (Stempel, Sanford, and Goddard, Journal of
Physics E, 6, 397, 1973.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RT.OP: W74-70630 (183-41-59) X-ray Astronomy, Elihu Bol.dt, Ph (301) 982-5853, GSFC.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 7
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Development of X-ray collectors (telescopes) for concentrating X-ray  images on
position sensitive detector array,
DEFINITION OF .TECHNOLOGY R.EQUIREVIE-NT	 NO. C--2.4
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Position Sensitive Pro- PAGE3 OF 3
portion Counter - Spectral resolution, spatial resolutions, transient ineasurexren
'H
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75176177 78 79180133. 82,183 84 85186187 88 89 9019.1
TECHNOLOGY
1. Trades & Analysis
2.1Desi.gn & Fab.
3. Test & Evaluation
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2, Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations
•
T
TI
•
• • w •
T2
T
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE I ITI TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES T2 T3 T2 T _1JTIJ IT1 T1 TI 9
S
14. REFERENCES:
a. Final Report of Space Shuttle Payload Planning Worldn.g Groups NASA/GSFC, May
1973, pages A-1,  -2, -4.
b. Summarized NASA. Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, Level. A Data, July 1974,
pages 112-115.
c. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Automated Payloads, Leve y A Data, July
1974.
d. Payload Descriptions, Vol, I, Automated Payloads, Level B Data, NASA, July 1974.
Legend:?en -
 Technology
r = Sortfe Operalzon
A-atomated Operations
t	 T1= HE-19--S, Low Energy X-ray  Telescope
T2 = HE-20-S, High Energy X-ray Telescope
T3 = HE-11-A,. Large High Energy Observatory D (1.2m X-ray Telescope)
T4 = HE-01-A, Large X--ray Telescope Facility
r
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
5, COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 c. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT. 	 I
2, THEORY F011MULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 q, MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
j	 3, TIMORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT	 8. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCII LESSER
OR MATHE1iATICAL MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL. MODEL.
!	 4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	 9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G.. DIATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	 10. LIFETMIE EXTENSION OF AN. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
7-75
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO,
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE), Modulation Collimated scin PAGE 1 OF 3
tillation Counters; Flux distribution, spatial resolution, transient measurement
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY. 	 Sensors
3. OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Modulation collimated scintillation countin g
in 20 to 30 keV range to 2 arc sec resolution in field of view of 5x5. A collector area
greater than 104 02n2 in a low background configuration is desired.
4. CURRENT STATE Or, .ART: HEAD A has a modulation collimator of 10 are seconds
resolution under development by American Science and Engineering, Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory, M. 1. T.	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
The scintillation counter with modified modulation collimators will need an improved
modulation geometry and possibly temperature controlled grids. According to S. S. Holt,
NASA GSFC, modulation collimators limit the field of view in either an integral or
differential manner. An integral collimator cuts off the edges of the field of view and
allows some response in the control field of view; integral collimators are good for
angles >1/2 deg. D;fferential modulation collimators provide better source locations.
Differential modulation collimators slice the field of view as well as limit the periphery
of detector response to avoid other interfering sources. Hence, a given source may,
within certain size and complexity limits be, mapped spatially as well as each spatial
element categorized spectrally.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE-A, ® A, q B, [] C/D
G. RATION A LE AND ANALYSIS:
	 4
a. An arra^ of seven modules of 0.5 m dia x L 5 m long has been proposed with about 1
meter of each unit consisting of the desired modulation collimators. A collector/slat/
grid trade will provide highest collection efficiency and best coupling to scintillation
counters.
b. HE-11-S, X-Ray Angular Structure, and HE-18-S, Gamma Ray Photometric studies
are sortie payloads benefitting from this technology.
c. The development of high resolution modulation collimated scintillation arrays will
enable imaging or determination of shape of extended X-ray sources, mapping of
selected X-ray regions, and measurement of X and L absorption edges.
d. Acceptable maturity level is 'test in a space equivalent environment.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
PP-ECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMM 
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DEFDUTION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C. 2.5
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE):Modulation Collimated Scin- PAGE 2 OF 3
tillation Counters, Flux distribution, spatial resolution, transient measurement
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Modulation collimators have been constructed of rectangular tubing, slats, wires, grids,
or combinations thereof. Wires and grids need to have collimating dimensions in the
order. of 0.025 mm. Some of the collimators proposed would roll. or oscillate over de-
tector arrays or are fixed. The fixed configurations depend upon mount motion and spac-
ing of scanning modes to give a relative motion effect between X-ray/gamma ray sources,
modulation collimator, and detectors. The counting rate maxima and minima are then
observed to define the source location to the order of are seconds. Scintillators are
expected to be used at energies in excess of 10 keV to detect flux and spectrum of X-ray
sources versus spatial location. Pulse counting/energy measurement modes are con-
templated.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Scintillators have poorer spectral (energy) resolution than do proportional counters but
might be improved by use of scintMator-avalanche diode combinations,
b, Other than large collector sciatillator cell areas shielded from interference by some
forms of collimators, little can be done to concentrate or intercept enough of higher
energy X--ray photons. Observing times may be long, up to days.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. Development of spatial detector arrays made of X-ray to light or electron converter
elements + microchannel plates. (Silicon or pure germanium lithium drift process,
or avalanche detectors + tunnel diode.)
. Arrays of combinations of scintillator cells + silicon or GaAs photocondiictors.
0. Scintillators with isoelectronic dropouts (CdS with Te and ZnTe) or sci.ntillators using
Lanthanum oxy sulfide & Gadolinium. oxysulf1de activated with Ytterbium or Cerium.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT_
. W74--70630 (188-41-59), X-Ray Astronomy, NASA/GSFC, Elihu A. Boldt (301) 982-5853,
. W74-70635 (188-41-64), X-Ray Spectroscopy for Shuttle, NASA/GSFC, Elihu A. Boldt,
(301)982-5853.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Development of scintil.lator and avalanche or photomultiplier detector combina
b. Combination of modulation collimator arrays and spatial detector (fast respon
in equivalent focusing (gating) modes as to obtain electronic scan and directio
ability.
C. Precise slow scanning capabilities are needed for the instrument pointing syst
stabilized platform to enable sufficient integration of X-ray photons per spatia
7-7.8
DEF 1NITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	
NO. C.2.5
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE); Modulation Collimated 	 PAGE 3 OF _
Scintillation Counters, Flux distribution, spatial resoluiipn, transient measurement
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
'	 CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Concepts Trades & Anal.
2. Prototype Design & Fab.
3. Tests & Evaluation
4. Redesign, Fab. & Test
5.
APPLICATION t
1.	 Design (Phi C)
2.	 Devi/Fab (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations Ti f 0 • a 0 •
4. { T2 a 0 i 0
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE T TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES . TI T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2 11
14. REFERENCES:
a. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, July 1974, NASA/MSFC,
page 96.
b. Final Report of the Space Shuttle Payload Planning Worldng Groups, High Energy
Astrophysics, May 1973, NASA/GSFC, pp. 36-37, A-11 to A--12.
c. Introduction to Experimental Techniques of High-Energy Astrophysics, NASA
SP-243, 1970, pp. 91-2.
d. Materials for Radiation Detection, NMAB 287, January 1974, pages 47 through 78.
LeEend
T:	 Technology
Automated Operations
a	 = Sortie Operations
T1= HE-11=S, X-Ray Angular Structure
T2 = HE-1$ ,-S, Gamma-Ray Photometric Studies
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
s. COMPONENT OR. DMADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
IN THE LABORATORY.ENVIRONMENT
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 S. MODEL TESTED IN i.IRCRAE'T ENVIRONMENT.
2. TBEORY FOMIULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 7, MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRO\AIENT,
3. TIHEORY TESTED By
 PHYSICAL -EXPERIMENT
	 g, NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FR0.1I A NIUCII LESSER
ORMATHEMATICAL . IIODEL.	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
3, RELIABILITY itl GRM)INC OF AI+ OPERATIONAL 6IODEL:
E.G... MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	 10. LIFETZIE EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
7-'
iai
Ji
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. GE-2.6
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : CONVERTER/INTENSIFIER	 IMAGE 1 OF
ASSEMBLY
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensor
3. OBjECTXVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED, Provide high resolution, variable F.0. V
sensor for enemy range 0.3 to 1 KeV
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Photon and charged particle imaging systems are avail
able for soft X-rays within the energy range of interest. Resolution needs to be
increased for this application. 	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Imaging data of X-ray sources is required in the range 0.3 to 1 KeV, with a
spatial resolution of 1024 x 1024 elements per frame, and 8 bits /element. Two
selectable fields of view are required: 0.3 0 x 0.3 0 and 50 x S°. Electronics
must be capable of controlling, testing, converting, scaling, formatting the data
to and from the X-ray telescope and converter/intensifier.
The problem of X-ray photon detection and localization can be divided into three
functions --- photoelectric conversion, charge amplification, and charge detection
and localization. One component, such as a microchannel plate, may be used for
more than one function, for example, photoconversion and charge amplification in
this case.
(Continued on. page 2)
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: '® PRE-A, a A, 0 B, Q C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
(a) The scientific , basis for this technology requirement is the •need for data on
the fine structure of X-ray sources, as defined by the Space Shuttle Payload
Working Group in terms of the wide field X Ray telescope payload.
(b) The benefitting payload will be HE-03--A, 0. 75 meter X-Rap telescope.
(c) More detailed perception of flux density and angular position will enable
better identification of key characteristics and special fe^^ .,w°°	 ^^}
x-ray sources.
(d) This development should include the development of a protot
to be tested in a sounding rocket or small satellite survey
TO BE CARRIED I
7-81.
PREOMI G PAGE BLANK NOT MIM
I	 DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY RIC, QUIREMENT	 NOe G^ i
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE); CONVERTER/INTEN91FIE RPAGE 2 OF
ASSEMBLY
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY (CONTID)
An important X-ray imaging device currently being developed is the negative electron
affinity photocathode (VanSpeybroeck, Kellogg, Murray, and Duckett, IEEE-Transaction
on Nuclear Science NS21, 408, 1974), which theoretically should be a factor of 5 to 10
times more efficient in the photoconversion process at 1 - 4 keV than currently observed,
or theoretically expected from other photo-emitters, such as the walls of a Micro-channel
Plate. The photoelectron signal must then be amplified and detected. The microchannel
plate del -ices are suitable amplifiers, and the charge detector can be one of a number of
devices, some of which are discussed in the paper by Lampton and Paresce which de-
scribes the "Ranicon".
At least two charge detection schemes are being developed - one based on a sheet resistor
such as in the "Ranicon"* - in which two dimensional charge diffusion occurs, and one
based upon charge splitting techniques, in which each coordinate is determined independ-
ently (charge diffusion occurs in two separate one dimensional devices). The best results
obtained with the two dimensional devices are those of the University of Leicester group -
a of about 1811 over an 18 mm field, or one part in 1000. This is to be compared with the
Ranicon result of 1 - 2 1p/mm limiting resolution, or o- 400 to 20011 over a field of 4 cm,
or one part in 100 - 200. The SAO HEAO-B group has achieved the best result obtained
with the charge splitting technique (known to us) -a of about 50p , with, however, no
practical intrinsic size limitation because systems easily can be operated in parallel to
cover larger areas without boundary losses. This system performance also was obtained
with a wide dynamic range of input amplitudes, which is required for one of the detectors
being developed. This is possible because the fractional resolution needn't be good.
The French have developed a different approach, which consists of a multi wire propor-
tional counter containing an ionization chamber.. A matrix of 30, 000 anode wires collects
ions created by X--ray photons. Each anode is followed by an a°nplifier, trigger, counter,
and memory. Readout of the memory can be effected 10 tunes per second.
*Developed by Michael Lampton and Francesco Paresce, at Berkeley.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. GE-2.6
1. TECINOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): CONVERTER/ NTENSIFIER 	 PAGE3 0F _j
ASSEMBLY
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
(a) The pulse position determination method may involve options such as "successive
digital approximation", dual slope integrator, leading edge rise time, etc.
(b) Flat Plate Proportional Counter (Stumpel, et a1)
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The principal, problem is attaining the high spatial resolution within the sen-
sitivity limitations of the source.
9. .?OTENTI:AL ALTERNATIVES: .
Should consider the Negative Electron Affinity Photocathode with a charge amplification
stage and. either the charge splitting, separate coordinate determination or a sheet re-
sistor charge detector. The microchannel, plate and sheet resistor should be considered
a potential alternative during the period required to develop the higher, sensitivity device.
Other potential alternatives also exist.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TI CI-1NOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP #188-41-51 - X-Ray.Astronomy
RTOP #188-41-64 - X-Ray Spectroscopy for Shuttle
(NOTE: These are related efforts, not dealing directly with the requirements of
this definition
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY RE,
 QUIREMENTS:
The possibility of using delay lines to scan large number of el.dments in the
proportional counter has been investigated. This method has shown promise for
low resolution one and two dimensional imaging.
s
i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY RE QUIRE MEXT 	 NO. GR^2. 6
1. TECIi^NOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): CONVERTER/INTENSTFTER	 PAGE 4 OF 4-^,
ASSEMBLE
12. TECHNOLOGY RE, QUIRE
	 SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR "YEAR.
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 .76 77178 79180 81182 83 844 85186 87 881891-90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1.	 Analyses
2.	 Laboratory Tests
S.
	
Breadboard Test;
4.	 Prototype Design
5.	 Rocket Tests
APPLICATION
l1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2. Devi/Fab (Ph, D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE Q TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 	 1	 X 2	 2	 2	 1-	 1	 ]. 2 1 2 1 17
14.. REFERENCES:
"The RANICON:
	
A Resistive Anode image C.Onverter," by Michael. Lampton and
Francesco. Paresce, Review of Scientifi c Instruments, Sept. 1974,
1.9. LEVEL OF STATE OF AR`]'
	
s. [:Mg7.oNr_ZTOn XIEADWARD TE$TED. IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LARORATORT.-
1. BASIC. PHENOMENA GII,SE .RVED AND RE2?ORTED,
	 0. MODEL TESTED IN AIIICRAFT ENVIRONIIENT.
2. THEORY PO1RsiIILATED 3L] DE5CEI$F PHENOMENA.	 7, MODELTESTED 1N SPACE ' ENVIfipNSi$NT-
3. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERI3IIENT
	 S. NEW CAPAIMUT. Y DERIVED FRO'lT A muciI LESSER
OR MATHEMATICAL MODEL.	 OPERikTIONAL ZTODLL,_
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIA.WlCTERIST'IC TIs PdO21 9'ji?'1E IS.
	
9, RELIABILITY UPGRADLHG OF AN OFERNTIONAL MODEL..
E.G., IVIATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC,
	 10. LIFETZIE EXTENSION OF AN OVEHATIONaL MODEL.
7.84
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DEFf1\11TION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C. 2.7
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : Echelle Spectrograph	 PAGE 1. OF _j-
Spectral Resolution;- Dimensional Stability; Imaging detector sensit!
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: 	 Sensors
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Spectral resolving power of 10 5 in 12 0 to
700 nm range; Echelle format for imaging efficiency; higher sensitivity detectors
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: A resolving powe r of 104 has been achieved in the middle
UV per Space Optic s, by Thompson ez Shannon, NBS, 7974, pp. 319
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
as	 .`
5. )X,SCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY: A modified echelle spectrograph/spectrometer
(consisting of several instruments in one assembly) , is desired to cover the 120 to 700 um,
spectral range. Extension of UV coverage from 120 nm.to 90 nm is desired. The echelle
arrangement allows a spectral band length (up to 10 meters long) to be read out in spectral
strips folded like lines of type on a printed page. Each portion of the spectrometer has its
own set of optics including predisperser, echelle grating, focusing mirror, and camera.
The mirror, grating ratings, film or imaging device, and coatings are selected per
spectral wavelength range. Detector sensitivity needs improvement to enable high resolu-
tion spectrograms to be obtained at fainter source brightnesses.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: q PRE-A, q A, [2 B, q C/D
G. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. Echelle spectrometers have been used in aircraft (W Dell, in Lear Jet, etc) and in
sounding rockets. Hence, an orderly history of development exists to provide a base
technology. Interferometric techniques for ruling gratings as well as better ruling
engines exist.
b. The development of echelle spectrometers of high resolving power with sensitivity to
reach moderate brightness stars would lead to.use.of these , instruments in AS--01-A,
Large Space Telescope, AS-04-S, Im Diffraction Limited UV-Optical Telescope; AS-
14-A, Im. UV-Optical Telescope (1), SO-01--S, Dedicated Solar Sortie Mission (DSSM),
;SO--02 A, Lange Solar Observatory. The first three are astronomy payloads, the last
two are solar; some degree of commonality may exist.
c. The echelle spectrographs enable attainment of complete spectral signatures of elemennt
emitting radiation in the sources examinee as well as ability to identify and, is data re•-
ductioa, reject absorption lines of interspace clouds.Also they enableoneto studynarrow
spectral limes and determine abundance in each cloud rather than integrated abundance
along the line of sight. High resolution spectra of areas on the sun or of stars enable
estimation of constituents in the area observed as well as measures of temperatures.
d. Final test would occur on a shuttle sortie mission in conjunction with a 1m telescope
such as AS-04-5. An Aries launched rocket flight would meet the initial technology
y	 requirement.	
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8
i
i
ii
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DEFINIT10N Or TECINOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C. 2.7
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): E%belle Spectrograph	 PAGE 2 OF 4
S2ectral Resolution; Dimensional Stability; Ima inF, Detector Sensitivity_
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIOY	 In spectrograph design analysis, a balance between param-
eters such as spectral resolution, spectral range per exposure, field of view, and mechani-
cal complexity is necessary. To obtain full resolution from the echelle spectrometer, each
of the parameters may be driven to the state of art limit. Some idea of complexity may be
seen from the following description. "The main light beam, after passing through a slit is
split spectrally into 3 light beams. Three predisperser gratings mounted on a platen which
can be translated into indexed positions bring the appropriate predisnersers into their corre
ponding light beams and the predisperser collimates light from. the slit into the proper
echelle grating and restricts wavelength remaining to a single order. i ' Automatic align-
ment and adjustment for each-of the spectral ranges may be possible. A higher sensitivity,
lower noise level detector is desired for use with automated payloads. In sortie use, film
is expected to be used. For applications to 'solar astronomy, detectors with very large
dynamic range will be needed. The primary discussion here dealt with astronomical echell e
spectrogEaphs.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Requires advances in coatings, particularly in the 200 to 120 nm range to avoid destruc-
tive interference effects.
b. It is easier to achieve the higher spectral resolution by increasing instrument size if
adequate structural stability can be maintained; hence instrument size tends to grow.
c. Stray light control.
d. Grating fineness, uniformity, a_ dt . ., ,adation of reflecting surfaces. (Related work is
	
going on at GSFC in development
	
: ,er holographic gratings; the laser holographic
gratings may be applicable over :. wavelength ranges.)
Q
	 ALTERNATIVES:
a.• A series of Rabry Perot spectrometers can be used to
however more instrument sections may be required.
b. Fourier interferometers might be possible in the visib
laser references, better detectors and optics now exis
i0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERT:3RDED TECHNC
a. W74-70619 (188-41-51), UV ar.d Optical Astronomy, +
982--5103.
b. W74-70627 (188-41-55), Ultraviolet Stellar Spectromf
Y. Monde,, (714) 483-648..
c. W74-70634 (188-41-64), Astron(,: v Sortie Instrumen
(301) 982-471:8.
d. W74-70660 (188-78-56), Optical lnst^ umentatlon -- Im
Washington, D. C., M. J. Aucremanne, (202) 755-36
EXPE
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. A telescope with an input angular resolution of 0.1 ar
b. Absolute pointing accuracy and vernier adjustment to
equivalent monitor capability is desired.
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12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR.
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90
TECHNOLOGY:
1. Trades & Analysis
2. Imprvd. Model. Des. & Fai
3. Test & Evaluation
APPLICATIONS:
1.Design (Ph. C)
2. Devel. /Fab. (Ph. D)
Ti 9 as so as ea •i 00	 i3. Operations	 T3 e	 o	 a	 so 00 00 40 00 as so feesf	 ^	 f	 f
T2
T4•
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE T
F7-rt
Total
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES T2 T5 T2 ^T5
2 T7
T4
3T13T14T1
T5 T2
3T13T1 Tl
56
T3 T3 T3 2T3 2T 3T3 2T3 3T3 2T3 3T3 2T3 3T3
1	 REFERENCES:
a. Large Space Telescope Phase A Final Report, Volume IV - Scientific Instrument Package
Nasa T19X 64726, December 1972, MSFC, pp. 3-22 to 3-26.
b. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, July 1974, NASA/MSFC;
pp. 34,120.
c. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Automated Payloads, July 1974, NASA/MSFC,
pp. 22, 60.
d, Orbital Astronomy Support Facility (OAST) Study, Volume II, Part 1, Douglas Missile
and Space Systems Division, DAC-58142, . June 1968, p. 373.
e. Large Space Telescope Optical Telescope Assembly/Scientific Instruments Phase B Defi-
nition Study, Item Optical Systems Division, Contract NABS-29949, December 1973,
LST--74-10, pages 6-14.
f. Large Space Telescope Optical. Telescope. Assembly/Scientific Instruments Phase B Defi-
nition Study, Itek Optical Systems Division, Contract NAS8-29949, January 1974, LS70-
74- 27, pages 1-2 to 1-4,
g. Orbital Astronomy Support facility (OASF) Study, Vol. III, Boob 1, Douglas Missile and
Space Systems Division, DAC-58143, June 1968, pp. 143-45.
h. Reference Earth Orbital. Research and Applications Investigations (Blue Book), Vol. II -
Astrouomy, Jan. 1971, NASA NHB 71.50.1., pp. 2-17 to 2-18, 3-17.
Legend: Seepage 4, S. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD T6:TED Lti RELEVANT
15.
	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
ENVIRONMENT IN THE.LA-BORAInP.y.
1. MSIC PHENOMENA OBSER1'ED AND REPORTED. 	 S. MODEL TESTED LV AIRCILM-T ENVIRONMENT.
;- THEORY FOR114 1,ATED TO DESCRIBE PIIENOME'^A.
	
T. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENWIRONMENT.
3_ THEORY" TESTP.D T1Y PHYSICAL FNVERIMENT	 S. NEW CAP.A.11ILMY DERIVED FROM A IIUCII LESSER
OR ,MATIIF %LITICAL MODEL.
	
OPERATIONAL MODLI..
4. PERTMENT FUNCTION Oil CHARACTERISTIC DMIONSTRAT913.	 9. RELIA Ii1LITY UPGRADING O F AN OPEP ITIONAL MODEL.
E,G., 1IAV REAL, CO-.'.PONHNT, ETC.
	 10. LVETIME EXTENS,10% OF' A N L}I' HATIONAL MODEL.
'IIiII
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMINT 	 NO, C. 2.7
1. TECINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Echelle Spectrograph 	 PAGE 3 OF
Sr,arf.rnI R pGnTution: Dimensi-snal Stability; Imaa nff detector sensitivity .......
7-87
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DEFINITION Or- TECTIMOLOGY RE	 NO -^.	 QUIREMENT	 C.2.7
i. TECIDTOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE); - Echelle S2ectrogra.ph 	 PAGE 4 OF 4
k	 Spectral Resolution; Dimensional Stability, Imaging detector sensitivity
LEGEND:
T = Tednaiology
a = Sortie Payload
— = Automated Payloads
T1 = AS-04-S, 1m Diffraction Limited UV Optical. Telescope
T2 = AS-01-A, Large Space Telescope
TS = SO-01-S, Dedicated Solar Sortie Mission
T4 = SO-02-.A., Large Solar Observatory
T5 - AS-14-A, 1m UV Optical Telescope (automated version of AS-04-S)
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DEFINITION 01' TEC10OLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C. 2. S 
. 1 . TECHNOLOGY P-MQUIREMENT (TITLE): VIS-IR Mapper / Sensor Assembly (SEOS),
Improved Registration Accuracy; Instantaneous Field of View, Spectral Resolution
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensors
3. OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Improvement in angular ( spatial) resolu-
tion, detector coupling, and detector element pacldug density (angle to 3 grad). Con-
ta" nual and random access to earth surface area Within line of siga of sync ronou
orbit satellite.
4. C13RRENT STt,TE OF ART: ' VSSR has effective angular resolution of 21 x 25
grad in the visible portion of the spectrum and 14 grad in the parallel mirror
thermal. window. 	 IIAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
4 multi- band visible light/IR sensor assembly is planned to be used at earth synchronous
altitude to provide multispectral imaging of the earth. The IR assembly is coupled to a
1.5 m telescope which collects IR image radiation components. Either linear mechani-
cally scanned arrays or static image matrices will be used at the focal plane of the tele-
scope. Angular resolutiou in the wavelength region. between 0. 5 to l5gm varies
from 0. 0027 rnrad to 0. 14 mrad with poorer resolution at the longer wavelengths.
Desired ground resolution varies from 100 meters at 0. 5 gm. to 800 m at 15 [Cm..
Up to 200 different channels, some narrow band imaging but some used in sets
of spectral lines, to enable selective examination of each spatial sector in view
of the synchronous orbit satellite are required.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE--A, [-E A, d B,[] C/D
5. RATIONALE AND ANA - --_-^
a. Linear mechanically sc
Equivalent static imagi
have been used. Howe,
the multispectral imag
elements in imaging ax
achie,red in the visible
weight astronomy teless
tion problem.
b. EO-09-A, Synchronous
Meteorological SatellitE
chronous EOS will bene
and detector packing de
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NOS
:L, TECHNOLOGY UQUIREMEi;T (TITLE): VIS-IR Mapper/Sensor PAGE Z Or,  5
Assembly (SEOS),Improved Registxation Accuracy; Instantaneous Field of
View, Spectral Resolution	 -_-_^_--
6. PATIONALE AND ANALYSIS: (Continued)
c. The technology improvement will enable improved payload performance in
obtaining meteorological (flood, storm, freeze, fog, pollution), ocean-
;	 ographic, land use, natural resources, and agricultural data. Changes and
trends are more readily observed from a geos.tationary satellite. The initial
satellite will enable earth observation technology development as well as
useful- observations. Latex, a set of three applications satellites can provide
random access observation. of the whole populated earth.
d. Because of multiple needs of many groups and the limited launch capability
to, synchronous orbit,the resultant compromise SEOS Sensor Assembly will
need to receive its final test in orbit. Earlier tests in the laboratory
together with corrective action will. be
 needed to develop: the_ desired per-
formance.
7.. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: The objectives of best spatial. and spectral: reso-
lutioA per earth aurface and atmospheric location element for each spectral
region capable of yielding chemical anal: physical characteristics information
3zesul.t: in a Iarge number of tradeable options. The location of the observing
satellite at earth synchronous altitude enables an instantaneous view of about
a 17 degree diameter area of the earth and the surrounding atmosphere. If the
whole area were viewed by an imaging senso r at one selected wavelength band
at best desired resolution_ about Z. 94 x 10 9. spatial: elements would need to be
examiAed. Hence each circular frame would require many gigabits of data
per frame. Since up to 200 spectral bandwidths need to be examined essen-
tially simul:Ianeous to a.. xadlometer.accuracy of at least 1 7a, most. of the SEOS
sen,sc,.t orations consider less than the total available field of view.
A compromise SECS sensor assembly might cover a field of view of 0. 5 x
0.5:0` (18.00: x 1500. arc seconds). with an instantaneous. field of view of 0. 003
mil;lirad or better with the obs ervation telescope output image
at any 4 or 5 spectral bands out. of 24 to ZOO bands at one time.
would be :
 capable of being pointed to any 0.. 5 by G. 5o s.ectox wig
area of the 170
 diameter earth scene available by direct l:ii- p sight f3ror
altitude..,	 w
Body pointing- of a narrow field telescope versus selection o.
field of view of a wider Meld, telescope needs- to be considered i
as well as from a state of art viewpoint. A wide field telescop
the whole earth's surface at one time; auxiliaxy switchable opti
any desired sector more gui:cldy than slewing the telescope.
(COn.tit
7--90
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]]EFMTION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. —2.8
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUMEMENT (TITLE): VIS-IR Mapperlsan or PAGE 3 OF -5-
Assembly (SEOS), Improved. Registration Accuracy; Instantaneous
Field o. View, Spectral Resolution
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: (Continued)
Major options needing trade analysis and research are those involved in
development of an advanced multiple band selector process that would enable
simultaneous imaging in up to 5 spectral bands selected from a total of
24 to 200 spectral bands. A dynamic range better than 256 with a radiometric
accuracy of better than 1% per spatial resolution element is desired. Area
and spectral band selection flexibility should predominate in these analyses.
To satisfy the need for random spatial and spectral access anywhere
within line of sight of a SEOS, careful consideration of all detector config-
uration options is necessary. Scanned linear arrays versus static multi-
spectral imaging arrays and the role of tunable imaging filters need research,
particularly where a number of images at a number of selectable spectral
bands needs to be acquired at the same time.
Up to 40, 000 detectors per linear array and up to 5 linear arrays in a
push broom configuration might be possible; imaging arrays may gxow from
0. Z62 million image elements to 400 million image elements per spectral
band.
i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C. Z. 8
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): VIS-IR Mapper/Sensor 	 PAGE 4 . OF 5
Assembl)^(SEOS), Improved Registration Accuracy; Instantaneous Field
of Viev6	 pectral. Resolution
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. High array density and high transfer efficiency.
b. Noise due to slow response of high density detector arrays.
C. Trade between mechanically scanning multiple linear detector arrays and
static IR imaging devices.
d. Image indexing to 0. 1 to 0. 5 resolution element; landmark recognition to
supplement stellar referencing.
e. Insufficient radiance per band for small spatial surface elements.
f. Weight delivery to synchronous orbit is limited.
g. Scattered light and stray light suppression.
h. Direct solar radiation suppression.
i. Calibration accuracy of 1% over large, multielement detector arrays.
j. Cooling for IR detectors.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES;
a. Far infrared vidicons with filters for some of the bands.
b. Pyroelectric vidicon in place of cooled detector arrays.
C. Silicon charge-coupled devices (has problem of loss of incoming signal
at high input levels).
d. Cluster of telescopes each with sets of sensors to cover each sector.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.-
40 W74-70488 (177-22-41), Visible and IR Sensors Subsystems, NASA/GSFC,
Harvey Ostrow, (301) 982-4107.
b. W74-70489 (177-22-81), Visible-Infrared Sensor System Technology
Development, NASA/JSC, Richard R. Richard, (713) 483-4661.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 7
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY RE, QUIRE' MENTS.
a. Stabilization of inp-at by I to 1. 5m telescope used for observing the earth.
b. Efficient coupling of visible and IR radiation to linear or matrix detector
array.
c. Light weight temperature insensitive telescope optics.
d. On board data correlation and processing versus multiple wideband
communication links from syncbxonous orbit satellite to a dedicated
earth based communication terminal.
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR. YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 1 81 82 83 84 1 85 1 ,96 87 1 88 1 89 90 9
TECHNOLOGY
1. Options & Parametric
Analysis
2. Design imaging sensor
3. Construct model
4. Test model
APPLICATION
1. Design. (Ph. C)
2. Devi/Fab (Ph. D)
TI
T23. Operations
T3
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE T Total
1 T2 2 1
	
2
r	 6 1ril	 12-TA
NUMBER. OF LAUti L'IIES
LLE
IT2 'i"`^
T4 2T4	 T414. REFERENCES:
a. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Automated Payloads, July 1974, NASA/
MSFC, pp. 84, 92, 96, 100.
b. Payload Descriptions, Vol. 1, Automated Payloads, Level B Data, July 1974,
NASA/MSFC, pp. 5-24, 5--78.
c. Advanced Scanners and Imaging Systems for Earth Observations, December 1972,
NASA SP--335, pp. 71-180.
d. Comments, R. F. Hummer, Santa Barbara Research Center, 31. Dec. 1974.
Legend:
---.Automated Operations
T Technology
T1. = E0-Q9 A, Synchronous Earth. Observatory Satellite
T2 = E0-57 A, Forei.ga Synchronous Met. Sat.
T3 = EO-59-A, Geosynchxonous ERS
T4 = EOW62 A.., Foreign Synchronous EOS
.15.	 LEI 17EL OF STATE OF ART
	
s.. COATPONF..NT OR MlEADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT 1.4THE l.AI}ORSTOItI.
3. MSIC PHENOMENA OIi9ERl'I:1) AND REPORTED,
	 b. ?AODF.L TESTED I\ AIRCILl"T ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEOny
 PORNIUL LTED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	
7. MODEL TESTED IN S"SCE E. ".IRONNIENT.
S. TINEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPEIIINE:NT
	
S. 14B%V CAPAUILITY DEIIIVFD FROM A MUCII LESSER
Olt MATHEMATICAL MODEL.
	 OPMA I IONAL MODEL,
A: BERTlNrv't" F1'1CTIOV Olt.CILMLACTERISTIC DE.^IONSTRATEI),
	
9. RELLAWLITY. UPGRADING OF AN UPI:ItMONAL MODEL..
EX., NIATEIIIAL, COKII'O\£\T, ETC.	 10. LIFIMINM EXTENSION OY AN UI'MGLTWNAL MODEL,
1	 1
DEFINITION. 017 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO, C. 2, $
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREM ENT (TITLE)	 PAGE 5 OF 5
Assembly (SEOS), Improved Registration Accuracy; Instantaneous
V;mlA n^ ^ratxt_ .A"n At-f'ral Racn7t7iinn	 i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C2.9
1, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Advanced Them_ a_t_ic Mapper PAGE 1 OF 3
Registration Accuracy
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:	 Sensors
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Registration accuracy within 0.3 picture
element (pixel). Precise correlation of multispectral data to a single picture element:,
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: _ Registration accuracy is within 3 pixels._
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY: Mapping is required to identify terrestrial fea-
tures for map making, Land use planning, hydrological, and agriculture purposes with 10
to 30 m Tesolution. The advanced thematic mapper may have 7 to 12 spectral bands.
The detector output for each band must be capable of being registered. within. 0.1 pixel
with the output of any other detector. This requires sampling the output of all detectors
systematically and keeping the resultant data as a recognizable set. Also, the output of
a side looking radar must be registered with the thematic mapper outputs within a single
picture element. In addition, images need to be registered accurately from pass to pass
over the same ground area. Landmark references axe needed to enable registration of
image outputs. Stellar referencing helps if correlated with landmark references.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: Q PRE-A, q A, q B, q CAD
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. Registration of data from detectors associated with the separate bands of an IR Scanner
can be achieved easily by sampling all detector outputs at the same time. Registering
IR scanner data with that of another instrument(the side locking radar) is much more
difficult.
b. Benefitting payloads are: EO-08-A, Earth Observatory Satellite, EO-61-A, Earth
Resources Survey Operational Sat., OP--02-S, Multifrequency Radar Land Imagery,
OP-05--S, Multispectral Scanning Imagery.
c. Accurate multispectral image registration will allow more effective land use deter-
mination for planning purposes.
d. Technology objectives can be demonstrated by flying a model of the instruments in an
aircraft.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 6
X7--95
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT VIT
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. C2.9
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Thematic Mapper (Advanced) PAGE 2 OF ,, ,3
Registration Accuracy
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: Registration within one instrument between images in differ-
ent spectral bands can be achieved by sampling all detectors concurrently. Registering
images from different instruments requires very accurate alignment and synchronization in
pointing angle and time of recording data. Seven to 12 spectral bands in the range frond. 0.5
to 15 pm. are expected. One can obtain both high resolution and high sensitivity for a given
collector size by scanning several lines in parallel.
The high resolution requires a small I FOV which means the detector must be very sensi-
tive but response time must also be sufficient for the scanning rate. There is a tradeoff
between spatial resolution and IR input temperature sensitivity (higher resolution reduces
s nsifv'	 An accurate calibration source should be provided for the IR scanner.
8. TECHMCA-L PROBLEMS:
a. Accurate optical alignment of separate instruments.
b. High resolution requires small I 1rOv and high detector sensitivity.
(ideally collector size is determined by the resolution requirements and detector sensi-
tivity.)
c. Detector response time may be a problem at high scan rates.
d. High data rates and large amount of total data.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. Accurately record pointing angles with data and register images by postflight computer
processing. Use landmark recognition as well as stellar references.
b. Build single instrument with accurately controlled FOVs for IR and radar. However,
radar and scanner geometry is different.
c. Use reference such as a laser beam pointed by radar and identifiable in III image from
reference beacons.
d. Use of laser heterodyne radiometry.
ID. PYANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
a. W74-70488 (177--22-4), Visible and IR Sensors Subsystems, NASA/GSFC, Harvey Ostrow;
(301) 982-4107.
b. W74-70489 (177-22-81), Visible-Infrared Sensor System Technology Development, NASA/
JSC, Richard R. Richard, (713) 483-4661.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
l].. RELATED TECHNOLOGY RE, EQUIREMENTS:
a. Develop a high resolution thematic mapper.
b. Develop a high resolution side looking radar.
c. Resolve onboard data correlation and processing versus communication relay link (TDRS)
data problem..
7--96
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DEFINITION OF TECHN( LOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C2.9
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Advanced Thematic M erPAGE 3 OF 3
Registration Accuracy
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM	 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85186 87 88 89190 91
Technology-
L. Options & Par am. Analysis,
^. Design Model
3. Build Mode 1
1. Test Model & Evaluate
Application:
I. Design (Phase C)
L Devel. /Fab. ( Phase D)
3. Operations
	
T1
T2
13. USAGE SCHEDULE: 	 T3 •e ee Gm	 0 e eT960eb s4 • •a &T4 eo e• me 	 a	 I I
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
	 T	 Total
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES	 2 6 61- B 5 4 3
.
4 6 5 6 3 4	 60
14. REFERENCES:
i. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Automated Payloads, Level A Data, July 1974,
NASA/MSFC.
b. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, Level A Data, July 1974,
NASA/MSFC.
c. Earth Resources Payload for the Spacelab, MBB-ERP 73/02, Dec. 1973, pp. 114-17.
d. Comments from H. Tavares, Honeywell Radiation Center, LeNington, Mass., 30 Dec.
1974.
e. Comments, R. F. Hummer, Santa Barbara Research Center, 31 Dec. 1974.
Legend:
T Technology
• Sortie Operations
_ Automated. Operations
TI=EO-08-A, Earth Observatory Satellite
TMO-61-A, Earth Resources Survey Operational Sat.
TROP-02-S, Multifrequency Radar Land Imagery
T40P-05-S, Multispectral Scanning Imagery
	
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
s. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LAlIORATORY.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.	 8. MODEL TESTED Iii. AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2, THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA. 	 7, MODEL TESfL•'D IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
S. THEORY TESTED 11Y PHYSICAL EXPE I MTENT 	 S. NLIV CAPAD DUTY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR AL.T11MIATICAL ATOD£1.,	 OPERATIONAI.IIOIM'.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR C1I11 RACTEMST1C DEMONSTRATED,	 9. RELIA131LITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
	
E.G., MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC. 	 10. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
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FDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NOS C--2.10
F
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : 'IS-IR Mapper, Lumin.es- PAGE 1 OF 3
cence Ma per---- Coastal zone fluorescence measurement with scanning spectral
ra i^ometer• O'GY 6l resolution
 
:_ Sensorsi 2. TECHNOi^r-'
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Measure reflectance and emission spectra
in the visible .reg^on to single Fraunhofer lines; attain image resolution of 100 to 300m
in -+22.5° swath widths from altitudes up to 1695 km..
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: At present spectral. resolution good to one Fraunhofer
line in a wide angle scanning instrument has not been attained but high potential exists.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Promising development in the field of luminescence mapping appears feasible with new
instruments that make measurements within several "single" Fraunhofer lines and may
push the "state of art" sensor development. The effective instantaneous field of view
(EIFOV) desired in the ocean coastal environment is between. 3 and 300 meters. In general
the use of ocean color to monitor currents, biological, and ecological features requires
high sun elevation angles and a scan that looks away from the sunside of the spacecraft. A.
sensor system capable of observing the oceans up to 20 deg away from nadir enhances
contrast of ocean features at space altitude. Up to 3 Fraunhofer lines in the IR and 6
lines in the visible TJV portion of the spectrum appear amenable.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ff) PRE -A,[] A, Ll B, ® C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. The information extracted from scanner data is in tho spatial., spectral, and temporal,
distribution of radiation from an ocean scene. For the most part, attention has been
given to improving spatial. resolution. More recently considerable attention has been
given to spectral distribution and automatic classification based on the spectral infor-
mation from the scene. Finally the advanced ocean scanning spectrometer developed
will be a high resolution mulitispectral scanner with ability to observe a given ocean
1	 area periodically.
b. The luminescence mapper is planned to be used as part of BO-56-A, Environmental
Monitoring Satellite.
c. The desired performance will enable better sensing and application of ocean fluores-
cence components to detect, identify, and measure characteristics of river and ocean
pollutants.
d. Technology requirements wW be satisfied when a luminescence scanner Is tested in a
high altitude aircraft flight,
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 6
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TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): VIS JR Mapper, Lumines- PAGE 2 OI.' 3
cence Mapper w., Coastal zone fluorescence measurement with scanning spectral. radio-
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Spectral :and:spatial resolution, signal to noise, and ocean surface fluorescence are para-
meters .directly related to identifiability. Observation parameters such as .observation
;angle, polarization &spectral, bands need to be optimized. Narrow band filters at each of
several Fraunhofe: lines are needed to pass the instantaneous image of a set of ocean
scanning optics to a photo multiplier or an imaging sensor. Trades between integrating
image seusoxs, such as a vidicou, and scanned detector elements, such as avalanche diodes or
charged coupled arrays,need to be made. Of course, depending upon the scanning optics,
xotat ng or push ;broom linear arrays (one filter and a single Fraunhofer line per line of
detectors) may be used.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Rapid scanning ixnpases high sensitivity reiuxexnents on the instruuaent design
including use of better detecte^s.
b, Design of a Fabry Perot 1A) filter at each Fxaunhofer Me..
c. Optical scatter reduction.
d.  Development of a catalog of fluorescence signatures enabling i.dentifi.cation of pollutants
and a measure of abundiuce of each pollutant.
;e. Detector xes0onse_
f. 1?hotomultiplier limiting noise.
g. Cooling photocathode to increase sensitivity.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. Comparisons of signature data obtained by thermal lR, microwave sensors, and
synthetic :apert-ure radar to identify pollutants.
b. Mu.ltispectral Scanner (0.4-0..5 µm, 0.8-0.9 pm, 3.5-4.0, 5 . 7 Vim, .5-x.4.5 rya, etc)
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT'
RTOP W74-70545 (177-55-61) Physical Oceanography and Coastal. Processes., including
Marine Disaster, J.P. Oberholtzer (703-8244411)
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVELS
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a, Dete.ctars Compatible with Frau h.oier line measurement devices.
b. Narrow band image pass filters such as Fabry Perot.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C-2.14
VIS-IR Ma	 er, Lumines- PAGE 3 OF 31. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 pp
cence Mapper - W Coastal zone fluorescence measurement with scanning spectra.
'nnr^rlip	 ! ,^^,rfral ^*t3^o1 I	 __
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 751761771 78 79 80181182 83 84185 86 87 881891 90
TECHNOLOGY
1. Parametric Analyses
2. Selection of Detectors
S. Assembly of Test Model
4, Might Test (Hi Altitude
Aircraft)
APPLICATION
1. Design (Phase C)
2. Devel/Fab (Phase D)
3. Operations
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECH START DATE TOTAL.
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 1 1 1 1 1 1 8
14. REFERENCES:
a. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Level A Data, July 1974.
,b. Advanced Scanners and Imaging Systems for Earth Observations, NASA SP-335,
Dec 11.15, 1972, pages 15, 28, 32, 65, 244, 448.
c. J. A. Plascyk, Advanced Prototype Praunhafer Line Discriminator, Perk
Mmer Report 1.027A.
d. Comments, R. F. Hummer, Santa Barbara Research Center, Goleta, CA., 31 Dec.
1974.
15.	 LEVEL or,
 STATE OF ART
	
. COMPO\ENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELP-VANT
ENVIRONMENT IN.T$E. LABORAIDRY.
I. BASIC PIIFNOM.ENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 8. MODEL TESTED I.1 AIRCILAYT ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
S. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL F%PERII!'IENT
	 S. NEW CAPABILITY D1:IUViD FROM A IIGCII LESSER
OR MATIfEMA.TICAL MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIURACTERI5TICDEMONSTIUTED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRAWNG OF AN OPERkTIONALMODEL.
E.G., UAT1 RUL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	 10, LIFE.TIME EXTENSION OF AN OPERATI O Iti AL 310DVL.
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO, C-2.11
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : VIS-IR Mapper for Coastal. PAGE 1 OF 3
Zone Oceanography; Registration accuracy, II'OV reduction, spectral resolution
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: _ 	 Sensors
3. OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Spectral data 'in 3 to 5 bands per spatial
resolution element of 10m and 75m. (Development of technology enabling better coastal
oceanography.)
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: A resolution of 90m was obtained on Skylab; ERTS MSS
achieved 75m spatial resolution with 4 spectral bands (0.5 to 1.1 pm)
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
The dual multispectral scanners (one with 10m ground resolution and the other with 75m
resolution). The multispectral line scanners are used for . coastal zone oceanography.
Two scanners use various combinations of spectral bands, spatial resolution and field of
view. The scanning section has an object plane scanner to take the load off the optical
system and place it on a scanning system sequencing a narrow field of view across the
ground trace of the flight path. Both a narrow field and wide field of view may be imple-
mented on the same scanner assembly.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: 0 PRE-A, ® A, q B, q C/D
G. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. Rationale: Special oceanographic mLdtifield of view scanner capable of spectral signa-
tures appear feasible with some improvement in state of art in scam, detectors,
and data processing,
b. Benefi.tting Payloads: ST-22-S, ATL Payload No, 3 (Module + Pallet )
c, Justification: The purpose of the payload to demonstrate continually improved multi-
spectral line scanner technology as well as other technologies can be satisfied by the
technology development. Applications to continual improvement of other multispectral
scanners aa: e possible.
d. Technology Achievemeat Criterion: This technology development is satisfied for each
successively improved multispectral time scanner by shuttle sortie flight test in orbit
as per ST-22--S. Initial technology verification could be performed in a high altitude
aircraft prior to demonstration in space. This advancement is a new capability based
on an operational model with lower resolution capability, hence level 8.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL $
''R`EC'D 12gCr PAGE 13LA, 7-103
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DEFLNITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C-2.11
1. TECHNOLOGYREQUIRE+"MEN`1'{TITLE): S-^ Mapper for Coastal PAGE 2 OI' ._
{	 Zone Oceanograhy; Registration accuracy, IFOV reduction, spectral res olution
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
i While a four side wedge scanner may be used for 2 fields of view as a scanning device
coupled into an all reflective Schmidt telescope, a Kennedy split field optical system is
better. A reflecting polygon or a reverse polygon may be used. For limited spectral
coverage, a refractive polygon with a rotating plane parallel plate is applicable. Other
combinations with refractive wedges and Nipkow scanning devices also are possible. The
S-192 multi.spectral scanner with a rotating pair of tilted mirrors in conjunction with
their on-aids all-reflective Schmidt was used on Skylab. A Pfund type folding flat us—d
with a spherical collector (U of Ariz) theoretically could provide 10 arc sec resolution
over a 22 deg field of view. The Nipkow dish, refractive polygons, and wedges apparently
cannot achieve 2.9 are secs (10m resolution at 717 lkn) . The only class of scanner that
can meet the requirement appears to be an object space plane scan mirror with a highly
corrected telescope worldng essentially on axis (such as in ERTS-1 MSS).
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
k	 '
i	 a. A multifield of view with two resolutions (greater signal at larger spatial resolution)
needs to be indexed or correlated in registration at each of the spectral bands selected
for oceanographic signatures.
b. Major problems include optical resolution, method of scanning, spatial registration
(scan linearity, jitter, cross axis motion, position reference) accurate calibration,
high data rate, and sufficiently sensitive detectors.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. Electron beam. imagers (extended to IR, coupled to wide field optics).
b. Solid State Sensor Arrays (self scanned, coupled to wide field all. reflective optics).
c. Image Dissector Tube.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
RTOP W74-70546 (177-55-61) Physical Oceanography and Coastal Processes, including
Marine: Disasters f,T.D. Oberhaltzer (703-824-3411)
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 7
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:	 }
a. Output data rates up to 50 Mbps
b. Correction Tables: Correction versus altitude and angle . from nadir.
c. Sensor Data System. Hardware and Softare (NASA SP335, page 418 to 565)
i
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DEFINITION OIL TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C-2.1
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE-). VIS-IR MgMer for- Coastal PAGE 3 OF _ 3
Zone Oceanography; R,egistrati.on accuracy, IFOV reduction, spectral resolution
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIIIEMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR. YEAR.
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 73 80 81182183 1 ,3 ,1-185 1 ,86 1 87188 1 89 90 1 1
TECHNOLOGY SuccessivelyImproved Versions
1. Options & Parametric - - _
2. Design. Optical. System -
3. Assemble working model
4. Test in space on sortie r
flight (initial test in airc .aft)
APPLICATION (Izitegration)
1. System Design Phase C
2. L'avel/Fab
3. Operations
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE T 111 11 TOTAL
NUMBER. OF LAUNCHES 1 1 1 1 11111 1 1 1	 7
14. REFERENCES:
a. Advanced Scanners and Imaging Systems, Dec 11-15, 1972, NASA SP-335, pages 148 to
179, 183 to 301, 305 to 409.
b. Preliminary Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, Level A Data,
July 1974.
c. Comments, R. F. hummer, Santa Barbara Research Center, Goleta, CA, 31 Dec. 1974.'
15.	 LEVEL Or STATE LF ART
	
G., COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LAHORa11ORY.. .
1. MASIC PHENOMENA OMER%'FD AND REPORTED.
	 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRaE•T ENVIRONMENT.
x. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SL?ACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. TiMORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 S, NEW CAPARILITY DE• RIVFD FROM A SIUCK LESSER
OR ALa7'IIESLATICAL MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CRARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	 S. RELIABILITY UVGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.C., MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	 10. LIFETIIIE EXTENSION OF AN OI'ERATIONnL .SIODEL.
7-11
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iDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. -,,,2. i2
1. TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE). 	 RAGE 1. OF 3
VIS--IR Instantaneous Field of View Fteduction;.Radig gi,etric Accuzacy
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:	 Sensors-._- --	 _
3. OBIECTI-\'E/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Scanning with 29.4 to 44, 2 microradian
instantaneous FOV and sensing seven channels in the 0.5 to 1.1 urn, 1.55 1-o_1.75„^cm,
2.1. to 2.35 pm and 10.1 to '12.6 jtm bands with a radiometric accuracy of 3%
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Although 30 p rad resolution has been achieved in the
_visible light and near IR regions,current instruments cannot meet requirement in 1.0.1 to
12.6 tam spectral region 
	
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 6
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
The spectrometer assembly includes seven multispectrd imaging channels using a pallet
mounted high resolution scanner. The scanning section consists of scanning optics such
as a rotating 45° mirror which collects the radiation from the scene measured and optics
which focus the radiation through a field stop to the. spectrometer or radiometer channels.
Beyond the field stop, the light is collimated, passed through a dispersive element and
focused on an axray of detectors. The wavelength of each detector is determined by its
position in the spectrum. Other equivalent methods may be used to separate the incoming
radiation into each spectral channel.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE-A, q A, El B, [I C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. The desired fi eld of view is driven by the need for high spatial resolution for earth
resources and land use analyses. However, the designs of IR scanning spectrophotom-
eters are restricted by the tradeoff between iR input signal sensitivity and spatial reso-
lution versus dwell time on each spatial element.
b. The scanning spectroradiometer for the visible IR is used primarily in EO-06-S,
Scanning Spectroradio meter but is also used as the thematic mapper 1t EO-08 A,
Earth Observatory Satellite.
c. Better spatial and spectral resolutions enable better mapping and recognition of
terrestrial features.
d. Due to uncertainty in effect of earth's atmosphere .and weather on results obtained,
a full size model operating in space with provable confidence levels is necessary,
Probably a shuttle sortie flight can be utilized for testing in space.
Initial test can be performed in a high altitude aircraft to prove the technology.
The advancement is based on improving a. lesser operational model, hence level 8.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEV'E, L 8
PREGIM NG PAGE BLANK NOT YMMM 
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NOS C. 2,12
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLM:Scanning Spectroradiometer PAGE 2 OF 3
VIS-IR Instantaneous Field of View Reduction; Radiometric Accuracy
7. TECHNOLOGY OPT IOi^S: Spatial resolution is determined by the scan angle (through
atmosphere), the optics quality, the detector s'ze, and focal length. A scanning instan-
taneous field of view size of about 30 microradiaus is desired. Spectral resolution is
determined by channel bandwidth and dispersive element quality. The spectrometer/
radiometer channels may be calibrated by a number of alternative methods such as temp-
erature controlled black bodies, cold sky background, integrating spheres, and radio-
isotopes. In order to obtain imaging in each of the spectral bands the small field of view
30 Arad) is scanned across the flight path by a rotating mirror (fields up to 48° wide).
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Dwell time of each detector upon each of earth surface spatial elements is
small resulting in low signal levels which are susceptible to local noise,
b. Currently detector materials and cryogenic cooling techniques need improvement to
improve signal to local system noise values.
9. POTE14TIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Multiple iR electronic camera (or solid state imaging arrays) taking up to 7 frames (one
in each desired spectral band) simultaneously in a slight overlapping series of
frames might satisfy the requirements.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOPS: W74-70489 (177-22-81) Visible - Infrared Sensor stem Technology Develop-
ment, Richard R. Richard JSC, Ph 713-483-4661.
W740488, Visible and IR Sensor Subsystems, GSFC •, Harvey Ostrow 301-982--4107.
EXPECTED UNPE'URBED LEVEL 6 
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY RLQUIREMENTS:
a. Development of sufficient scanning collector area.
b. Corrections for atmospheric effects versus altitude and angle from nadir.
c. Clos ed. cycle cooling; combination of radiative and active cooling.
DEFINITION OF TECMNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C. 2.12
1. TEC1INOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE);Scanniug Spectroradiometer PAGE 3 OF _,
VIS-IR Instantaneous Field of View Reduction;_ Radiometric Accuracy
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE-
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80ki l 82 83 84 33 86 87188 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Options & Parametric
Analy.
2. Desiga optics
3. Build Model.
.4. Test
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl./Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations 0 0 001 00 a r! coo*
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE T Total
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES1 2
.1 1 1 1 1^ 1
7
^ 1 1 26^
14. REFEREr^CFS:
a. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, for Automated Payloads, Level A data,
NASA PD, July 1974.
b. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions; for Sortie Payloads, Level A data, NASA
PD, July 1974.
c. Definition of the Technical Requirements for an Earth Resources Payload, Vol. 2,
ESRO Contract: SC/3/73/HQ, MBB, Munchen, 3 December 1973, pp. 114-117.
d. Comments, R. F. Hummer, Santa Barbara Research Ceinter, 31 Dec. 1974.
Legend.
T	 =	 Technology
E1 =	 EO-06--S, Scanning Spectroradlometer
E2 =	 EO--08-A, Earth Observatory Satellite
•	 --	 Sortie Operations
Automated Operations
15.. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
S. COUP ONFNT OR DREADBOAP.D TESTED IN RELEVANT
EMU01 UNT i1 TSE LABORXT!ORY.
1, VASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 6. MODEL TESTED IN All M-%1-T ENVIRONMENT.
2. TIMORY I•'ORNICLI.TED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 7. pIODELTESTLV IN SPACE EN7111=1ENT.
S. THEORY TE UE'.D BY PHY81CAL ERPERI1IENT
	 9, VE1V CAPABILITY MRIVED 'r110M A MUCH LESSER
OR 1IATHMIATICAL MODEL.
	 OPIMITIO\AI. MODEL.
4. PERMEN'T FUNCTION Olt CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	 3. RELIABILITY UPGIGI,I3INV OF AN OFF: ATIONAL MODEL.
r.G., AIATEBILIL, COMPONENT. ETC.
	 Ia. TJF'ETL\IE EXTENSION OF Ali{ 011: ATIONAL 11013rL.
7w:
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	
NO 0. 2.,13
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) Ocean Scanning Spectrophoto: 	pRM 1. OF -
I FOV Reduction, Radiometric Accuracy
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:
	
Sensor
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide sensing with 0.37 to 0.6 mi,lliradi
an instantaneous field of view scanned ± 45° with respect to orbital plane with a radio--
metric accuracy of 2% and a sensitivity of 3 x 1.0 - J/m (at 1.695 km for EO-56-A, 250
—kM for OP-05-8.4. CURRENT STATE OP ART: Current state of art is tending to approach the capability
for electromechanical scanners but radiometric accuracy is only 5%. Up to twenty 15
em bands from 400 to 700 nm
^n
have been recorded 'HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
5 BYD ^CMO TI.ENs
 Tom.' T f NULOGY e en
A 12 channel visible light, near infrared (IR) scanning radiometer (or spectrophoto-
meter) is desired to provide global measurements of ocean color. The requirement can
be met by a series of 12 linear arrays (each at a selected spectral bandy or by operating
12 filtered imaging devices simultaneously. However, a number of problems wrist re-
quiring further advanced technology support.
Earlier experiments from an aircraft in 1972 used an image dissector tube to record
the instantaneous image in twenty 15 nm bands from 400 to 700 nm. The spectra were
scanned in sequency over a 150 point line on the tube. The principal application is the
measurement of water color which is an indicator of subsurface phenomena such as
plankton growth and pollution. diffusion.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE--A, 0 A, 0 B,[] C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. Gradations in water color per image indicate composition and subsurface phenomena
such as pl,anItf;on growth and polut3ion diffusion,
b. The improved ocean scanning spectrophotometer is used in EO-56-A, Environmental
Satellite but may be applicable to OF-05- S, Multispectral Scanning, ocean physics
payload.
c. The multispectral ocean scannirlg spectrophotometer development will pewit very
accurate environmental coverage of ocean, color with a spatial resolution up to a
resolution of 1 km,
d. Test can be accomplished from a high altitude aircraft providing that egciivalent to
space observations conditions with respect to the scene can be achieved; a shuttle
sortie flight test would be useful prior to deployment in an automated spacecraft.
i
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
7-1.1.1
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. C. 2.13
1. TECHIVULOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE Ocean Scanning Spectrophotome
 _PrAGE 2 OF 3
I FOV Reduction, Radiometric Accuracy
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: It is assumed that electromechanical scanners or static
electronic imaging devices can scan the object or image plane in a manner that permits re-
construction of the scene radiance per spectral band. Besides the major options of an elec-
tromechanical scanner/radiometer or the array of static electronic filtered imaging device .
soawur parameters need to be traded. Key parameters are instantaneous field of view
(angular resolution), radiometric accuracy, coverage rate, scanner size, number of
channels, number and sensitivity of detectors, and various efficiency factors involved.
Alternative scanners employing photomulti.pliers, photodiodes and photoconductors may be
considered. The unique advantage that a tube system: has over other types is the ability to
accommodate a large number of spectral bands or a programmable, variable number of
bands. In the tube system a prism or a grating is used to spread out a line of imagery
(visible, thru a slit) over the full raster of a tube.
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. As the I FOV is decreased, angular resolution increases, data rates are increased,
calibration and vehicle stabilization requirements are tighter, need for cryogenics (to
get greater detector sensitivity) increases. As the angular resolution is increased the
dwell time of the detectors on a spatial resolution element may become less than detecto
time constant, resulting in decreased re'9ponsivity,b. Resolution for a tube system withR iteci readout rate is limited.. since the
9. POTENTIAL. ALTERNATIVES:
a. Wide Range Image Spectrophotometer (Electron optics, image dissectors, vidicons).
b. Multispectral framing camera (with criss crossing patterns of striped filters).
c. Improved Multichannel Ocean Color Sensor (MOCS).
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
RTOP W74-70543 (177-X55-41), Remote Sensing of Oceanographic Color, etc., W.A. Harris
GSFC Ph 301-982-6405.
RTOP W74-70546 (177-55-61), Physical Oceanography and Coastal Processes, including
Marine Disasters, T. D. Oberholtzer (703-824-3411), Wallops Sta., Va.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 7
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Forward motion compensation if frame cameras used,
b. Development of detector cooling systems if el.ectrome
7-1x.2
DEPINITION• OF TECHNOLOGY REQITIIiEMENT 	 NO P. 2.13
W 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLI^?.0e 	 Scannix? SpectropllotOMP	 E'.-'OF-3
FOY Reduction, Radiometric Accuracy
12, TECHNOLOGY REQIUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE. ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81182 83 84 85 86 87198 89 90 9Y
TECHNOLOGY
1. Options & Parametric
Analysis
2. Design Ito aging Device
S. Build Model.
4. Test Model
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
T23. Operations s • • • • a • o • s • so 0000 • •
T
7.3.. USAGE SCHEDULE::
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE T Total
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 28T2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 ]
14. REFERENCES:
	 ^
a.	 Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Automated Payloads, NASA PD, Automated
Payloads, Level B Data, July 1974.
b.	 Pages 194, 291, NASA SP-335 Advanced Scanners & Imaging Systems for Earth
Le?ebkafvations, Dec. .11-15, 1972.
T =Technology
^-- = Automated Operations
•	 = Sortie Operations
T1 = EO-56 A, Environmental Satellite
T2 = OP-05-S, Multi6ectral Scanning
f
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART	 S. COMPOMT OR BREADBOARD TESTED I's' R£LEVA,:T
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LAMFt:ATORY.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED,
	 F,. MODEL TESTED Iii AIRCRAYT E:.WIRONSIt'NT.
2. Tm=iy rOR\III EATEII TO DFSCRIHF PIIENO.MENA,
	 7, MODEL TESTED IN SME ENVIRONMENT.
S. WilrbltY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXP£RIdIEN'T
	 g. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
Olt 1LATIm',%t. rICAL MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. VERTINE\T FUNCTION OR CHARACT£Ti"TIC DEMONSTRATED.
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF N OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., IhLkTERIAL, COMPONENT. ETC.
	
10, LIFETI1iE EXTENSIOti OF AN 01'rRAT1ONAL MODFL.
3
i
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	DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C-2.14-1
	
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): JR,PjintornP_t¢r	 PAGE I OF 3
eduction in the number of instruments to cover 2 to 1000 am range; Compatible with
cryogenically cooled 1.13, telescope. Flexibility is selection of any desired band 1 pm or
larger in 2 to 10001 m range.
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensors
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQTTIR.ED: Photometric measuremen; s at any
selected band in 2 to 1000 pm range good to 0.1 magnitude
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Current state of art indicates measurement to 0.1
magnitude in 2 to_1000 gm requires 4 to & different IR instruments.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
A single IR Photometer instrument is required to operate to 0.1 magnitude over the
range from 2 to 1000 µm. This instrument must operate at 1.50X and provide capabil-
ity for switching in narrow band IR filters for radiation bands of interest which are
mounted on a filter wheel. Different types of filters are necessary for different parts
of the 2 to 1000 µm. spectrum.. An array of radiation detectors, each detector covering
a part of the 2 to 7000 pm region, is required.
Probably IR photometer development will proceed in stages or cycles of about 4 to 7
years apart, contingent upon development of low loss bandpass filters.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [E PRE-A, [3 A, (] B, q C/D
G. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. Separate instruments covering parts of the 2 to 1000 gym. region are available. Use of
a collection of existing technology instruments is not feasible because of size restric-
tions for m amting in a liquid helium cooled environment.
b. This technology can benefit payloads AS--OI-S, 1.5m Cryogenically Cooled IR Tele-
scope, AS-20-S, 2.5m Cryogenically Cooled IR Telescope, and AS-11--A., 1.5m, IR
Telescope.
c. Use of a single instrument to cover the 2 to 1000 pm region will greatly ,reduce the
number of flights or the time to accomplish the measurements associated with the
payload.
d. When sufficient accuracy over the full range of IR radiation measurements has been
demons',xated this technology requirement will have been met. Final test would
be accomplished in space against standard spectral reference stars.
Initial test to prove technology can be performed on high altitude rocket flight.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL S
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PRECEDING PAGE BIAN.K NOT F
DEFINITION OIL TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): _ IR. Photometer 	 PAGE 2 OF 3
Reduction in the number of instruments to cover 2 to 1000 µm range; Compatible with
cryogenically cooled IR telescope. Flexibility in selection of any desired band 1 Jim or
larger in 2 to 1000 lim range.
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Trade studies are associated with the type of narrow band IR radiation filters to use for
different regions, the method of selecting specific narrow band filters, and the organiza-
tion of multiple detector arrays. Calibration of the integrated instrument can be done
using black bodies or in the operational environment using known stars as references.
Detector segmenting strategies should enable coupling of the detectors to the incoming
point source IR, signals as modified by the selected IR filter (i. e., proper detector area
may be attained by connecting detector preamplifier outputs together.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. The construction of selectable bandpass filters in the 2 to 1000 tem region.
b. Difficulty of calibrating all combinations of filters and detectors.
c. Operation in a low temperature environment (1.5°K).
d. Constancy of detector and calibration reference temperatures.
e. Development of stable detector elements in 30 µ to 1000 ftm range.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. Use of separate instruments to cover different parts of the IR region and limit
experiment objectives for each mission.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
a. RTOP W74^-70625 (I88-41-55J,
 Millimeter-Wave and Far-Infrared Astronomy,
Goddard Test. for Space Studies, Patrick Thaddeus, (212) 866-3618.
b. RTOP W74-70626 (188-41-55), Infrared Astronomy, NASA, Washington, D. C.,
N. W. Boggess, (202) 755-3688.
c. RTOP W74-70628 (188-41-55), Infrared Astronomy, Ames Research Center,
Glen Goodwin, (415) 965-5065.
d. W74-70629 (188-41-55), Infrared Astronomy, Jet Propulsion Lab., Donald
P. Burcham, (213) 354-3028. EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL, 7
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Low noise level detectors.
b. Segmented arrays of multiple. detectors
c. Telescope that contributes minimum local flux.
7-116
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY RE, QUIRE MENT
	
NO, C-2.14-1
1. `1TrCIHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE). 	 IR Photometer	 PAGE 3 OF 3
Reduction in the number of instruments to cover 2 to 1000 Am range; Com')atible with
cryogenically cooled IR telescope. 	 roles bility in selection of any desired band I Am or
larger in 2 to 1000 gm range.
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDUILE: CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM
--
75 76 77178179 80 81182183 84185 86 87 88 89 90 91
( TECHNOLOGY
I	 1. Parametric Studies & T1
Trades 3
2. Design & Fabrication 2:1
of Exp. Model T2
3. Test & Evaluation T1
3 T2
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C) T1
T3 T2
2.	 Devl/rab (Ph. D) r7l
T T2
T • •3. Operations • • • • • • r • • • r
T it •
T3
I.. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE_
 TI T_3 T2 TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES T1 2n 2TI 2n 2TI TI TI TI T1 TI T1 22TO T3 T3 T2 T2 T2
T3
14. REFERENCES-
a.. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, July 1974, NASA/MSFC,
pp. 30, 62.
b. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Automated Payloads, July 1974, NASA/
MSFC, P. 32.
c. Materials for Radiation Detection, National Materials Advisory Board, Jan. 1974,
pp. 211-221, 333-343.
d.	 astronomical Techniques, Volume H, edited by W. A. Hiltner, Chapter 7.
e. Payload Descriptions, Volume II, Sortie Payloads, Level B Data, p. 1-5, Sheet S-4A,
Item AS-002, IR Filter Photometer, July 1974.
Legend
•	 = Sortie operations
-- = Automated operations
(T1) = AS--01-S, 1.5m Cryogenically Cooled IR Telescope
(T2) = AS-20--S, 2.5m. Cryogenically Cooled IR Telescope
(T3) = AS-1I-A, 1.5m IR, Telescope
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE Or ART	 S. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY_.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 0. AJODEL TESTED LrI AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2, TIIEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE° PRENOAIENA.	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEORY TESTED IIY PHYSICAL EXPSRINIENT
	 g, NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A UUCH LESSER
OR INTATHEMATLCAL :MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4, PERTINENT FUNCTION on CHARACTERISTIC DF IONSTRATZD,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G.; MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.	 10. LIFETL'WE EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
7--11.7
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C.2.14-2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUUtEMENT (TITLE): IR Interferometer Spectrom--PAGE 1 OF 4
eter Resolving Power; Large Spectral Range in One Instrument
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: 	 Sensors
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: With one instrument, measure spectrum
from 25 to 1000 um with resolving power of 50000; spectrum may be measured in a
number of oyerlauping sections.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Current state of art indicates spectral range can be cover
.nd mdtb n resolving power gf 5000: higher resolution achievable bar use of several
instruments
	
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 6
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY: An M spectrometerAnterferometer capable of
covering the 25 to 1000 gm spectral range with a resolving power 50000 in one instrument
is desired. The Fourier spectrometer . technique depends upon stability of laser reference,
precision of scan of reference arm, and dimensional stability. General principles: The
optical configuration of a Fourier spectrometer includes a two beam interferometer with
an easy (but accurate) way of varying the path difference (or delay) by moving some compo-
nent. A detector gives the interference output, which consists of a uniform background
signal upon which is superimposed an oscillatory function of the dei iy, called an interfero-'
gram. The current state of the art in the laboratory is in wave numbers between 0.1 and
0.05 decreasing to a value between 0.5 and 1 wave number at cryogenic temperatures.
Two techniques are in use: rapid continuous, scan (L. Mertz) and step. integrate system
(P. Connes, et al).
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [3 PRE-A, [:] A, q B, [] C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS;
a. The original requirement is for a single Fourier spectrometer assembly for use with a
astronomical IR telescope over the total spectral range with best resolving power so
that space is available on a given flight for other instruments. Then at the time
the telescope is pointed at an IR source, a maximum of spectral coverage may be ob-
tained with a few spectral range adjustments.
b. AS-01-S, 1, 5 m cryogenically cooled IR Telescope, AS-15-S, 3 m ambient tempera-
ture IR Telescope, AS-20-S, 2.5 m cryogenically cooled IR Telescope, AS-07-A, 3 m
ambient IF_t Telescope are IR telescope payloads which can benefit from development
of a high resultion extended range IR spectrometer.
c. The availability of an extended range instrument of high precision v
number of flights to obtain fairly complete spectra. The high resol
enable source component identifications, line profiles, and velociti
d. Final test of the desired spectrometer /interferometer will be acco
coupled to a cryogenically cooled IR telescope on a shuttle sortie fl
Initial test would be performed in a
	 cooled vacuum. chamber.
TO BE CARE
TRECEDiNG PAGE BLANK NOT MAM 7-119
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C. 2.14.2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE)-Vi Interferometer Spectrom- PAGE 2 OF 4
eter Resolving Power; Large Spectral Range. in One Instrument
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS. A simple interferometer observing an external point source
of radiation passes the signal collected by a telescope through the interferometer to a
point detector with low noise (local flux) background and a high dynamic range. The transit
time for IR signal transfer for each ray path through the interferometer is B nd/c, the ray
length d in each medium through which it passes divided by the speed of light in that media
The difference in the delay tinie, for the two paths, delay J, is multiplied by the speed of
light (IR) to give the path difference x = ct. The optical path difference is changed by in-
creasing distance travelled in some part of one arm,usually by movement of a mirror.
Most of the spectral range and resolving power problems involve the smoothness and preci-
sion of measurement of location of the mirror at any given time of the scan (so that the
wavelength detected can be known accurately for each IR spectral element received). For
the continuous drive method it is noted that observation efficiency is directly affected b
glinage
8. TECIINFICAL PROBLEMS:
a. To cover range, an equivalent 62.5 to 2500 cm retardation needed.
b. Operation of ;mechanisms in 1.5 to 2o K temperature range.
c. Large spectral coverage with one instrument 25 to 1000 Am (although instrument may
be adjusted to scan complementary ranges during different observations).
d. Suppression of local flux, detector, photon, scintillation, and digitizing noise.
e. Dynamic range.
f. Detector size and coupling might be resolved by selectable area segmented detector
array.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATI17ES:
a. Step and integrate anode of operation.
b. Beam splitting of IR telescope output (with low loss); operathin'of two or three Fourier
spectrometers to cover desired range.
c. Multiple mirror retardation (however, has reduced interferometer modulation).
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
RTOP W74-70629 (188-41-55) Infrared Astronomy,
N. W. Boggess, NASA Hq, Ph 202-755.3685.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 6
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS.
a. Electromechanical devices to enable precise scan or sampling.
b. Thermal control at lowest feasible temperature.
c. Development of 1 million Point Fast Fourier Transform Software and Computation
Capability.
d. Increase of data handling capabilit=ies by 10 to 20 times current rates.
7-120
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO C.2.14.2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (-XITLE) JR Interferometer Speetrome GE 3 OF-±-
RepoLvLng Power-,
 Large Spectral Range in One Instrument
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS (CONTINUED): fluctuations in mirror drive speed. In
comparison of options, there are at least three distinct types of interest in astromony:
Mach Zender with pairs of mirrors: Michelson with retroreflectors: and the cyclic. The
Mach Zender interferometer has the advantage of separate outputs in which the interfero-
gram data may be complementary. The complementary data may be useful in reducing
noise from source fluctuations. The Michelson interferometer gives the simplest method
of changing path difference and is the type most used in Fourier spectroscopy. In the
Michelson interferometer the second output is returned to the source; it can be recovered
if modified and mirrors have been replaced by retroreflectors.
Interferometer path variations can be described better in terms of the following para-
meters:
a. Shear, s (related to field "images)
b. Shift, h (related to longitudinal separation)
c. Tilt t' (related to source images)
d. Lead, 1'
I
In theory, there is no reason why a Fourier spectrometer should have either a shear or
tilt. However, in practice they occur. The integrated effect of variations in path length
is to reduce the modulation of the interferogram. Use of retroreflectors in future and
coupling of these mirrors (bac:z to back) in each arm will compensate for shear and tilt.
Choice of curvature of corner mirrors (or retroreflector characteristics) enables compen-
sation for shifts and leads.
Areas which need further development are:
a. Truly background limited detectors for wavelengths longer than 100 pm.
b. Design techniques for high efficiency wide range coverage, capable of accepting
beamsplitter and detector mixes to cover total desired spectral range exterior.
c. Improvement of retardation schemes, trades between multfnle mirror and step and
integrate concepts.
7-1.21
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE ME 	 NO. C. 2.14.2
REQUIREMENT (TITLE). IR Interferometer Spec- 	 PAGE 4 O 41. TECHNOLOGY
trometer Resolving Power; Large Sp:-.ctral Range in One Instrument
12. TECHNOLOGY RE, QUYREMENTS SCREDULr,:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78179180 81 82 83 84 85 86187 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Options & Parametric
Analysis
2. Design Spectrometer
3. Fabricate Model
4. Test Spectra. Range &
Resolving Power
APPLICATION
1. Design (Phase C)
2. Devl/Fab (Phase D)
3. Operations
a es so so ® 0 0 0T1
T2 ea ao 9 e a o a
T3 ra -
-T5
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE T Total
NT3MBI+;R OF LAUI\;CHES 21 2 2 2 2 3 36'
14. REFERENCES:
a. Aspen International Conference on Fourier Spectroscopy, 1970, AFCRL-71-0019, pgs 3-5
b. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, Level A Data, July 1974,
NASA/MSFC, pp. 30; 56, 62.
c. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Automated Payloads, Level A Data, July 1974,
NASA/MSFC, pp. 30, 32.
d. Cryogenic interferometer/Spectrometer, C. R..Bohne, L. B. Harkless & B. K. Yap, Honey
well Radiaticin Center, 11 Feb. 1974.
Legend;	 TI = AS-01-S, 1. 5 m Cryogenicany Cooled 1R Telescope
T	 = Technology
	
T2 = AS-15-S, 3 m Ambient Temperature IR Telescope
ai	 = Sortie Operations
	
T3. = AS-20-8, 2.5 m Cryogenically Cooled IR Telescope
= Automated Operations
	
T4 = AS-07-A, 3m Ambient Temperature Ili, Telescope
T5	 = A5-11-A, 1.5 m IR Telescope
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
5. COMPONENT OR BREADBOAM TESTED CI RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LU101UTORY.
1. UNSIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPOR'T'ED.
	 6, MODEL TESTED t` AIRCIU t ENVIRONMENT.
2. 'THEORY F01I] UCATED TO DESCRIBE PIMNO1fENA.
	 7. atODET. TESTED IN SPACE ENVItIONMENT.
S. TVEORY TFSTF D By PHYSICAL EXPERIMEFT	 B. NEW CAPAISILI'IY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OIt.1IATIMIATICAL MOML.
	 OPERATIa\AL MODEL.
4. PI:ItTINE\T FUNCTION OR CIIAItACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY t:PGRAIIING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL. .
E.G., MATERIAL, COJIPONENT, ETC.
	
10. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF?.N OI'LVAT1ONAL MODEL.
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DEIINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 N[). R 1
1, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 RAGE I OFI
IR I nterferomete r/S pectrometer
2. TECHNOLOGY CATMGORY: 	 Sensors
:3. 013JI-W.TIVE /ADVANCE MENT REQUIRED: IR semiconductors and detectors (and
associated electronics) which are less sensitive to high radiation backgrounds
1. CU II[ ENT STATE OF AItT • IR . detectors are avai lable which can withstand 107 rads
I with 50% degradation_.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DLSCI{IPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
	
Some military classified activity
Semi-conductors demonstrate gain decreases and leakage current increases as a result of
radiation. Required integration times also increase. These changes are attributed to traps
which reduce charge carrier lifetimes and mobility. Minority carrier semi-conductors are
especially vulnerable because the fraction of items which need to be affected to produce
macroscopic effects is correspondingly less.
Requirement	 State of Art
Detector type	 Thermal IR detectors, 0.7-1009
	 Thermal IR detectors
0.7-10011
Radiation level before	 Jupiter environment at 4 Jupiter
	 105 rads
damage	 radii (>> 105 rod)	 (without degradation)
107 rads
(continued on page 4}}	 witl} 0%regrad^o
_	
PA REQUIREMENTS BASED ON:	 PRE A, iL__..:: A, !!mss B, &n
G. RATIONAlY A1NM ANAI,YSIS:
E
rt; High radiation levels in Jupiter orbit have been analytically predicted and confirmed
by Pioneer 11.
b. Using payload will be PL- 12-A, Mariner Jupiter Orbiter.
c. Less radiation sensitive IR detectors ctre needed to operate the IR Interferometer/
=!neter in Jupiter orbit.
d. ivity to nuclear radiation with minimal shielding must be demonstrated in the
laboratory.
i
i
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
7--123
ii.
DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO, RI r 2.15
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIIIEMENT(TITLE):
	
PAGE 2 Or .
IR Interferometer/Spectrometer
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
If the designer will accept an allowable degradation in his detector response the detector will
be able to withstand higher radiation levels over the required orbital time. An IR detector
can withstand 10 5 rods at no degradation, 100 rods at 25% degradation, and 107 rods at 50%
degradation. Table 1 illustrates allowable time in orbit as a function or detector degradation
The present mission configuration requires orbiting Jupiter at 4 RJ (four Jupiter radii) for a
period of one year. A design which allows detector degradation on the order of 50% is
probably necessary. JPI. has tested the effects of radiation on IR detectors and has found no
damage at levels of 5 x 104 rods. (See Reference 5).
(Table 1 on page 4)
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The associated electronics bias circuits signal amplifiers, ADC's, etc., must be balanced in
hardness with the IR detectors or very little is gained. If two circuits are used, one open to
and the other blind to IR energy, a subtraction logic may be used to defi,,.e effects of
radiation. However, in addition to resulting increased weights and porn-, the building of
two circuits with identical radiation response would be difficult, and would require
-calibration over a very broad range to give any confidence to their use.'
J. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a, Shielding - Beyond shielding on the order of -0.5 rgm/cm 2, the effect of shielding
weig` iif on the orbiter is prohibitive. Table 2 illustrates shielding requirements as a
function or" orbit.
(continued on page 5)
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Work on hardening IR detectors against nuclear radiation is being carried out by:
Honeywell	 R. A. Rotolante
R. P. Murosako
Texas Instruments	 M. M. Blanke
S. R. Borrello
(continued on page 4) 	 EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. BELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: Some military classified activity
Unknown
7-X24
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.	 2.15
1. TEC HNOLOGY REQUIREM ENT (TITLE): PAGE 3 OF 5
IR Interferometer/Spectrometer
13. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 7 19180181 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TE CHNOLOt N T Jeclnology rf qu re ME et
1. Materials Testing/ Jupit er missic n i -equirt Mal is is
Research proW bly available t DOD. b t
2. Detector Development clasii if ed I va lat it .ty of de
3 . Life 'testing t(:CtC r I ril nf gal a i eec r
di ve op enl.
4.
5.
APPLICATION E
i. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATh^, TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 2 2
14. REFERENCES.
I. Discussions among N. Devine and J. C. Beckman, Jet Propulsion. Laboratories, and
Dr. J. Haffner, Rockwell International
2. A. G. Stansbery, and R. S. White, "Jupiters Radiation Belts", Journal of Geophysical
Research, Vol. 79, No. 16, pp 2331-2342 (June 1974)
3. J. W. Haffner, "Calculated Dose Rates in. Jupiters Van Allen Belt ", AtAA Journal,
Vol. 77, No. 12, pp 2305-2311 (December 1969)
4. Discussion between R. H. Parker, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and P. R. Fagan,
Rockwell Inter national, January 20„ 1975
5. Thermoelectric Outer Planet Spacecraft, TOPS, Final Report, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,.
TM 33-589 , Apri 1 1, 1973
6. Communication from D. J. Hammon, Batelle Columbus Laboratories to H. Ikerd,
Convair, December I0, 1974
15. LE VEL OF STATE OF ART
	
5. CUM JONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 0. MODEL TESTER IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRON.MFNT.
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESPEI] IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
S. *rdEORti TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 0, NEW cAFAIDILITY DERIVED FRO11 A MUCH LEMER
OR MATHEMATICAL MODEL.	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
$. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CII&MCTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. nELIABILITY UPGRADING OF RN .OPERATIONAL MODEL..
E.G., MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.	 10. L"IFETLNiEEXTENSIONOF ANtOPEM6,TIONALMODEL-
7-125
	DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 No, _RI, 2-15
:.. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): .
	
pA'GE 4 OF 5
IR lnterferomerer S ectrometer
5. Description of Technology - continued
Photoconductors can tolerate approximately 3 x 10 5 rods before appreciable damage. Photo-
voltaic detectors can tolerate approximately 10 5 rods before damage. Thermal )etectors are
two or more orders of magnitude less sensitive and can tolerate approximately 10 rods.
Transient effects below these radiation levels manifest themselves as background noise. Transient
effects are observed at one rad/hr in photoconductors and photovoltaic IR detectors.
7. Technology Options w continued
TABLE 1
NOTE: D,1 gm/cm2 shielding
Radiation
	
Orbiter Jupiter
	
Allowable
Tolerance	 Degradation	 Radii	 Exposure Time
105 rods	 0%	 4 RJ	4 orbits	 4 days)
106 rods	 25%	 4 RJ	 40 orbits ( — 1 month)
107 rads	 50%	 4 RJ	 400 orbits (one year)
10. Planned Programs or Unperturbed Technology Advancement - continued
Kaman Nuclear
	 P. L. Jessen
Gulf Radiation Tech.	 B. C. Passenheim
A. M. Kalma
Current research in the area of radiation effects on infrared devices is directed toward
minimizing the transient response (which will increase the signal-to-noise ratio) as well as
toward extending the exposure which can be tolerated before permanent damage become
significant. Approaches being investigated include pulse-suppression electronic circuits (to
minimize unwanted transient response), thermal grounding (to limit temperature rise due to
radiation, especially laser radiation), and new material compositions which operate satisfactorily
(high D*) with short minority carrier lifetimes;). Various annealing techniques which can be
used for certain applications are also under consideration..
Since nearly all of the research in this area pertains to classified applications, it is not
possible to discuss recent results in an unclassified document (see the IRIS Conference reports
for classified research reports).     
`illilll
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I R Interferometer/Spectrometer
9. Potential Alternatives - continued
TABLE 2
Shielding Orbit Radiation Level Total Dose for I--Year Orb its
0.1 gm/cm2 4 Rj 104 rads/hr 108 rods
0.5 gm/cm2* 4 R1 4 x 103 rads/hr 4 x 107 rods
1 gm/cm2* 4 Rj 7 x 102 rads/hr 7 x 1.06 rads
10 gm/cm2* 4 Rj 3 rads/hr 3 x 104 rods
*Shielding at these levels results in prohibitive orbiter weights.
It can be seen than degradation higher than 50% (see Table 1) must be accepted with shielding
on the order of 0.5 gm/cm2.
b. Higher Orbits. Increased data collection time before failure can be accomplished with
less detector egradation by selecting higher orbits. Table 3 illustrates the impact of
higher orbits.
TABLE 3
NOTE: 0.1 gm/cm2 shielding
Radiation Tolerance Orbit Allowable Exposure Time
105
 rods 4 Ri w 4 orbits
6 R,1 ^- I I orbits
8 R,1 —37 orbits
106
 rods 4 R,1 —40 orbits
(25% degradation) 6 R.1 —110 orbits
8 Ri —370 orbits (— I year)
It can be seen that if an orbit at 8 Rj is acceptable, an orbit of approximately one year
Duration can be accomplished with a 25 °lo detector degradation.
fhe time in orbit can be marginally increased by heavier shielding and substantially increased
by using elliptical orbits wi th large apogees, preferably out of the plane of the magnetic
equator.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C-2.16
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Pyroelectric Detector	 PAGE 1 OF
Increase detectivity of uncooled detector to that of current cooled detectors
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensors
3. -OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develop an IR detector with a detectiyity
of3x10It.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Current state of art of triglycine sulfate . pyroelectric
detectors is appro2.mately D* =1 x 10 cm HZ W
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECINOLOGY
The pyroelectric detector employs a -wmperature-sensitive ferroelectric crystal, such as
triglycine sulfate, which has two parallel electrodes deposited on it making it into a paral-
Id plate capacitor. As the temperature of the polarized crystal is changed, a charge is
generated in the pyroelectric detector. When employed in the voltage anode, the respon-
sivity and the noise both decrease as a function of frequency and the D* of the detector
stays neatly constant up to quite high frequencies. Pyroelectric detectors are particularly
advantageous in wide bandwidth systems wheretheir performance at both low and high fre-
quencies is superior.
Pyroelectric detectors can be conveniently formed into linear arrays with associated pre-
amplifier arrays for use in two-dimensional scanning systems. The current practical
limit in the size of array elements is of the order of 0.25 x 0, 25 mm. Below this area,
for the current material and thickness limitations, the capacitance becomes small
.(continued on page 3) P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: JZ PRE--A, q A, q L, q C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. Rationale for Selection: The improvement in detect ivity in pyroelectric detectors ob-
tained during the last five years has been about an order of magnitude. The best pyro-
electric detectors being made in the United States and in England now approach a D* of
2x 101 cm Hz 1/2 'q41-1 , and the average detectors are within a factor of four of this
value. The best detectors are now about a factor of ten away from the ideal thermal
radiation noise limited performance. There appears to be no reason why considerable
progress toward reaching this fundamental limit of thermal detector performance at
about 20'C could not be made over the next few years.. Recent studies of polyvinyl-
fluoride film. pyroelect ,-ic detectors are also of interest,
b. Benefittang payloads, Payload benefiti;ing from development of improved IR detectors
include:'
(1) OP-02-S	 Multifrequency Laud Imagery
OP-03-S	 Mul.tifrequency Dual Polarized Microwave Radiometer
OP-04-S	 Microwave Scatterometer
OP-05-S	 Multispectral Scanning Imagery
(continued on page 3) 	 TO BE CARRIE,D TO LEVEL 8
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Pyroelectric Detector 	 PAGE 2 OF
Increase detectivity of uncooled detector to that of current cooled detectors
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
To the extent that the pyroelectric detector is an ideal capacitor, it is free of electrical
noise and,. therefore, would be limited only by temperature noise, which is the fluctuation
of detector temperature through radiation exchange with its surrounding. In practice, at
intermediate to higher frequencies the detector is generally limited by Johnson noise asso-
ciated with the dielectric less in the ferroelectric crystal. At low and very high frequen-
cies, the limiting noise is usually that of the field-effect transistor preamplifier. Consid-
erable progress has been made in improving the ferroelectric materials being used, in
methods of attaching electrodes free of contact resistance, in minimizing electrical leakage
around the detector, and in obtaining field-effect transistors with lower electrical noise
characteristics. Noise equivalent power (NEP) for a pyroelectric detector is based on
detector material, modulation frequency, FET chara^Aeristics and operating temperature.
(Continued on page 3
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Crystal growth needs to be perfected to obtain uniform crystals with minimum dielec--
tric . loss and methods of attaching leads need to be improved to avoid resistance loss in
the Lead attachment.
b. Preamplifier (FET's) needs to be reduced
c. Dielectric constant changes and responsivity goes down above some temperature such as35° C. Pvroelectric detector needs Fo be generated within fairly narrow temperature band
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. Cooled detectors
b. Electron beam imaging
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Some activity at Barnes Engineering, Mullard and Texas Instruments.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 6
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Low noise naultispectral scanners.
b. Array element segmentation and coupling of elements for maximum efficiency vs
wavelength.
I
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Pyroelectric Detector	 PAGE 3 OF 4
Increase detectivity of uncooled detector to that of current cooled detectors
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY (continued)
compared with the stray capacitance of the associated circuitry. For small elemental area
detectors or arrays, materials of higher dielectric constant would be particularly valuable.
Examples are SBN and PLZT.
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS: (continued)
c. Justification for Advancement: It appears that considerable improvement in. the charac-
teristic of pyroelectric infrared detectors could be achieved with substantial rese-afth
support. Because of the importance of pyroelectric detectors, not only as elemental
detectors at low frequencies, but also as laser heterodyne receivers and in the pyro-
electric vidicon, a strong and vigorous materials research program is
recommended.
Quite a few earth observations on geophysics payloads could avoid going to cooled de-
tectors, if appropriate advance in pyroelectric detector occurs.
d. Substitution of typical pyroelectric detectors in a multispectral scanner test on an early
shuttle flight. Initial test to be performed in high altitude aircraft.
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: (continued)
Ferroelectric materials should be investigated to find those having: (a) a better ratio of
pyroelectric coefficient to dielectric constant, (b) greater thermal capacity per unit volume,
and (c) higher Curie temperature. Material research is complicated by the wide variation of
the dielectric properties of the material with temperature with the state of polarization of
the crystal, with the previous thermal history, and wi th poling met hod employed. Several
materials currently being investigated such as TGFB, deuterated TGS, alanine-doped TGS,
SBN, and PLZT show considerable promise in this direction.
The responsiviiy of pyroelectric detectors above the thermal time constant is determined by
the ratio of the pyroelectric coefficient to the dielectric constant of the detector material
and the thermal capacity per unit volume of the detector material. To date this has been
found to be optimum for triglycine sulfate just below its Curie point which occurs at 47° C
and for triglycine fluoberyllate just below its Curie point of 73° C. A lower rather than a
higher thermal capacity is advantageous for some type of pyroelectric detectors.
i
3
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO,	 C-2.16
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Pyroel.ectric Detector PAGL. 4 OF	 4
Increase detec#311y of uncooled detector to that of current cooled detector.
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76177 78 79 80 81 82 83 84185186 87 88189190191
TECHNOLOGY:
1. Material Development
2. Detector Design & Fab.
3. Substitution in Multi-
spectral scanner
4. Test iu space
APPLICATION (in new
sensor)
1. Design (Phase C)
2. Devel /Fab (Phase D)
3. Operations
13, USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE T TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES
OP-02-S 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1
OP-03-S 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
OP-04-S 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
OP--05-S 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1. 1
5 T . 5 5 4 4 4 5 5 5 4 4 55
14. REFERENCES:
a. Materials for Radiation Detection, NMAB 287, January 1974.
b. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Level A Bata, Sortie Payloads, July , 1974,
Legend:
T =Technology
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
b. COMPONrNT OR IIREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LAWRATORY..
1. IMSIC PHENOMENA OBSERIMI) AND REPORTED.	 0. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY FOR1fULAT£D TO DESCRIBE PHENO-MENA.
	 7. ?AODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRON!IENT.
S. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EIPERIMENT
	 6, NE1V CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCII LESSER
OI(,WkTIIMLkT1CAL MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL 1IODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9.. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL :MODEL.
E.G., MATERIAL, COMPONENT. ETC.
	 10. LIFETIME EXTEN91O` OF AN OM'RATION'AL -STODUL.
7--132
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DEFINJTION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NOS GE-2.17
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : Soil Moisture	 PAGE i OF
Sensor
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:	 Sensors
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide all-weather capability for
mapping soil moisture from orbit.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART• Microwave techniques currently under development
relativa to surface smoothness. freedom -from - vegetative corer, and known homo-
geneous soil compositions.	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
a) Accuracy requirement . not attainable under operational
measurement conditions (refer to item #4 above).
b) Resolution requirement - 100 meter minimum spot diameter from lots orbit
(up to 490 n.mi.); theoretically feasible with synthetic aperture radar
techniques.
c) Soil depth of measurement - 0 to 50 cm; the higher limit does not appear to
be feasible in the L-Band, -which shows promise in terms of reducing the
effects of vegetative cover.
d) If roughness and vegetation effects are to be eliminated, incidence angle
range should not exceed 150.
Active microwave (radar) techniques show good response to soil moisture variations
The effect of roughness can be minimized if the system is operated over the 70-150
incidence angle range at frequencies between I GHZ and 4 G11Z (experimental. data
X10% of full scale from dry to saturated soil). 	 (Continued on page 3)
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE-A, ® A, [1 B, 0 C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a) Requirements are based on user needs in crop yield prediction, water supply
forecasting, watershed modeling,, flood area assessment, and snow run-off
forecasting. Many of these applications could tolerate initial resolutions
up to 4 KM diameter spot size.
b) The requirement to measure to a soil depth of 50 cm is particularly useful
in crop yield surveys during seasonal measurements when the plant is
obtaining water from the deep portion of the roots.
c) Technology advance is applicable to the following payloads: EO-08A, Earth
Observatory Satellite, and EO-61A, Earth Resources Survey Operational.
Satellite. Both of these payloads will be active throughout the 1979-
1991 period.
d) The development program required for this technology advancement should
in6lude fabrication of experimental models and. testing in aircraft.
Ground truth sites will be required, as well as corroborating measurements of
emissivity through IR scanners.
TO BE CARR
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO, GE-2.17
i
1. ;'ECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): SOIL MOISTURE SENSOR	 PAGE 2 OF 4
7. TECIiNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The choice of microwave techniques over optical sensing in the UV-VIS-IR
spectral region is dictated by the requirements for all-weather capability,
penetration of vegetation canopies, and moisture measurement below the soil
surface. Within microwave techniques; the principal options are passive and
active (radar). Although a passive system would be desirable for its simplicity
of implementation, its resolution capability is limited to several kilometers
spot size. the illumination frequency is an important parameter to be
selected. L .-Band looks promising. Multiple radar frequencies, with davi polar'i-
zati'on is a possibility. The use of a combination of active and passive
channels is a possible option. For instance, Dr. Fawwaz T. Ulaby, director of
ReMoteSensing Laboratory at the University of Kansas would propose the following:
(Continued . on page 3)
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The principal problems to be solved relate to the correlation of the microwave
return signal with soil moisture content under a large spectrum of operational
variables, including soil composition, soil structure, vegetation type/
geometry/density, and observation incidence angle.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a) Should the stringent resolution limits that are required prove to he Un-
feasible, it may be necessary to rely on aircraft microwave measurements to
this application. Space-based observations would be used merely for
correlating.
b) Large number of in-situ moisture sensors could be installed in a network of
ground instrumented platforms (e.g., one platform per 16 KM2 with data
relay link through satellite systems. (Continued on page 3)
10 , PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECBNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP IPW74-70514, JSC, Joint Experiment on Remote Sensing of Soil Moisture,
addresses the .problem of proving feasibility of measurement by means of ground-
based and air-based observations. RTOP-177-51-41 deals with microwave techniques
for remote sensing. it is estimated that a 1980 flight target of this sensor on EO'
will not be met unless a comprehensive sensor development program is continued
during the interim period.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
The development of synthet
applicable to this technolc
Imaging Microwave Sensor (i
to which advanced, passive
soil moisture surveys.
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO GE 2.17
3. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) :..1 OIL NOI TURF	 _ PAGE 3 OF 4
SENSOR
5. DESCRIPTION AND TECHNOLOGY (Continued)
generated under the RTOP #W74-70514, JSC, Joint Experiment on Remote Sensing of
Soil Moisture). Also, for the same sensor parameters, radar signals can easily
penetrate vegetation and measure a response due to soil moisture (1,2).
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: (Continued)
Radar	 Radiometer
Frequency: 1-3 GHz range
	 Same as radar (with small offset
to avoid interference
Inuidence angle range: 7-15 o	Nadir
(Lunar sounder synthetic aperture can be used)
Polarization: Probably HH	 Either (Nadir)
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: (Continued)
The selection of the ovum number and
location of ground sensors would require detailed surveys of soil types, soil-
structure, topography, and climatological conditions over the geographic areas
of interest.
DEFINITION OF TECINOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	
NO.E2.7.7
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): SOIL^U	 aEUVP ,GE 4 OF 4
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 7717817 1a 80 81182 831841 85186 87 88 89190 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. FABRICATION
4. AIRBORNE TESTS
5. SHUTTLE,  SORTIE C/O
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devi/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 1 1 1 1 1	 1] 1 1 1 1 1 12
14, REFERENCES:
1. "Radar Measurement of Soil Moisture Content", CRES Technical Rapo*kt
#177-35 2 by F. T. Ulaby (Contract NAS-9-10261).
2. "Geoscience Specifications for Orbital Imaging Radar", by J. W. Rouse, Jr.
(Contract IANAS-1-11276) .
3. "On the Feasibility of Remote Monitoring of Soil Moisture With Microwave
Sensors", by Newton, Lee, Rouse and Paris.	 Paper by IMSC at 9th Inter-
national Symposium on Remote Sensing of the Environment,
4. "Radar Response to Vegetation"; Ulaby, F. T., IEEE Trans. on Antennas and
Propagation, Vol. AP-23, No. L, January 1975; also see CRES Technical Report
177-42, University of Kansas Center for Research, Inc., September 1973.
5. "Radiometer-Scattexometer Soil Moisture Detection", Fagleman, J., and F. T. J^
Ulaby, Proceedingo of the American Astronomical Society Meeting, August, 1.97y
Los Angeles, California.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
S. COMPONENT OR sREADWARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
IN THE LABORATORY.ENVIRONMENT
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERViM AND REPORTED.
	 g. MODEL TESTED LN AIRCRAET ENVIRONMENT.
S. THEORY MIMIULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 q. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
S. TRE0112 'TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 g. NEW CAPABILITY DZRTVED FRUIT A MUCH LESSER.
OR MATHEIIIATiCAL ^T313EL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION
 OR CIIARACT£RISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
a. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G.. MATERIAL COMPONE NT. ETC.	 lo. LIFETIATE FXTENSLON OF AN OI'ERATI ONtL MODEL.
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : 	 Range and Range Rate	 PAGE I OF 5
Sensing
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:
	
Sensors
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Range and range rate sensor suitable
for automatic rendezvous/docking of the teleoperator to the disabled or service-
able spacecraft, and for gravimetric measurements in Earth and Ocean Physics.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART:
	
RRR sensor weighing less than 5 KG and capable
of satisfying the teleoperator requirements does not exist, according to the
retort in reference #1.	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
(A)	 The teleoperator system requirements are to measure range to non-cooperative
(disabled) targets from 3 KM to 1.5M, range rate from 6M/S to 1 cm/sec.
Maximum system weight:	 4.5 KG, maximum power 15 watts. 	 The weight and
volume constraints for this application are not considered within the state
of the art.
(B)	 Earth and Ocean Physics application require measurements of range to 2 cm,
and range rate ti	 0.003 cm/sec.	 The state of the art is approximately 20 cm
range accuracy and 0.03 cm/sec.
i
P/L REQU7?^EMENTS BASED ON: q PRE--A, El A, q I3, q C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a) The range requirement of 3 KM considers the possible deployment of the
teleoperator assembly by the Shuttle or Tug at that distance away from the
spacecraft to be serviced.
	 Ground or MRS-assisted tracking would be employed
for longer ranges.
	 Mange rates down to near zero will be required during
delicate close - in and docking maneuvers.
	 Physical size and weight limi-
tations are imposed by the overall teleoperator spacecraft weight and volume
allo(.ations .
b) Pa load No. LS-045, Free Flying Teleoperator, EOP will benefit specifically
from this advancement.	 Other beneficiaries are the sub-satellites requiring
deployment and retrieval from the Shuttle or Tug. The GRAVSAT system will bene-
fit from this technology, in the Earth and Ocean Physics discipline.
c) Attainment of the desired advancement will increase the reliability and
utility of the teleoperator system in a large variety of potential space
applications.	 Precision range and range rate measurements are important in
mapping the earth's gravity field for earthquake hazard assessment applications.
d) To be incorporated in the teleoperator design, the range and range rate
sensor prototypes sEould be successfully demonstrated in ground tests.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Range and Range Rate	 PAGE 2 OF .L
Sensing
7. TECIFINOLOGY OPTIONS:
Laser or RF ranging techniques should be considered as options. Power consumptio
and pointing requirements may necessitate that a microwave system be used
for coarse RRR sensing and laser be employed for fine sensing.
i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
1. Implementation of a system to meet the stringent specifications within the
weight and power constraints constitutes the technology problem.
2. Determination of accuracy Limits imposed by ionospheric irregularities and
tropospheric refraction on range and range rate measurements involving ground-
to-space paths (Reference #3).
3. Specification of technique best suited for minimizing propagation errors in
each application (Se
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
The use of three-dimensional television for close-in maneuvers was considered
in early teleoperator concepts (see reference 2).
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT,
Related programs: RTOP No. 970-63--20, Teleoperator Control & Manipulation;
RTOP No. 502-33-95, Video Guidance, Landing and Imaging System for Space
Programs
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
None identified.
7--138
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): RANGE AND RANGE RATE o PAGE 3 OF 5
SENSING
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS (Continued)
NOTES: Dr. Roy E. Anderson (GE, Corporate Research and Development Laboratory)
discusses the ionospheric and tropospheric problem and some of the work that
has been performed to date:
"We have investigated the effects of the ionosphere and troposphere on the
accuracy of range and range rate measurements of missiles and spacecraft.
"A radio signal is delayed as it passes through the ionosphere. At VHF
frequencies, the delay may be equivalent to 2000 meters range error at midday.
The effect varies as 1/1?2 , hence it is much smaller at higher frequencies. One
way to correct for it is to employ two coherently related, widely separated
frequencies, measure the difference in their phase ^t the receiver, and apply a
range or range rate correction according to the 1/F relationship. The method
has been applied very successfully in the Navy Transit satellite navigation
system. Another, less accurate approach is to apply corrections based on ion-
osphere models.
"The ionosphere usually contains irregularities in electron density re-
sulting in horizontal gradients that cannot be individually described by a model
The two-frequency method is one way to measure the irregularities.
"We have calculated the affect on missile velocity measurements of the hor-
izontal gradients of electron density and find that at L-band, 1500-1600 MHz the
apparent rate of change of range due to changing electron content along the ray
path can far exceed the specifications stated in GE- 2.18.
"We have also considered the effect of t=opospheric refraction on the
measurement of -range rate. Tropospheric refraction causes a bending of the ray
path from an object above the earth to a measuring device near the earth's sur-
face. The effect is independent of frequency. An error in the measurement of
range rate results when the object is at a low elevation angle. and moving with a
high velocity component toward or away from the measuring device. Bending of
the ray path results in a slight error in the viewing angle at the fast moving
object. Observed doppler frequency shirt, hence velocity, is a function of the
viewing angle. The cause of the error is described more completely in "A Survey
of Tropospheric, Ionospheric, and Extra Terrestrial Effects on Radio Propagation
Between Earth aad Space Vehicles" by G. H. Millman, GE Report TIS R66M':'"1,
presented at NATA-AGARD Symposium on "Propagation Factors in Space Crmmunications
Rome, Italy, Sept. 21-25, 1965. The report also contains data for calculating
the magnitude of the effect. As an example, the troposphere will cause a vel-
ocity measurement error as large as ten feet per second for a missile at 30 KM
altitude traveling 20,000 feet/second, viewed at an elevation angle of 100 . The
error may be corrected to within 5 or 10% of the total error by the measurement
of atmospheric temperature, pressure, and humidity at the receiving site.
(Continued)
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. TECHNOLOGY REQUMEMENT (TITLE) : RANGE AND RANGE RATE PAGE 4 OF 5
SENSING
8. TECHMCAL PROBLEMS (Continued)
"Our studies and experiments to date suggest that the propagation effects
must be considered in any application requiring high accuracy in range and
range rate measurements. The relatively small amount of data from our own work
and from other sources points up the problem, but much more -data are needed
before the magnitude of the problem can be defined precisely and applied to
specific applications.
7-140
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 801 81 82 83184185 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Lab Investigation
2. Prot-type Design ^-
3. Prototype Fabrication
4. Ground Tests
5. Space Demonstration
APPLICATION
I1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2.	 Devl/Fair (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE'
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES h- 1 2 1 1 1 1 1	 1 1 1 .1 12
14. REFERENCES:
(1) Shuttle Free-Flying Teleopera.tor System Experiment Definition,
Contract NAS-8-27895, Report #D7425-953004; and Contract NAS-8-291533
Report #D7425-953008 (Bell Aerospace Co.)
(2) Application of Remote Manipulation to Satellite Maintenance, Contract
NAS-2--5072 .
(3)	 "Ionospheric Phase Fluctuations of Satellite Transmissions", By George H.
Millman and Ray Anderson (General Electric Company), .Journtl of Geophysica
Research, Volume 73, Number 13.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
5. COhIPONFNTOR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABOW.TOny.
L BASIC 13 HENOIIENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.	 g. MODEL TESTED 124 AIRCRAFT ENVIRON51FNT.
2. THEORY F011ATULATED TO DESCRIBE PISENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIHON MINT.
3. THEORY TESTED DY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	
a. NEW CAPAIuL1TY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR A1ATHEAUTICAL MODEL, 	 OPERA'T'IONAL NSOAEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIA.RACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9, RELIABILITY UPGRAVINC OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G.. MATEIUAL, COMPONENT, ETC,
	
la. LIFETLtiI£ EXTENSION OF AN OPLIZATIONAL MODEL_
"' 1
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. GE-2.18
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Range and Range Rate PAGE 5 OF 5
Sensing
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
I	 ^	 I	 J
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO,
hi g- eso u -ion o on
i. , TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : Counting Detector 	 PAGE 1 OF 1L
Improve high resolution angular coverage; improve resolution; im rov_e . dynamic range.
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensors
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: (Itain 0.03 ar^y sec resolution over a
300 to 375 are sec field with a photon counting dynamic range >1.0 7 . (Desired image
area 200 to 500 mm dim.) . At least 20000 x 20000 picture elements will be needed to
CUR EN are sec resolution.4. R T STATE OF ART: A- AFC-Drt i . n of E mra din., Mpith A. j:nadf rea of 50 x
50 mm and a resolution of 33 lines/mm at 80%v MTF is currently being developed.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
For large visible light/UV telescopes, there is need for a larger area detector capable of
0.03 arc seconds resolution over a 300 arc second field when operating in a photon count-
ing mode. To enable more complete imaging of astronomical objects in a 300 are sec
region, a dynamic range>107 is desired. The large high resolution photon counting
detector enables observers to obtain a maximum of the high resolution angul,ir coverage
available from large telescopes such as the LST. The increased coverage of the detector
improves observation efficiency for detailed surveys per unit time by a factor of 100.
It is predicted that read areas up to 500 x 500 mm, capable of 50 lines per mm at 80%
MTF may be possible. Previous or current technology development objectives were to
obtain a 50 x 50 mm read area with a capability of 33 to 40 lines/mm at 80% MTF.
Noiseless gain or electron multiplication (intensification) in parallel format is desired
after the initial conversion from incoming photons to electrons.
Cant'd on Page 2)
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: PRE-A, q A, q B, [] C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. Nigh resolution coverage of a large visible light and UV telescope operating in space
from an automated satellite is currently limited by the detector angular (and area)
coverage. The optical systems can provide up to 100 times the high resolution image
plane area or field that our best high resolution electronic imaging devices can use.
b. The follow-on or later flights of payloads such as AS -01-A, Large Space Telescope;
AS-14--A, 1 in
	 Telescope; AS-04-S, 1 m Diffraction Limited UV Optical Telescope,
as well as AS-03-S, Deep SIcy UV Survey Telescope, can benefit from development of
large angular field, large area detectors,
c. The development of high resolution, large area detectors with read areas between
200 x 200 mm and 500 K 500 min will enable better utilization of observation oppor-
tunities and produce from 10 to 100 times more information per observation.
d. Satisfactory development of the photon counting detector will be complete when a 300 are
sec field has been imaged in space to a 0.03 arc second resolution. An earlier feasibil-
ity milestone will include building a smaller 200 x 200 or 1000 x 1000 pixel photon
counting device expandable to the larger one.
A full scale version will be tested in space, e. g,. shuttle'flight.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
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5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY (cont'd)
Since it may be difficult to obtain one photon counting detector to cover IR (5 pm to 0.7 pm)
visible light (0.7 pm to 0.4 µm),and UV (0.4 µm to 0.09 jean) in one instrument, several
instrument types may be necessary.
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS
Low f-number optical systems can achieve 100 times greater limiting MTF than many
typical sensors but are only a few times better than the highest resolution sensors such as
the RCA Return Beam Vidicon. On the other hand, high sensitivity sensors such as the
Orthicon, Isocon and E BS/SIT can trade f-number for diffraction limit until they exceed the
information gathering capability of film if the optical system is optimized for electro-
optical systems. An increase in sensor capability to 5000 x 5000 elements would be more
than sufficient to achieve the increased field-ofwview desired for a few purposes; however,
the desired angular coverage would not be achieved. When one loops in a given direction
with a long time exposure, all the details in the whole fine resolution field ought to be
obtained in order to maximize observing efficiency.
(cont'd on page 3)
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7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: (coat=d)
Practical detector devices for the 0.1 to 2.0 Am spectral range can be organized into
three classes: (a) photon to electron converter + electron multipliers such as micro--
channel plate photomultipliers and ianage intensifiers; (b) solid state devices such as
photoconductors, photodiodes, and photo-transistors, IC CCD's, and (c) hybrid storage
+ amplifier devices such as electronic camera tubes including SEC vidicons, SIT vidicon,
SEC-orthicons. Most practical devices are hybrid. Solid state devices may be used in
arrays coupled to image intensifiers. Overlapping selected bands in the 2 Am to 0.1 Am
spectral range are covered in discussion of options for imaging detectors, which follows:
These devices are considered in more detail below. The key detector element in vacuum
devices is the photocathode where incoming radiation is converted into electrons which
are emitted into vacuum for subsequent processing. It is the photocathode therefore,
which has received emphasis in the discussion of vacuum devices rather than the devices
themselves.
Quantum counters have been examined for many detector applications, including imaging,
but are relatively inefficient and have an optical detection bandwidth too narrow for most
applications. However, recent experiments indicate that investigation into these naturally
band limited devices may need to be resumed. (Some work on stimulated emission infra-
red sensors has been accomplished by Varian.)
Several important advances have been made in recent years in materials and device
technology for detectors in this spectral range. Examples are the introduction of the
negative electron affinity photocathode, the development of the silicon diode array vidicon,
and the low--noise, high-gain silicon avalanche photodiodes, and the demonstration of
surface charge-coupled imaging arrays. These developments have led to an increasing
degree of commonality in the materials technology applicable to both vacuum and solid
state devices. For example, negative electron affinity photocathodes with gallium arsenide
sensing layers can be described by the same diffusion model for carrier transport as would
be gallium arsenide p-n junction photodiodes. This is in contrast to conventional multi-
alkali antimonide photocathodes whose operation has largely defied all but the crudest
analytical treatment. This has been an important factor in the developing materials
technology of the new photocathodes. The rapid development of planar integrated circuit
technology has affected the size and quality of pre--amplifier and amplifier packages for
detector elements and television cameras and of power supplies for image intensifiers
and detectors alike and is responsible for the fabrication technology for silicon diode
array vidicon targets. Finally, the surface charge-coupled devices offer a highly flexible
technique for self-scanned, imaging detector arrays with the possibilities of low-noise
operation and integrated signal processing.
(Continued on Page g)
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7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: (Contid)
Considerable emphasis has been placed here on basic photodiode detection processes with-
out a discussion of classical photoconductors. To a large extent, this is a reflection of the
growing importance of photodiodes in detector systems for this spectral range. The
photoconductor is a slab of extrinsic (doped) material with ohmic contacts at both ends.
Signal generation occurs when incident light reduces the dark resistance of the material,
allowing increased current to flow when bias is applied. These devices frequently can be
made to exhibit gain due to minority-carrier trapping at controlled defect sites. When
this occurs, excess majority carrier current will flow until the trapped minority carriers
are neutralized. For the most part, U-VI compounds such as ZnS, SnSe, CDS, CdSe, and
CdTe have been used as photoconductive detectors. Control of the doping level, trap type,
and distribution is criticdl if reproducible results are to be obtained.
} The gain mechanism itself provides a limitation on useful performance, Since the gain is
achieved by a trapping process, changes in input light level will not be manifested until
trapped carriers are ejected and swept out or neutralized. High gain, however, requires
long trapping lifetimes so that these devices tend to have slow response times. This is
particularly acute at low light levels. The dark current in photoconductors is predominant
ly due to majority carriers. Since this current sets the low--level threshold for detection,
suppression of dark current can be achieved by reduction of the doping level or cooling,
both of which reduce the number of majority carriers available for recombination with
trapped minority carriers which increases trapping lifetimes. in reality, the behavior of
trapping lifetime with temperature or doping level may be considerably more complicated,
depending on the energy level of the trap in the forbidden band and the capture cross sect-
ions for both types of carrier. In general, however, speed of response becomes an in-
creasing problem as detection threshold is reduced.
Noiseless gain has been achieved in special forms of electronographic cameras, however,
an electronographic camera does not lend itself to computer compatible readout from
an automated satellite in orbit. Therefore part of the research problem for the high
resolution photon counting detector is to provide appropriate digital accumulation and
readout of the resultant frame for each stabilized observation period.
One of the options proposed by Fred Schaff of Westinghouse suggests the following approach.
a) Achieve the current diode density of 4 x 10 6 diodes per square inch used with
SIT/EBS sensors in a back illuminated, thinned CCD or CID,
b) Design the above device to either 25 or 50 millimeter squared chips with registers,
amplifiers, etc., masked on the back of the chip to allow edge butting on all four si
c) Assemble 100 25-millimeter square or 25 50--millimeter square chips on a stiffened
auxiliary surface.
(continued on page 5)
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7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: (Cont'd)
d) Use Item (c) in direct photon--in mode for 20, 000 x 20, 000 array with silicon
spectral capability.
e) Process in space a 500 x 500 millimeter photocathode on the desired surface and
mount in a proximity focused mode on the array of Item C, and operate unenclosed
relying on the sj=e vacuum. This retains the 20, 000 x 20, 000 element resolution
but adds essentially noise free gain of 3000 to 5000 with a variety of spectral re-
sponses as a fund= -)n of the photocathode/faceplate combination.
f) True photon counting requires sufficient gain to allow a single photon event to stand
out above all noise sources. Since most noise sources are a function of bandwidth
and, in turn, bandwidth is dependent on frame time and number of resolution
elements, an exact value of required gain cannot be specified but is generally above
105
 for a reasonable system. This would then require additional stages in addition
to the detector of Item (e) which could be achieved in a single stage with micro
channel plate intensifiers if channel size can be reduced to the 12 micron, or smaller
size of the diode array.
g) The combination of dynamic range of >10 7
 and 20, 000 x 20, 000 picture elements
requires 4 x 108
 words at 24 bits per word, or 9.6 x 10 9
 total storage which, in
itself, represents an improvement in the state-of-the-art for memory systems in
space. Using the sensor as a photon.-counter requires only 2 bits per picture elemeen
per frame, but the rate of photon arrivals for all but the dimmest objects requires
Lame times in the order of fractions of seconds to perhaps 10 seconds. This would
require real time computations on the order of 80 megabits per second at the 10
second frame time or higher.
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8. TECIiNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Suppression of spurious photon counts, background or thermal noise
b. Deviation of focused surface from ideal flat images plane.
e. Quantum efficiency versus selected spectral bands.
d. Methods for data readout in reasonable time, preferable less than exposure time per
sampled frame
e.. Metric and photometric stability.
f. Current devices have a poor dynamic range.
g.. Necessity for processing immediately at the detector.
h. Need for noiseless gain.
A, more detailed discussion of some possible technical problems follows:
Avalanche multiplication often, degrades the frequency response of a photodio.de
 due to the
feedback effect of the multiplication process. If both electrons and holes cause ionization,
the duration of a current pulse will increase with multiplication. In general, a distribu-
tion of ionization lengths and tunes exists, and the pulse will cut off only when all car-
riers. are finally swept from the field region.. The pulse has,. in the meantime, increased
in length.
Alternatively IF(W, a )] 2 ' has been degraded and becomes C r(w,a, M)], a decreasing
function of the avalanche gain, M. If the electron and hole ionization rates is somewhat
different. The frequency response of the diode will degrade by a factor of two at most
but a large increase in detector gain bandwidth product is possible This is only true if
(continued on. page 7)
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8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS (Cont'd)
the carrier with the largest ionization raise initiates the avalanche. The frequency depend-
ence of the avalanche gain itself is absorbed into a factor [M(w )] 2 multiplying [F( w, a, M)] 2.
In principle, the signal--to-noise ratio is substantially independent of gain when the ionization
coefficients are grossly disparate. (a= absorption coefficient)
The underlying assumption regarding photodetectors with more than one ncise source
present is that no correlation exists between the noise sources, so that their respective
noise "currents" maybe added in quadrature. The four noise sources considered here
axe Johnson (thermal) noise, shot noise, i f noise, and avalanche multiplication noise.
Bulk generation-recombination noise is frequently found in photoconductors and is generally
equal in magnitude to the shot noise but does not contribute in junction devices. While all
noise sources have a frequency dependence, particularly at high frequencies, the low-
frequency case (w<11r) will be assumed here for simplicity. (The following noise dis-
cussions are repeated here for convenience only; they are credited to NMAB287, Materials
for Radiation Detection, Jan. 1974, National Academy of Sciences/National Academy of
Engineering.
Johnson. Noise -- Solid-state detectors, photomultipliers, and vidicon camera tubes
generally have associated with them a load resistor across which a signal voltage is
developed by the device output current. While not part of the detector itself, the load
resistor is frequently a limitation on the performance of the detector package. Further,
in some detectors, series resistance in the detector itself may influence device perfor-
mance. In both cases, random thermal motion of carriers through the material gives
rise to fluctuations in the current. The mean square noise current is then given by:
(i	 = 4 Raf 	 Equation 5.5
where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature, M is the measurement
bandwidth, and R is the value of the load or series resistance. (JN =Johnson noise)
Morton has pointed out that a deliberate or parasitic capacitance, C, in a photodi.ode
circuit may limit its performance as a photon counter. In conjunction with the diode
load resistance, R, the bandwidth Af =1/RC or R = I/ CA f . In these terms, Equation
(5.5) becomes:
4e( kT C) A f2
	
Equation 5.6
(continued on page 8)
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8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: (cont'd)
Shot noise -- In solids it is possible for the density of carriers to fluctuate about the
steady-state value. Such fluctuations occur in the emission of electrons by a cathode or
the arrival of photons at the surface of the detector. In all cases, the mean square shot
noise current associated with a current, I, is given by:
N
-^-- 2 ' = 2eIAf ,	 Equation 5.7N ^
	
(SN = shot noise)
where a is the electron charge. The current, I, includes both signal and dark current.
Photons at a specific wavelength, h, with the flux 0 0 photons/cm. 2 _sec, are converted
into signal electrons with the efficiency n (A). Consequently, fluctuations in 00 will be
reproduced in the signal current but will correspond to the reduced arrival rate 	 The
signal current used in Equation 5.6 for a detector of axea A is then:
I M ell (AQA , Equation 5.8
Darla current in semiconductor diodes (including photocathodes) arises from either
thermal generation across the gap or through impurity centers (traps) with energies
located within the forbidden band. In p-n junctions, the generation--recombination process
tapes place primarily within the junction depletion region. The current due to bandgap
generation outsido the depletion region is given by:
E z n.z
I = e n}
	
t5A,	 Equation . 9
T 	 NA
n
where contributions from the n-type side of the junction have been suppressed and the
diode is assumed to be heavily reverse biased. Dn and Tn are the diffusion constant and
lifetime respectively of electrons in the p-type region, ni the intrinsic carrier density, an
NA the acceptor doping density. The trap generation current, Ig, is found from the ex-
pression:	 n W
I =
g	
e 
T.
- i
—^ A ,	 Equation 5.10
e
where W is the width of the depletion region. Te is the effective electron lifetime due to
traps in the depletion layer and varies inversely with trap density.
It is important to note that generation--recombination current increases with the width of
the depletion region and the inclusion of more trapping centers. Since the carrier densi-
ties are suppressed due to sweep-out by the field, only the generation process is signifi-
cant with the trap alernately emitting electrons and holes as indicated above.
The shot noise current contributed by these processes is then given by:
	
D a p .2	 n W .
iSN j = 2e2A Eq + {	 + -1	 Aft	 Equation 5.11
	
It
	 A<	 Te 	 (continued on, page 9).
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8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
	
(cont'd
if
 Noise - The surface ef the detector material, particularly near a junction may con-
tribute a separate noise current, one source of which is generation-recombination events
due to surface states. The noise current can be represented by:
2
= $I L1f{ i fz	 f 	 Equation 5.12
where B is an empirical constant, Suppression of this source of noise is critically
dependent on the passivation of the detector surfaces and consequently is strongly related
to the materials technology available for a particular material.
Avalanche Multiplication Noise - Current amplification by avalanche multiplication is
an internal secondary "emission" process and as such is subject to fluctuations in the
mean carrier gain per incident carrier, the multiplication factor M. This process then
gives rise to an additional noise current
i;2 = 2eIM3 Af.	 Equation 5.13
When electron and hole ionization rates are related, (X p - kcxn) McIntyre has shown
that	 ,
''	 2
2eIM3 1 - 1 »k M-1 Equation 5.^ ;2^	 (	 ) ^ M 	 ^ Ix f,	 I.^
for injected electron current.
A special case of the diode noise treatment is the negative affinity photocathode, which
should exhibit no avalanche noise since the fields are insufficient to support avalanche
multiplication. It is doubtful if either thermal noise or 1/f noise would be present in the
photoemission. Consequently, the noise current from this device will be the sum of con-
tributions given in Equation (5.12) from the photon flux and carrier generation in the
bulb and the surface band-bending (depletion) region. The relative contributions to
dark current and total noise currents in negative affinity photocathodes were treated
by Bell, who concluded that generation currents from the band-bending region and surface
states would dominate the dark current.
As in the case of detectors in the far infrared, a figure of merit can be defined for these
detectors. The ideal detector is limited in performance only by shot noise in the in-
coming photon signal. The signal-to--noise ratio can them be written as:
12	 q^ A	 `n 1' A
S _ s	
- ,_. a 	 ^
N - 2eI of	 2 p f `'	 2hvAf
s
where Equatio= by (D is the input power(5.7) and F5.8) have been used and P	 o	 p p	 ty0
with photon energy hv. The threshold power PT is defined far S/N = 1 as:
(continued out page 10)
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2hv
	
z
z'T -	 A	 Qi (SVatts/cm)
from which the noise equiv: ,.ent power (NE P) is given by:
NEp PT^---I----- _ 2hv (Q i)2 (watts/Hza )
	
(^ f)z	
q
and the limiting detectivity DL becomes
*	 z	 n =quantum efficiency,
D	 a	 A a	 electrons emitted perL ; A	 ; _}-- Q f (cm--Hz /watt),
	 incident photon.
	
NE, P	 2hv
For wmanple, at le.V( v- 1.2 µm), a detector with 100 percent quantum efficiency and an
area of 7 cm2 feeding a 1 Hz bandwidth has a D*L = 3 x 10 18
 em-Hzz/watt. Real detector
efficiencies will be less than 100 percent due to -reflection, absorption, and transport
losses and will result in redaction in the measurable D* even if other noise sources can
be neglected. At wavelengths beyond 1. 2 gum, the blackbody background becomes the
limiting factor with a resultant decrease in D* L , Also as v 4 m, D L , } 0 as is
from the above definition.
The reader is advised that D L defined here differs fiom that used in the infrared in that
it is not independent of area and bandwidth.
Real detectors seldom have efficiencies approaching unity unless gain is present in the
detector itself (photoconductors or avalanche diodes). A detector with 10 percent intrinsic
efficiency (without gain)  can have unity effi.ci:ency at its terminals if gain .is present. How-
ever, in many applications (imaging, photon counting) such a detector has irretrievably
lost 90 percent of the available information. For this type of detector, high quantum
efficiency is imperative regardless of the current gain available or its location in the
system.
The material parameters limiting detector performance can easily be identified. The
reflection and absorption coefficients are functions of the band structure, temperature,
and, near the absorption edge, the impurity density. The reflection from the input
surface can be minimized by an antireflecticn coating.
The parameters z and 
.{i in most semiconductors of practical.inte-rest are adversely
affected by the defect density in the materials. The mobility is reduced by increasing
scattering from dislocations, grain boundaries., vacancies, and impurity centers as
material quality is reduced. These same defects result in shorter carrier lifetimes by
acting as recombination centers when they appear in the bulk of the material and as dark
current generators when in a depletion layer.
I	 (continued on page 11)
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8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: (coat'd)
The effect of surfaces is similar. Surface states arise in, part, due to a discontinu4ty
in the material resulting in local surface strain and accompanying defect states. Growth
of a detector material onto a substrate has a similar effect if the mechanical properties
(lattice parameters and thermal coefficients of expansion) do not properly match. Extra
states can be added, due to interaction with the environment, by adsorption of or chemical
reaction with foreign atoms. Controlled treatment of surfaces with foreign substances
(passivation) can reduce or compensate surface states. The surface can act as a sink for
both minority and majority carriers and as a source of extraneous noise. In addition to
pure chemical or material treatment, it is possible in junction devices to provyuc an
encircling junction or contact that is independently biased to p, yevent surface leakage from
reaching the output junction. Similarly, if a passivation material is used, it is possible
to deposit an encircling electrode on the passivator to further suppress leakage with the
passivator. Surface breakdown of avalanche diodes has been suppressed by diffusing
an encircling junction (guard ring) contiguous with the detector junction but at a lower
doping density so that surface fields are always much lower than in the bulls.
Dark current is a potentially major limitation for low-input-power levels and narrow-
bandgap detectors if the output of the detector must be directly coupled to the amplifier
or readout device. In this case, the operating temperature of the detector is reduced until
an adequate ratio of signal to noise is obtained at the lowest input-power levels likely to be
encountered, or other limitations are encountered. In depletion layer devices such as
fast photodiodes or avalanche photodiodes, the dark current decreases as kT/2 due to the
trap generation process and increases linearly with depletion layer width and the trap
density. This implies that the temperature will have less effect on dark current than in
the case of bulk generation, so that reduction of trap density is necessary to provide low
dark currents. A simple numerical example will illustrate the magnitude of the difficulty
involved. In a silicon diode at room temperature 10 12 traps/cm3 with energies at midgap
will result in a dark current density of approximately 10 nanoamps/cm 2 for a depletion
layer width of 10 p,m. Lower trap densities than this strongly push the state of the art in
the materials.
Note: (As noted before the noise problem is stressed in order to provoke development
of concepts with a high probability of minimizing spurious responses and noise. The
reader is invited to modify, delete, and replace portions of the preceding discussion
in order to clarify the technology problem).
t
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9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. Electromagnetically focused image intensifier such as being developed for AS-03-3,
AS-13-A. Deep Sky UV Survey Telescope. (Wide field electronographic camera).
b. An array of electronic cameras, segmenting or splitting high resolution field into
zones. (However, tends to have different response per camera, making small
differences difficult to detect.)
c. Bimat film with densitometer readout; combination of film images in deasitometer
output form on the ground.
d. Electrostatic camera tubes.
e. To achieve the gain required for photon counting, electron gain is required in the
sensor. To achieve this and maintain the resolution requires either channel plate
multipliers or multiple stages of electromagnetic focused intensifiers. The first
would require 4:1 or greater reduction in channel size to perhaps 5 microns dia-
1 Teter. The latter would increase focus power requirements by the square of the
diameter increase resulting in increase from the 50 watts of the 50 x 50 min SEC/
Orthicon to 5 kw for a 500 x 500 mm son ar per stage.
f. Shot noise of para. 8 can also come from the thermionic cathode and may or may
not be the dominant noise source in a scanned integrating target sensor. Also, the
ultimate noise performance of solid state devices such as buried channel CCD's is
still to be determined.
g. Equation 5.6 is given as proportional to C 2 A 0 by several references including
L. D. Miller of R. C. A. in Photoelectronic Imaging Devices, Volume 1, Plenum
Press, 1971. This form has been experimentally verified and has obvious implic-
atians on the requirements of selecting	 --_	 °^ - _ ^.^., _^a --- '.-4 --
elements to maximize signal to noise by
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10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
a. W74-70369 Astronomical Sensors and Imaging Systems for Large Space Telescopes,
Lawrence Dunkelman, GSFC, 301-982-4988.
b. W74-70353 (502--23-32) Astronomical Sensors and Imaging Systems for Large Space
Telescope.
c. Contract No. NAS--5-20069 Large High Resolution Integrating TV Sensor for Astro-
nomical Applications, GSFC.
d. W74-70358 (502--23--32) Automated Data Handling Techniques and Components, GSFC,
D. H. Schaefer, (301)982-5184.
t
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Provide means for compensating for relative shifts between guidance focal plane and
high resolution camera focal plane to minimize angular shifts during total exposure
period.
b. If successive readout and superposition of images used in photon counting mode,
image registration to 0.1 pixel.
c. Angular stability during exposure, preferably to 0.1 of resolution element or pixel;
at least to one resolution element; enables better and more accurate photon counting
per spatial element.
d. Selectable bandpass filter, adjustable from 0.1. nm to 10 nm at any wavelength.
e. Parallel photon counters with a dynamic range of 10 7 are needed for each element of
the 20, 000 by 20, 000 pixel detector array. A very large, real time, digital
computer is required for this purpose and, to be usable, both the sensor readout and
the computer cycle time must be sufficiently fast so as to ensure a less than 1.0°10
probability of a photon event per picture element per frame from the object under
observation.
tf
i
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12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM	 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TE CI^NOLOGY
1. Tech. & Parametric
Trades Analysis
2. Design & Construction
of Feasibility Model
3. Feasibility Tests & Eva
4. Design & Construction
of Full. Scale Model	 +
5. Sortie Flight Tests (Partial Coverage
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)	 p	 g
2.	 Devl/Fab (Ph. D)	 e" to	 a 'a
3. Operations*	 U
3	 _ 	 T2	 #'	 4TH..	 +^
4.	 d+
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE	 'I'	 TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES	 T1	 TJT3	 T3 T2 ;T2 T2 T2 T2 T2 T2 T2	 17
T4	 4	 T4 T3
14. REFERENCES:
a. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Automated Payloads, Level A Data, PD,
NASA M 3FC, July 1974.
b.	 Sunmarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sor ge Payloads, Level A Data, PD,
NASA MSFC, July 1974.
c. NMAD, 287, Materials for Radiation Detection, National Materials Advisory Board,
Jan. 1974, pages 79 thru 98.
Legend:
= Flight utilized, Sortie flights.
o	 = Flight not utilized; advanced development results available for later flights.
T1 = AS-03-S, Deep Slay UV Survey Telescopes
T2 = AS-04-S, Im Diffraction Limited UV Optical Telescope
T3 = AS-01--A, Large Space Telescope (Instr. may not be used in initial LST flight)
T4 = AS-14-A, im UV Optical Telescope
Different payloads require different size detectors.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
5. coMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN TILE LABORATORY.
1. BASK PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 S, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAF"F ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBF. PHENOMENA.
	 g, ;1 +nFT. TESTED 'i SPACE ENWRONAI£NT.
3. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL E CPERIAiENT
	
8. N£W cAPABIL1Tx DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
 OR CfIARACTERIS?It' DEhIQNSTRATED,
	
B, RELIABILITY U13 ORADING OF AN OPERATIONALMODEL,
1i;G., 1LIr1TIiRIAi., CCtiA'PO'IENT, ETC.	 10. LIFETLNM EXTENSIO ,4 OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
OR ivIATf1EAiATICAL MODEL,OPERATIONAL 11ODEL.
4, PERTINENT FUNCTION
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 9-2.20
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Visible UV Polarimeter PAGE 1 OF 4
Improved circular and linear polarization sensitivity and resolution
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensor
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Measure linear and circular polarization
to 1% at a number of wavelengths between 0.13 and um of source brightness of < my = 2
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Polarization at source brightness of m 	 20 has been
measured to about_ 10%.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
According to Perkin Elmer Report No. 9500: Polarizers which provide an undetate
beam such as the Rochon or Senarmont prisme , a pile of plates l , or mirror systems'
offer advantages in the techniques of detection and measurements. n These advantages
relate to the fact that the polarizer can be rotated while the detector remains fixed, all
without the use of auxiliary reflectors.
For internal calibration purposes a Lyot--type depolari2er0 should be flipped in the
beam between the telescope output and the polarizing prism. A Lyot depolarizer con-
sists of two retardation plates, one twice the thickness of the other, with the axis of one
oriented at a 45- degree angle to that of the other. The depolarization is effective if the
plates are thick enough to provide a 20077° change in the retardation angle for changes in
defined by the bandwidth. The Lyot depolarizer is not effective in monochromatic
light.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE--A, [] A, [] B, E] C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. During the past decade the measurement of polarization has become increas-
ingly important in stellar astronomy. These measurements are usually made because
of their usefulness in establishing the presence and nature of magnetic fields - either
the general field of the galW or extragalactic nebulae or more restricted fields, such
as that found in the Crab Ndbula or in M87a.
b. Benefiting payloads are AS-04-S, 1 m Diffraction Limited Visible/UV
Telescope and AS-01-A, Large Space Telescope, with which the polarimeter may be
used in space.
C.	 The polarization measurements will enable better analysis of stellar
atmospheres and Sntersteller dust clouds.
d.	 While tests in the laboratory are indicative final tests will be with a 1 meter
telescope for a sortie flight in space. For initial technology verification an Aries rocket
launch can be used.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. C--2.20
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Visible UV Polarimeter	 PAGE 2 OF
Tm. roved circular and linear polarization sensitivity and resolution
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: According to Perkin Elmer Report No. 9800
Only polarimeters in the range of wavelengths from Q.13µ to 1.0Ft will be consider-
ed. Because of the special nature and severity of the problems relating to wavelengths
below 0.13µ , they will not be dealt with here.
Piles of plates or mirror systems, because of their inefficiencies, vAlll not be con-
sidered because of recent developments in a 'double' Rochon prism f. This prism con-
sists of MgF2 crystals and is good for the range 0.13y to 0. 30µ . A double Rochon canbe fabricated more easily and has a smaller optical path which allows less absorption
loss.
For the wavelength range 0. 30 p to 1.0 ^t , calcite is a good material. It has ahigh bi-refringence and consequently higher prism angles, which make for easier fab-
rication. The transmission is good for the whole range (0.311 to 1.0µ ). For color
polarimetry it is desirable to provide five band pass filters, equally spaced in 1/A ,
that is, filters centered at: 0.322, 0.379, 0.463, 0.500 and 0.813 microns, all of half-
width 0.47 recriprocal microns.
Measurements may be carried out with any one of the five filters or with the Lyot
depolarizes.
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Filters for the range 0.I3µ to 0.3µ are difficult to mak and require develop-
ment. Metal dielectric types have been made by Bates and Bradley{, and by Baumeisterl.
b. Polarization by switch mirror or offset optics.
c. Telescope mirror coatings as well as telescope mirror surface finishes and
contours.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. Any asymmetry introduced by the coating process will cause substantial polari-
zation errors. If the evaporation sources do not provide enough symmetry under static
conditions, the mirror must be rotated during evaporation. The evaporation times axe very
short so that high speed rotation would be needed. This requirement is relaxed if the
asymmetry is periodic and of many periods in the course of 1 revolution.
b. Polarization Filters of Technology Req. C2.22 plus improved photon
detector of Technology Requirement C-2.19.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
a. W74-70658 (188-78-56) Design, Analysis and Evaluation of the Large Space
Telescope Optical Instrument System, GSFC. A. B. Underhill, (Ph: 301-982-,5101)
b. W74-70633 (185-50-63) Theoretical Studies on Neutron Stars and Gravitational
Waves, Goddard Institute for Space Studies, New York, V. M. Canuto (Ph: 212-866-3200)
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Flip on switch mirror compensation. The flip mirror should be compensated
for by another mirror using the same incidence angle as the flip mirror but with its plane
of incidence normal to that of the flip mirror. Electronic compensation is out of the ques=
tion because the amount of correction is far greater than the polarization to be observed.
7-158
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. C-2.20
1. TirCIINOLOGY REQUITIDMl?NT (TITLE): Visible UV Polarimeter PAGE 3 OF	 4
Improved circular and linear polarization sensitivity and resolution.
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 1 77 1 76 79 80 81 1 82 83 84 1 85 1 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Trades & Theoretical
Analysis
2. Prelim. Design of Exp.
Model
3. Fabrication of Exp.
Model
4. Laboratory Test &
Evaluation
5. In Space Tests & T •Evaluation
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
4
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3 . Operations
4. T2 't-
_
^ TE -f
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NE ED DATE TOTAL
,I, r T2 TI TI TI Tl T2 Tl , TI 11NUMBER OF LAUNCHES Tl
14. REFERENCES:
a. Hiltner, W.A. , ed.: Astronomical Techniques, University of Chicago Press, 1962,
Chapter 10.
b. Greenberg, J. Mayo, Meltzer, A.S.: Astrophysical Journal, Vol. 132, 1960.
c. Coyne, G. V . , Gehrels, T.: Astronomical Journal. Vol. 71, No. 6, June, 1966,
pp. 355-363. (Continued on page 4)
LEGEND:
• = Sortie Operations
- = Automated Operations
T =Technology
T1 = AS-04-S, 1m Diffraction Limited. UV Optical Telescope.
T2 = AS-01-A, Large Space Telescope (Instrument may not be used in initial LST flight)
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
6. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED,
	 6. RIODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORA FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONNIENT.
3. THEORA TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 8. NEW CAPA131LITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MIATHEM1ATICAL MIODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL,
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CRARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	 9. RELIABILITY UPGRADINC OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	 10. LIFETWE EXTENSION OF AN OI•I:RATION:a-. MODEL.
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1]EFMTION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C-2.20
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Visible UV PolarimeterpGE 4 OF 4
Improved circular and linear polarization sensitivity and resolution
14. REFERENCES (Continued)
d. Gehrels, T., and Teska, Thomas M.: Applied Optics., Vol. 2, No. 1, January 1063,
pp. 67-77.
e. Steinmetz, D. L., Phillips, W. G., Wirick, M., and Forbes, F. F.: Applied Optics.
Vol. 6, No. 6, June 1967, pp. 1001-1004,
f. Bird, G. R., Shurcliff, W. A. Shurcliff, J.: J. Opt. Soc Amer. Vol, 37, No. 818,
pp. 235--237.
g. Perkin Elmer Engineering Report 9800, Large Telescope Experiment Program,
Apr. 24, 1970.
h. Walker, William C.: Applied Optics. Vol. 3, No. 12, December 1964, pp. 1457--1459.
i. Rosenbaum, G., Feurerbacher, B., Godwin, R. P., Skibowski, M.: Applied Optics,
Vol. 7, No. 10, October 1968, pp. 1917-1920.
j. Hamm, R. N., MacRae, R. A., Aralcaw'a, E. T.: J. Opt. Soc. Amer. Vol. 55,
No. 11, November 1965, pp. 1460-1463.
0
k. Bates, B. and Bradley, D. J.: Interference Filters for the far UV (1700A to
2400), J. Appl. Opt. Vol. 5 No. 6, p. 971, June 1966.
1. Baumeister, P. W., Costich, V. R., Pieper, S. C.: Paper WB11, Pres. Opt, Sac.
Amer., October 7, 1964.
m. Hiltner, W. A., ed.: Astronomical Techniques, University of Chicago Press, 1962,
Chapter 10.
n. Pernicone, C. V . , Hemstreet, H. S., Patrictc, K. W.; Arizona Photopolarimeter
Telescope -- OAO, Vol. 1, Perkin-Elmer Engineering Report No. 8527 (I),
October G6, 1966.
o. Billings, Bruce H.: J. Opt. Soc. Amer. Vol. 41, No. 12, December 1951, pp. 966-5
p. Steinmetz, D. L., Phillips, W. G. , Wirick, M., and Forbes, F . F.: Applied Optics.
Vol. 6, No. 6, June 1967, pp. 1001--1004.
q. Astronomical Techniques by W. A. Hittner, pages 107 to 125, Chapter 5 on Measuremenj
of Stellar Magnetic Fields by H. W. Babcock, Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories,
1962.	 1
it
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JDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 N6. C--2.21
] . TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Large Photocathode 	 PAGE 1 OF 5
Electrographic Camera; lmproved resolution., higher sensitivity at
selected wavelengths in 100 to 400 nm range, wig. long wavelength cutoff.
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: SengiQrs
.3. OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Development of magnetically focused
electrographic camera capable of 5 to 10 micrometer resolution over a 200nm
diameter field.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART.. Electronoaraphic cameras have produced
10 micrometer resolution over a 100 mm field.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Electronic cameras evolving from the initial Tlallemand electronic camera (Lallemand,
Duchesne, and Waller, 1960) to the electrouographic cameras produced by George R.
Carruthers for use with 70 mm film provide the technology base for development of a larger
magnetically focused electrographic camera. The desired electrographic camera
converts a UV image at a 200 mm or larger photocathode into a photoelectron image which
is accelerated by voltage through a magnetic field (up to 20000 gauss with a super con-
ducting magnet) to an electron sensitive emulsion.
Several wavelength bands are being considered. one at 220 nm, one at 150 nm, and one
including LymauAlpha.Subarc second angular resolution over a 5° diameter field is
desired assuming a focal length of 25 meters.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE-A, q A, q B, q C/D
G. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. Resolution and sensitivity are a function of the angular, spectral, and intensity resol-
ution capabilities of the wide field telescope and the electrographic camera. (See
Page 3, Technology Options.)
b. The payloads benefiting from the development of the electrographic camera include-
AS-03-S, Deep Sky Survey Telescope; AS-13-A, UV Survey Telescope; AS--31-5,
Combined AS-01, -03, -04, -05-5. An earlier payload AS-42-S Var UV Electro-
graphic Schmidt Camera/Spectrograph could also benefit.
c. The electrographic camera technology development will enable direct imaging of
unreddened BO stars to my = 21, my = 11 with objective grating and 0.1nm spectral
resolution and my = 17 with objective grating and 10 nm spectral resolution in
IS minutes exposures.
The camera in conjunction with a 0.75 m to 1 m UV Survey Telescope will deter
measure cosmic sources rich in UV radiation, moasure properties of interstel
media, provide uniform UV reference data (magnitudes & spectra), enable stud
wide angle diffuse sources, and provide updating and a UV complement tc
Palomar Sky Survey. (See continuing discussion on Page 2 )
TO BE CARRIED TO LEI
7-16.1
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F - —DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NOo C-2.21
. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE), Large Photocathode 	 PAGE 2 Or 5
Electrographic Camera; Improved resolution, higher sensitivity, at
selected wavelengths in 100 to 400 mm range, with long wavelength cutoff.
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS: (Continued)
C. (Continued)
Both Deep Sky Survey Telescope and 1 Meter Diffraction — Limited
Telescope will benefit by the increased information storage capacity
4 x 708 pixels /field dia. of this detector which will be 4 times greater
than that of existing electrographs. Such a detector is ideally mated to
the ability of the Deep UV telescope to pi:oduce better than l arc sec images
over a 50 field diameter and to the ability of the 1 meter diffration-limited
telescope to produce 0. 2 arc sec images over a t o field.
Photographic film already has this information storage capability but the
electrographic camera has several additional advantages:
(1) Greater quantum. efficiency by a factor of at Least 10 (this is a critical
factor).
(2) Greater resolution thus making possible a more compact, less
rnasswe telescope.
(3) Long w tvelength cutoff which eliminates noise effects from solar
radiation in optical wavelengths.
(4) A linear response curve over broader density ranges which allows
easier conversion of the data to intensities and also gives a greater
dynamic range.
d. Although some testing can be accomplished in the laboratory or the ground,
final testing is expected in orbit on a shuttle sortie mission. Initial
laboratory tests by 1976 should indicate feasibility. An experimental smaller
model may be flown on an Aries rocket to deomonstrate technology.
j
I
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I	 DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 Noy C-2.21. I
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Large Photocathode	 PAGE 3 OF 5
Electrographic Camera; Improved resolution, higher sensitivity, at
selected wavelengths in 100 to 400 mm range, with long wavelength cutoff.
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The electrographic cameras utilize UV to electron conversion., acceleration
of photo electrons to strike a photographic emulsion instead of a phosphor.
For each photoelectron, several grains in the emulsion become exposed.
As mentioned before, the technique dates back to 1960 and the concept back to
1936. However, new techniques such as better photocathodes and means of
obtaining stronger and more uniform magnetic focusing or guiding fields open
the way for improved performance. Since photoelectrons accelerated from
the photocathode produce identifiable tracks on the nuclear or equivalent film,
the device may be used for counting electrons, and indirectly photons.
Magnetically-focused and electrostatically focused image tube options exist.
The image quality of magnetically focused image tubes is generally superior to
that of electrostatically focused types. However, magnetically focused types
require an external, cylindrical focusing coil or a permanent magnet and the
voltage applied to the tube should be well regulated and filtered. As a result
magnetically focused image tubes are normally heavier and more complex than
those using electrostatic focus. But a 200 mm diameter electrostatically
focused camera is very difficult to make.
When the magnetic field is increased to about 20000 gauss, such as in a small
super--conducting magnet, the photoelectrons tend to follow the magnetic field
lines arranged to extend uniformly from the photocathode to the film or output
image phosphor. Consequently very little degradation would occur in the UV
photon to photoelectron conversion, and acceleration process. The photocathode
surface can be selected to match the telescope optical surface without degradation of the
electron image.
For non£ilm. alternatives at the output image plane, silicon, or other charge
coupled devices have developed into the most promising approach to solid state
imaging. The basic feasibility has been demonstrated for small numbers of
image elements at correspondingly low scan rates. Some problem with surface
states with Life times near the inverse of the line scan frequency tend to
reduce transfer efficiencies. Unless a technological breakthrough occurs,
image resolution and acceptability will be compromised. (Picture elements
per frame are currently less than 106 , vs 108 10 4 x 108 for the advanced electrographic
camera.)
I
7-163
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. C-2.21.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Lage Photocathode 	 PAGE 4 OF 5
Electrographic Camera, Improve resol
r
ution., higher sensitivity, at
selected wavelengths in 100 to 400 mm range, with long wavelength cutoff.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Non uniform deposition of a 200 mm photocathode is biggest problem.
b. The quality of electron focus on the nuclear emulsion limits resolution and is
the 2nd largest problem.
c. The ideal electrographic camera writes directly on film but requires access
for loading and unloading film.
d. Interaction with other payload elements in AS-31-S.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. Multistage, fiber optically coupled, electrostatically focused image
intensifiers, (However, these have greater threshold noise and are
very difficult to make in 200 aram size.)
b. UV-to-electron converter/microchannel plate/output phosphor combinations
for direct writing on film.
c. LTV-to-electron converter/microchannel (Chevron) plate and charge coupled
device (CCD) detector array. (Gains between 104 - 107)
d. Magnetically focused image intensifier (165 mm dia, phosphor feeds fiber
optics to enable contact film recording. )
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
W74-70369, Astronomical Sensors and Imaging Systems for Large Space
Telescopes, Lawrence Dunkleman, 301-982-4988, GSFC.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
11. P2LATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Internal Electrographic camera contamination/ vacuum control.
b. Nuclear radiation suppression (protons, electrons, bremmstrahlung,
and secondaries). (However, intense magnetic fields may provide
magnetic shield effect around electrographic camera.)
c. Deep Sky Survey Telescope (0. 75 to 1m dia), resolution better than
0. 5 arc sec.
d. Guiding on 9th magnitude stars to +0,  1 arc seconds stability.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C-2.21
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Lame Photocathode 	 PAGE 5 OF 5
Electrographic Camera; Improved resolution, higher sensitivity, at
selected wavelengths in 100 to 400 mm range, with long wavelength cutoff.
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77178179 08 181182 !! 83 84 85 86 87 88189 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. User Needs Analysis
2. Parametric & Design.
Analysis
3. Prototype Design
4. Lab Tests & Improve
5• Test on Aries rocket
6. Test in Sortie Shuttle
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C) a
2.	 Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations (Primary) TI •T3 s a m . sm 44 0 0 .00 o040
4.	 Alternate T2 M ri, l-
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
'.TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE T TOTAL
NUMBED, OF LAUNCHES TIfi T4 T1 ZT T1 T1 T2 33*
T4 T4 T3 T3 T3 T3 j2T3 Z 3!
14. REFERENCES:
a. Lallemand Electronic Camera, pages 347 to 353, Astronomical Techniques,
edited by W. A. Hiltner, 1962.
b. Conference, Dr. Karl G. Henize with E. S. Saar., Oct. 18, 1974, at JSC.
c. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, MSFC PD, July 1974.
d. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Automated Payloads, MSFC, July 1974.
e. Applications note E20, ITT Electroproducts Div., USN F3361570-C-1826 and -1735
(with improved window and cathode).
Legend:
T1 = AS--03-S. Deers Skv UV Survev Telesco pe	 T = Technology
T2 = AS-13-A, UV Survey Telescope m = Sortie Operations
T3 = AS-31-S, Combined AS-01, -03, --04, -05-S. 	 r = Automated Operations
T4= AS--42-S, Far UV Electrographic Schmi0k'. Camera/Spectrograph
*The automated is a backup for sortie flights. AS-31-S flights may reduce the require-
ments for AS--03--S flights.
15. LEVEL OF STATE Or ART s. COMPONENT Olt 1l MA1JIMAHU ILS160 In 1tSLBVan'1ENWRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY,
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED. 8, BIODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEOItY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PI[ENOMENA. 7. MODEL TESTED IN SWE ENVIRONMENT.
S. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT 8, NEW CAPAIUTATY DLRIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATHEMATICAL MODEL. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, 9. RELIA131LITY UPGRADING OF AN U13ERATI17NAL MODEL,
E.G., MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC. Ill. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN 01TRATIONai, MODEL.
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DEFINITION OF TECIRiOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. -Z. ZZ
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): IR, Visible, UV, XUV PAGE 1 OF 3
Universal Filters; Selectable Pass Bands in each Portion of the
Spectrum, with Low Loss, Constancy of Loss, Accuracy of Loss
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensors
:3. OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide a readily selectable uni-
versal adjustable bandpass filter for each range (IR: one to 10 gm, passband
from 1000 to ti I.m; Visible 0. 1 to 10am passband from 1001 to 400 nm, 0. 1 to
10nm passband from 400 to 90nm; 0. 01 to 1nm passband from 100nm. to 10nm).
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: A transmission filter capable of wavelength
selection between 420 and 700 nm with passband variable from 0. 01 to 0. 06m-n
has been built by Carl. Zeiss, Oberkochen,
West Germany in 1974.
	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Readily adjustable bandpass filters with low loss (less than 257o) are needed
to cover the IR, Visible, UV and XUV spectral ranges to enable band limited
imaging or the equivalent of imaging spectrophotometer. The Carl Zeiss
Company in Germany has produced a prototype universal bi-refringent filter.
Reflective or transmissive techniques are applicable.- Imaging detector
f resolution shall not be degraded more than 0. 5 resolution element.
f
`	 P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE-A, q A, q B, q C/D
6. IIATF )NALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. Electronographic, electronic, and film image detection methods can be
utilized for narrow band spectral imaging or imaging spectrophotometey
in a large number of optical instruments.
b. Payloads that directly benefit include sortie and automated astronomy, solar-
physics, earth observation, earth and ocean physics disciplines. Payloads
with potential benefit are those with imaging requirements in the high energy
astrophysics, atmospheric and space physics and in the planetary and lunar
discipline.
c. Improved filters enable rejection of stray light, analysis of source constituents,
and identification by spectral signatures.
d. Final tests will be accomplished in space on sortie flights.
Initial test will be accomplished on Aries rocket or HEO--B spacecraft.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. C- 2. 22
I. TECHNOLOGY RE QUIREMENT(TITLE): IR., Visible, UV, XUV PAGE 2 OF JI
Universal Filters; Selectable Pass Bands in each Portion of the
S e ctr urn, with Low Loss, Constancy of Loss, -- Accuracy of Loss
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Neutral density transmission filters as wall as advance bi- yefrhigent filters
need to be considered in trades. The universal filter will include program-
mable control to select any of the wavelengths and the passband around the
wavelength within the range of any one of the universal falters. In addition
to the described pass band char acterist-.cs, each universal filter will have
polarization analyzer segments that can be inserted into the light path to
provide magnetically related information.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Imaging with a dynamic range greater than 256 (8 bits).
b. Accountable losses in filter chain, good to 0. 1 magnitude.
c. Mini.mun distortion in optical path.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. Individual filters per instrument.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT;
TBD
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
11 - RELATED TECHNOLOGY RE, QUIREMENTS:
a. Optical Telescope Technology. (See C-1.4)
b. High Resolution, Photon Detector. (See C-2. 19)
ti
k
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C-2. 22
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): IR, Visible, UV, XUV PAGE 3 OF 3
Universal Filters; Selectable Pass Bands in each Portion of the
Spectrum, with Low Loss, Constancy of Loss, Accuracy of Loss
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1.	 Survey & Analysis
of Applications
2.	 Concepts Trades
3.	 Design of Exp.Models per Band
4.	 Fab. of Exp. Models
5.	 Test & Evaluation -
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
1
2.	 Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE, T TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES * 4 4 [. 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1	 52
14. REFERENCES:
a. Universal Birefringent Filter, Carl. Zeiss, Oberkochen, West Germany.
Legend:
T = Technology
*These are the directly benefiting payloads in the astronomy, solar physics, earth
observations and earth and ocean physics disciplines, see paragraph 6b above.
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
s. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
I. WLSIG PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED,
	 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONd1ENT.
2. THEORY FOMIULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT,3. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 g. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATIMMATICAL MODEL. 	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEDIONSTRATED.
	 R. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.	 10. LIF'ETWE EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C-2.23
I '1 E IINO LOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE)- Advanced Atmospheric	 PAGE 1 OF 4
Sensors Group - Improved Area coverage, spatial and spectral resolution, selectivity,
Md meMsurdm-Ren ac
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensors
013JEC'?'IVE/ADVAN-EMENT REQUIRED: Obtain atmospheric and, nution siggatur
data versus location (0.9 to 10 km horizontal/vertical resolution). Improve calibration
accuracy to 0.2%1 for CO2 and I% for other constituents, solar constant oo, emper
attire to + 1.5o
 K.
.3_ UUIdRENT STATE OF ART: Calibration aecuracy 3 to 5% for same constituents; up to
301/6
 for most of the pollution constituents; altitude 2 to 3 km,horizontal curac V 2 to 3
' km.	 </	 HAS BEEN CAR IED TO LEVEL 7
V- 5. DESCitll > TION OF TECHNOLOGY
The advanced atmospheric se'n.sor group will. include an improved ozone/sun polarimeter,
a limb atmospheric composition radiometer, an air pollution sensor, and a high speed
interferometer. Improvements include greater spatial coverage by faster, sequencing of
channels, application of image. motion compensation, better data compression (coding),
improved instantaneous field of view, greater collector area (hence better sensitivity),
relocation and resizing of spectral bands, improvement of detector sensitivities together
with coolers or closed cycle refrigeration. A solar extinction photometer is expected to
be used to obtain data on the complex refractive index and size distribution of atmospher,
is aerosols. A radiative budget monitor will be added to the instrument complement to
I obtain the true atmospheric absorption, independent of and separate from scattering.
} Equipment measurements are needed for particulates.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE-A, q A, q B, ] C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. An improved set of atmospheric sensing (particularly pollution sensing) instruments
can be evolved from currently planned gas filter correlation analyzer, IR correlation
interferometer, IR optical interferometer, photopolarimeter, solar extinction photo-
meter, radiative budget monitor instruments concepts. Considera7ble opportunity exist;
for consolidation and on-board cross correlation.
b. The primary payload benefittig from the development of an advanced atmospheric
sensors garoups is EO-56-A Environmental Monitoring Sate-I'lite. However some
atmospheric sensing instruments w:dl:(W-09-A Synchronctzs Earth Obsemtory
Satellite and EO--08 A Earth Observatory Satel?it4.
c. The advanced set of atmospheric sensors wil enable identif-'=tion rand r:onitoring of
atmospheric pollutants, distribution of ozone, aerosols, mec-cures o27 concentrations
of ozone, nitric oxide, sulphur dioxide, u.'tzic iaefd, nitrog-:n diwdde methane, and
freons as well as measurements of rela-t d at -nospheric coad_iLians.
d. Final proof of achievement of capa):.M- . ^, tee on a sortie or automated space pay-
load against aircraft and balloon me=m ar_aents.
Initial technology needs can be dentonst -rated on an Atlas/Centaur flight.
4
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8
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PR.WMING PAGE BLANK NOT
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. 02.23
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Advanced. Atmospheric 	 PAGE 2 OF 4
Sensors Group - Improved Area coverage, spatial and spectral resolution, selectivity,
and measurement -accuracy
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Existing inst u ent concepts cannot provide all of the required measurements; hence
vigorous development of sensors for identification of atmospheric constituents as well as
improvements in accuracy for measurements of quantity and location of pollutants is needed.
Calibration accuracy should improve from 5%Q to 1%. Instantaneous field of view should im-
prove to enable spatial resolution to 0.9 lm and identification of polluting sources to 15m.
Internal calibration techniques are required on all visible and Ift sensors. Constituent
measurements will. require use of correlation instruments for measurements in the
troposphere.
(Continued on page 3)
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Increased real time data relay capability up to 30Mb/s initially and to 120Mb/s later.
b. Simpler data reduction software and techniques to reduce computational complexity.
c. Faster integration tunes.
d. Decreased instantaneous field of view to help pinpoint source locations.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES;
a. Alternative atmospheric sensing group: gas filter radiometer/correlation interfero-
meter, optical filter radiomejer, IR pressure modulated radiometer, UV/ozone
monitor, solar extinction photometer, radiative budget monitor, photopolarimeter,
THIR iR. Radiometer, and a scanning spectroradio meter.
b. Information comparable to tMt obtained for gaseous pollution should be obtained for
particulate pollution by a complementary set of instruments.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
W74-70426 Atmospheric Pollution Sensing, C. B. Graves, LaRC
W74--70450 Numerical Simulation, Pollution Transport, Eugene S. Love, LaRC
W74-70452 Remote Sensing Techniques for Atmospheric Structure and Surface Condition
Relevant to Meteorology, W. A. Harris, GSFC.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 7
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Increased data handling capability, up to 120Mb/s (on board data processing).
b. Attitude determination to 0.002°; spacecraft position data to - ,g 1.5m. is desirable (at
least 0.3 to 1 Inn is required).
c. Long lifetime, low temperature cooling.
d. Temperature profile correlation methods.
e. Multiple sensor registration of view footprints.
f. Solar energy-and earth albedo monitors.
7~Im!P
!	 V	 III!
I­ 	 ' DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C-2.23
i. TECHNOLOGY RE, QUIREMENT (UTLE): Advanced Atmosuheric PAGE 3 OF -j-
Sensors  Group -Improved Area coverage, spatial and spectral resolution, selectivity,
and measurement accuraev
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS. (Contld)
The ley instruments - the correlation interferometer, the gas filter analyzer, and the
IR interferometer - will certainly be improved over the next several years with the
most improvement being expected in the correlation interferometer and the least in
the IR interferometer. There is certainly opportunity for simultaneous use of a combina-
tion of these instruments. It should be noted that the measurement time is quite different
for these three instruments -- the correlation interferometer being the fastest and the IR
interferometer the slowest. It should also be noted that the signals reaching the instru-
ments and hence their sensitivities are functions of the wavelength, the species burdens,
the atmospheric temperature profile, the surface temperature, the surface reflectivity,
the surface emissivity, and other factors.
Another fundamental capability is provided by the radiative budget monitor (not the Earth
albedo monitor). This instrument can only measure the net radiation flux (or the upward
and downward fluxes the difference of which yields the net flux). This quantity is influenoE
by both physical processes of absorption and scattering from both gases and particulates.
However, the quantity of interest is the true atmospheric absorption., i.e., independent of
and separate from scattering. It is this absorption that determines the atmospheric heath
JPL has developed a true absorption radiometer, an engineering model has been construci
ed, and preliminary test conducted in JPL Is ambient air.
The absorption data provided by the near IR interferometer are usually interpreted
(incorrectly) without regard to the effects of scattering by atmospheric gases and particles.
However, since scattering alone (not absorption) induces polarization in the light field, the
measurement of polarization should in principle enable one to assess the scattering effects.
This information. can be used to both study the scatterers Tor themselves and eliminate
their effects in interferonaetric data. Unfortunately the spectral resolution of the photo-
polarimeter is too coarse compared to that of the interferometer (typically it is 103 times
coarser). What is needed is an interferometer polarimeter that will provide both the
radiance and the polarization with the same spectral resolution. JPL has developed a
prototype model of such an instrument with the help of the University of Arizona.. The first
polarization spectra (wavelength range 0.8 to 2.7 mm, spectral resolution 0.5 cm- 1) of
Venus were obtained with this instrument at the telescopes of Steward Observatory and
Mexican National Observatory (Baja California).
k
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C-2,23
1. TECHNOIOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Advanced Atmospheric 	 PAGE 4 OF 4
Sensors Group - Improved Area coverage, spatial and spectral. resolution, selectivity,and
aurement acc	 a!Dy
12.	 TECHNOLOGY..' REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 1 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 1 86 87 88 1 89 90 91 1 1
TECHNOLOGY
1. Concepts analysis &
trades
2. LaR.0 parametric desiga -
3 . Fabrication of integra-
table experimental, in- I
strlments
4 • Test & Evaluation
5. Planning & Recommen-
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2.	 Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations E1
E24 • E3
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE T TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES E2 ElE2 El.EQ..FL^.12 E2 E1 E1E2 E12 EI E2 E1 B. 	 27E2
E3	 E3	 E3	 2E3	 2E3	 2E314. REFERENCES:
a.	 An Evaluation of Technology Needed for Earth Environment Monitoring (Air and Water),
by Wendell G. Ayers, Dr. David E. Bowkei ; Dr. L. R. Greenwood and Associates at
La.RC, 1974.
b.	 Mudy for Office of Applications of New Instrumentation Initiative for the Environmental
Technology Satellite, LaRC Staff, May 31, 1974.
c.	 Comments from Dr. M. H. Bortner, General Electric, 20 Jan. 1975.
d.	 Comments from Dr. Alain L. Fymat, 3PL, 24 April 1975.
Legend:
T = Technology
= Automated Cperaiaans
El = EO-56-A Environmental Monitoring Satellite
E2 = EO-08-A Earth Observatory Satellite
E3 = EO-09-A S;mchrondus Earth. Observatory Satellite.
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
s. COI4IPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRON51ENT IN THE LARORATORY.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED. 	 S. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONRIIENT.
2. TITEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPA(E ENVIRONMENT.
3, THEORY TESTED 13Y PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 8, NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED I RO M A MUCH LESSER
OR MATHEMATICAL 310DEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION: OR CIIA [IACTERISTIC DMIONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	 30. LIFETME EXTENSION OF AN OI 'I:RATIONIAL t10nEL.
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DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. GE-2.24
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): G-JITTER DETERMINATION PAGE 1 OF 3
I 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To define the G-Jitter environment,
i determine the level expected aboard Spacelab, develop instrumentation for
accurate measurements, and relate it to objectives of proposed experiments.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Some measurements of perturbations were conducted
on Skylab. These should serve as a reference point in the analysis.
-	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 2
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
G-Jitter is defined as an unsteady perturbation to the gravity field
resulting from spacecraft maneuvers and/or mechanical vibrations. A
need exists for determining the environment from which G-Jitter occurs.
A determination of the G-Jitter levels expected aboard the Shuttle .
Space Lab system during planned experimentation must be made. One must
ascertain the potential effects of disturbances on the results and conduc-
tion of typical experiments (ref. 2). Finally, instrumentation must be
developed for accurate measurement of G-Jitter on a continuous basis as
compared to current methods involving back-calculations of questionable
accuracy. G-Jitter levels can render certain 'space experiments worthless.
Electrostatic accelerometers of high sensitivity exist, but their adequacy
in this application has not been evaluated fully.
i
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE-A, [] A, q B, [l C/D
Y	 --
G, RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
The need for the above technology is a part of the LeRC overall program
for convect?on oriented experiments aboard Spacelab. This technology
should not only serve the proposed physics and chemistry experiments, but
will be applicable to many others. The critical parameter which drives
this technology is gravity. A knowledge of its magnitude is essential to
the objectives of all proposed experiments. Its assessment will provide
valuable design information. Without knowledge of the effect of G-Jitter
on the possible experiments, their valid'sty is in question.
,e technology program should include a zero-G test of the measuring
instrumentation aboard an Aerobee vehicle,
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
7-175
DE1 INITION OIL
 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	
NO, GE-2,24
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIR.ENIENT(TITLE): G--J i tier Determination 	 PAGE 2 OF 3
7, TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
One approach would be to measure the position error-signal fluctuations
in. an electromagnetic (RF) positioning device. 	 The test mass within the
positioning device would consist of a low resistivity material..
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
1.	 Can the vibration spectrum of Shuttle 5pacelab be defined locally?
2i.	 Will	 the	 instrumentation be defined	 in a timely way?
3.	 is there sufficient knowledge of vibration 	 induced convection to
define effects accurately?
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES;
Automated free-flying experiments as an alternative to manned Spaceiab,
bowever, many experiments require manned intervention.
10. PLANKED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
LeRC Physics and Chemistry Experiments Program requires the above technology
for insurance that current focused development studies will	 result	 in study
areas that can be handled from an experimental point of view.
RTaP 375-7348
EXPECTED 'UNPERTURBED LE, WEL .3
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS,.
The work being conducted in the Space Processing Discipline concerning elec-
tromagnetic levitatiozi t- rel.evatt to these measurement requirements.. 	 (See
reference no, 44)
7-116
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE IT1;^.1 ; z) i 6 t i i5 7°3 50181 52 S3 S-! k3 SG 5 "r ti5 51} 00 O1
TECHNOLOGY
1. Analyses
2. Math.Model Simulation
3. Instrument Design
4. Instrument 'lest 1
5.
APPLICATION j
1.	 Design (Pli. C)
2.	 Devi/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4. 1
,
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATI,'
3	 3	 3 ` 	3'1	 3
'TOTAL
NLI MER OF LAUNCHES 2 ^3 3 313' 3 32
14. REFERENCES:
1.	 Dodge,	 F. T.; etal:	 Fluid Physics, Thermodynamics, and Neat Transfer
Experiments in Space.	 Final Report of the Overstudy of Committee.
Southwest Research	 Inst., NAS3-17808.
2.	 Gebhart,	 B.:	 Random Convection Under Conditions of Weightlessness.
AiAA J., Vol.	 1,	 pp 380-383,
	
1963.
3.	 Bannister, T. C.	 Grudzka,	 P.	 G.,	 Spradley,	 L.	 W.,	 Bourgeois,	 S. V.,
Nedden, R. 0., and Facemire, 	 B. R.:	 Apollo 17 Neat Flow and Convection
Experiments.	 Final	 Data Analysis Results, NASA TM X-6 1+772, July 1973
4.	 "Design Analysis of Levitation Facility for Space Proce-ssing Applications,'
final Report, Mod. No. 3 to Contract No. NAS-8-29680 (General. Electric
CO.).
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
5. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRON5IENT IN THE LABORATORY.
1. RUIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED. 	 0. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
Y. THEORY FORM MATED TO DESCRIBE PII£NOMENA.
	 T. MODEL TESTED IN S1:AS'E ENVIROMENT.
S. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 a, NEW CAPABILITY DEAN£[) FROM A MUM LESSER
OR MATHEMATICAL MODEL.	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
8. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G.,0 . 	 MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	 10. LIFETWE EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL,
7-177
1i.
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. GE-2.24
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): G-Jitter Determination PAGE 3 OF .3,_,_,
-	 i
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
PRBC MIND PAGE BLMK N'4TI
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. GE-2.25
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Mass Measuring Device PAGE 1 OF
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:	 Sensors
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To develop a mass measuring device
for use in Spacelab scientific experiments where very small masses are
r
involved and high accuracy is required.
Zero ravity mass measuring devices have been
-l. CURRENT STATE OF ART:..„..^...._ g 	
-	
_ 	 ---------
used on Skylab for relatively large masses ( 50 gm)
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 2
5. DESC RIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
A mass measuring device is required for use in Spacelab experiments in
which "weight changes" are normally a principal measurement in normal
gravity experiments. Combustion experiments involving solid or liquid
burning are a good example. Masses as small as one to two grams are
expected. Accuracy of two perceffl , is anticipated.
The currently available systems consist of force-damped devices covering
the range up to 50 gm (Skylab)
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [a PRE-A, q A, q B, Q C/D
6. RAnONALE AND ANALYSIS:
The mass values and accuracies cited in (5) are determined from previous
normal gravity experimentation.
The users of this device would be physics and chemistry experimenters, as
a minimum.. Other potential experiments which might require it would be in
space processing.
The lack of this instrument could eliminate many worthwhile experiments.
Payloads: SSPD No.'s. ST-06S and SF-04S will utilize this technology.
Prototype models should be tested in a drop tower or free-fall
trajectory aircraft test.
Ft
s,
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO.	 GE-2•:!
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Mass Measuring Device	 PAGE 2 OF 3
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Measurement techniques may sense inertia (e.g. translational or
rational acceleration due to a given force) or density/volume, measurements
(e.g. though microwave or x-ray penetration.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
This device must use a technique which does not interact with experiment
processes in a manner which influences experimental. results. 	 For example,
a device which relys on oscillation to measure mass might induce artificial.
convection.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVE,
 Measure mass before and after process, whenever possible.
2.	 Use induced-oscillation methods with very low accelerations and longer
integration times.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
The Physics and Chemistry Experiment Program requires this device.
Work conducted under RTOP 975-73-48.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 2
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Analyses that may be pertinent to this technology are the subjf-cts of
"Particle Manipulation through Small Forces, in Zero Gravity",
Beneficial Uses of Space Study (GE), NAS 8-28179,
7-180
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	
NO. GE-2.25
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Mass Measuring Device	 PAGE 3 OF	 3
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 7517r3 77178 79180181 82 83 84185 86 87 88 89 90191
TECHNOLOGY
I. Analyses
2. Design of Model
3. Manufacture
4. Free-Fall Tests
5.
APPLICATION k
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE;
TErF-NOL0GY NEED DATE. TOTAL
NUMBER, OF LAUNCHES 2j. 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3	 32
14. REFERENCES:
1.	 Study of Combustion Experiments in Space. 	 Contract NAS3-17089-
Report to be published.
2.	 Berlad, A.L.:	 Combustion for Experimentation in a Space Environment.
Paper presented at Western Section of the Combustion institute.
California State University, Northridge, California, October 1974.
3.	 Catalog of Experiment Hardware. 	 Contract NAS9-13559 - Report 3SC-08650,
November 1973.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
S. COMPONENT Oft PREADWARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LA801ATORY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 g, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAk"T ESWROMIENT.
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 q. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEORY TESTED 13Y PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 B. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATHEMATICAL MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT F'UNCTIO'N OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPrRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	 10. LIFETME EXTENSION OF AN 01 11;RATIONAL MODEL.
7-x81.
lDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. Rl,, 2.2b
L. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 PAGE I Or-
Relativity Gyroscope (Extremely Low Drift Cryogenic Gyroscopes)
TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensor
f ;i. 01!,J1?C rRVI,/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Gyrosco a and Gyroscope Readouti
1	 -
1. C'LIRIZENT STATI. OF A wr: A gyroscope and readout method is being developed at
Stanford U, and MSFC. Extensive gyroscope operation at Iow temperatures has been
Lontinued on page 4)	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
i 3. DESC'11I1 1Tf()N OF TECHNOLOGY
Conventional electrically suspended gyroscopes are deliberately made with unequal
moments of inertia so that there is a preferred spin axis. Readout, therefore, depends on
observing marks on the virface of the sphere,
I
A relativistic gyroscope cannot use this method because of the extreme requirements for
homogenenity and sphericity of the rotor. The readout method requires measuring the
I
	
	 direction and amplitude of the London Moment associated with the spinning superconductor.
The spinning sphere generates a London Moment proportional to the angular frequencyy of
the sphere. Total magnetic flux is 8 x 10-5 gauss Direction of field is determined by
I	
means of a superconducting Ioop and magnetometer. The currents will try to keep flux
constant and can be detected to fractions of a microamp. A Josephson junction detection
is bui It into the pickup loop to detect changes in magnetic flux equivalent to 1/10, 000 of
magnetic flux quantum. At 150 Hz, the total flux is 7500 flux quanta, and detection of
changes is 1:108 flux quanta.
!
	
	
P/L REQUIREME?NTS BASED ON: q PRE-A, ® A, q B, [I C/D
G . IIA'I'I(?NA l . E ANA) ANALYSIS:
a. Readout of precession in conjunction with than es in line of sight of telescope star
tracker is required to accuracy of 10'- 3
 arc sec year. Accuracy is required to confirm
or deny various theories of relativity and to make a unique measurement of the motional
or Lense-Thirring effect.
b, AP-04-A Gravity and Relativity Satellite -^ LEO (Phy-»2)
c. Payload experiment fails (cannot verify or deny theories of relativity) if readout
accuracy of at least 3 arc sec/year is not ,attained.
d. Vesting of one gyroscope concept is in progress at Stanford U. Testing of o second
!	 concept will be initiated at MSFC within six months.
I
I	 ' TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8
'	 MECED^N} PAGE BLANK TOT VnXW 
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. Rl, 2.26
1 . TECIINO)I.OGY ]tl.QUiltEMENT(TITLE): w	 PAGE 2 or.
Relativity Gyroscope
7, TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The Stanford U. and MSFC gyroscope models employ some- hrt different methods to spin the
rotor. The options which affect gyroscope operation and wa:nufacturing techniques, are
being thoroughly studied. There are also options in the exact form of the Josephson junction
detector which will influence readout accuracy.
Both Stanford U. and MSFC have full readout capability. Critical parameters which affect
testing are: low magnetic field, low acceleration, low temperature, high sphericity rotor,
and low gas pressure. (See Reference 1).
Hansen Laboratories of Stanford U. will continue their w wk in the areas of sophisticated
optics and measurement of long term drift.
^s. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS!
Figure 1 illustrates sorne of the tol4.ances to whlcn the gyroscope must be constructed.
Superconducting microbridges are required and have been constructed at MSFC of thickness
on the order of 50 A using RF sputtering techniques. Junction widths on the order of 0.5/q
have been constructed using modified scanning electron microscope techniques. All
technical problems appear solvable and models are being constructed.
U. 110TLNTIAI, ALTERNATIVES:
Methods for measuring certain reir-"vistic parameters, at reduced accuracies are: radar
ranging and measuring gravity red shift by moving an EM signal in gravity field of the F:arth.
However, with the possible exception of a binary pulsar observation experiment, the
gyroscope will provide the only method for measuring the Lense -Thirring effect.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
No similar efforts other than at Hansen Laboratory, Stanford U. and MSFC.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Niobium microbridges for the gyroscope are being developed by MSFC, and for other uses
by other laboratories.
b. Lightweight cryogenic storage vessel with hold time of one year in space at 1.6 to 20K(see Rl, 12.1)
7-184
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO.	 2.26
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 PAGE 3 ()I^ 5 -
Relativity Gyroscope
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE;
CALENDAR TZEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM
	 75 76 77 78 79 80181182 83 8485 86 87 1 88 89 90 91
Ts, CHNOLOGY
1. Options & Lparametric	 0 -g I.n	 a fa t.	 P ss b1	 test of
analysis (3.0 yr.) *	 l ss r uode l E yrcsccpe in Sp in
2. Design (5.0 yr.)*	 I 75 if launct a a3 ab e.
3	 -^onstxuct models.	 TE:
	
leatno3og5 need date	 t belag
(3'5 
yr.)*
	
met acccrdJng to pr set Ech du e.
4. Test Yodels (4.0 yr.)
5.
APPLICATION
	 {
1.	 Design (Ph. C)	 j
2.	 Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE	 TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES	 1 2
14.	 REFERENCES:	 * As presently scheduled.-
1.	 C.W.F. Everitt, the Gyroscope Experiment, international School of Physics - Enrico
Fermi Course 56 Ed;
	 B. Bertotti (Acad. N.Y. 1974)
2.	 P. E. Wright, Refrigeration Systems for Spacecraft, RCA Advanced Technology,
Publication of RCA Advanced Technology Laboratories, Camden, New Jersey, 1972
3.	 Lipa, J. F ., et al, Research at Stanford on the Containment of Liquid Helium in Space
by a Porous Plug and Long Hold-Time Dewar for the Gyro Relativity Experiment, W. W.
Hansen Laboratory of Physics, Stanford University, Proceedings of the Cryogenic Workshop
MSFC, March 2930, 1972
4.	 Everitt, C.W.F., and W. M. Fairbank, Applications of Cryogenic Techniques to the
Stanford Gyro Relativity Experiment, W. W. Hansen Laboratories of Physic, Stanford
University, Proceedings of the Cryogenic Workshop, MSFC, March 29•-30, 1972
5.	 Technical discussion between Dr. E. Urban, MSFC, and P. R. Fagan, Rockwell
International at MSFC on 17 October 1974.
(continued on page 4)
15.
	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
s. COMPONENT OR IIREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND LtEPORTE7.
	 $. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAF°r ENVIROMM I".NT.
2. THEORY MRMUL.A;:ED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPATE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEORY TESTED. 131 PHYSICAL EXPERIMELIT
	 S. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROAt A MUCH LESSER
A. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CEIARACT£RISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	 9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATI ONAL MODEL.
 10. LIFETLNIE EXTENSION.OFAN OI'I;RATIONaL NIOI]EL-
Y
+i
7--185
OR AIA1IEE1%1 4TICdL MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL. MODEL,
E.G.. biATELIIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
DEMNITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. RI, 2.26
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUMEMENT (TITLE): 	 PAGE 4 OF 5
Relativity Gyroscope
4. Current State of Art - continued
accomplished at Stanford U.; MSFC has made important advances in development of super-
conducting instrumentation for the readout system.
14. References - continued
6. Haldeman, L.B., and P. N, Peters Niobium Bridges for SQUID Applications, 1974,
Applies! Superconditivity Conf., 9'30-10/2, 1974, Oakbrook, Illinois
7. Letter from Dr. E. Urban, MSFC to H. Ikerd, General Dynamics - Convair Aerospace,
December 80, 1974
8. Letter From Dr. J. Li a, Hansen Laboratories, Stanford U., to H. Ikerd, General
Dy amics -- Convair Aerospace, December 17, 1974
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DEFINITION OF TE'C'HNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 Nv. RI, 3.1
1 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):
	
Lasers	 PAGE 1 OF
j 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Generator
! :9. 0BJ1-.'CTIV`R,/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:.. Promide lager diode pumping for Nd:YAG
laser communications system
iI
	
I
. C L1 111tENT ISTATE O) P ART:	 _Lhas been constructed
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
5. DESCIII1 1 TION OF TECHNOLOGY
Laser diodes are solid state devices which convert electrical energy into intense, nearly
I	 monochromatic light which can be used to pump an Nd: AG laser. The technique whic^
is used is to match Ga:AI:P laser diode outputs at 8100 A (preferred wavelength), 8690 A,
and 850 A to the narrow 100 A wide pumping band of the Nd:YAG laser. Because (1) the
laser diode has a Iimited power output, and (2) the Nd:YAG laser requires 3 to 4 watts
pumping to achive at 0.1 watt output, an array of laser diodes must be developed capable
of high power pua ping.
l^
`
	
	
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A, [ A, q B, q C/D
G. IIATY)NAI,K AiW ANAI,YSIS:
a. The arra- size is defined as follows: It requires 3 to 4 watts of pump power at 8100 A to
excite, ,e Nd:YAG lasers rod and to cause oscillation at the desired frequency as well
as maintain a power output of 0. 1
 watt at 1.068. The limiting power output of the
laser diode at 8100 A results in a need for laser diode arrays on the order of 80 to 1 60
diodes.
b. The Nd:YAG with the developed laser diode array will be used on the CN-05W5,
Laser Communications Experiment.
c. Present NASA defined space communication data rates are an the order of 0.3 to 0.4
gigabits/sec with a post 1984 requirement of one gigabit/sec. The Nd:YAG laser is a
ruggedized space qualified laser capable of data rates on the order of NASA require
ments. The user will communicate data from a low orbit satellite such as EGS to a
geosynchronous. satellite.
d. NASA expects engineering models of the Nd:YAG with laser diode pumping arrays to
be available in the 3978 to 1979 time period. The requirements for fly ing the system
are vague although standard thermal--vacuum and vibration testing will certainly be
required.
Some technology transfer can be erected from Nd:YAG developments at USAF-
WPAFB, and a proposed NASA/AF experiment (reference 7) to test a sun pumped
Nd:YAG, and lamp pumped CO2 laser in orbit as part of a communications' stem
	
4	 TO BE CARRIED TO L^TEL 8
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P-RT'C'ED' NG PAGE BLANK NOT
1i
U!! 1I NITWN Ulu ' 'i'1 UkiNULIJUX 1t U1 WU11i1!;X. aIIT	 NO. Rl., 4.1
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): 	 Lasers	 PAGE 2 OF ,._5
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
A number of pumping options exist within certain limitations; they are:
a. Sun pumping - the sun is a high power standarc source for collecting energy which can
be used to pump the Nd:YAG, and is being proposed for the joint USAF/NASA Iaser
communication experiment. Two problems exist. The first is that the low altitude
terminal of the laser communications system spends much of its time in darkness making
the laser communications system inoperable unless alternative power sources are
ava.i'lable on-board. The second is that a steerable parabolic collector is required to
collect -the sun's energy and focus it on the laser.
(continued on page 4)
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Primary problem is currently in.development of the array itself. A potential secondar problem
'has been.defined as requirements for long life laser diode arrays. Current life festsZove
achieved 10,000 hours, equivalent to a one year life. Laser communication systems will
re re operational lifetimes on the order of 10 years. In discussing with Dr. M. Fitzmaurice
(reference 2) he stated that there appears to be no theoretically or analytical reasons to
assume that laser diodes will not be capable of 10-year lifetimes. Life tests are currently
(pQntinued on page 4
'.f. 1 1 0TENTIA1, ALTERNATIVES:
Alternatives to the laser diode pumping are described in (7) technological options. An
alternative to the concept of laser transmission is the use of RF transmission methods. RF
limitations are that bulky large arrays and terminals are required; however, they are more
feasible than lasers for space to ground because of all weather capability. CO 2
 l.asers:are
also a potential alternative, and are pumped by gaseous discharge of the lasing medium.
(continued an Rage 4)
10. PLANNI ED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
The WPAFB is°building laser communications terminals and will use the Nd:YAG laser. No
information is available as to whether they are considering laser diode pumping. The AF
program is non classified. Contact at WPAFB is Dr. Dale Barry, Technical Director.
EXPECTI D UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
The Nd:YAG operates at 1.06,uand a requirement for low noise, high sensitivity detectors has
been defined. GSFC has contracted two approaches to solve the problem using group three-
five dements from the periodic table (Indium, Galium, Arsenide, Phosphide). The
approaches are:
(continued on .page 5)
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. 3.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIIIEMENT (TITLE):	 Lasers	 PAGE 3 OF S
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCIEDULE ITEM 78 76 77178 79 80 81182 8:3 81185186 87 88 89190 91
TECIINOLOGY -Laser Diod
1. Breadboard Dev. RG cc nti ac w th GS C_---
2 , Life Testing
;i. Engineering Made].
..
--
Presently c1z du ed
4.
Joint AF'/NASA cammu iR f. 1) f T
Required
ch o1 gy
She
Ned
u1 t
at
met
cations experiment
5. Testing
N TR ec no ag need date eslil.t IAPPLICATION art1. Design (Ph. C') x ml niial de. ign/cic ve ODJ fal tj,ne. I!
7. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) N :Y1 G 3 ase r must be ai -ail ab e
3. Operations fc r Z SSE mbJ y to I ast r o e in
P" & D.
4.
1.3. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATI: TOTAL
NUMBER, OF LAUNCHES 11 1	 J. 1 1 I 1 1 6
14_ REFERENCES:
1. NASA Laser Data Relay Link (LDRL) Experiment for the DvD/NASA Cooperative Space
Laser Communications Vest Flight, Volumes 1 and 11, GSFC, May I974
2. Technical Discussions between Dr. M. Fitzmaurice, GSFC, and P. R. Fagan, Rockwell
International, Nov. 6, 1974, and Dec. 23, 1974.
3. Technical Discussion between Dr. J. McElroy, GSFC, and P. R. pagan, Rockwell
International, Nov.. 6, 1974
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART	 s, COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD 71=E:D IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LARORATURY.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTER.
	 6. MODEL TESTED 1.4 AIRCRAYr ENVIRONIIFNT.
2. TIIEORY FOIMIUI:ATED'TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 T. MODEL TESTED Iti SvAf'E FNVIRONhiF.NT.
3. TUORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 S. NEW CAPAIULITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATIIEATATICAL MODEL. 	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	 g. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPEiWrIONAL MODEL,
E,. G.. MATERIAL, COM,TONENT, ETC.
	 10. LIFETLIIE EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL..,
.. 7_191
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]]EFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE, MENT	 NO. R_.! r. 3,1
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUII D, MENT {TITLE}.	 Lasers	 PAGE 4 CAF,j„
6. Rationale and Analysis ^ continued
Estithates as of this writing is that the Nd:YAG laser with diode array will be considered
ready for Use in a space communications system after T--V and vibration testing in the light
of unclassified USAF and NASA space communications experiments and programs. Where-
fore, the laser diode arrays readiness will be derived from a lesser operational model.
7. Technology Options - continued
b. Lamp pumping M Fluorescence and Xenon pumping methods are available; however, their
outputs are very broadband and much energy is wasted at wavelengths which do not assist
thepumping of the Nd:YAG. Therefore, higher energy is required to maintain the
NdN output.
c. Light emitting diode (LED) pumping -- LED pumping has been investigated by RCA and
Texas Instruments and have concluded that relative to laser diodes, LED devices are more
expensive, have lower power outputs (20 mi Iliwatts), have more cooling problems, and
shorter lifetimes.
The use of a laser diode array for pumping has advantages over other pumping techniques.
Current options which are under considerat ion
 
are selection of optimum pumping band,
WEth current preference of 8100 A.
8, Technical Problems - continued
underway at RCA under NASA contract, and at McDonnell Douglas, St: Louis under in-house
I R&D
9. Potential Alternatives - continuer! I
They are .capable of very Nigh power output and have been proposed for use in the joint, NASA/
USAF space communications experiment (reference 1). CO lasers hone been used in airborne
applications; it is not known if they have been used in spaceborne systems.
4
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. RI, 3,T
i, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): _ Lasers 	 PAGE 5 OF
11. Related Technology Requirements - continued
n. Phototubes w GSPC has contracted Varian, Palo Alto to develop and prove feasibility of
using phototubes with semiconductor targets which are rugged and reliable, efficient,
stable, and long life . and capable of 5 percent quantum efficiency. They will be available
in 18 to 24 months
b, PhMotodiodes - GSFC has contracted the Rockwell international Science Center to develop
gaoup 3-5 photodiodes which are capable of high speed response for high data rate communes
,
, cation systems. Sensitivity will be equal to that of photomultipliers and will be availablefor the post 1984, one gigabit/sec communications applications.
It should be noted that technology transfer to LIDAR system requirements at Langley Research
Center and Johnson Space Center is possible. See RI 4.1 and 4.2.
7x93
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. -,R1
.1. TECHNOI.,UGY IZE, ( 1UIREMENT (TITI,E): Lidar System	 PAGE 1 OF 4
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEWRY: 	 Systems
:3. 013JECTIVF/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develo ment of space quaIified system
I. C URIZENT STATE o ART • Ground to air Iidar system for weather anal Y sis at Lang le
Research Center. Airborne lidar being used by EPA in Nevada for pollution analysis,,
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
6. DESCW1'TION OF TEC'•HNOLOGY
The defined potential War techniques are as follows:
I a. Measure backscatter from aerosols or Rayleigh phenomena from molecular species
which will require a fix€ed frequency at high power.
b. Differential absorption techniques which require two or three different frequencies,
and comparison of absorption at each frequency to determine densities.
c. Exciting molecules at their resonant frequencies and analyzing the light amplitudes
and frequency shifts given off to determine composition; this may require a dye laser
technique.
d. Measure absorption over a path from a primary satellite to a subsatellite or ground
station which will require a dye laser tunable to a specific wavelength of interest.
In discussion with NASA personnel at Langley Research Center and Johnson Space Center
1	 prirr ^ry interest was expressed in (a) and (b).above.
(continued on page 4)
P/L REQUIREMI.NTS BASED ON: (y PRE-A, 0 A, q B, (] C/D
6. 11ATY)NA1,E1 ANV ANALYSIS:
a. Lasers are capable of producing coherent high ower, vet narrow band ene rgy. UsingP	 P	 g	 . 9 p	 Y	 gY•	 gdoubling, tripling, or tuning techniques will permit analysis of atmospheres at absorptio
or resonant frequencies of interest to the earth scientist,
b. The lidar system would be used with ST-23-S ATL PA No. 5 (pallet only).
c. JSC is interested in analysis of the backscatter from aerosols or Rayleigh phenomena
from molecular species. Sackscatter is a function of )4 and JSC is particularlyinterested in UV frequencies at 0.265 µ . LaRC has as its objectives definition of
cloud heiC t and its areal extent, penetration of very thin cloud layers, and analysis
of earth mixing layers. They feel that attaining a wavelength of 0.53 Et, for analysis
of aerosols, molecules, and ozone is adequate.
d. The only laser avai lable which satisfies the lidar system requirements and is space
ruggedized is the Nd : YAG laser. The Nd :YAG was developed by WPAFB and aj
	
	 cooperative effort is underway with GSFC to exploit the laser in a space communica-
tion;, system. Laser diode pumping and high sensitivity, low noise solid state
detectors for 1.06u are also Bander development at GSFC (See RI, :; . 1). It is likely
that the success of the Nd:YAG space experiments will be noted and technology
transferred to the lidar system and a lidar model tested in an aircraft en-
vironment appears to be adequate to satisfy NASA requirements, however, if
a dye user or other laser is used a level 7 would be required.
L TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 6/7
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DEI+'INITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. Rl, 4.1
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIIIEMENT(TITLE): 	 Lidar System 	 PAGE '3 OF
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
a. He:Ne laser
b. Nd:YAG laser
C. CO2 laser
d. Dye laser
e. Ruby laser
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. He:Ne laser - the He:Ne has been space tested; however, it is not as ruggedized as the
Nd:YAG and has too low an output power.
b. Nd:YAG laser - 1/10 joule is off the shelf, with an out ut power of 1/2 ' joule bread-
boarded. She lidar system will require 1 joule output which is theoretically feasible.
c, CO2 laser - this laser has too long a wavelength to be used for lidar applications,,
both doubled or tripled. (continued on page 4)
J. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
There appears to be no potential alternatives to the laser; however, more firm definition of
the wavelengths of interest should be accomplished.
IO . PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT;
a. Dr. Harry S. Melfi (Remote Sensing Branch, EPA, Las Vegas) is currently flying an air-
borne lidar s stem far pollution analysis
b. Dr. Pat McCormick ( Langley Research Center) is ground testing a 48-inch ruby laser
lidar system and a Nd:glass laser for weather analysis.
(continued on page 4)	 laser & detectors; 7
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 6
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
d. Laser pointing capabilityb. Bore sighted cine camera
c. Bare sighted day/night TV camera
d. JSC feels that the IR band should be explored, but because of attenuation laser outputs
on the order of 1 kw should be developed. Also JSC would like to analyze the vacuum
UV and requires laser development with an output around 1000,$,.
(continued on page 4)
^i
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DEFINITION UP TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. 4.1,
1, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Lidar System 	 PAGE 3 OF 4
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 1 76 1 77 1 78 79 1 80 81 1 82 83 8-1 1 85 1 86 87 88 1 89 1 90 1 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. A-nalysis
'	 2. Breadbords(Nd :YAG}a
3. Life Testing
4. Y^cgineering Model /
7t 5t ow noise de ec or f om GSIC
5. WSlBASFG C mm ni at on ffiipelimtt
APPLICATION dye las er av i1 bl (ot av i] b1 f
1.	 Design (Ph. C) I 1W. R) 3
2.	 Devi/Fab (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
'.TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE' TOTAL
1 i= 1	 9NUMBER. OF LAUNCHES x 1
_I
1  1 1
14. REFERENCES:
a.	 Technical discussions among Dr. D. Robbins and Dr•J. Chew, JSC and P. R. Fagan,
Rockwell International, October 18, 1974
b. Technical discussions among Dr. M. McCormick and W. Fuller, Langley Research Center
and P. R. Fagan, Rockwell International, November 7, 1974
c.	 Technical discussions between Dr. M. McCormick, Langley Research Center and P. R.
Fagan, Rockwell International, January 7, 1975
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
S. COMPONENT OR BREhDBOARD TESTED IN REI.E VAAT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERM AND REPORTED.
	 6. MODEL TESTED 1'4 AIACRAFT ENVIRONIIF.NT.
2. THEORY F0101ULATED TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED Iti SPACE EXVIR0X%1FNT.
3, THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	
8. NEW CAPADIIATY DERIVED FROM A NIUC1I LESSER
OR MATHMMATICAL MODEL. 	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4.	 PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UYGRAIIING OF AN OPERATIONAL 51017$L.
E.O.. MATEIUAL. COMPONENT, ETC.
	
10. LIFETLNIE EXTENSION OF AN OVERATION:U. MODEL...
7-3
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. - Rl,. 4.7
I . TF^CluNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLU): 	 Lidar System	 PAGE 4 O 4
5. Description of Tec6,,ogy - continued
JSC desires to use a Nd:YAG laser with output at 1.069, doubled to 0.53u and tripled to
0.2658 . LaRC is satisfied with the output of 1.06y doubled to 0.53 u .
JSC defines the desired Nd:YAG output as rv1 joule, pulsewidth of 20 nanoseconds, and
beam divergence of 2 milliradians, which varies from LaRC requirements only in beam
divergence of one milliradian.
8. Technical Problems - continued
d. Dye laser - JSC has defined a potential two-stage dye laser technique using flash lamp
pumping. Dye laser state of the art in wavelength generatio is 0.25/t to 1.5p with
continuous tuning over the full range. A bandwidth of 0.1  is available now; however,
0.01 A bandwidth has been de nonstrated in the laboratory. JSC has stated its lidar
bandwidth requirement as 10- 4 A; therefore, more development of the dye laser is required.
e. Ruby laser - a 48-inch ruby iLiser doubled to 0.3472/1 is currently being used at LaRC for
weather analysis; however, the ruby laser cannot meet the repel" ion rate of 10 cycles/sec
that the Nd:YAG is capable of.
f. Detectors - The Nd:YAG appears to be the primary lidar laser candidate; however, at the
1.06,u there is high internal noise in amplified solid state silicon diodes. A program is
underway at GSFC in developing periodic table group 3-5 detectors with low internal
noise at 1.06 u . See RI, 3.1. Photomultipliers are adequate at shorter wavelengths.
g. Safety requirements will limit laser beam intensity o the ground The LaRC conceppt
results in a beam intensity on the ground of 8 x 10- 1^ joules/0, too low to be a hazard.
10. Planned Programs or Unperturbed Technology Advancement - continued
c. Nd:YAG laser diode pumping and low internal noise, high sensitivity detectors responsive
at 1 :.06,-" nre under development by Dr. M. Fitzmaurice at GSFC.
d. Nd:YAG igser for communications under development at WPAFB by Dr. Dale Barry,
Program Technical Director.
e. Dye laser being built at LaRC for airborne lidar research available 1976
11. Related Technology Requirements - continued
e. Laser pumping techniques using laser diodes are needed and are under development by
GSFC.
i	 7198
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY nEiglTI.REMENT	 NO. R1 4.2
1 1. 'TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):	 Nephelometer	 PAGE 1 OF
7ECHN01.0GY CATEGORY: Systems
.3. ()IIJPWTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQITIRED: Development of a space rated scanning
system with active li ght source.
I. ('L)R1Z :NT W1'ATE ()C A11T: LED and laser nephelometers breadboarded and some testin.
} for Pioneer Venus 1.978 Flyby. JPL has breadboarded a model more specific to requirements
herein.	
— HAS BEEN CARP„IED TO LEVU, L4*
5. DESC1111 1 TION O TECHNOLOGY
The size and distribution of atmospheric particles can be determined using a detector to
observe the sun through a planetary atmosphere. Alternatively, an active source can be
used for an in situ measurements. The size and distribution of particles and their
complex refractive index are determined from eYt . Jse of algorithms with detector signal
level as primary input.
The minimum particle radius which can be detected is approximately equal to 1 Ain.
The detector is moved through an angle on each side of the sun and detector signal inten-
t sity is collected. Optimum scan has been determined to be X10 deg. off solar center or
a scan of .;;20 deg. conically. The angular resolution has a major impact upon determin-
ationof particle size distribution. (Continued on uaae 41
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE--A, 0 A, [] B, [] C/D
0 "WF1()NAI,E AND ANALYSIS:
= a. Selection of +active and passive mode and particular source to be used is function of
opacity of planets atmosphere.
b. PL-11-A
	 Pioneer Saturn/Uranus Flyby
	PL-13^-A
	 Pioneer Jupiter Probe
PL-15-A - Uranus Probe/Neptune Flyby
	
PL-22--A
	 Pioneer Saturn Probe
c. Nepheiometer can determine atmosphere particle size, and distribution, and chemical
composition.
d. Flight nesting required m-ith some results based upon 1978 Pioneer Venus Flyby
nephelometer success to derive new capability from lesser model.
* JPL has .breadboarded .a scanning nephelometer with laser output at 6328 A.. No testing
accomplished as yet.
7-199
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. Rl r 4.2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUMEMENT(TITLE): Nephelometer	 PAGE 2 OF .4
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
a. Passive system can be used without laser source in atmospheres which are not opaque.
b. Light emitting diodes or lasers can be used for source in opaque atmospheres.
c. System can be mechanically scanned or use COD's and electronically scan for angular
variations. For spectral variations, scanning can be performed using a set of filters
(passive instrument), or a set of sources or a tunable laser (active instrument).
7. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Software presently available with small study to define implications of planetary
atmosphere
b. Effects of high nuclear radial-on on detectors can be handled by shielding if a problem.
	
Rl 2.15 discusses radiation effects on semi-conductors. .Also,
	
LaRC is
(continued on page 4)
9. POTLNTIAI, ALTERNATIVES:
None
Lo . PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TEC:
The 1978 Pioneer Venus Flyby will use both and LED an
Venus atmosphere. Some technology transfer to Rlr 4.2
will be used on the Venus probe. A breadboard model 1
University of Colorado..
(continued on page 4) Elt
ll. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
Unknown
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NOItI, 4.2
1. TECHNOIA)GY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 3 OF	 4
Nephelometer
12. TECHNOLOGY RE[ bIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDli1.E ITEM 75 76 77 78179 80 81 82 83 84 85186 87 88189190 91
TECHNOLOGN
I. Laboratory Model(Built)
2• Construct flight & [} E: P T75 nt latoratoxy uor
rest models furdee ur de7 JIL IirEctors Dis
3 • Life Testing/ cretic nazy 1 und ing. The r tic l
Evaluation studiES are furdad by NA A
4. directly. JPL haE r que te il
ir g b eyc nd FY 19 7 5.
5.
APPLICATION
1.	 Design. (Ph. C) I+Ie he o f d v o en^t
CFI d. LS sec Y^0 v8
2.	 Devl/Fab (Ph. D) ee s at a.)
h. C D schedale caa b r^ --
3. Operations uc d • a total if one ye r £
ec ss rya
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE' TOTAL
1 6NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I 2 2
14	 REFERENCES:
1.	 Discussion among R. Jackson ar.d L. Polaski, NASA-Aires Research Center and
F. Kraly, Rockwell International, 15 Nov. 1974
2.	 Discussion between A. Fymat, Jet Propulsion Laboratories; and P. R. Fagan,
Rockwell International, 18 January 1975
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 6. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTES} IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.. g, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAE-F ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY FOIIIIIULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.. 7. 74I0DEL TESTED IN ,i1%WE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT g, 24ZW CAPAMLITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR RTATREALLTICAL MODEL. OPERA'T'IONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, 8. R.ELUBTLITY UPGRADING OF AN UPBRATroNAL MODEL.
I= .G., MATERIAL, COMPONENT. ETC.
	 10. LTF'ETLNlE EXTENSION OFAN OPERATION:U. Ma131:L—..
7-201
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OEFMTION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE1VIENT 	 NO. RI, 4.2
	
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREM9 NT (TITLE): Nephelameter	 -. _ _ PAGE 4 OF 4
5. Description of Technology - continued
An angular resolution of 15 arc minutes or less has produced the 'hest theoretical and exper-
imental results. Fairly good results can be obtained up to 45 are minutes, but above 45 are
minutes results are very bad. Scanning can be accomplished either mechanically or elec-
tronically using LCD's.
The chemical content is inferred from the refractive index and its spectrum; however, this
will require simultaneous detector scanning at two or more different wavelengths. The
wavelengths to which the detectors respond are selected on the basis of hell where Xj_ is
selected to define particle size. The frequency scan can be accomplished using either a set
of sources (or filters) or a tunable laser.
The algorithm used is to determine size distribution at X., independent of refractive index
and of distribution model, and refractive index spectrum using a set of 42 's. Additionally b
scanning over .the 20-degree cone, the horizontal homogeneity of the planet's atmosphere can
be determined and maps of size, distribution, and chemical composition made.
A passive nepheloineter cannot be used if the atmospheric thickness or composition is such
that the sun cannot be seen by the detectors. Therefore, a source of light is needed to
activate the detectors. The laser and the light emitting diode, LED can both be used in this
application, which is most appropriate to the Earth, Jupiter and Saturn atmospheres. J"PL
has breadboarded an active scanning model with laser and output at 6328 A.
8, Technical Problems _ Continued
b. investigation nuclear radiation effects on CCD's or Langley Research Center.
c. A space rained laser will be required if to be used. Technology transfer of the Nd:YAG
laser developed by WPAPI3 and to be used in Rl 3.1 and Rl, 4.1 is possible
10. Planned programs or Unperturbed Technology Advancement - continued
The laser nep'nelometer is a working breadboard and has not been flown by TR1A1. It will be
used as part of the Venus orbiter model.
The LED has advantages over the laser technique ;n lower weight and power requirement.
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : MULTI-FRE UENCY	 PAGE 1 OF 3
WIDEBAND SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:	 Systems
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide a three-frequency synthetic
aperture radar for space operation.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Synthetic aperture radars are operational in
aircraft, but not on spacecraft.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
(a) Ground resolution requirement is 15 meters (50 ft.); should have variable
resolution capability.
(b) Systems will operate in X,X and L bands, 2 polarizations.
(c) High reliability under actual operating conditions.
(d) Swath-widths should be compatible with daily global coverage in
meteorological applications.
The need to on-board compensate for the doppler effect due to cross-track
velocity component of earth rotation is significant at orbited altitudes.
System techniques are not yet developed to accomplish this compensation.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: Q PRE--A, El A, q B, 0 C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
(a)The basis for this radar system requirement is the requirement in the
Earth and Ocean Physics and Earth Observation disciplines, for mapping
topographic features, geological features, hidden faults, near surface
teothermal mapping and oil. and mineral resources location.
(b) The specific payload that will utilize this system is OP-025, "Multi-
frequency Radar Land Imagery," and the Meteorological Radar Facility, EO -18A.
(c) Use of synthetic aperture radar from orbital altitudes will afford
faster data acquisition. and simplified composition of maps of large
areas of the globe.
(d)This technological advance will require testing of a simplified system
from orbital altitudes. A single frequency system (e.g. 10 GHz) with
less stringent resolution capabilities (e.g. 60 meters) will be
adequate to test the adequacy of this system.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
1
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1, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): MULTT-rREQUENCY	 PAGE 2 OF 3
WIDEBAND SYNTHETIC APERTURE,  RADAR
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS;
(a) Compensation for cross-track velocity component of earth rotation may
be approached through proper programming of the receiver local oscillator,
electronic shifting of the beam to the appropriate angle corresponding
to the latitude of the sub-satellite point, or through the ground data
reduction process.
(b)Use of solid state transmitter/receiver/phase shifter for each antenna
array element or group of elements will increase system reliability.
(c) Use of two antennas instead of one for each individual frequency should
be explored.
(d) Both pulse-compression techniques and uncompressed techniques should
be considered.
(e) Some degree of on-board preprocessing of the radar data should be considered
to reduce load on the data link.
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
(a) SAIL requires relatively narrow swath widths, requiring many orbital
passes to complete a given large area map.
(b) Wide signal bandwidth complicates recording and transmission.
(c) Individual transmitter/receiver/phase shifter per array element may
increase system cost.
(d)A fairly high degree of spacecraft attitude stability is required - both
lateral and angular.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Optical sensors constitute a potential alternative, however, they do not .offer
the all weather capability of the radar system.
10.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
Expect JPI, to request Goodyear to examine feasibility of clutter lock LO
to simplify data processing of images involving cross track velocity
component. (Clutter lock must operate over water at low sea state conditions).
Texas Instrument has development program for solid-state TX/RX
element. Westinghouse & Goodyear proposed 2-frequency SAR for
Westinghouse has performed a study of SAR for
	
SEASAT A.	 EXPECTED	 UNPE;
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
(a) Techniques of ocean surface truth using aircraft radar.
(b) Wideband transmission and recording.
(c) Precision pointing of phased arrays (e.g. Meteorological R
one mill.iradian pointing accuracy, Shuttle Imaging Microwa
requires 1.7 milli,radar pointing accuracy).
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1. TECHNOLO xY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 Multifrequency	 PAGE 3 OF	 3
Wideband Synthetic Aperture Radar
12. TECI NODOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHED' + LE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80181 82183 1 84185 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1 - Math. modeling -
2. TX/RS/PS element
design
3. System model. design
4, Ground Tests
5. Space Tests —
APPLICATION i I1.	 Design (Ph: C)
2.	 Dev1/Fab (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE I I I I J TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1	 19
14. REFERENCES:
1)	 GE-Utica Study or X-Band phased array with element modules.
2)	 Pinal Report - Spaceborne Syntheic Aperture Radar Pilot Study
x±/11/74
Contract NAS5-21951
for GSFC
by Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Systems Development Div.
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
S. COMPONE14T Olt MMAD BOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
2. BASIC PHENOMENAL OBSERVED AND REPORTED,
	 S, MODEL TFISTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY F011MULATED TO DESCRIBE PIHENOMENA.
	
7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. T"dEORY TESTED BY PILYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	
B. NE%V CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATHEMATICAL MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL, MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIAR,LOTERLSTIC DEMONSTRATED,	 .9. RELIABILITY UPonAm im OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
B.O., MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	 30. LzFETnm EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREM. ,NT (TITLE): Wave Hei ght Altimeter RAGE 1 OF 4
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Systems
3. OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Obtain ocean wave height measurement
with precision of .0.5 meters or 1010 ( Min Wave IM - Max Wave 20M)
(25% min. wave, height of 2M)
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: ,.	 ¢nA for r nfi- an AT. -^ bavR ? n 3 meter-___-
precision  as a goal. (see Ref. 1); Skylab approximate precision of 1.5 to 2
meters.	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
(a) Earth and Ocean Physics investigations of wave height requires precision
of 0.5 meter or better.
(b) All weather capability for measuring wave heights; include effects of
normal rainfall and corrections for water vapor.
(c) Skylab wave height measurements are being evaluated; stare-of-the-art
approximately 1.5 to 2 meters precision.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON	 PRE-A, q A, [] B, q C/D
G. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS: i
(a) Present goal for topography, Sea Sat A, is 0.1 meter. Wave heightpreds1cm;
must be less stringent due to difficulty in measuring with short Integradon
time and large signal amplitude fluctuations; goal set at better than 0.5
meters precision or ±10% Parameter of interest is wave height distribution
(see reference 3)
(b) Seasat B (OP-07 A) is the principal beneficiary of this technological
advancement.
(c) Information effectively usable by Coast Guard, Corp of Engineers, Off-
	
Shore Nuclear Power Stations, general shipping.	 s
(d) Aircraft test at high altitude will be required in the proposed technology
development to determine weather effects as well as assessing performance
parameters.
t)^}CTIDIN4 PAGE -BI NK NOT F	 TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 6
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. OR -4.4
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Wave Height Altimeter	 PAGE 2 OF 4
7. TECHNOLOGY.'' OPTIONS:
(a) Short Pulse Altimeter Approach - extensions of current short pulse systems:
achieve higher precision by using higher prf with higher peak power and
shorter pulses, narrower beam with accurate nadir pointing, and more
extensive signal processing to reduce error due to pulse and puts. ampli-
tude fluctuations. 'these will all increase weight and costs to achieve.
the higher level of performance,
(b) Long Pulse Scatte3rometex - uses averaging of signals oy 1ong pulses
(milli-seconds); further extensive investigations would be required to
extract high precision wave height data; would be lower power than short
pulse system in (a) above.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
(a) Short Pulse Altimeter - serious jitter in sample /hold circuit is due to
large fluctuation of signal amplitude; use of higher pulse repetition
frequency than in current systems is suggested to prevent this, at cost
of shorter pulses, higher peak power, and narrower beam antenna with
nadir pointing more critical; signal processing becomes more extensive,
possibly incorporating very wide band recording.
--Conrinued--
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Dual Frequency Scatterometer (ref. 2) requires further considerations, concept
restricted to aircraft use.
14. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT_
SeaSat A will provide SeaSat B Technology Development.
Oa Board processing study done by technology surveys under AAFE now underway
Houston Workshop recommended 2 to 5 em for topographic applications', possibly
utilizing a phase measuring scheme.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
11. RE T ATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
'tube Development: (a) for short pulse system, higher peak power, higher duty
cycle, shorter pulses
(b) long pulse opera
Antenna Pointing Control: accurate -nad
Energy Storage: for short pulse config
3 times available .powe
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X. TECHNOLOGY REQUMEMENT (TITLE). Wave Height Altimeter PAGE 3 OF
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS (Continued)
(b) Effects of adverse weather conditions on the measurements,
(c) Tube development and/or modifications required.
(d) precise orbit determination required for topography.
(e) Use of solid status X mitters secondary now-good for shuttle
increase reliability, reduce power consumption
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
On board data processing techniques may be employed to reduce raw data
transmission/ground processing and to provide real.-time data on
sea-state.
The development of solid state transmitters will permit their utilization
in this application, to increase reliability, reduce power consumption.
Digital pulse compression might provide a more flexible means of adapting
the system when optimizing for Sea-state and altitude measurements.
Y
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO, GE 4.4
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Wave Height Altilreter	 PAGE 	 OF	 4
12. TECINOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR.
SCHEDULE ITEM 75176 77178179 80 81 82 83184 85 1 86 87 .88 89190 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Analyses —
2. Ground Tests. -
S .
 
Model Design, F.ib.
4 ` Aircraft Tests
5.
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2.	 Devi/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
1:3. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 1
14	 REFERENCES:
1.	 "The Space Applications Program 19' 74", NASA Office of Publications,
Section 4.
2.	 Weissman, David E., "Two frequency Radar Interferometry Applied to the
Measurement of Ocean Wave Height",	 -E Transactions on Antennas and
Propagation, September 1973, pages 649 -- 656..
3,	 Walsh, Edgard J., "Analysis of Na Radar Altimeter Data'', Radio Sai.ence,
Vol. 9, #8-9, pp 711-722, Aug -- Sept. 1974
4.	 McGoogan, J. T., "Precision Satellite Altimetry" .
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
5. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELSVA14T
IN THE LABORATORY.ENVIRONMENT
1. 16%SIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 6.. .MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT..
2. THEORY FOIMTULATED TO DESCRIBE PIM- NOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
S. THEORY TESTED IIY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 8. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATREIIATICAL MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNC'T'ION OR CILLRACTERISTIC . DEMONSTRATED,
	 S. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
EX., MATEIIIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	 10, . LIFET IME EXTENSION .0r AN 01TRATIONAL MODEL.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. GE 4.5
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): TRANSMITTER/QOUPL..R	 PAGE 1 OF 5
SYSTEM
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: SYSTEM, R.F.
3. OBJECTIVE,/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: HIGH POWER TRANSMISSION THROUGH
DIPOM, ANTENNAS THAT ARE MUCH SHORTER THAN ONE WAVELENGTH
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: , HAVE FLOWN AIRCRAFT AND EPAC EGRAFT WITH lITENNAS
THAT ARE SHORT RELATIVE TO TRANSMITTED WAVELENGTH, POWER LEVELS USED WERE LOW
COMPARED WITH THE SUBJECT REQU
	 -NTS.	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
The requirements for transmission through the specified 330 meter long dipole
antenna are as follows:
POWER LEVEL FREQUENCY RANGE
	 WAVELENGTH (M) ANTENNA L./WAVELENGTH
1 IM	 300 Hz to 0.2 MHz
	 l0 to 1500	 0.00033 to-.22
10 KW
	 0.2 MHz to 2.0 M!I	 1500 to 150	 0.2 to 2.2
10 KW
	 2 . 0 MHz to 20X MHz 150 to 15
	 2 . 2 to 20.2
Automatic antenna tuning devices for application to antenna length/wavelength
ratios dorm. to 0.0003, and-power levels up to 10 KW need to be developed. The
present state of the art is exemplified by H.F. antenna installations on 707
type aircraft. Operation is in the 2-30 MHz region, and the antenna is a 9'
boom mounted near the tip of the vertical stabilizer. This works against the
aircraft fuselage to form an asymmetrically fed dipole. The reactance char-
acteristics are determined by the short portion (boom), leading to high cap--
-CONTINUED ON
	 P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: 0 PRE-A, 0 A, El B, 0 C/D	 i^^^ PAGE)
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
(A) The R . F. frequencies and power levels Listed in (5) above are those that
are specified to induce the plasma excitation and generation of plasmic waves
.required by the Atmospheric and Space Physics Experiment.. (See attached
rationale description).
(B) The benefitting payload is AP-06S "Atmospheric, Magnetospheric Plasmas
in Space" (AMPS) .
(C) The development of adequate tuning devices for the .antenna is essential to
the ability to transmit the required power levels and to the prevention of
system electrical breakdown.
(D) Due to the difficulty of physically simulating the pertinent characteristic
of the space environment, it is recommended that a simplified space test of a
scaled-doim model be conducted. This may involve a brief test on one of .the
Arobee rocket flights.
TO BE CARRIED TO :REVEL 7
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TECHNOLOGY REQUMEMENT (TITLE): Transmitter/Coupler S PAGE 2 OF . 5
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY (Continued)
active reactances. Impedance matching is accomplished by on automatic tuner,
located in the stabilizer, which senses the mismatch and drives it out. All
components are designed for minimum loss and relatively good efficiencies are
realized. The transmitter powe is 50 watts, and voltage breakdown is not a
problem.
The Alouettew2 satellite topside sounder operates in a wider frequency band.
The sounder sweeps from 0.2 to 14.0 MHz once every 30 seconds. It provides
an average pulse power of 300 watts at a PRF of 30 cycles per second and a pulse
width of 100 sec. The apogee and perigee of the satellite are 2982 kin and
502 km, respectively.
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS: (Continued)
(A) Antenna. properties are determined by their dimensions in wavelengths. When
these are very small, the impedance and power handling properties become
limiting factors.
For instance, one of the antennas under consideration is a dipole 330 meters in
length, required to operate under the extreme conditions of:
1. Frequency	 300 Hz
2. Power	 1 KW
At this frequency the wavelength is 10 6 meters, and the dipole is 0.00033 wave-
lengths long. The radiation resistance is 0.002 ohms. The reactance depends
upon the conductor diameter; but in any event is several thousand ohms
capacitive. The significance of these numbers may be appreciated by considering
that, for reasonable power transfer from the transmitter to free space via the
antenna the latter mi-t have impedance properties comparable to the transmitter,
This i.% in the order of 50 + > j o ohms; the tremendous disparity requires a tuning
device which matches the impedances.
The ohmic losses in the antenna and tuning device will be large in comparison to
the radiation resistance. Since the efficiency of the system is given by the
ratio of radiation resistance to total resistance, the radiated power will be
only a fraction of one percent of . the total available. The. rest is. dissipated
as heat. Moreover the system Q, representing the ratio of stored energy to
energy dissipated is extremely large which means that the bandwidth is extremely
narrow. This will be affected by the impedance change resulting from ionized
sheaths which may form about the antenna due to a potential difference between.
it and any neutral plasma. The sheath structure depends upon antenna voltage,
orientation, velocity and the temperature of the ambient .electrons and ions:.
Extremely high voltages will appear in.the tuning .system, due to its high Q,
for moderate powers.
i
7-
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. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Transmitter Coupler Sys. PAGE 3 OF 5
In the event that all of the power could be transferred to the dipole, another
voltage problem may arise. The periodic charge accumulation at the dipole tips
is very large, being limited only by the small capacity of the tips. Thus, in
the presence of an ionized medium, such as a plasma, voltage breakdown may occur.
In any case, the current flow must be balanced in order that the dipole radiation
pattern may be realized without degradation. This is readily accomplished by
connecting the dipole to the transmitter by a balun. This is a simple network
which goes from terminals which are balanced to ground (dipole) to unbalanced
terminals (transmitter).
In order to place the problems mentioned above in perspective it is instructive
to consider the ideal case, in which the dipole would be one-half wave long.
The radiation resistance in that ideal case is 73 ohms, and the reactance is
43 ohms inductive. This may readily be matched to the transmitter with
essentially 100% efficiency. For thF 330 meter dipole, the corresponding
frequency is 0.455 MHz; here the specified power is 10 K.W. The potentip.l
gradient at the dipole tips is then 2800 volts per centimeter, assuming the
use of #4 wire. For orbits in the 200•-300 N.M. range the pressure is sufficiently
low that voltage breakdown may not be a problem.
At the upper end of the specified frequency band, 20 MHz, the dipole is 22X long.
This produces a multilobed pattern, and high impedance values which again
bring up the problem of realizing a satisfactory match to the transmitter.
eDEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO, rE 4.5
s
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE). TRANSMITTERZcOUPLER 	 _ PAGE 4 OIL' 5
SYSTEM
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The proposed technology advancement will consider the following aspects: (a)
voltage breakdown at various frequency, power levels and environmental plasma
models; (b) various techniques for automatic tuning of the antenna; (c) radiatio
pattern at the dipole; and (d) impedance change resulting from ionized sheaths.
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The large impedance mis-match between the antenna and the transmitter, due to
the short antenna is comparison with the wavelength, would cause very inef-
ficient radiation characteristics. The tuner to be developed would have to be
designed to minimize the losses.
Electrical arcing between antenna and transmitter is a possibility.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Two or more antennas could be used to cover the entire frequency range of
interest. At the low frequencies (300 to 200,000 Hz), antenna lengths in the
order of kilometers could be employed to effect better matching.
10.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
AMPS Program
EXPECTED 'UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RD, LATED TECHNOLOGY B<EQUIREMENT.S.
The structural aspects of long dipole antennas and their deployment should be
investigated.
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Transmitter/ Coupler	 PAGE 5 OF	 5
System
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79180 81182183 84 85186 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Circuit Analysis
2. Math. Simulation
3. Model Design
4. Model Tests (Ground)
5. Model Test (Rocket)
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devi/Fair (Ph. D)
3. OpL atiOUS
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
NUMBER, OF LAUNCHES 1 1 1 3 3 4 3	 4 3 4 3 30
14. REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMPONENT OR MEAD.BOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONNIENT IN THE LABORATORY.
I- 13ASIC PHENOMENA OESERVED AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRGRAF'T ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PIIENONIENA. 7. MODEL TES.CED IN SPACE ENVIRONKENT.
3. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL E%PERIMENT g. NE%V CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATHEMATICAL MODEL. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	 9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATERIAL, COMPONENT, .ETC. I0. LIFETLSIE.;EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL. MODEL.
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DEFLNITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. GS-5.1
1. TECI OLOGY RE, QL;IREIIENT (TITLE): Levitation Unit	 PAGE l OF L
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Special Devices
3. OB ECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide position and temperature
control to a large spectrum of materials and specimen sizes while in a
levitated state in micro-gravity, and provide adequate heat rejection..
4. CURRENT S".'ATE OF ART. A limited number of experiments have been performed
in drop towers, electromagnetic levitation in 1g field, and acoustic leyitatio
in 1g field.	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Space processing requirements are characterized by the following approximate
ranges:
(a) Sample volume requirements for the various materials and products are
shown on Table 5-a-1.
(b) Correction for translational acceleration: 10 -4 G.
(c) Material Resistivity: 10 -8 to 10-2 ohm-meter (electromagnetic levita-
tion)
10-2 - 1 ohm-meter (acoustic levitation)
(d) Melting Temperature of Metals: 312 0K (Rubidium) to 3660 0K (Tungsten)
(e) Beat dissipation from metallurgical processes up to 20-30 KW.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE-A, q A, © B, q C/D
S. RATIONALE AND AN=ALYSIS:
(a) Technolrgy advances in specimen, positioning and heating during levitation
processing are needed to permit efficient application of zero-G and other
unique properties of the space environment. The material types, quantity
and other parameters indicated in item 5 above were chosen to represent
a large segment of the potential early-operational processing require-
meats, which will be tested and demonstrated on Spacelab. The accelera-
tion correction requirement is based on the extent of perturbation due to
astronaut motion.
Analyses and experiments to date show that most of the stated require-
ments can be met by means of electromagnetic or acoustic positioning
systems. The former is required for materials requiring a vacuum or
ultra-pure gas environment during processing, provides rapid heating by
electromagnetic induction or by means of an electron beak but is
restricted to materials whose .resistivity does not exceed 10" 2 ohm-meters
when heated. For higher resistivities, acoustic positioning with radiant
heating can be considered.
--Continued--
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
G.V BLANK N'4T 7-217
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. TECHNOLOGY REQUMB=NT (TITLE-):Levitation Unit	 PAGE 2 OF p,5
Table 5(a)-l. Experimental. Process Material Size Requirements
Material Sample Size Processed Product (Typ.)
Meta. Oxide Glasses 0.5 cm (sphere radius) Glass Boules
Berillium & Beryllia 1.0 cm (sphere ;radius) Uniformly Dispersed Ingot
Tungsten 0.5 cm (sphere radius) Fine Grained Spheroids
,Mickel + Tungsten 0.5 cm (sphere radius) Eutectic W/Ni
Molybdenum 0.5 cm (sphere radius) Fine Grained Spheroid
Tantalum or Niobium Alloys 0.5 cm (sphere radius) Fine Grained Spheroid or
Single Crystals
Crystalline Ge Te l cm (sphere radius) Chalcogenide Glass
Cm ar + Tungsten 0.5 cm (sphere radius) Uniformly Distributed
Spheroids
'titanium, Lanthanum Oxide 0.5 cm (sphere radius) Uniformly Distributed Ingot
High Silicates & Silver 4 cm (sphere radius) Uniformly Distributed Boule
Chloride
Iron Antimonide & 4 cm (sphere radius) Eutectic Boule
Indium Antimonide
Niobium & Tin, 2 cm (sphere radius) Monotectic Boule
Lanthanum Hexaboride 2 cm (sphere radius) Polycrystalline Boule
Molybdenum Disilicide 2 cm (sphere radius) Polycrystalline Boule
Silicate Glass + Europium 2 cm (sphere radius) Amorphous Si02
and/or Cerium Glass and Dispersed
Europium, Cerium
Crystalline &alladium 2 cm (sphere radius) Amorphous Palladium Silicon
Silicon
Iron/Iron-Sulphide 2 cm (sphere radius) Lamellar Fe-FeS
Composite
`_^IIIIIi
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TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Levitation Unit 	 PAGE g OF
5, DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY: (conttd
Current state of the art may be typified by experiments in free-fall towers,
with samples in the order of I-5 cc; electromagnetic levitation of 10 gm of
molten tungsten (GP Space Division); and acoustic levitation experiments
using 0.3 gram specimens in lg field.
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:	 (cont'd)
(b) The technology advancement will benefit the following payloads:
SP-13S - SPA No. 13 - Automated Levitation
SP- 14S - SPA No. 14 - Manned and Automated S.P.A.
SP-15S - SPA No. 15 - Automated Furnace/Levitation
(c) The determination of optimum techniques as indicated above will greatly
accelerate the advent of operational space processing facilities for the
benefit of mankind.
(d) This state of the art 	 .
stage and tested in a
I_	 I	 I	 I	 I 	 i	 I.	 J	 i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. GE-5.1
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE); Levitation Unit	 PAGE I OPT+
rt. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The following optional techniques must be investigated, relative to the
required material and processes:
Positioning
(a) Electromagnetic - limited to resistivities below 1/100 ohm-meter
(b) Acoustic - must utilize a gas medium of significant pressure
(c) Electrostatic
Heating
(a) RF induction - uses eddy current effect, skin depth is a function of
field coupling and frequency.
(b) Electron Beam -- must consider secondary electron emission and optimum
electron primary energy level.
(c Solar Furnace Heating - requires large collector and focussing device.
d Arc imaging.
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Special problems to be considered are as follows:
(a) Formation of bubbles in liquid specimens (may require specimen rotation
about its axis)
(b) Degree of stirring due to positioning fields.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Levitation in a one-G field may be feasible in some limited applications.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
(a) Payload Definition and Payload Equipment Study (MSFC)
(b) SPA Kit Study (Power and Heat Rejection Kit) (MSFC)
The unperturbed technology advancement would consist of demonstration of
individual components.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Due to the large energy requirements in many of the metallurgical and. glass
processes, the development of suitable power supplies (to supplement the
Spacelab power) and attendant heat dissipation provisions are critical to the
attainment of the desired goals.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. GE-5.1
I
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Levitation Unit 	 PAGE 5 OF 5
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75176 77 78 79180 81 82 83,54185186187 88189190 91
TECHNOLOGY
1.Aualytical Studies
2. One-G 'bests
3. Drop Tests (Zero-G)
`I• Sounding Rocket Equip-
ment Develo ment
5. Breadboard Design
6,Sreadboard Tests
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2.	 Devi/Fab (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 	 1 111 2	 2 	 2L2]21212 	 2	 2 ! 2	 22
14. REFERENCES:
(a)	 "Electromagnetic Containerl.ess Processing Requirements and Recommended
Facility Concept and Capabilities for Spacelab," Final Report, Contract
No. NAS-8-29680 (General. Electric Go.) .
(b)	 "Design Analysis of Levitation Facility for Space Processing Applica-
tions", Final. Report, Modification No. 3 to Contract No. NAS-8-29680
(General. Electric Co.).
1.5.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
S. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
LABORATORY.ENVIRONMIENT IN THE
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 S. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRCN.lIENT.
2, THEORY FORNTUTALTiED TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMTENA.	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMTENT.
9. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPER=NT
	 S. NEW CAPAMLITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR,?y kTIIEMTATICAL MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4: PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DF.MIONSTTIATED
	
9. RELIAMLITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MkEWAL, C01,I13 ONENT, ETC.
	 10. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF'AN OPERATIONAL MIODEL.
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DEFT.NITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO GE 5.2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Continuous Flow 	 PAGE 1 rnr 3
Electrophoretic Column/Fractional Collecting System
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Special Devices
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:_ Provide fluid handling techniques to
enable purification of biologicals to purity 5-10 times better than earth-
based processes.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: ,.Initial zero-G tests on Apollo show the feasibility
of attainin improvements in purity through electrophoresis, - however. si nifica t
a^va cements axe r	 red to matte this a	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3yzaRe _processing_ eE^ctznigue.	 —
b. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
t
The basic parameters for this system are as follows:
Total Sample Volume: 10 cc
Total Column Volume: 10 cc
Buffer Pump Rate: 	 30 cc/min. (max,)
Temperature Control: 2630K to 2780K
Voltage Gradient:	 100 V/CM (max.)
Current Density:	 100 milliamp/sq. cm
Pump Pressure Fluctuations: less than +10 N/sq. meter
The technology for meeting the above parameters is available; however, the
desired high purity may not be attainable due to wall contamination in the
electrophoretic cell, which causes degrading changes in the cell character-
istics.
P/L REQUrdEMENTS BASED ON: PRE- A, [] A, q B,[] C/D
6 RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
(a) Increased electrophoretic cell thickness possible in zero-G makes theor-
etical separation resolutions 5 to 10 times better than those on ground based
systems. however, wall contamination seriously degrades the reproducibility
of the cell characteristics, thus adversely affecting the purities that can be
attained. A large portion of the contamination may be traced to fuel handling
functions such as (biological) sample insertions wherein contact of the sample
with the cell walls.occurs very often with the state-of-the-art techniques.
'	 (b) The benefitting payloads are SP--14S (SPA No. 14, Manned and Automated),
and SP -01S (SPA No. 1, Biological - Manned).
.
	
	 (c) Reductions in contamination will benefit both ground based and space based
electrophoretic pr ocesses, removing a significant obstacle to the attainment
of higher purity biologicals.	 -
(d) This technology program should be carried to the point where an experimen-
tal system is tested and demonstrated in the laboratory (in one-G). Zero-G
effects should be projected and appropriate technique adjustments made to
permit satisfactory operation in space.
TO BE CARRIED To LEVEL 5
PRECPI7INC
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOG"! REQUIREMENT
	 NO, GE-5,2
1, TECHNOLOGY RE QUIRE, MENT(TITLE): Continuout3 Flow	 PAGE 2 OF 3
Electrophoretic Column
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Various aspects to be considered in the technological, advancement.. are.
(a)	 Attainment of high degree of cleanliness in the equipment and facility
(b)	 Proper sample insertion techniques
(c).	 Avoidance of batch-to-batch contamination
(d)	 Prevention of bubble formation in the cell.
(e)	 Maintenance of sample away from the cell walls (e.g., through the use of
externally applied electrostatic forces)
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
It is. anticipated that significant amount of contaminants will tend to deposit
on the cell walls, regardless of the precautions.
	 The main problem is to
avoid not only excessive contamination but also uneven distribution from qne
cell wall to the other, and changing conditions with respect to time.
Suppression of electro-osmosia is a technological problem.	 Bonded charges along
the container surfaces interact with the electrolyte, affecting Field.
9, POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES;
Many types of separation processes exist and are undergoing technological_.
improvements (e.g., chromatography, centrifugation, etc.).
	
Each type of
process is applicable to a limited set of applications; there is no known
alternative method to electrophoresis.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.'
The unperturbed level of technology advancement is estimated to reach the
testing of theories through physical experimentation in the laboratory.
EXPECTED: UNPERTURBED LEVEL. a
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
(a)	 Investigations of optimum cell-wall coatings.
(b)	 Development of multi-electrode-pairs (Beckman)
7-224
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO-CE 5.2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Continuous Flaw	 PAGE 3 OF 3
Electrophoretic Column
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE;
CALENDAR YEAR.
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 771 78 179 80 81 82 83 84185186 87 88 89190 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Analysis
2. Experiments on Tech-
niques
3• Model Fabrication -
4. Model Testing
5.
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2.	 Devi/Fab (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED D.A.TE TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 .1 11 1	 13
14. REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
I
s. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD. TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED. 0, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2.THEORY FOIBIUL.TED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA. 7. MODEL TESTED IN SR4CE ENVIRONMENT.
3. 'THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT S. 10W CAPA131LITY DZRIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR 1IATUEM&TICAL MODEL. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, 9. RELMBILITY UPGRADIING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL,
E.G., 11dATEWAL, WhIPONENT, ETC.
	 10. LIFETIIIIE EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. Rl, 5.3
1, TECHNOLOGY LEQUIREMENT (TITLE):	 PAGE 1 Oi 5
Package, Solids Analysis
2, TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Special Devices
( :1. OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Analysis of chemical content of
!	 Encke tai I
1. CUMIENT STATE (*' ART: Breadboard of workable model developed at GSFC
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCLill I TION OF TECHNOLOGY
Two major efforts have been carried out in recent years on the development of mass-
spectrometric techniques for the compositional analysis of micrometeoroiO material from
j spacecraft. The first of these (headed by H. Fechtig and E. G3run of the Max Planck
lnstitut fur Ke3rnphysik, Heidelberg, Germany) has been successfully flown on the Helios
Solar Probe. The second effort was under the leadership of J. F. Friichtenicht of TRW,
Redondo Beach, California. The two approaches are identical in concept: a ^:,ompositional
analysis of micrometeoroid material is made through a time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectro-
meter analysis of the plasma generated when a small dust particle strikes a tungsten target
at high velocity. Information on the size of the particle is gained through a measurement of
the total integrated plasma charge and a measure of the relative particle velocity is made
through the measurement of the rise time of the plasma "pulse".
(continued on page 4)
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE-A, ® A, ® B, ® C/D
r	 --
6. I2ATTINALJ{' AND ANAI,YSI,S:
a. The most widely accepted theory of cometary origin assumes comets to be made up of the
primordial "stuff" of the solar system. If so, cometary solids and small asteroids may be
the only sources of undifferentiated, unmixed primitive material available, and the
elemental (and isotopic) composition of this material is of fundamental importance in
geochemistry and cosmogeny. If not of solar system origin, the cometary solids must
come from interstellar space, and an analysis of interstellar material is no less interesting
b. T!,,e best way to measure the composition of the non-volatile fraction of the cometary
nucleus during a flyby is probably to analyze the composition of the cometary dust
reaching the spacecraft.
c. PL-18-A Encke Rendezvous and PL-19-A Halley Cornet Flyby are benefitingpayloads.
d. Model must be constructed with improved plasma generating particle target and
subjected to testing in the space environment.
^'R FD1`NG ^^ B  ^ ^ 1^^
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
7-Z:7
DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. Rl 5.3
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUllIEMENT(TITLE):
	
PAGE 2 OF
Package, Solids Anctlysis
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Lesser capability models by:
a. H. Fechtig, Max Planck institute, Germany (Helios)
b. J. F. Fri i chteni chi', TRW
c. Dr. S. Auer , GSFC device with Sid target
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. A redesign of the target to materials which are not Ukely associated with comet
composition is desirable. Presently Si and SiO2 .compounds are used for the target
and it is desirable they be switched to materials such as germanium.
9, POTENTIAL ALTERNATIV
None known
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR'
Norte known or anticipated
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY
Unknown
r.
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 iVO. M. , 5.3
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): — 	PAGE 3 OF S
Package, Solids Analysis
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77178179180 81 8218318.1 85186187 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
j, Breadboard completed NO E: NC P3 es nt fUl Ldii g
1.0174
2. Develop new target
3. Construct model
4, Life Testing
5.
APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devi./rah (Ph. D)
3. Ope1L adorns
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES ] 1 2
14 REFERENCES:
a. Science Aspects of a 1980 Flyby of Comer Fncke with a Pioneer Spacecraft, L. D. Jaffe,
et al; 760-96, May 20, 1974, J P L
b. Cosmic Dust Analyzer, Final Report, 10735-6002-RO-00, TRW Systems Group,
Redondo Beach, Calif., 1971
c. Letter from J. F. Friichtenicht, TRW to H. Ikerd, GDCA, December 26, 1974
d, Discussion between C. Giffin,. Jet Propulsion Ldborbtory, and P. R. Fagan, Rockwell
International, January 22, 1975
e. Discussion between Dr. S. Auer, GSFC, and P. R. Fagan, Rockwell International,
January 24, 1975.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
s. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
1. BASIC 711ENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.	 g, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY FOIZTULATED TO DESCRIBE Pi(ENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRO\MF.NT.
9. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 B. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATHEMATICAL MODEL,
	 OPERATIO A1. 1TODEL.
.4. PEIITINENT FUNCTION OR CIEARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERAr[ONAL MODEL.
E.G. ., MATERIAL, COMPONENT, .ETC.
	 30.. LIFETLtiTE EXTENSION 0 AN OI'ERATIONAT, MODEL-
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 No. _._Rlr 5,3 1
. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 PAGE 4 OF 5
­- Package, Solids Analysis
echnoio-av "
The TOF mass spectrometer analysis assumes that the ionic composition of the impact- -generated
plasma is directly related to the bulk composition of She micrometeoroid (or in this case the
cometary dust particle). By accelerating the plasma ions through a ppotential difference, and
then letting them pass along a field free drift region of known length, the atomic masses of the
ions can be determined by their respective arrival times at a detector.
A simplified schematic of the instrument is shown in Figure 1, page 5. Upon impact of .c dust
article on the target, a plasma is generated, the time profile and intensit of which is measured.
he plasma-detection amplifier sends a signal to the signal-conditioning electronics which starts
a clock for timing the arrival times of ion "bunches" as they reach the resolved ion detector.
The signal-conditioning electronics format the measurement of the integrated charge in each !ran
"bunch" and time-label it for mass identification.
S. Auer of GSFC is the inventor of the analyzer used on the Helios Solar Probe and has
her improved the analyzer by incorporating two important improvements. The Helios analyzer
limited in its ability to detect a wide range of atomic mass units as it could only focus on a
an single AMV and respond to a narrow AMV bandwidth centered around the selected single
V value.
Dr. Auer developed and demonstrated a static focus technique which increases the response to an
AMV range of 1-300 AMV. The target was changed to a capacitor which when struck by a
particle had a capacitance discharge. This improved ionization effieiency,particularly for
slow moving particles.
The linear particle path length was changed to a circular path,irmproving the path leng`wh ^ffie
particle can travel.
s most important improvement was to change the tungsten (or gold in some concepts) target to a
n film capacitor which is charged by applying 30-60 V between the two conductors. The
cker substrate is positive relative to the thinner conductor.
technique was formerly used in space to detect micrometeoroid impact and developed for
orer 46 by LaRC. When a particle enters the field between the two conductors a spark is
.rated. The ions are extracted from the spark and the ion current has been found to be 7
rs of magnitude better ¢' :n that generated by Helios. The resultant is higher resolution,
,r AMV response than the Helios Analyzer, and ability to detect slow moving particles
the order of 10 m./sec.
lIIIII.J'F
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. _R1 x_ 5.3
TECHNOLOGY REQUMEMENT (TITLE) :	 -	 PAGE 5 OF 5
Package, Solids Analysis
Figure I. Simplified block diagram: Cometary Bust Analyzer
7-231.
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. GE-5.4
1, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TI'T'LE): High Power,,High 	 PAGE 1 OF j_
Efficiency Transmitter
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: 	 Special Devices
3. OBJECTIVE /ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Obtain power output in the range of 50
to 500 watts in the frequency band 620 to 790 MHz, transmitter characteristics
to be: 45% efficiency, 30 dB gain, 20 14Hz bandwidth, minimum size and weight.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART:	 100W, 45% ef.kciency, 30MHz bandwidth, single
chmnel centered at 790MHz.
HAS BBEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Direct broadcast Cad operation, single channel operation such as required for
the Disaster Warning Satellite (ON-54A).
Critical parameters are:
	 power output, efficiency, size, weight, and long life
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: 	 PRE-A,	 A,	 B, E C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS.
(a)	 Low cost ground receiver in a building (15 dB building attenuation);
58.6 dBW EIRP required for a 9.0 dB SIN ratio at the receiver; receiver
noise temperature of 11000K.
(b)	 Benefitting payload:	 CN-54A, Disaster Warning Satellite...
(c)	 Solid-state devices and circuits increase lifetime, reliability of
transmitter and offer opportunity to minimize size and weight of trans-
mitter.
(d)	 The technology program should culminate in.the testing.of a breadboard
model on ground tests.
PR'C ,	
PAGE BLANK NUT
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 55
sf
s
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	DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE, W-NT	 NO. GE-5.4
	
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Sigh Power, High	 PAGE 2 OF 4
Efficiency Transmitter
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Critical factors in the Diaaster Warning System that affect the transmitter
output power and satellite payload use:
(a) Efficiency of the transmitter affects the DC power requirements for the
transmitter (linear relationship). '
(b) Noise temperature of the ground receiver affects the required power output
of the satellite transmitter (direct relationship in dB).
(c) Building attenuation directly affects the required transmitter output powe
(direct relationship in dB); antenna location outside the building desirab
(d) Number of simultaneous signals in the transmitter affects the output power
available (limited by intermodulation signal level requirements); design
assumed to be one carrier per transmitter. (Approximately 6 dB back-off
from maximum power output is required for 2 simultaneous signals.)
continued
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
State-of-the-art in solid-otate transmitters is: power up to 100W, 45%
efficiency, 20 MHz BW. In the power range of 10OW to 430W, technical problems
are: (1) thermal problems (transistor junction, temperature = 125 0C maximum);
(2) large size and,
 weight of the transmitter; (3) efficiency (loss of ef-
ficiency due to combining losses).
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Cross-field amplifier can be used for higher power outputs; development of
amplifier is required; cathode life appears to be a limiting factor in long lift
operation (5-7 years).
The use of an outside antenna would reduce the attenuation from the present
15 dB specification, thus lowering the transmitter power requirement. Cost of
u
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Global positioning Satellite Program - 1600 MHz transmitter being developed by
Forth American Rockwell.
GE in-house program - VHF and 1600 MHz transmitters.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
None
7234
1DEFRaTION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUMEMENT	 NO. GE-5.4
. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 PAGE 3 OF
HIGH POWER, HIGH EFFICIENTY TRANSMITTER
7.	 TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:	 (Continued)
(e)	 Power o^itput per transmitter affects the size and weight of the payload;
the number of transmitters affects the size and weight of the payload.
{£)	 Receiver bandwidth directly affects C/N of the receiver and thus the rf
power output and DC power input requirements of the transmitter.
a
,o
r
1
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kDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	
NO. GR-5.4
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT ( TITTLE); High Power, High 	 PAGE 4 OF 4
Efficiency Transmitter
12.	 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE: High Power Amplifier (100-430W)
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80181 ' 82 83184185 86187188189 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Systems Tradeoffs
2. Transistor Selection
3. Thermal Design
4. Ampl, Clot. Design
5. Breadboard Test
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C) i
2. Devi/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TEC.NNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 1 1 4
14. REFERENCES:
(a)	 'Telephone conversation with J. R. Ramler, NASA Lewis.
(b)	 Feasibility Study of Using Satellites for a Disaster Warning System,
R-3015-2-1.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART S. comPONFNT OR IIREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
L &%.SIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND _REPORTUD.
ENVIRONDIEN'T IN THE LABOlU'WRY.
G. MODEL TESTED.LN AIRCRAk-F ENVIRONNIENT.
2, TI[EORY kotmILTLATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA. 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3.. MEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERt&IE:NT S. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATHE\IATICAL'MODEL.
4.
DI?ERATIONAL \IODLL.
PE11TINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELMBILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.O... IIATEIILAL, COMPONENT ETC, 10, LIFE'T'L,SIE EY4TEHSIO'N OF AN gi'E>R,%.TIOVAL MODEL.
7-236
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C-5.7
1. TECHNOLOGY RE, E,QUIREII ENT (TITLE) : 	 PAGE I OF
Self aligning Multi_pin Electrical. Connector Assembly
2.TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Special Devices
:3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Electrical interface for re-
supply and refurbishment of orbiting spacecraft
1
4. CURREMT STATE Or ART: Development hardware has been fabricated
feasibility of concepts has been demonstrated
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCRIPTION Or TECHNOLOGY
Multipin electrical connectors are required to transverse the
spacecraft/module interface of an in-orbit serviceable spacecraft.
Connector design will permit reliable engagement or interruption
of power, data, and communication lines when malfunctioning and/or
depleted systems are replaced remotely on the orbiter.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE-A, [] A, [] B, q C/D
6. IIATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
(a) The present method for orbiting a spacecraft precludes its
recovery for repair and/or refurbishment. The cost effective
solution is to provide a shuttle compatible system to recover,
repair, and reorbit spacecraft;
(b) EOS%, B, C, and D; SMM; EGRET; SSOS; SEOS; SeaSAT will benefit.
BE, SS is potentially d benefiting payload..
(c) In orbit repair and/or refurbishment of spacecraft will re-
place the present method of operation, ibe., launching a second
or backup spacecraft to complete the mission of the malfunctioning
spacecraft.
(d) The test of a model in. a spacecraft (EGRET) to demonstrate its applicability
will satisfy this technology regnirement.
*PO -4.8A
**OP-07-A & 09A
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. C-S. 7
1. TEI
 CIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Self Aligning	 PAGE 2 OF
Multipin Electrical. Connector Assembly
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
(a) Develop a connector component for refurbishment and/or repair of malfunctioning
spacecraft system as described above in paragraph 5.
(b) Capture and return spacecraft to earth for electrical disconnect.
(c) Continue present mode of operation., i.e., launch a backup spacecraft to replace
the one that has maNuactioned.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
(a) Alignment and mating of up to 200 power, data and communicatio
pins and sockets including an undetermined number of coaxial inter-
faces.
(b) The effect of thermal gradients on the alignment of pins and
sockets.
(continued on next page)
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
There are no known potential alternatives other than those
discussed in Section 7.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
(a) EGRET spacecraft, F. J. Cepollina, (301) 982--5913.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL g
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Developing of tooling to measure pin/soak engagement and
disengagement forces.
7-238

DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C-5.7
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Sell: Aligning	 PAGE, 4 OF 4
Multipin Electrical Connector Assembly
12. TECHNOLOGY" REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR.
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77. 78 79 80 1 81 82 83 84: 1 85 86 1 87 . 1 88 1 89 90 9.1
TECHNOLOGY
1. Redesign E/U
2. Modificat on E/U
3, Qualification E/U
4.
5.
APPLICATION I I1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2. Devi/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE d TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 2 =22 9
14. REFERENCES:
Flight support system for Earth'Observation Satellites
(NAS5-282C3, Mod 4) SDU-SA^0051.
Letter: NASA/GSFC File No. 8213, Code 730, Subject: "Study of Future Payload
Technology Requirements,' Contract NAS 2-8272 11 , F. J. 'Cepollina to
H. M. Ikerd, GD Convair, dated 10 January.1975.
:w	 In-=Orbit Servicing by Frank J. Cepolling and James Mansfield, pages 46-56 Astronautics
& Aeronautics, Vol. 13, No. 2., dated February 1975.
Legend: *Resupply missions
E/U Engineering Units
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
2, . RLSIC. PHENOMENA OBSERVED &ND REPORTED.
2. THEORY romuLATED T'O DESCRIBE PH>;NOAiENA.
S. THEORY TESTED I1Y PIMICAL EXPERI1tiIENT
OR ALLTIIEMATICAL MODEL.
4, PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
. E.G., M.ATEMAL, COATPONENT..ETC,
5, COMPONENT Olt BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LARORATORY,
6, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
7, MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
s. N9W CAPAMLITY DERIVED MOM A 3IUCII LESSER
OPERATIONAL MODEL.
RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
in. LIFETLyfE EXTENSION OF AN . 011M 1TIONAL MODEL.
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DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. X6.1-
i . TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : Accelerometer Package PAGE 1 OF 5
for Gravity Gradiometer
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: znertial/Electromechanical
3. OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Measure study-state_ ace lest on in
the order of 10-5
 gal (10 -9
 G) with an accuracy of 2 to 3%
d. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Miniature Electrostatic Accelerometers (MESA)
have demonstrated. capability to measure to 10-6 G.	 (continued oa page 4)
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
5. DESCRI['TION OF TECHNOLOGY
A gravity gradiometer system, to be used to obtain improved measurements of
the p#rth s s gravity field, requires an accuracy of approximately 0.01 EU
(10 - gal/cm). The principal instrument in 
-
6he gravity gradiometer is a set
of accelerometers capable of measuring to 10 G. Current state of the art
is illustrated in figure 1, on the next page.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [3 PRE-A, E] A, q B, q C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
A. The technology requirement is based on a spinning cruciform gradiameter
configuration utilizing four test masses on the ends of the cross. The
analyses for the measurement were made in a study by the .let Propulsion
Laboratory "Earth Physics Satellite Gravity Gradiometer Study." (See refea:ence 1
The instrument dimensions have been scaled up from the original version in the
J PL study, so that its mass is 30 times that of the original.
2. The Gravity Gradiometer Satellite OF-02A will benefit from this technology
advance.
C. The successful development of the gravity gradiometer will be useful in the
establishment of an accurate earth subsurface model. This would Improve
knowledge of structure and density distributions of the base of the continental
crust, mountain ranges, deep sea trenches, etc. with resolutions approximating
100 kilometers.
D. The technology program should demonst
package in the space environment.
7-^
NDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. BE—Ll—
1., TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Ac aelarometevPackage PAGE 2 OF
CONFIGURATIC
INTEGRATING ACCELEROMETERS
FOR BOOST CLOSED LOOP
' TRAJECTORY CONTROL,
NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE
&V, MIDCOURSE BURN, CLOSED LOOP
GUIDANCE
AND
NAVIGATION TRAJECTORY ALTERATION
REENTRY AND	 LUNAR
LANDING
	 EARTH CLOSED LOOP
MANEUVERS	 HEAVY ATMOSPHERE
OPEN LOOP
SPIN STABILIZATION CLOSED LOOP
LOW-9
ION THRUST
ENGINES MESA; VSA
SPACE DRAG,
MEASUREMENTS
MONITORING OPEN LOOP,
AND
CONTROL LANDING AND PYROTECHNIC
PIEZOELECTRIC
OR FL EXURESHOCKS -- SHORT DURATION PROO F MASS
AS
SUPPORT
OPEN LOOP,
PIEZOELECTRIC
VIBRATION, MONITORING ® OR FLEXUREPROOF MASS
SUPPORT
PLATFORM
ACCELEROM-
LEVELING DETERMINATION OF PRELAUNCH ETERS,LEVEL AXES PENDULUMS,
BUBBLE LEVELS
1071	 10-5 16-4 10
73	
10-2	 10-1
	 1011
102	103
ACCELERATION INPUT LEVELS, 9
I rigu_re 1.	 Current State of the Art for
I^
4
Accelerometer Technology
I
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DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. GE 6. 1 
1. TECHNOLOGY RE QUIREMENT(TITLE): Accelerometer Package 	 PAGE S OF 5
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Several types of accelerometers will be considered in the investigation:
a.	 Closed loop integrating accelerometers (used in booster trajectory
GNC applications)
b.	 Piezoelectric strain monitors on the cruciform arms.
C.	 Miniature Electrostatic Accelerators.
D.	 Vibrating String Accelerometers.
The MESA is the most likely candidate for the orbital gravity gradiometer
application because of its extremely low damping and near zero spring
restraint
	
of the suspension system when scaled for a low g environment.
S. T'.CHNICAL PROBLEMS:
A.	 High sensitivity
B.	 Instrument sensitivity to acceleration component due to drag,
at low orbits.
In many aspects the orbital application of gravity gradiometer is ideal
because of the low acceleration environment. 	 Many of the error sources
associated with the terrestrial gravity gradiometer become (continued on page 4)
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
None
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
Extensive effort is being carried out on the terrestrial gravity
gradiometer for SAMSO.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVELS
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
A. Precision ephemeris determination.
B.	 Development of 19--bit A/D converter.
_..	 -	 ..	 .
a
a
_ g
t
i;
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 No. GE 6.1 1
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUMEMENT (TITLE)... -- Accelerometer Package PAGE 4 Or S
for Gravity Gradiometer
Paragraph 4. *Current State of Art (continued)
Bell is presently developing a feasibility model of a rotating accelerometer
gravity gradiometer for aircraft applications under funding from the
Minuteman SPO of SAMSO, USAF. The performance goal in this case is a
randomness of 1 EU as measured through a 10 second time constant. The
separation of the Model V11 accelerometers for terrestrial gravity gradiometer
is 20 cm. For the orbital application the space qualified MESAS would be
substituted for the Model VZTs because of the low acceleration encountered in
space and the separation between accelerometers is increased to one meter.
The goal of .01 EU is therefore realistic.
Currently a noise of about 2 EU is measured for four Model Vlls and the
instruments are in the process of being mounted on the rotating fixture for
gravity gradient measurements. The feasibility demonstration program for the
terrestrial gravity gradiometer is scheduled for completion in mid-1976.
Paragraph S. 'Technical Problems (continued)
negligible in the orbital case. The major unknown parameter is the residual
thermal noise of evacuated and modified MESAS. Theoretically a noise level
of under.01 EU should be achievable based on present data obtained on Model V11
accelerometers, but verification in laborn*nry iq	 Annt-hpr isnknnran
area at this time are the residual drag
satellite at spin or twice spin speed.
Excerpts from inputs by Dr. Ernest H.
Systems, Bell Aerospace Company.
7r2,
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO.GE 6.1
1. TECM40LOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Accelerometer Package 	 PAGE 5 OF 5
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE MENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 7g 79 80181 82183 84185186187 88189190 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. ANALYSES
2. MODEL DESIGN
3. MODEL WMr-ACTURE
4. GROUND TESTS
5. PROTOTYPE MANUrACTURE
6. ROCKEt TESTS
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 1 1
14. REFERENCES:
1.	 "Earth Physics Satellite Gravity Gradiometer Study" Report #760-70. .7PL
2.	 "Space Vehicle Accelerometer Applications", NASA SP-8102.
3.	 Comments from Dr. Ernest R. Metzger, Bell Aerospace Company concerning
the gravity gradi,ometer work currently being performed at their
facilities.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
S. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABOILkTORY.
Y. 11010 PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED,
	 p. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVTRONSIENT.
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3,, THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL E.YPERIMENT
	
8. NE%v CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATHEMATICAL MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTPATED,
	
9, RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G.. NIATEIUA-L, COMPONENT, ETC.
	 10. LIFETL4IEEXTENSIONOFANOPERATION.AJ,hloi )m.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C-7.1
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : 	 Life Sciences	 PAGE 1 OF 5
Organism Holding Units
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:
	
Life Sciences
3. OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To develop spaceflight holding units for
primates, small vertebrates cells and tissues invertebrates and plants, which meet
the requirements
 of the life sciences principal investigators.
4. CURRENT STATE OF .ART: Separate small holding units have been flown in Mast
immann .ed (Biosatellite) and manned spacecraft. Several prototypes
_ of larger holding
(Cont'd on Page 2) 	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Organism holding units are needed to house various research organisms and support
whatever research procedures are required by the scientists. Except kr primates or
other large vertebrates, multiple organisms may be accommodated within each holding
unit in order to provide a statistical basis for the observed scientific results.
	 Small
vertebrates would be contained in individual cages within one or more holding units
to be flown on each mission.. Holding unit design emphasis will ini.'dally be placed
upon the support of vertebrates, and cells and tissues since these types of organisms
can be used more direc-dy in the study of spaceflight effects on man.
In addition to a controlled atmospheric environment for the organisms (see Table x
for typical environmental requirem exits) the holding units may have to provide one or
more of the following, depending upon the research being conducted. (1) Data acquisi-
tion interface equipment for monitoring the organism without electromagnetic inter-
(Cont'd on Page 2) p/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE-A, [] A, 0 I3, q C/D
G. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. The use of organisms in spaceflight experiments will require some sort of holding
facility. Many varieties of organisms have been propos ed because of the nature of the
research being performed.
	 Such organisms include monkeys, rats, mice, turtles,
chickens, quail, rabbits, fish, _frog and fish eggs, tissues, cultures, marigolds, algae,
flies, spiders, etc. Some organisms and experiments involve the use of radioactive
tracers which should not enter the crew environment. Other experiments require
spacial atmospheric condit:.ons such as temperature, gaseous composition, pressure,
etc. (ref. Table I). Metabolic experiments require special measurement devices
associated with feeding, watering, and waste management. Plant experiments may
require special lighting characteristics and scheduling. All of the above requirements
can be met in the form of one or more special holding units designed with these re-
quirements in mind.
b. The payload which will benefit from this development will be the Life Sciences Shuttle
Laboratory (LS--09-5), and the Life Sciences Mini-Labs (LS-10-S).
c. Allows populations o^ various organisms to be flown and maintained. Allows for statis-
tical numbers (>30) of organisms.
d. Reliability improvement of operational models is required.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 9
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY RE, QUIRE, MEN'T	 HO. C-7.1
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):. Life Sciences Organisms PAGE 2 Off` 5
Holding Unt.s
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART (Cont'd)
units have been built and are currently being reviewed and/or tested by NASA for future
application.
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY (Conttd)
ference (EMI); (2) Special feeding and watering equipment to provide for accurate meas-
uxement of these functions; (3) Biowaste collection and management equipment; (4) A
containment shroud or device to allow crew access to the organisms without organism
escape into the cabin or cabin contamination; (5) Noise and vibration abatement features;
(G) Special lighting provisions; (7) Provision for photographic or video coverage of the
organisms within the holding unit.
Past organisms in spacecraft have been housed in small enclosures specific to the
particular experiment being conducted. Very limited manipi3la,tion of these organisms
has been performed by the crew. Biosatellite experiments were unmanned and generally
quite specific in nature. Current holding units potentially applicable to future space-
fli.ghts include: (1) the Convair Common Holding Unit, (2) the Monkey Pod tieing developed
at tIle University of California, and (3) orbiting primate prototype monkey housing units
developed by Lockheed and Northrup.
TABLE I. LIFE SCIENCES HOLDING UNIT REQUIREMENTS
PRIMATES
NON-PRIMATE
VERTLMATE5
CELLS &
TISSUES PLANTS INVERTEBRATES
LS-041 LS-040 IS-060 LS-059 LS-070
Tamporatures*	 Range, `F 68-86 70-86 64-100 62 - B2 s0 -99
Tolerances, =°F :k1 Sh1 :U !fi1 sI
Humidity-	 Range, % 46-70 40-78 67-100 51 -92 16-91
Tolerances, % t2 ths =2 y2 *2
Atmospharic	 Nominal I Atm. I Attu 1 Atm 1 Atm 1 Atm
Pressure	 Max Cog partial 3 s 3 7.0 3-7
pressure, torr
Lighting	 ft-od 90 Ek 10 90 y 10 90 = 10 Daylight fuores- 0-120 
cent 100 d, 10
Sound Isolation, d.U. T13D TBD TBD TBD TBD
'Vibration, EMI, Radiation TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD
Food Managemrut Demand or con- Demand or con- Stared Nutrients Stared Nutrients Stared Nutrients
trolled feed. trolled feed.
Stored pellets. Stored pellets ar
paste type fe d.
Waste Management Removal, roller- Itemovsl, calico- TBD TBD TBD
tlon & separation tlon & separation
llil!I
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. C-7.1
1, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): 	 Life Sciences Organism	 PAGE 3 OF 5
Holding Units
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Options in the holding unit design include size, shape, internal configurations, the
use of restrained organisms as opposed to unrestrained organisms. The size and
number of internal cages for small organisms would be open to future studies. Also,
mixing various compatible types of organisms within one holding unit should be
considered.
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The holding unit must be designed for broad application. It will be used not only in
flight but pre-- and post-flight and for ground testing in the principal investigator's
laboratory.	 Thus, its size, internal configuration, electrical power interconnections,
coolant interconnections, weight, and other properties must be compatible with all the
environments in which it will be used, both in 0-g and 1-g. 	 The holding unit should be
sealable for those experiments which cannot intermix the air ventilating the organism
9. (Cont'd on Page 4)POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a.	 Some experiments may be capable of being performed without a holding unit.
For example, limited plant experiments might be performed within the cabin
environment. This alternative, However, will not be satisfactory for many experi•
ments which require controlled environmental conditions, atmospheric isolation,
controlled data acquisition., etc. (Cant'd	 Page 4)on
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
RTOP is currently under review at NASA Headquarters. The COR will be Bin
Patterson at NASA/MSFC.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Several related technology areas may be the subject of independent study such as organi
feeding system.s,,zero-g. mass measurement of unrestrained animals, and waste meas-
urement systems which can be used in metabolic studies. Operational problems as-
sociated with loading and unloading organisms from the Space Shuttle/Spacelab may
also be studied independently.
7-249
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	DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	
NOR C-7.1
	
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE); Life Sciences 	 PAGE 4 OF 5
Organisms Holding Units
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS (Cont'd
with that of the cabin.
Organism feeding, watering and waste systems must not only be compatible with
0-g, but for some experiments must provide accurate measurements of the quanti-
ties consumed or produced. ME will undoubtedly be a problem with low voltage
electrophysioiogical signals .
Spacecraft operational factors will have to be taken into account in holding unit de-
velopment. These may include: (1) loading and unloading of the holding unit, (2)
orientation of the holding unit and organisms during various flight and ground phases
of the mission, (3) vibration and acceleration loads, (4) refurbishment between flights,
(5) modifications to the holding unit to accommodate a new type of organism or a
mixture of organisms, and (6) subsystem support of the holding units including elec-
trical power, the rmal control fluids and data management functions.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES (Cont'd)
b. Another alternative to the use of a general purpose holding unit would be the
use of specific holding units or cages for each organism and experiment. This
concept is not considered to be a good approach since it would be costly and
would result in many problems in mission operations, spacecraft integration,
and research program coordination..
14. REFERENCES:
Study of Common Holding Units and Environmental Control Systems for Biological
Organisms in Spacecraft Laboratories, General Dynamics/Convair Aerospace Planning
Document No. PD663-74-003, San Diego, CA, August 1974.
Life Sciences Payload Definition & Integration Stud Task C&D, CASD-NAS-73-003, Vols.
I, f, If[ & IV, Contract NAS8-29150, General Dynamics/Convair Aerospace, Aug. 1973.
A Study of Environmental Control and Life Support Systems for Spacecraft Animal Experi-
ments, Report No. GDC-ERR,-1401, General Dynamics /Convair Division, San Diego,
CA, Dec. 1969.
vrplementation Techniques £or a General. Space Bioresearch Laboratory, Report No
GDCA-ERR-1657, General Dynarics/Convair Aerospace Division, San Diego, CA, Jan.
1972.
Space Bioexperiments Support and Transfer Equipment Fabrication and Testing, Report
No. GDCA-ERR--1716, General Dynamics/Convai.r Aerospace Division, San Diego, _CA,
Dec. 1972.
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):
	
Life Sciences	 PAGE 5 of 5
Or aanisxxl Holding Units
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 1 77 1 78 79 80181182 83 84185 86 1 87 88189 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Conceptual. Design &
Planning Shady
2. Prototype Design.: Fab.
& Test
3. Flight Sys. Design,
gab., Qual..
4. P.T. use & baseline
data accumulation
APPLICATION I
1.	 Design (Ph. C) t
2.	 Devl./Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations T1 s s *so* s s * *so s s * coo
 o ^o so
T2ssso so so o-oowooesssosso
1:3. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE T TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 52
14. REFERENCES:	 (See Page 4)
Legend:
T =Technology
s	 = Sortie Operations
T1 = LS-09-S, Life Sciences Shuttle Laboratory
T2 = LS-10-S, Life Sciences Mini--Labs
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
S. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
1. BASIC PHENONIENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 0. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONhIENT,
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PIfENOMENA.
	 q, MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
S. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL £XPERINIENT
	 a. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FRC1I A MUCH LESSER
OR MATHEbIATICAL MODEL.
	 OPMTIONAL =DEL.
4. PZRTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	
10. L=TINTE EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
r.	
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO, C-7..2
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):
	
Bioresearch	 PAGE 1 OF
Centrifu e
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:	 Life Sciences
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT .REQUIRED. To develop a continuous rota:don centri-
fuge capable of supporting live organisms for up to 30 days.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART:. _ Ground-based centrifuges have been used for providing
hyorg_ravit_r. A_centrifuge for space research is presgntlY oill y co	 a
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
The basic requirement is to provide a control l_-g environment for organisms (i. e.,
rats, plants, etc.) for up to 30 days. Provisions for food and waste management, the
collection of data and samples (blood, urine, tissues), and the dnsuraace of minimum
disturbance must be considered. Drive and balance mechanisms for the envisioned
3.6 m diameter centrifuge are of particular concern..
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [I PRE-•A, ® A, ® B, 0 C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a) The 1-g environment provided by the Bioresearch Centrifuge permits normo-
gravity control organisms to be aboard the Spacelab and direct compari.son.of
results with the zero-g organisms. On-board. I.-g controls instead of earth-
bound controls obviate the simulation of launch and re--entry stress ccuditions
on the earth controls.
b) The Bioresearch Centrifuge is to be used in conjunction with the Life Sciences
Shuttle Laboratory, LS-09-S.
c) The centrifuge enables life sciences experiments in space under variable but
controlled g levels, including reconditioning after a period of near zero "g"
prior to reentry.
d) Final test is in space on a Shuttle sortie mission.
initial but partial technology demonstration test will be performed in laboratory.
ECFDING PAGE BLANK 1;0T rff2M)`
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL y
7-253
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. C-7.2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): 	 Bioresearch PAGE 2 OF 3
centrifuge
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
1) Maintenance of the 1-g environment at the organism location is of prime im-
portance. The effects of g-gradient, Coriolis forces, angular velocity variations
have to be investigated.
2) Ventilation: Passive - Forced air flow-thuough using scoops.
Active -- Blower.
8. TECHNICAI PROBLEMS:
1.)	 Removal of specimens and samples while continuously rotating or possible stoppag
2)	 Providing and recording food and water during rotation.
8) Automatic counter balancing system especially for manned interface with
centrifuge.
4)	 Provisions for telemetry of biophysiological data.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
For small organisms (cells 8
commercial centrifuge could
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR U]
Possible requirements study
11. RF,,ATED TECHNOLOGY
Development of organism hol
provide the environmental an
e.
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. C-7.2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Bioresearch Centrifu e PAGE 3 Or 3
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80181182183 84 85 86 87 88 89190 1 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Concepts and Trades
2. Exp. Model Design
3. Exp. Model Fab.
4. Test and Evaluation
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations e^ s^  ee^ •^ so es
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1 X I III WJ111 IL TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 14
14. REFERENCES:
SSPDA: Payload LS-08-S - Life Sciences Bioresearch Centrifuge, Summarized NASA
Payload Descriptions, MSFC, Oct. 1973.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
5. COMIPONENT OR BREADBOARD
LABORATORY.
TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE
I. IMSIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED,
	 g. WODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAk"r ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY F01MIULATED TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA.
	 7. L40DEL TESTED IN SRWE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEORY TESTED IIY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 e. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR ilL1THEMATICAL MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	 9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN UPERATIQNAL MODEL.
E.G., MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	 10..LIFETI.ME EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL AIODEL.
7-255
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C-7.3
l.. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : Teleoperator Subsystems PAGE 1 OF 3
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: 	 Life Sciences
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Development of display, manipulator
controller and end effectors for teleoperator application.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: There are several earth based teleoperator systems.
However, technology deficiencies exist in certain subsystem areas.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Advanced technology is needed with respect to teleoperator systems (e.g., Free--Flying
Teleoperator, and Shuttle Orbiter Remote Manipulator) in at least the following three
areas:
1. Video display capable of providing high--resolution, three-dimensional picture that
in effect places the operator at the end-effector site.
2. Manipulator/Grappler and controllers for providing the sensitivity, light-to-heavy
grappling power and resolution, desired.
3. End effectors which can secure all types of payloads with sufficient but not excessive
force.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: (N PRE-A, q A, [] B, 0 C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. These technology problems evolve from functional analysis of the teleoperator regents.
b. This technology is required for the Free--Flying Teleoperator payload, LS-04-S. The
advanced technology is required for experiments in the manned systems integration
research areas.
c. Implementation of the teleoperator capability would enable supplement EVA as a
means for spacecraft and experiment equipment repair and service in orbit.
d. This technology advance requirement will be met with a final test in orbit on a Shuttle
flight.
Initial test may be performed at the Lunar landing simulator site at Langley Research
Center to demonstrate the technology readiness.
N1, -MING PAGE BLANX NOT MIM
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8
.I
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 N.O. C-7,3
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Teleoperator Subsystems 	 PAGE 2 Or, 3
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
a) Displays - It is possible that existing displays such as a seven-inch monitor de-
veloped for SlWlab could be used. However, a technology study of video parameters
such as illumination, color vs	 B/W, anal stereo vs. two-dimensional multi-camera
systems is required.
b) Sensor Systems - 'Trade studies of advanced sensors, e.g., touch, position, optical
ranging, force, etc.
c) Control -- Pre-programmed vs. master/slave operation.
8, TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. End effector action and reaction.
b. TV camera three-dimensional perception effectiveness.
c. Remote manipulator controls feedback servicing effectiveness.
d. Range-and-range-rate sensor to supplement TV.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a) Display Systems - Rather thau strictly analog TV sensors and display digital process-
ing may add 3-D information at increased cost and complexity.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
a. W 74-70347 (502-03-32) Artificial Intelligence for Integrated Robot Systems,
Robert Powell, JPL
b. W74-70791 (970-23-20) Teleoperator Manipulator and End Effector Technology,
H. P. Kleen, ARC
c. W74-70823 Remotely Manned Systems Displays and Supervisory ControkRequirem.ents
for Payload Work Station Design), J. R. Thompson, NISFC, Huntsville, Ala..
d. W74-70824 (970-63-10). Teleoperator Control and Manipulation, W. G. Thornton MSFC
Huntsville, Ala. (Ph. 205-453-5530)
	
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 2
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY Rt. tQUIREMENTS:
Range: Rate Sensor (a separate development) will be coupled with the display/control
aspects of the teleoperator system for payload retrieval missions. i
Ft
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C-7.3^
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE)-- Teleoperator Subsystems PAGE 3 OF 	 3
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 7,5 1 76 771 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 t^5 86 87 88 89 1 90 91
TECHNOLOGY F I•
1. Basic Research s7i ply st m
2. Design/Fabrication Eni E Mec tors
3. Test, Evaluation and ME nipdal r /C )nt oll -Irs
4 °
Concept Improvement
Final Test in Space — —
5.
APPLICATION	 Free-Flyjag'Cel rstor ev le m t
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fair (Ph. D)
Operations O D a W 4 5 q n 4 G O a
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE. X I I $ 'TOTAL
NUMBER OF LATINCHES 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.	 12
14. REFERENCES:
1. SSPDA: Payload LS-04-S, Free-Flying Teleoperator, Summarized NASA Payload
Descriptions, MSFC, duly 1974.
2. Shuttle Free-Flying Teleoperator System Experiment Definition, NAS8-27895,
Bell Aerospace, June 1972.
15. LE VEL OF STATE OF ART
	
S. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABOR.aTORY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 ^, MODEL TESTED LN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PIfENOMENA.
	
7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIROXNAENT.
S. THEORY TESTED DY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	
B. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCII LESSER
OR A)IATUENIATICAL MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL,
4. PERTINENT Y NCTION OR CIlARACTEWTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
EX.. NI.ITERIAL CON:PONENT, ETC,
	
10. LIFETWE EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C-7.4
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Surgery in Space 	 PAGE 1 OF 3
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: 	 Life Sciences
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:
	
Develop techniques for performing
surgery on animals in 0-g.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Routine surgery in 1-g is highly developed.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
There are several, unknowns concerning surgery on animals or emergency surgery
on humans in the space environment. The principal concerns are:
l..	 Retention and control of tools and instruments.
2. Confinemen,t . of fluids (e.g., blood), tissues, specimens.
3. Visibility and manipulation of animal contained within shrouded area.
4. Maintenance of a sterile field about the surgery site.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: Iffl PRE-A, ® A, q B, q C/D
G. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
Techniques are derivable from ground and Skylab experience.
b, Benefitihg payloads:'
Any Life Sciences payloads containing animals as research subjects or humans.
In particular - Life Sciences Shuttle Laboratory, LS-09-S
-- Life Sciences Mini-Labs, LS 10-S
c. Justification for advancement-
Surgery on animals in the space environment will be required for autopsy,
biopsy, sensor implementation or removal, stress induction anal, in the case
of humans, minor emergencies. it will be needed to provide a research pro-
gram similar to that found in the principal investigator's laboratory where
such surgery is routine.
d. Final test is in space on a Sortie flight.
Initial technology tests would be performed on a zero-gravity simulator.
TO BE CARRIED TO
.
 LEVEL5 /7
PRD, C 3 ING PAGE BLS NOT Fes,
iE
!Illl^l
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C-7.4
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE):	 Surgery in Space	 PAGE 2 OF
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Reference I details the following technology development areas. These are only examples
of potential approaches to required technology for performing surgery in space.
a) Zero-G, Equipment Restraint - A device fabricated of small diameter surgical rubbe
tubing or large rubber bands secured in holes or notches properly positioned in a light-
weight frame to produce an open elastic grid. Test tubes, pencils, syringes, Petri dishes,
reagent bottles, beakers, etc., can be rapidly secured by insertion between slightly
stretched rubber bands at a position on the double grid where the spacing was somewhat
smaller than the size of the object to be secured.
b) Air Flow Zero-G Work Surface - The air flow zero-g work surface is a screen or
other perforated surface attached to an air duct and blower to induce a stream of air throw
the surface and provides a positive force acting to hold items against the work surface.
c) Flexible Shroud -- A transparent, flexible shroud for debris containment. The shro c
is equipped with arm slits to enable the experimenter to gain access to all equipment wit `
the shroud. With the shroud positioned over the area in front of the animal housing unit,
all other equipment items required for animal handling procedures are located within the
shroud.
d) Vertebrate Management Kit - A kit providing tools and devices for restraining sun
animals during surgery. Includes harness-type restraints and a universal animal dissec-
tion. board.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Reference 2 includes other potential solutions.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
a. Concept Verification & Test (CVT) at NASAASC to test some initial concepts.
. A working prototype of an ARC developed multipurpose workbench/surgery table was
tested in the ARC/MSFC CVT in July 1974. Further in-house work is in progress to
upgrade this unit. The initial tests were quite promising.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED ?.trr•.r•
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Development of organism holding units and interface elements for performing an
surgery.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C-7.4
1, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):	 Surgery in Space	 PAGE 3 OF _3
I
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 73 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 8418518 87 8818 9 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
-
I. Technique Improvemen trz
2. EXPeriment Technique
Design
3. Experiment TechniqueGround Test
4. Zero g Simulations in
Water Tai*
5. Evaluation
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C) k
2.	 Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations 0@00 G oaa as 000 0 ®0 0 o 90
4.
1^. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
	 X	 TOTAL
NUMBER, OF LAUNCHES —J-J] 2- 2 2 2 2 2 1 2	 2 2 2' 20
14. REFERENCES:
i.	 Life Sciences Payload DefWtion and integration Study, MASS-30288, August 1974.
New Technology Reports submitted to NASA/MRFC in conjujaction with NAS8 -30288:
a) Zero-G Equipment Restraint
b) Air Flow Zero--G Work Surface
2.	 RASA Technical Brief 10882, soon to be published.
Life Sciences Shuttle Laboratory, LS-09-S.
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
s. COMPONENT OR RREADEOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY FOIIMULATED TO DESCR!HE PHENOMENA.
	 g. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 S. N£5y CAPAAILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATHENUTICAL MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCT19IN OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIAMLITY IIPGRADIh'C OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATERAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	 to. LIFETIME EXTENKON OF AN OI`I;RATIONAL MODEL.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. 0-8.1 f
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 Active Cleaner
	
PAGE 1 OF 7,
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Contamination
i 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To develop this technology to a levee
that will permit in-situ cleaning of contaminant sensitive surfaces.
(
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Laboratory investigations andOG_O-6 experiments
have demonstrated the feasibLlit of active cleaning using as-plasmas. Removal zate
of between 3.5x10-13 and 10-7 gm/em2 -sec. have been demonstrated. No equipment
has been flown on orbiting payloads.	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Contamination
Contamination of optical surfaces is a severe problem for orbiting payloads.
Contaminants can be introduced during manfacture, test and launch operations.
Payload designs sometime preclude the pre launch cleaning of these optical
surfaces.
Outgassing of the payload structure from plastics, seals, paints and lubri-
cants also causes contamination following launch. If the contaminants are
subjected to UV radiation, the resulting deposit becomes polymerized and very
difficult to remove.
Research under NASA contracts has shown that severe reflectance degrada-
tion in the UV range (0.1 to 0.3 micron occurs with film depositions of 10-6
gm/cant . Deposition rates of 4 x 10 -1 gin/cm-sec, were observed on one of
the SIVIab Contamination Monitors. Data from the OGO-6 contamination experi-
ment indicated a 9 x 10- 1-1 gm/cm2-sec. deposition rate during the early part
of the mission.
Active Cleaning
Laboratory experiments carried out by the Boeing Company under NASA contract
have demonstrated contamination removal rates of 10 -7 gm/cm2-sec. using
Oxygen, Argon, Hydrogen and Helium. plasmas. Plasma powers ranged from 30
to 50 watts. Effibiencyof cleaning varied from partial- to complete recovery of
reflectance of the test samples.
The n echanism involved in the cleaning process is unknown, but evidence
indicates that chemical reactions are not involved to a significant extent.
{See pages 2 and 3 for addition) description.)
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: 0 PRE-A, [] A, q B, q 'C/D
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I	 DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. 0-8.1 1
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE), _ - Active Cleaner	 _ PAGE 4 OF __7_
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS
a. The total deposition and deposition, rates r_scorded from the OGO-6 experi-
ments were from 5 to 10 x 10-x' gin./cm2 deposition and up to 9 x 10- 11
 gm/
cm2-sec. deposition rate. Based on these records, deposit removal rates
should exceed these by 2 to 3 ordez s of magnitude, i.e. , 10-7
 gm/cm2-sec.
The larger and more complex payloads envisioned for launch by Space
Shuttle will be subjected to contamination rates well in excess of the maximum
rates recorded by OGO--6. The Space Shuttle Sortie missions will be especially
severe with RCS, material outgassing and waste dumps. Further experiments
are needed to determine the removal rates required for these payloads. Shielda and
doors protect only on ascent.and descent, not during observation.
b. All astronomy payloads, Earth Resources payloads, and miscellaneous
payloads using optical surfaces or ports will benefit.
c. Degradation of transmission or reflectance can render an experiment use-
less, even though the supporting payload systems continue to operate. The
ERTS-1 Multi--spectral Scanner calibration system was useless when activated,
apparently due to contamination.. Even moderate contamination can render the
payload performance so low as to be worthless as a scientific experiment.
Additional benefits result from fewer spacecraft required or fewer shz.ttle
retrival missions.
d. To be used as a method for extending the useful life of spacecraft optics,
active cleaners must have demonstrated successAd prototype qualification..
This will include on-orbit tests using a variety of gases, plasma powers,
and surface scanning methods. The qualification must also include tests on
a variety of contaminants including W exposure on the various test samples.
Final test will be in orbit on a Shuttle sortie flight.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
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DEFiNITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C-g.I
1.
-	 m	 -
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE):	 Apttin CT_^aner	 PnGE	 or 7
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The critical parameter is the removal rate.
	 This parameter is affected by:
a. Plasma power
b.	 Type of gas used to generate the ionized plasma.
c . Distance from plasma orifice to surface treated.
d. Type of contaminant.
The first three items can be varied to affect removal rates. 	 Plasma power and the
beam forming methods used can both be optimized for a particular application. The
beam power would vary from 10 to 100 watts, depending on the beam cross section,
the contarnation to be removed and the speed of removal. required..
	 Various types
of gas can be used including Argon, Oxygen, Helium and Hydrogen.
	
Further study is
needed to determine the optimum gas and power for a specific surface.
(Continued on page 6)
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEA^_S:
inaccurate control of the plasma could cause erosion of the optical surface overcoating.
Structure, lubricants and seals adjacent to the treated surface will have to be shielded
from the plasma to ininimize re-contamination of the optical surface. Improved
techniques are needed to insure ignition, treat large surfaces and avoid interference
with spacecraft communication.
(Continued on page 6).
J. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a.	 Protective Covers.
b.	 Careful material selection.
c.	 Cooled sacrificial eurfaces.
d.	 Bake-out in-situ.
e. Long outgassing periods prior tq surface exposure following orbit insertion.
f. Retrieval and replacement o; degraded surfaces.
g.	 Avoi6 deposition in space.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECENC)LOGY AD"VANCLIrIENT:
a. NASA Contract NAS B-26385, "Active Cleaning Technique for Removing Contamination
from .Optical Surfaces in Space. "
b. NASA Contract NAS 8-28270, "Active Cleaning Technique Device."
(Continued on page 6)	 EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
11. E, LATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Technology advances in the identification of contamination mechanisms and the
elimination of contamination sources through materials research.
7.269
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO.	 I
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Active Cleaner	 PAGE G OF -L_
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS (Continued)
The most efficient method for cont,,unination removal is by plasma bombardment.
Removal of contamination by plasma bombardment results when the ions in the plasma
impact the surface. The removal of material is called sputtering. The cleaning rate
is a function of
a) Mass of the bombarding ion
b) Mass of the contamination atoms
c) Ion impact energy
d) Plasma density
d) Angle of incidence
f) Surface finish
M,%xi.m,um cleaning rates are achieved for high density plasma (mA/cm 2) and impact
.energies in the 1 to 10 keV range. To clean carbonaceous contamination a neon plasma
is most efficient. For higher molecular weight contamination, an argon or 10 ypton plasma
would be used.
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS (Continued)
Uniform control of the plasma cleaning rate across the contaminated surface is the
principle problem in using ion bombardment for cleaning. It will be necessary to
maintain removal precision to a few angstroms to avoid damaging optical surfaces.
To maintain uniform cleaning rates a QCM servo-loop to control the plasma generator
is needed.
10. UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS (Continued)
At present there is no program to develop a QCM servo control of a plasma contamination
removal system. Without such a program it will be impractical to use a plasma cleaning
system.
7-270
iDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	
NO. c-8.1
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):
	
Active Cleaner	 PAGE_7 OF _-7---
T.L. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 1 82 83 84 1 85 1 86 87 88 1 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1.	 Basic Research
2.	 Design. b^H
3.	 I± abricat-ion
4.	 Test and Evaluation Lim
5.	 Documentation
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C) R j
2.	 Devi/Fab (Ph. D)
3,
	
Operations -
4.
I: â . USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATh; I I T I I I I I I TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 7 G G 1 3 1	 6] .. 5 _1 32
14. REFERENCES:
1.	 "Control of Contaminants on Sensors ? ' N73-33367
2.	 "Active Cleaning Technique for Removing Contamination from Optical Surfaces
In Space" N73-30697 & N71-35075
3.	 "A Survey of Contamination of Spacecraft Surfaces" (Contract No. NAS 8--26004)
4.	 "Space Measurements of the Contamination of Surfaces by OGO-6. 	 Outgassing
and Their Cleaning by Sputtering and Desorption" N71-20207
5.	 "Report on Skylab QCM Performance" N73--31412
6. Cow eats from Boeing Aerospace Company, Roger B. Gillette, 88-06, Dec. 6,
1974.
7. Comments bQxq Dan McKeown, Foraday Labs, Dec. 18, 1974.
Legend:
T = Technology
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OI!' ART	 S. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY..
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED. 
	
AIODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY FOHMULAT£D TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
9. TIBBORY TESTED BY PHYSICAI. EXPERIMENT
	 B. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROZI A MUCH LESSER
OR MATHEMATICAL MODEL,
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR C1Ie +ARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	 g. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL,
E.G., MATERIAL. COMPONENT, ETC.
	 10. LIFETLIIE EXTENSION OF" OPERATIONAL MODEL.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO_ C-8-.2
' I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT {T
	
Aavancec[
ITLE): Contamination Monitors PAGE 1 OF 6
Contaminant identification, rate and deposition measurement accuracy
2, TECINOLOGY CATEGORY: Contamination
3. OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRE, ED: Develo meat of a set of monitoring instru-
ments to correctly identify contaminants in the vicinity of a contamination sensitive pay-
loadas well as to measnre dep.gsition flow ,rate and thickness.
	
_--
k. CURRENT STATE OF ART: SaMling_techniaues, Photometers and quartz crustal
2 mierobalance deposition monitors were used in the Skylab flight. Improved units are
Jbeing planned for a greater iamic range & accuracy HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
i 5. DESC" 1111 1 T.fON OIL TECHNOLOGY Improvement is required in the effectiveness of
contamination monitoring and warning devices for use in future sortie and automated
space payload flights. Primary need is for detection, identification and measurement
of contaminants around optical devices quic1dy enough that contaminant avoidance pro-
cedures can be initiated. An order of magnitude improvement in identification and
j measurement capability is desired. A major contaminant source involves organic con-
taminants which tend to polymerize into varnish-like coatings on an optical surfaces.
Two classes of contaminant monitors are currently planned: one, to measure Shuttle
orbiter bay contamination from high to medium levels; and two, measurement of con-
taminants within telescopes front medium to very low levels as well as providing alarm
and signals to protective doors and devices.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A, [J A, FxJ B, q C/D
G. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. Contaminants induced by the spacecraft environment have a most deleterious effect
on the proper operation of certain payloads and results in the degradation of various
sensors, optics and other systems sensitive to these contaminants. This will be espe-
cially true with payloads to be transported in and deployed by the Shuttle Orbiter.
Experience gained from the Skylab program has demonstrated the need for advanced
sensors to adequately evaluate and control the spaceflight contamination environment.
However, Skylab ATM operated with solar "heated" optics, some future sensors will
utilize cooled optics and detectors which pose a greater contamination problem.
b. All Astronomy, solar physics, and some high energy astrophysics payloads
(particularly in the spectrum from 0.03 to 4 kev) will benefit from the contamination
monitor and consequent control measures. Payloads with cooled optics and detectors
will benefit greatly from improved contamination control.
c. With adequate knowledge of types of contaminants, quantities, rates of deposition,
etc. , countermeasures such as closing covers, positive pressurization (purging) may
be instituted on orbit. Tests as per ST--08-S for Shuttle bay monitoring are planned.
Internal telescope optics need greater protection particularly during sortie missions.
d. Final proof of effectiveness of contamination monitors is in space with an astron-
omical payload. High to medium level monitors are to be tested on Shuttle Orbiter bay
on a sortie flight. Medium to very low level monitors are to be tested in a telescope
on a sortie flight. TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. C-8.2
Advdffceli
1, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE):Contamination Monitors
	 PAGE 2 OF 6
Contaminant identification, rate and deposition measurement accuracy.
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
This task is an extension of previous efforts to develop concepts and techniques
for monitoring contaminants induced into the spacecraft environment. Three of the con-
cepts to be investigated include a dust fall (surface accumulation and characterization)
detector for monitoring selected portions of the orbital particulate induced atmosphere,
a detector alarm for trace elements of various volatile matter which results from out-
gassing and leafs, and a photodiode array to be used as an imaging photometer to define
particulates. The first two will be conceptual efforts while the latter will be an extension
of a previous development. Other contaminant monitor concepts may include mass
spectrometers and other sampling identification. devices.
(continued on page 3)
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Saturation of contamination monitors.
b. Power, weight, and data rate allocations are limited.
C.	 Long lifetime, refurbishment, low cost.
d. Laboratory temperature control QCM's cannot be used in space until improved
+herino electric devices for cooling are developed to withstand the shock and vibra-
tion of the launch environment.
e. unproved quartz crystal stability.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. An alternate method of measurement of deposition of organic materials on an inorga d
is the use of an X--ray fluorescence monitor which can detect thickness of 5 nm or less
with a sensitivity of + I iun.
b. If surfaces can (many optical surfaces cannot) be heated, heating will boil out water,
making it easier to concentrate on measurements of organic material.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
a.	 MSFC RTO P 909-54-13 Contamination Monitors Development,
Robert Naumann
1
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 7
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a.	 Development of catalog or reference memory of signatures for identifying
contaminants.
I
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : Eu^ ri	 PAGE 3 OF. G
Contaminant identification, rate and deposition measurement accuracy.
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: (Continued)
Recent advances in solid state electro-optical components have resulted in
imaging devices having quantum efficiencies of 0.8 which is several times higher than
those currently used with image intensifier systems and SEC vidicon monitors. Con-
currently the solid state logic technology field has produced micro-computers occupying
volumes of only cubic centimeters. The interfacing of these developments offer the
potential of continuous monitoring and analysis of the particulate induced atmosphere near
critical experiment view directions in space flight laboratories. The photodiode array
system offers particle detection, monitoring, and induced brightness levels as direct data.
These properties would facilitate near real time mission timeline planning for affected
experiments operations thus significantly increasing the probability of obtaining meaningful
data. Present laboratory development and interfacing activities are in progress to
evaluate detestability of moving point sources by 32 x 32 and 50 x 50 photodiode array
modules. This "breadboard" system is operational and is being tested in the laboratory.
The system is providing visual images and brightness values for field of view test items.
The objective of this task is to build a larger mat system with increased capability electron
is circuits for improving resolution limit and ability to measure lower reflectiveness, i. e.:
particles at greater speeds.
Integrated Real Time Contamination Monitor Development
The development of the various modules utilizes as much as possible the
instruments and techniques developed in the Skylab program for flight and ground tests.
The approach is to develop each module independently to the status of a flight type engineer
ing model, capable of being tested urraf^r flight simulated conditions. The models are then
brought into the laboratory and incorporated as instruments in various contamination
research programs and flight test programs. This allows a gain practical experience in
the performance of the instrument and an incorporation improvements as they become
necessary. In some instances the engineering model could be flight qualified and flown if
the opportunity presents itself. The status of each module is:
a. Deposition monitors in the form of quartz crystal microbalances have been
successfully flown on Skylab and have yielded the bulk of our current knowlege of deposition
of condensibles. One of the lessons learned in Skylab is that the amount of material
collected is very temperature dependent. In fact, by cycling the temperature or by collect-
ing on two or more surfaces at different temperatures, it is possible to measure the heat
of absorption of the material and thereby deduce the type of material. This has led to the
thermally controlled QCM (TQCM) which has a small Peltier cooler controlling the crystal
temperature. Another version, the ultrasensitive QCM uses 20 MHz crystals which allows
it to measure a fraction of a monolayer. This unit is presently undergoing evaluation tests
These units are essentially developed to off =she-shelf flight hardware and are small enough
to be deployed in a number of locations. Individually or in conjunction with other instru-
ments. TQCMs can be operated down to 1-40 0K  using a passive radiative cooler. A study
7275
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Contamination Monitors PAGE 4 O G
Contaminant identification, rate and deposition measurement accuracy.
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: (Continued)
is under way to incorporate a battery of these units into an Air Force satellite to study
the interactions of back--scattered H 2O vapor with cryogenic surfaces. Other units that
can operate as low as 5oK are available if cryogenics are on board.
b. A flight quadruple mass spectrometer has been developed that operates
from 1.300 AMU with unit resolution at 300 AMU. It is being evaluated at the present and
a suitable inlet system must be developed to enable it to perform trace gas analysis at
atmospheric pressure. One of the significant features of this system is a computer inter-
face, compatible with the SUM-C Space Lab system, that can unfold complex spectra of a
number of substances and give a real-time qualitative and quantitative analysis of a mixtul:
of gases.
c. The optical effects module has been tested in the laboratory and has been
used in the Skylab thermal vacuum tests as a contamination monitor. Some design
problems were identified in the source and in the placement of the high voltage leads. A
subsequent redesign and repackaging in a more convenient form is underway. The system
can monitor the transmission, reflectance, and scatter at two different wavelengths in the
ultraviolet. This allows the optical constants of the deposited contaminant to be ascertains
In addition, one of the reflection surfaces is a QCM which can measure the deposition
responsible for the change. This QCM can also be heated to vaporize the contaminant so
that it may be identified by the mass spectrometer. This technique allows identification to
be made of trace quantities far below the threshold of a mass spectrometer.
d. A volumetric aerosol detector that can count and size particulates from
0.1 to 30 vm has been developed and used in the Skylab SCGT tests of the waste tank and
in the tests of the Shuttle sublimator and evaporator systems to monitor particle producti
It has also been used in a variety of other applications such as measuring clean room
performance and monitoring fog droplet size in laser penetration tests. The device
features two intercavity lasers as sources and represents a unique state-of-the-art
instrument for such purposes. The instrument was recently rebuilt and several features
such as optical isolators were incorporated to reduce noise. It is currently undergoing
evaluation.
e. Skylab experience has taught that accumulated dust fall even in clean
room environment can be significant. Therefore, in addition to this volumetric aerosol
detector that measures the instantaneous dust content in tho ambient environment, a device
to measure the integrated dust deposition is required. Orrdnary QCM's do not detect dust
deposition because the surface accelerations are so high that the weak Van-der-Waal forces
that cause particulates to adhere do not couple the particulates to the surface solidly enough
to be measured. There is no instrument currently available to actually measure dust fall in
situ in a vacuum zero-G situation. Several possibilities exist such as the quartz fibre
A
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7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: (Continued)
microbalance developed by Dudley Observatory to study ice crystal melting in support of
Skylab. This type of device will be given primary emphasis in this fiscal year to bring
it up to the development status of the other instruments.
f. Attempts to measure scattered light background on Apollo and Skylab using
photometers and photography have taught that it is very difficult to make meaningful
measurements unless imaging data is available. Photometers cannot distinguish light
scattered from structure, sunshield, individual large particles, stars, earth, or moon
frown a cloud of unresolved particles. Photography has proved more useful, but does not
provide real-time read out. Low light level TV would be ideal except that it lacks dynamic
range and has too high a data rate. An excellent compromise is the new charge-coupled
optical arrays. Such a device for this application is under development and is presently
undergoing preliminary tests. Such a device can be coupled with one of the new micro--
processe3rs to provide data compression and to act as a moving target indicator to identify
individual particles moving through the field.
g. Since some of the proposed Shuttle payloads may use hydroscopic optical
coatings, it is important to monitor the partial pressure of H2O. The gas analyzer could
do this, but it may not always be convenient to locate the analyzer near the surfaces in
question. Therefore, a small simple H2O vapor monitor should be developed. Such a
device could consist of a QCM with a hydroscopic surface to measure the absorbed H2O.
Other devices based on resistance change in semi-conductors resulting from absorption of
various specific molecules may also be applicable.
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12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75176 77178 79 80181 82 83184185 86187188 89 901911
TECHNOLOGY
1. Previous experience
analysis (baseline)
2. Concepts & trades
analysis
3. Exp model design —
4. Exp model fabrication
5. Test and evaluation
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations - - - - - - - - -
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE T TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 2G 26 ma 26 338
14. REFERENCES:
a.	 Faraday Labs, NASA MSFC Contract NAS 8-31110, "Cryogenic Quartz Crystal
Microbalance".
b.	 Faraday Laboratories, NASA MSFC Contract NAS 8--27879, 1'Thermoelectrically -
Cooled QCM".
Legend:
T = Technology
15.	 LE VE L OF STATE OF ART
	
s. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
LABORATORY.ENVIRONMENT IN THE
I. BASIC PHENOMENA 013SERM) AND REPORTED.
	 g. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIROMMENT.
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	
7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. 'MORY TESTED I3Y PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	
g. NEW CAPAYALITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATHEMATICAL MODEL.
	 OPERA'T'IONAL NiODEL.
!I. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
4. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G.. MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	
1p. LIFETIME EXTENSION OFAN OPI:RATIONATA MODEL.
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2. TECIINULUGY CATEGORY:
Contamination Pro uc on anct distr!0=10ft
:3. OBJECTIVE /ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:Development of further understan -
ing of contamination mechanisms, effects,production and distribution
rates. C7=Aer problems are expected with the advent of cooled telescopes and detector i
especially where greater photometric and spectral accuracy is desired in experiment
j observatory.
•I. CURRENT STATE OF ART Some effects of contamination process were
studied duringreparation a componen s or Skylab ights, inclu-
ing guidelines_Yor contaminan a^i	 e
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
r	 a
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY - All spacecraft encounter contaminant s
induced by the environment an which they are transported and operat e
and also by the atmosphere internal to the spacecraft. These con-
taminants can cause degradation of critical optical systems by
deposition on lenses and mirrors and by absorbing, scattering or
j attenuating the signal when particulates obstruct the field of view.
Although much has been determined experimentally post facto about
effects of contamination, little investigation' has occurred into
understanding the exact mechanisms by which gaseous contaminants in
the presence of ultrviolet and radiation convert into "varnishes" or l
a golden brown film as experienced in Skylab.
	
L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: PRE-A, 	 q C/DP/ Q
	 ®	 Q A, q B,
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
^a. An understanding of contamination sources and mechanisms
or processes enables the user to avoid contaminant damage.
b. All payloads with optical windows and optical element surfaces
will benefit from application of knowledge gained.
c. A better understanding of the role of contaminants in interfer-
ing with observation processes as well as mechanisms causing the
contaminants will help improve all project plans and strategies
for avoiding or circumventing the contaminants.
d. Final test of understanding is in space on sortie flights
}}	 which tend to affect all contamination elements.
Theory to be developed by 1977.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL S
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7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
A number of theoretical models have been developed for contaminants
emission , , distribution, chemical conversion, distribution, deposi-
tion and interference processes. While much experience with con-
tamination avoidance and measurement tasks has been obtained in a
long series of spacecraft flights from the early OAO's to the Skylab
flight, there is no universal easy-to-use model or even a catalog
of contributin rocesses leading to understanding of each - situ tion
Each of the models needs to be evaluated and the apparent results
need to be tabulated. The accuracy of the results predicted by each
model would be compared against metric measurements accumulated
from previous flights.
Continued on Page 3
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Several models in existence plus many papers and guidelines
published, need clarifying and update philosophy.
b. Much of previous experimental data being lost versus time
(some could be used to verify updated theory).
c. Funding for experimental work at a minimum.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
A study is needed to consolidate past experience and to adjust previous theoretical
models possibly resulting in new mathematical models capable of (-Xplaining the processes
more effectively.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
a. Development of an Integrated Real Time Contamination Monitor,
MSFC 755-49, April 19, 1974.
b. Instrumentation (Contamination Monitors), MSFC 909--54--13,
July 9, 1974.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 7
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. High resolution IR, visible, UV, XUV telescopes and instruments.
b. High resolution X-ray telescopes, instruments and arrays.
f
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7. Technology Options: (Continued)
Ultimately one will see the weaknesses of each model or set of
explanations for the contamination processes. Where some invest-
igators such as R. L. Shannon and R. B. Gillette have duplicated
some of the in space contamination processes on earth in the labora-
tory, a more exact understanding of those processes exists and
these explanations might be included in the total study.
Very good guidelines, based on science as well as experience have
been generated by R. J. Naumann and associates, at MSFC, in
"Skylab Advanced Environment" and the "Space 'Transportation System
Contamination Monitor Plan" in 1974.
I
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12.	 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
	
pro Iac ^.ol	 F
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75176 77 78 79 80 81 82183 84 851,36187 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
+ comparison—
r
Review
f previous knowledge
.2omo	 s for impro -µ
3.Planning of complete
model for understand'g
4. Model and explana
tion.
5, Test and evaluation
APPLICATION
For t a average con at1.	 Design (Ph. C) 44e siti a pa .^ ad I
3.	 Operations
4. 11 1111T
1:. USAGE SCHEDULE:
'.TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE T TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 26 26 Z617- 26 1 ?10 1 z6 21-, 1 2,-. 26 26 ?^ 3 8
14. REFERENCES:
See Attached Bibliography (pages 5 to 10)
Legend:
T = Technology
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 5. COMPONENT OR MEADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVA14T
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
I- &%SIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED. $. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIROMIENT.
w. THEORY FO11MULATED TO DESCIU13E PHENOMENA.
3. THEORY
7. MODEL TESTED LN SPA.CE ENVIRONMENT.
TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT S. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROMA MUCH LESSER
OR ALaT101IATICAL MODEL . OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTLtikNT FUNCTION DR CIG%fiACTEEtESTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC. IQ. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL 6IODEL.
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Devices such as Electrets Contamination Avoidance and Trapping Effectiveness
i 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Contamination
:3. OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develop a family of contamination
t avoidance techniques for application in contamination sensitive payloads.i
I4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Very little application of contaminant avoidance
devices except for protective covers, pressurization and laminar flow has
been applied.	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
5. DESCIM I TION OF TECHNOLOGY: Experience has shown that it is extremely
difficult to keep optical surfaces free of particulate and molecular depositions.
Even optical components stored for an appreciable length of time will collect
considerable amounts of particulate material. Molecular films, particularly
pthalates, originating from the 11EPA filters also have been observed to deposit
on surfaces. Though sensitive surfaces are provided with covers, molecular
films and particulates will settle on surrounding surfaces and migrate to the
sensitive surfaces after the covers are removed. The degradation in perform-
ance from such deposits can render some optical surfaces useless when oper-
ated in extreme UV or because of increased light scattering.
A practical method of controlling these particulates and vapors is by
trapping them on the surface of an electret. After the mission the electret,
which would be in the form of a thin film of polarized dielectric material would
be removed and a new electret trapping surface installed. Such trapping
surfaces would be located at the aperture of a telescope.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE-A, 0 A, q B, q C/D
G. RATIO MALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. There has been some work on logic and strategy for employing trapping or
protective devices at apertures through which radiation or photon beams
pass in order to protect the optics or instruments behind those apertures.
Additional effectiveness may be obtained with the development of better
trapping devices such as electrets.
b. All Astronomy, x-ray telescope, and solar physics telescopes as well as
optical earth observations and oceanographic space experiments will benefit
from trapping of contaminants.
c. Payload performance, particularly on sortie observation missions will be
enhanced by avoiding deposition of contaminants on optics or ondetecting
surfaces. Apertures also may be cleared of floating particles if appro-
priate attracting fields may be applied.
d. Final test is on selected optical telescope payloads on shuttle sortie
missions in space.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8
7-289
DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NOS C-8.4
1. TECHNOLOGY R.EQUIREMENT(TITLE): Contamination Avoidance PAGE 2 of 3
Devices such as Electrets Contamination Avoidance and Trapping Effectiveness
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
It is therefore proposed that a research and development program be con-
ducted to determine if electrets can be successfully manufactured in the form
of large sheets of polymer materials for use as contamination trappin 6; sur-
faces by spacecraft. It has been quantitatively demonstrated on a smah scale
in the laboratory that an electret will trap both particulates and molecular
species. The initial effort in this task will determine the best materials for
electrets in terms of surface charge retention, life-time, material stability
and outgassing characteristics, and particularly metliods of manufacturing
large sheets or rolls of polarized materials. A parallel effort will determine
the efficiency of the electret as a collector of various types of particulates
and molecules. Also to be investigated will be the geometry of the electret.
Suitable materials with high charge retention capability, very low charge decay rate,
high stability, molecular and particulate retention efficiency need to be developed.
s. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Initial collection of contamination on trapping surface with subsequent
release when surface saturated.
b. Need for electret material to be non-reflective; most effective locations
appear to be at interior of sunshade at the entrance aperture of a telescope,
with additional protection at the cassegrain telescope output prior to
0
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. Complete cleanliness of telescope and spacecraft/ carrier vehicle plus
protective pressurization with clean inert gas.
b.- Covers over telescope/instrument apertures with consequent transmission
loss.
c. Same methods may work only on ionized or charged particles.
10.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP 909-54--B, Task 52, Contamination Control with Electrets,
R. J. Naumann/E. L. Shriver MSFC, July 9, 1974.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 3
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Better real tiriie contamination monitors and measurements.
b. Contamination mechanisms/processes understanding.
a
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C-8.4
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Conta nination Avoidance PAGE 3 of 3
Devices such as Electrets Contamination Avoidance and Trapping Effectiveness
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE;
CALENDAR YEAR,
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80181 82 83 84 85186 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Theoretical Analysis
2. Electret Exp.Production
3. Specimen preparatio
4. Test and Analysis
5. Reporting
APPLICATION
1, Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations 1
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE I	 T TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES Z6 Z6 2b 26 Z6 Z6 Z6 Z6 Z6 Z6 Z6 Z6 Z6 338
14. REFERENCES:
a. Skylab Induced Environment, R. J. Naumann, MSFC/NASA, Hunstvi.11e,
Alabama, 1974
b. Space Transportation System Contamination Monitoring Plan,
R. S. Naumann, MSFC/NASA, Huntsville, Alabama, About October 1974.
e. Comments from Neil E. Chatterton, Teledyne Brown Engineering, Huntsville,
Alabama, December 16, 1974.
Legend:
T = Technology
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
S. COMPONENT OR RIMADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
1. &YSIC PHENOMENA OBSEIIVED AND REPORTED.
	 S. MODEL TESTED Uq AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY FOIIAIULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 7. ISTODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONbIENT.
S. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	
9. NE%V CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR AIATHEMATICAL 1IODEL.	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED.
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATEIIIAL, COMPONENT, :..TC.
	
10, LTnTZIE EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
P	 7-291
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO.	 C•9.1
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Instrument Boom, 50 m 	 PAGE 1 Or.  3
Extended Alignment, Retractability
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: 	 Structural/Mechanical
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:
To improve alignment accuracy during boom deployment and positioning.
To reduce structural weight.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART:
	
Laboratory development and demonstration specimens
only, not space rated.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY, Development of design concept/materials are
needed for extendable/retractable booms which can attain an operational pointing
accuracy of 0.5 deg for a duration of 1/2 hour, and a stability Ievel of 0. 1 deg for a
duration of 1/2 hour with a maximum stability rate of 0.1 deg/sec.
	 An additional
objective is to minimize structural Freight.
	 Current state of the art is somewhat
deficient in providing required pointing stability. 	 A load up to 60 kg should be
deployed away from spacecraft, preferably beyond most of the contamination zone.
Structural concepts amenable to extended lengths up to 100m with minimal weight
and stowage--volume penalties are desirable.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [2 PRE-A, q A, q B, q C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSTS:
a. The critical pointing parameters have been initially selected equal to the pointing
requirements of the Shuttle.
b. The benefitting payloads: AP06S, "Atmospheric, Magnetospheric, and Plasmas
in Space (AMPS)'; ST-21-S "XST-017 Upper Atmos pheric Neutral Gas Parameters",
ST-22-S "XST-014 Spacecraft Wake Dynamics and XST-029 Environmental Effects on
Mn Metals", ST-23-S "XST-001 Microwave Interferometer', and ST-32-S "Wall-Iess
Chemistry Facility".
c. The presence of optical equipment and magnetic and electric field sensors mounted on
the remote platform at the boom's end calls for high pointing accuracy to obtain reliable
experiment results.	 The retractability of the boom is imposed by the requirement of
retrieving space hardware.
d. This technology requirement will be satisfied when a breadboard instrument boom is
tested in relevant load and thermal environment in the laboratory.
15MEDING PAGE EE&NE NOS'
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
7-293
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DEFINITION OF TECIiN01,0GY REQUIREMENNT	 No. C. 9.1.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Instrument Boom, 50 m 	 PAGE 2.()i 3
Extended Alignment, Retractability
7. TECHNOLuGY OPTIONS: A matrix of structural materials and design concepts are
considered and evaluated including tubular, furlable, articulated, foldable, etc. Criti-
cal parameters are associated with susceptibility of design concepts and materials to un-
even heating under solar radiation, the resulting distortions, and possible instabilities.
Parameters involved in trades include load carried, boom length extended, boom length
retracted, extension and retraction time, resonant frequency, articulation angle range,
articulation angular velocity, base gimbal characteristics as well as line of site pointing
accuracy and stability. The size and mass distribution of the'Dayload" carried on the boom
also affects boom characteristics. Gravity gradients, atmospheric drag as a function of
altitude need to be investigated.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. The retractability requirement may impose weight and cost penalties in the develop-
ment of the new technology items. Power requirements will be larger than for extend-
able only systems.
b. In low earth orbit such as 435 to 340 km, considerable air drag and gravity gradient
effects are experienced, tending to deflect the boom.
c. Electrical conductivity (an isolated or non-conducting boom is desirable).
9. POTENTU,L ALTERNATIVES:
a. Remote maneuverable Vehicle/Tele operator flying in same orbit ahead of shuttle
orbiter (retractible by maneuver).
b. Use a less rigid (and lighter) boom complemented with additional optical alignment
equipment such as a laser beam reflecting from a corner reflector on the payload end of
the boom, with error signals being detected at a directional sensor located at the gim-
balled base mount; active correction of boom deflections can be provided via existing
servos. Protective thermal control coatings would be employed. There is
possibility of lowering boom system weight and cost.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
TBD
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
New material developments, including composites and combinations of metallics and
composites may ease meeting the stated operational pointing accuracy and stability
requirements with lower structural weights.
Rev. 11/15/7-1
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY RE QUIRE, MENT	 NO. C. 9. 1
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE). Instrument Boom, 50m PAGE 3 OF 3
Extended Alignment, Retractability
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE-
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77178 79180 1 81 82183 1 94 6 86 87 88 89 ,30 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Ops. & P#am. Analysi I
'	 2. Model Design
3. Build Model
4. Test Model I
5.
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2.	 Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations • ; .. ; . »
4.
1:1. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE T TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 1 X 1 3 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 30
14. REFERENCES:
a.	 Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, Level A Data, NASA PD,
July 1974.
b.	 Preliminary Payload Descriptions, Volume 11, Sortie Payloads, NASA, July 1574,
AP--06-S, Atmospheric, Magnetospheric, and Plasma (Experiments) in Space (AMPS),
pages 4--1 to 4-101.
Legend
•	 Sortie operations
T	 Technology
•	 I
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 5. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY,
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED, 6. MODEL TESTED IN A£RCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY 1-01MILY LATED TO DESCIL'BE PHENOMENA. 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT 6. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATHEMATICAL 3MODEL. OPERATIONAL \MODEL.
4. PERWENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
.E. G.. NIATEItiAL, COW^OHENT, ETc. 26. LiF	 nir, EX'T'ENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL..
7.295
QDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIRL•'MENT	 NCB. C. 9.2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Payload and Spacearaft^ PAGE 1 OF
Structure, Tower (SS001); light weight fabrication	
___
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Structural/Mechanical
Develop light weight structural concepts/
.i. U;?^JECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: 
materials and low-cost manufacturing techniques for payloads and spacecraft.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART. 	 material and fabrication technology needs refine-
ment to achieve lightweight goals that will permit orbiting of larger spectrum of
s] ectrum of satellites at synchronous orbit.	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
.5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Developr e-at of an ad hoc lightweight structure is required to satisfy the needs of satellite
CN-54A and relieve TUG payload capability limitations. The critical parameters is strac-
tural weight: (86.2 Kg) with consideration for low-cost fabrication techniques.
The study documented in Ref. a. evaluated a thin-gage magnesium tubing structure and
provides a reference point design.
For large area structures such as antennas and arrays, compactly stowed deployable
structures are needed at lower cost than currently available.
i
P/L. REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [M PRE --A, 0 A, q B, Q C/D
G. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. The limitations of the TUG payload capability make the tower's weight the critical
parameter. The design evaluated in reference a. is of a preliminary nature, and
other structural concepts and materials must be considered and evaluated.
b. The initial benefi..,.zg payload is CN--54A, "Disaster Warning Satellite`' and other geo--
synch payloads. However, light weight low cost fabrication is applicable to all payloads
both sortie and automated.
c. A direct trade of payload weight versus tower structural weight is the potential benefit
of this development to overcome limits of TUG payload capabilities and expand the
spectrum of satellites that can be placed on synchronous orbit.
d. When a breadboard tower structure is tested under simulated load, thermal, and
space environment, this technology requirement will bt: satisfied. Other lightweight,
larger structures such as antennas may need testinn in tht. space environment as well
as in the laboratory on the ground.
PRECEDING PALGE BLA NK NOT FMMWI	 i
TO BE CARAIE.DTO LEVEL 5
I
7-297
IDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY RI,QVIREMENT	 NO. C. 9.2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQIIIREMENT(TITLE) : _ Spacecraft Structure, 	 PAGE 2 OF 3
Tower (SS001); light weight fabrication
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Low structural weight fractions can be achieved by the use of composite materials,
machined thin wall metallics, and sandwich trusses. A comparative study should be done
of weight tradeoffs of several concept/fabrication techniques. The most promising mater'
for lightweight, high stiffness, and low expansion are the graphite epoxy advanced com-
posites. To take advantage of the low expansion characteristics of the graphite, the
material should be fabricated as a lay-up using continuous fibers. The lay-up orientations
should be varied through 0 0 at least +45 and 900 directions of fiber to obtain a given iso-
tropic structure. Such materials are operable to 3500F, if higher temperatures are re-
quired, the matrix polymer can be changed to polyamide to allow operating temperatures up
to 5500F.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
A potential problem area associated with the development of this structure is the fabrica-
tion of thin gage metallic and composite members.
Original low cost techniques, studied by Lockheed, took advantage of higher Shuttle payload
capabilities to show that higher weight allowances would produce lower costs. However,
there is an advantage in large structures to lower weight and costs.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. Use other materials such as composite, beryllium and aluminum.
b. Use a trussed tower with thin-gage sandwich (perforated core) members.
c. Use a thin-gage stiffened shell of similar materials.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
W74-70278 (502-22-10), Advanced Space Structures, Langley Research Center,
George IV. Brooks, (703) 827-2042.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Development of lights,=eight, spaced rated, structures.
7-298
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY RI QUIPEMEN'I" 	 NO. C.9.2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):Sp. acecraft Structure	 PAGE 3 OF -.3—
Tower (PI IAOQ };_Tight yLeight fab4aELton
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE. ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 S01,91 82183184185 86 87188 8.9 901911
TECHNOLOGY
1. Ops & Param. Analysis
2,, Model Design
3. Build Model
4; Test Model
5e
APPLICATION
1.	 Design. (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. ,USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
NUMBER OF LA UNCHES
T OTAL.
_
TI T1 T1
14. REFERENCES:
a. Disaster Warning Satellite Sturdy, Report TMX-68122 NASA/LeRC, Spacecraft
Technology .
 Division; March 1971,
b. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Automated Payloads, July 1974,
NASA/MSFC, p. 164.
DEFINr.rION OF ECHNULOGY REQUIRLMENT	 NO,
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : Protective Sher./Cover 	 PAGE 1 OF 'S
Reduction of high energy loss and secondary radiation; improved thermal control
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: . Structural/Mechanical
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To develop a contamination and thermal
protection cover which minimizes environmental control costs, energy losses and
secondary radiation.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Current state of the art heat shields do not have the
capability to pass gamma rays and cosmic rays above one GeV without some secondary
reactions,	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Protective shells up to 4.27m dia and 7.3m long are needed to provide thermal. and .pres-
surization for some high energy payloads. The protective shell is desired to hold the
payload temperature at a selected temper ature w.,.thin a 203 to 303 0 K range up to +20R.
The shell will also enable internal cleanliness up to 1000 class pressurization up to
110000 N/m2 (on, atmosphere), and enable venting acid pressurization control to +0.1
atmosphere. The steel' shall pass gamma and cosmic rays with minimum loss and
secondary radiation (loss less than 0.1%Q at 1 MeV. Typical radiation length used to
date for lower energy cosmic rays is 5 1 gm/cm2 for shell thielmess. Some experi-
ments may require a thinner window, particularly in the lower energy gamma ray
range.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE-A, [] A, q B, C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. Some of L, ; high energy payloads operate better in a pressurized atmosphere with
adequate thermal isolation. A protective shell and the beneficial environment will not
seriously detract from performance but allows considerable cost savings,
b. The benefitting payloads _are: HE-01-A, HE-03-A, HE-08-A, HE-09--A, BE-11-A,
1UPI-12-A, and HE-15--S, "I-T gh Energy Astrophysics. ^r
c. Enables control and rejection of interfering heat loads. and particles at low energies
(up to 1.0 MeV) with minimum secondaries and persistent radioactivity.
d. When: a full scale model has operated in a space equivalent environment passing
gamma and cosmic. rays with low loss ([ 0.1 01b) and uniformly to an internal gamma ra
or cosmic ray instrument, technology requirement will be satisfied.
An Atlas/Centaur could be used as the b^^^ra1^r-fl,PPf_
FRMIZING PAGE B7.,,^;qK NOT MM
E 7-
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE, MENT	 NO. 0-9.3
r
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE):  -2rotective Shell/Cover	 PAGE 2 or L
Reduction of
.
high ever  loss and secondary radiation; j?E proved thermal. control
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Use of basic shell materials with atomto number below 20 include;
a. Beryllium (Z 4)
be Magnesium. = 12)
c. Aluminum (Z 13)
Choice of external. 	 reflecting, mission coatings as well as basic thermal equalization
material or process gives a large number of options to be investigated. The need for
uniform c3-.,oss section makes it difficult to utilize heat pipes for thermal equalization.. .
8, TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a, Removal of excess heat generated by inside equipment While protecting large payloads
from external heating. effects.
be Mhuhnizingoecondary radiation (gamma, X rays,, particles) at lower energies while
enabling passage of gamma rays and co,9mis rays >1 MeV.
9, POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. Build gal -1-1-ma ray and cosmic ray instruments to withstand 
add provide their own
thermal control at much greater. cost.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR -UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY. ADVANCEMENT:
(TBD)
XPE CTED -UNPERTURBED LEVEL 
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY RE QUIRE ME, NTSj.
a. Thermal control, structures, and materials technologies need to cooperate in solving
thepr otective. shell problem.
7-302
1. TEC HNOLOGY REQU0EMENT (TITLE): Protective Shell./Cover	 PAGE 3 OF
Reduction of high energy loss and secondarYyradiation; improved thermal control
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79180 S1 82183 84 851861 67 88 189190 91
TECHNOLOGY
I. Ops & Param. Analysis
2 Model. Design
3.. Build. Model
4. Test Model
5..
APPLICATION f1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
7 T2 T1
3. Operations • ' ` 3
4. T4 s
G
4T 9
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE T TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 2 1 2 2 1 I` 1	 10
1:4. REFERENCES:
a.	 Final Report of the Space Shuttle Payload Planning Worldng Groups, High Energy
Astrophysics, May 1973, Goddard Space Flight Center.
b. Materials for Radiation Detection, Jan. 1974, National Materials Advisory Board.
c. Summarized NASA Pa5^foad Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, July 1974; NASA/MSFC.
Legend
T1 =HE-01--A, Large X-Ray Telescope Facility
T:2 = HE^03-A . Extended X.-Ray Survey..
T3 -HE-08-A, Large High Energy Observatory A
T4 =HE-09-A, Large High Energy Observatory B
T5 =HE-11-A, Large High Energy Observatory D
TG =HE-12-A', Cosmic Ray laboratory
T7 =HE--1.5--S, Magnetic-Spectrometer
_	 a	 Sortie operations
---	
Automated operations
T	 Technology
15. LEVEL OF'STATE OF ART
	
S. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED A:II] *iEPOHTED:	 6-MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT:
2, THEORY rOMULAtED TO DESCI#WE PHENOMENA.
	 4	 MODEL TESTEDIN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 g, NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCII LESSER
OR IN TIIEAiATICAL MODEL;	 OPERATIONAL ZIODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCT100 OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
S. RELUBILITY UPf3RAD1NQ OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G,, irLlxLIiIA1., COMPONENT, ETC,-U1
 LIFETIME EXTENSIO 3 OF AN . 01:1;RATIONI	 MODEL -
7 303
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C-i"
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : Meteri ng Structure for PAGER I OF 5
Solar Telescopes7_Decrease dimensional sensityity to thermal variations
2. TECHNOI.UCY CATEGORY: ,
	
Structural/Mechanical
3, OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:, Decrease dimensional sensitivity 9o_,__
thermal variations. Obtain, at least, a 0.15 (preferably 0.075) arc second resolution La
measure of mirror fi re contour accuracy & metering structure stability).
4, CURRENT STATE OF ART: The .a glab ATM Ht! instrument could have a pointing
error up to I are second due to thermal gradients. Normal temperature range _for
o ratio was + 9. 50K.	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY Truss -type and shell -type structures having zero
expansion coefficient characteristics are neededd to satisfy the resolution requirements
of equipment mounted on it. Near zero-expansion graphite--epoxy composite materials
with or without metallic straps offer the potential needed for this application. Critical
parameters are a pointing accuracy of 10 are sec for a duration of .83 hr, a stability
of .15 arc sec for a duration of 3. SE-04 hour 2 a stability rate of .15 are sec/sec, and
a spatial. resolution of 0.15 are see (preferably 0.075 are sec). However, the metering
i structure is interdependent with the telescope mirrors.
The solar telescope mirrors suffer the most from heat loading and temperature rise.
Use of temperature insensitive substrates with a fused silica surface and High reflectiv-
ity coatings .should be considered. Three sizes of photoheliograph telescopes are being
consic',red (65 cm early, 100 cm later, and finally 150 cm diameter). Ultimately the
150 .;m photoheliograph axis will be directed by advanced offset star trackers and/or a
pattern recognition tracker to selected objects with an accuracy of 0.1 arc sec.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: PRE-A, [I A, [] B, q C/D
i G. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS
a. The critical parameter is the temperature control, of the mirror within A t w 9.3 K
at 293 1K. The problem is compounded by high f number (f/40) resulting in focal
length of 200-300 cm., which must be folded to maintain reasonable barrel.dimen-
sions. Thermal distortions could degrade the systems resolution.
b. The benefitting payloads are SO--01-S Dedicated Solar Sortie Mission (DSSM),
SO-11-S Solar Fine Pointing Payload, and SO-02-A Large Solar Observatory.
c. Smaller primary.held at At =9.3 0K would have less thermal distortions and result
in ability to resolve smaller details.
d. This technology requirement will be satisfied when a breadboard structure is
tested in relevant environment in the laboratory.
PRECEDING PAGE BTANY NOT ,M^M
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5-
f
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
. 	 NO. C. 9.4
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): MeterinE Structure for 	 PAGE 2 OF
Solar Telescopes .,ODecrease dimensional sensitivity tp thermal variations
7. TECHINOLGUY OPTIONS: optional materials and design concepts such as Invar and
compensating composite/metallic elements could be possibly used but they do not offer
the potentials of the near zero-expansion graphite-epoxy structures.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: a. A potential problem exists in the calibration of struc-
ture, after manufacture which must be done to identify actual characteristics of the
structure which vary due to material property scatter. The difficulty consists in perform-
ing accurate measurements under laboratory conditions simulative of spatial environment.
b. Obtain 1/20% in the spectral range from 90 nm to 900 rim versus solar
 r ligh. t/darLr, cycle
thermal changes. The primary, secondary, and coupling optics may need to be made of
materials with low temperature coefficients of expansion as well as the metering structure.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. Compensating composite/metallic structural concepts offer some possibility but they
are sensitive to actual temperatures which could be different than predicted/design
temperatures.
b. Use of high reflective coatings and more efficient heat d-ump mirrors will help reduce
optics temperatmre, excursions.
c. Use of predictable materials and improved active thermal control system.
10 PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
a. NASB-28201
.
 "Grgphite-Epoxy Metering Shell (GEMS)". Contract from NASA MSFC to
General Dynamics Convair. (See pages 4 and 5.)
b. NASS-29825 "Design, Fabrication, and Test of a Graphite-Epoxy Metering Truss".
Contract from NASA MSFC to the Boeing Co.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Development of mirror substrates and coatings insensitive to thermal distortions.
b. Large Space Telescope development spinoff.
7-308
1. TECINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): MefOrL-g Strueiure for	 PACE 3 Or,	 5
Solar. Telescopes Decrease dimensional sensitivity, to ,thermal variations
I2. TECHNOLOGY RE
-Qu=, 2jENTS SCHEDULE;
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75176177 78 79 80 81182183 84 85186 87 88 1 89 1 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1 ; . Ops & Param. Analysis
2. Model Design
3. Build IUIade1
4. Tray t Model
5.
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2.	 Devi/Fab (Ph. D)
3,	 Operations T1 • + •' • • ` _'
4. T3 +
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 2 2	 8 3$ 2 3 2 3 2 3 32
14. REFERENCES-
a. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Automated Payloads, July 1974, NASA/
MSFC, p. 60.
b. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, July 1974, NASA/MSFC,.
pp. 120 7 122.
c. Photoheliograph Definition Study, Volume II, Book II, 100-Centimeter Photohelio.-
graph for Shuttle and Balloon Missions, NASA Contract NAS 8-28147, Itek Optical
Systems Division..
Legend
:...Sortie Operations	 T1 - SO-01-S; Didicated Solar. Sortie Mission (DSSM)-1
^. Automated Operations
	 T2 - SO--02-A; Larger Solar Observatory
T: Technology	 T3 - SO- 11;--S, Solar Fine, _Pointing Payload
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART S. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
L`T THE LABORATORY.ENVIRONMENT
1. IIASIC PHENOMENA. OBSERVED AND REMUTED. 6. 11TODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT SNVIRONSI£NT.
..2. TmOR7 FORNTUTAMED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.. q, MCES3gI, TEST:'ED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT,
3. TIIEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPEIRMENT g, IiE^V CAPABILITY DERIVED FROST A MUCH LESSER
OR WkTIIEMATICAL MODEL. OPERATIONAL MODEL.	 -
•4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED 9	 RELLOLBILIT 'Y-UPGiixlWNG OF AN OPERAMONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATEIIIAL. COMPMENT, ETC:, 10. LIFEWIS EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
l
}
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5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Blunt body heat shield technology should be developed to withstand the entry heafmg
environments of. Saaaru, Uranus and Jupiter which have pear rates of approximately 20,
7, and 75 1r.W/cm2. Low heat shield fractions are required in .order to increase the size
of the payload packages. A single entry probe for both: Saturn and Uranus may prove
economical, while a special one for Jupiter would be required. Ablative/relll.ecting
di.elecla is heat shield concepts offer potential superior to those of conventional heat-
shield concepts.
:I
r
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO C-9.5
.. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Ent"Y Probe 	 _ PAGE 1 OF 4
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:	 Structural/Mechanical.
. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To develop entry probe -heat shield
capably: of planetaL•y entry with larger AV environment.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART:. _ Apollo used heat shield, but some planetary missions
wall have a dV larger than the existing thermal, shield on. Apollo CM.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED , ON: [R PRE--A, (] A, (I B, [I C/D
i
i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMEJNT 	 NO. C._g. 5
1, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): _ Entary Probe 	 PAGE 2 OF
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Alternate ablative materials such as opaque sublimers (e.g., carbon-phenolic, graphite)
can be used although with decreased performance. Radiative heat shield concepts may
offer some possibilities particularly if minimum foreign material is desired in the
region of probe measurements.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Validity of ablative analyses at high heating rates
b. Sensitivity of analysis to atmospheric composition, radiation blockade and sublima-
tion chemistry. Heat shield configurations that reduce the possibility of turbulent flow
c. Scaling of time for testing purposes
d. Reliability of components in radiation environment
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
RarlUative heal: shields plus insulation protective layer are a possibility although there
may be interference with measurements.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
a.. W74-70253 (502-21-20), Advanced Materials for Space, Lends Research Center,
W. D. KIopp, (216) 433-6676.
b..W74-70331 (502-07 0x); Gas Dynamics Research; Langley Research Center;
Eugene S. Love, (703) 827-2893.
C. Martin Contract with NASA ARC.
d. Mc. DAC Contract wjth.NASA ARC. 	 EXPECTED U1\TPERTURBED LEVEL. 7_,
11. - RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Insulation between heat shield and probe ins trumepts,
7314	
.	 ,^
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C-9.5
I. TECHNOLOGY nE. QUIREMEr,.T (TITLE):	 EntrV Probe	 PAGE 3 OF L
1. 2.. TECHNOLOGY.REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE.
CALENDAR YEAH.
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 1 77178 79 80181182 83184185 86 87188189 90
1.Ops. & Param. Analyst
0 2. Model Design
3. Build Model
H 4_ Test Model
0 1.. Design (Ph. C) . 2. Eevel/Fab (Ph. D)
T3
T1•
.3.0 pe^'ati ol^s T
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE T TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 1 2 - 4
x-I	 REFERENCES;
See Page 4 for References.
Legend:
T1 = PL-11-A, Pioneer Saturn/Uranus Flyby
T2^ - PI..-13--A, Pioneer Jupiter Probe
T3. = PL' --22 A, Pioneer Saturn.Probe
T = Technology
Automated operations
1:5. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART. s. COMIPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENYLILONAIE[QT IN THE UU10RA	 RY..
1. DASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED. AND REPORTED. 5. MODEL TESTED Ly AIRCRAkT ENviRON:SiENT.
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PIIENONTENA. 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIR)N11ENT.
3. THEORY [ slf:Il BY PIIYSICAL.EXPERIMENT 9, NEW CAPAIULITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR UATIInIATICAL MODEL. OPMTIONAL MODEL.
4.. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC .D£li IONSTR&TED... 9.:RELM I3ILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPEW.-TIONAL MODEL.
E,G., MATERIAL. COAIPO%78NT, ETC.
	 10. LLF>JTIhIE EXTENS[ON OF Ail O1'ERATIONAI; MODEL. :
{DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C--9.5
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Entry Probe
	
PAGE 4 OF 4
14. REFERENCES: 	
r
a,. The Outer Solar System, Volume 29, Part 2, Proceedings of the AAS 17th Annual
Meeting, p. 215--
b. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Automated Payloads, July 1974, NASA/
MSF C.
c. "Atmospheric Entry Probes for Outer Planet Exploration - A Teelulical Review
and Summary, " NASA CR 137542, by Dynatrend Inc., August 1974.
d. "Proceedings - Outer Planet Probe Technology Workshop -- Summary Volume, tr
Workshop held at Ames May 21--23, 1974. NASA CR 137543, by Dynatrend Inc.
e. "Saturn/Uranus Atmospheric Entry Probe, " Final Report, by McDonnell Douglas
Corp, July 18, 1973.
Part I' Summary. MDC E0870.
Part R: Technical. Discussion. MDC E0870.
f. "Jupiter Atmospheric Entry Probe, " NASA Ames, September 1974.
g. "Outer Planet Probe Entry Thermal Protection;"
Part l: "Aerothermodynamic Environment, tt by Nicolet,
Morse, Vogvodi.ch, AIAA Paper No. 74-700, July 1974.
Part II: "Heat-Shielding Requirements, " by Nicolet, Howe,
Mezines, AIAA Paper. No. 74-701, July 1974
h. "Sensitivity of Probe Ileati.ng Environment to Entry Parameters, " by NASA
Ames - Advanced Space Projects Office, September 1974.
i. "Outer Planet Atmospheric Entry Probes, tT by McDonnell Douglas Corp., May
1974. (Booklet)
j;
r
DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 ^ NO . C-3. BL
I. TEC11NOLOGY REQUIREA g ENT (TITLE': Instrument.MountZSeleg-12P PAGE 1 Or 3
Reduction of dimensional and angular degradation
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: 	 Structural/Mechanical
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRE D .  To increase dimensional stability of
instrument mount under space environment. Enable vernier rotation, tilt, cross axis, and
axial measurements to one are sec and 1 micrometer
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART Most of space X--ray instruments -tre mounted one at a
time at the focal point in a fixed mount which mares it difficult to move instruments in
se uence to the least distortion field of the X-ray telescope„
HAS SEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
To develop an instrument mount having high dim ensional stability in order to avoid large
variations or interference with images, polarization measurements and detailed spectral
measurements. This dimensional stability is required under various conditions of vibra
tion., temperature, and aging. The use of zero-expansion graphite epoxy material offers
the potential required for thermal stability.
Capability: The instrument mount selector assembly mounts 5 instruments, a field monitor,
and'guide star traelver. The meo.hanism. of the mount moves one of 5 scientific instruments
into X-ray  field of view, angle adjustdble to one are second and translations to 1 mb
_cro__
meter crosswise and mdally with respect to the line of sight.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: PRE-A, d A, [] B, q C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. The mount dimensional stability to better than 0.5 arc sec is required for the temper-
ature range of 270-225'K udder operating conditions, and have a cleanliness.class of
1.000.
b. The benefiting payloads are HE-01-A, Large X-Ray Telescope Facility, HE-11-A,
Large High Energy Observatory D, HE-20-S, High Resolution X-Ray. Telescope. The
techniques would also improve XUV, UV, visible light, and IR telescope selectors.
c. Enables use of more than one instrument per telescope to maximize X--ray telescope
mission output and scientific return.with minimum dimensional degradation penalty.:
Due to the relatively short wavelength. of X-rays within the X-ray telescope spectral
range, small variations is dimensional stability cause large variations in images,
polarization measurements, and detailed spectral measurements,
Cd. This technology requirement will be satisfied when a breadboard mount/selector is
tested in .relevant environment is the laboratory.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
-	 a
A
e7^
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DEFINITION Off' TECHNOLOt'"Y REQURn rM :INT NO. C-9.6
i. TECHNOLOGY. REQUIRE, MENT(TITLE):h1strument Mount/Selector PAGE 2 OF 3
Reductioti of dimensional and angular degradation.
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS;
a. ComPensating metallic/composite structural concepts
b. Low expansion- coefficient materials.
c. A rotating "Lai Susan"y	 type of instrument selector as well as sliding rail type con-
cepts have been studied. The alternative mechanisms will enable rotation or transla.,
ti,on of one instrument at a. time in to X-ray mirror focal. position., as well as providing
vernier adjustments iia rotation, around the line of sight, tilt, cross axis, and a^dal
vernier adjustments.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS.;
a. Design, fabrication of a low distortion m:ot t, and calibration under laboratory
conditions simulating space environment.
b. Flexabiatty in. shifting one of 5 X-ray instruments into X--ray telescope Reld,without
distorting visible light/UV fiel^dmonitor and guide star trackers.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
(TBD)
w
i
i
,i.
11. RELATE D  TEC7" NOLOGY. REQUIREMENTS.
Development of light weight,. zero-expansion graphite epoxy materials.
7-3.18
a
6
7-3x.9
1. TECHNOLOGY REQU1R11MENT (TITLE);Ins.trument no-4l Selector PAGE 3 OF 3 .
Reduction of dimensional and angular degradation
.12. TECHNOLOGY RE QUIRE, MENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79180 81 1 82 83 84 U-5 1 86 1 87 88 1 89 1 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Ops & Param.. Analysi
2.: Model. Design
3. Build Model
. 4..Te.st Model.
50
APPLICATION f1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2.	 Devl/rab (Ph. D)
3, Operations T3 0	 . T
2
4.
1^. USAGE SCHEDULE
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE ^+ TII TOTAL
NumBER Ox.' LAUNCHES..
I
T3
1
T21
1
T-3
1 TI- 1 T2 5
14.. REFERENCES:
a. final Report of Space Shuttle Payload Planning Working Groups, NASA/GSFC, May
1973, pages A-1, -2, -4.
b. Summarized.NASA Payload. Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, PD, NASA,. July. 1974,
pages 112=-115.
c. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Automated Payloads, Level A Data.,' July 1974
d. Payload Descriptions, Vol. 1, Automated .Payloads, Level B Data, NASA, July
.
 1974.
Legend
n T HE'--01-A, Large X-Ray Telescope Facility'
T2 = HE-11=A, La3rge.High Energ y Observatory D {x..,2m X: Ray Telescope)
T3 = HE--20--5, High Resolution X Ray Telescope
T =: Technology
^--= Automated
•' — Sortie
15. 'LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
E. 'COMPONENT OR DUADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
1. BASIG 1?.HENOME'NA OBSERVED A;7p lEPORTED; ...
	 B.: MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAX,,T ENVIRONMENT: ... .
2: THEORY romiuL&TED TO DESCRIBE,PIIENOMENA.'
	 7, hIODEL T1 STLD IN SPACE ENS' ONLIENT.
S. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	
8. NE%V CAPABILITY DERIVED 711011 A MUCEI LESSER.
OR UkrRellUTICAL (MODEL.
	 OPERkT[ONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DFMONSTRATED,
	 9. ' RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN. OPERATIL)NAL MODEL
E.G., MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC,.
	
Zq,. LiPETIbIE, EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL hIODFL.
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 No. n-9 . 7_
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE);
	 PAGE 1 OI,' 3
Module Resupply Mechanism
2.. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY	 Spacecraft/Me.chanical
3. OBJECTIVE ADVANCE
	 REQUIRED: To resupply and refurbish a spacecraft
in orbit.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART Epgineerinqjhardware has been built and feasibility- of
concepts is being tested for Shuttle Orbiter based systems.
HAS DEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
E 5. DESCRIPTION Or TECHNOLOGY
Malfunctioning or depleted spacecraft systems can be replaced, remotely, in orbit with-.
` out having to return the entire spacecraft to earth for refurbishment Or rework, The
initial system is configured for use with the Shuttle Orbiter. Advanced indexer manipu-
lator systems concepts are being considered for use on a retrievable Tug in synchronous
or higher orbits.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE-A, ® A, ® S, Q C/D
G RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS(a) The present method for orbiting a spacecraft precludes its recovery for repair or re
furb9:shment. The cost effective solution is to provide systems to recover, repair, and re
orbit spacecraft.
(b) EOS A, B, C, and D; SMM.; EGRET; SSOS; SE OS; SeaSAT will benefit. LS-02-A, Bic)
medical Experiment Scientific Satellite (BESS) could "benefit -if means is provided for
continuous ;life support for : specimens during modular:unit replacement operations: Add-
itional. operational synchronous orbit space craft such as EO-58: A..(GOES), EO-59-A(GEO's
or their replacements could benefit. AS-16-,A., Large Radio Observatory Array, is
currently.
 scheduled as a typical example, for remotely controlled servicing at greater
than synchronous orbit altitudes.
(e) In orbit repair and refurbishment of spacecraft will replace the present method of
operations, i. e., launching a second or back-up spacecraft to complete the mission of the
Malfunctioning spacecraft.
(d) The test of a model with a spacecraft to demonstrate its applicability will satisfy this
technology requirement.
*E0-08A
*'SOP-07--A & -09A	 TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
:7-321
P_KECM1NG PAIGE BLANK NOT Fff"
DEFL-TITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQT M, A—IENT	 NO. C-9.7
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE) :
	 PAGE a Or 3
Module Resupply Mechanism
7 TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
.(a) Development of an EVA and/or Shuttle attached manipulator system for refurbishment
and repair of malfunctioning spacecraft systems.
(b) Capture and return spacecraft; to earth, for refurbishment and/or repair.
(c) Coatinue present made of operation, :i.e., that of replacing the total spacecraft.
i
12. TECHNOLOGY RE,
 QUIRE MENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR Y1aAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75176 77178 79180 81 82 83 84:85 86187188 89 90191 1
TE CNNOLOGY
1. Redesign E/U
2. Modification E/U
3. Qualification E/U
40
5.
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2.	 Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3.
	 Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY.NEED DATE Q TOTAL
NUMBER  OF LAUNCHES 2 2 1 2 1 * 1: l 9
14. REFERENCES
a.	 Flight Support System for Earth Observation Satellites (NAS5-23203; Mod 4)
SD74-SA-0057
b.	 Letter:, NASA/GSFC File No._ 82,13, Code 730, Subject: "Study of Future Payload
Technology . Requirements, Contract NAS'2-82'72 11 , F. J. Cepollina to
H. M, 1keird, GIB/Cohvair, dated..10 January 1975.
c.. In-Orbit Servicing by Frank J. Cepollina, and James Mansfield, pages 40--56 Astronautic'
& Aeronautics, Vol. 13, No. 2, dated February 1975.
d. MCA-73-337, NAS 8--29904 9 Final Report, Shuttle Remote. Manned Systems . Requixe-
meats Analyses, prepared for MSFG by Martin -Marietta Corporation, February 1974.
Legend - * Resupply Missions
E/U Engineering Unit
15. ' LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
S. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
I;NVIRONNTENT IN THE LAIBOR.4TORY.
1 .  BASIC PHEN=ENA.OBSERVED AND REPORTED:::
	 , . 310llEL TESTED LN AiRcRAFT ENWRON1IENT. .
% THEORY FOIZIULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	
7. MODEL TESTED L4 SPACE ENVIIIONMENT..
3. THEORY TESTED DY PUYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 S. NEIV.CAPARILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR \IATHEALkTICAL'MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELTADILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATERIAL, COMPONENT, .ETC..: .	10. LIFETLNIE EXTENSION ORAN OVERATIONAL MODEL.
i ^.
!	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 l	 I	 I
DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C-9.8
i i. TECHNOLOGY RE QUIRE,
	(TITLE): Spacecraft Docking/	 PAGE I OF 3
Deployment (Latching) and Retention Mechanisms
2. TECHNOLOGY'CATEGOIIY: Spacecraft/Mechanioal
1 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRE, D. To launch or retrieve a spacecraft or to
resupply and refurbish a spacecraft while in earth orbit. Technique should work in low,
i synchronous, or greater orbits accessible by Shuttle Orbiter or Tug..
{ is cuii,RIi1NT STATE Or ART: ,Preliminary design concepts.
G	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
s. DESCMPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
(a) :Malfunctioning or depleted subsystems/instruments can.be replaced,. remotely, with
the spacecraft docked to the Shuttle Orbiter or Tug while in orbit without having to return
the entire spacecraft to earth for refurbishment or rework:
(b) Spacecraft maybe launo	 by the Shuttle/Tug.
(c) Spacecraft launched prior to the .Shuttle era may be retrieved by the Shuttle and
returned to earth.
I
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: PRE-A, A, q B, ® C/D
0. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
(a) The present method for ,orbiting ,a spacecraft precludes its rocovery for repair or re-
furbishment. A potentially cost effective approach is to provide a Shuttle/Tug compatible
system to dock, refurbi5li/resupply, and redeploy.sp.acecraft Further advanced tech-.
nology is desired to support trade studies.
(b) EOS*A, B, C and D; SMM; EGRET; SSOS; SE OS; SeaSAT will benefit.
(c) In_ orbit repair and refurbishment of spacecraft will replace the present method of.
operations, i. e., launching a second or backup spacecraft to complete the mission of a
malfunctioning spacecraft.
Retention devices . are required to support the spacecraft during launch of a space-
craft or the return of a spacecraft to earth from orbit.
(d) The test of a model utilizing a spacecraft to demonstrate its applicability will satisfy
this technology requirement.
gRF7C^,r►THG PAGE BLANX NOT FILMED
*E1 O-©8A
**Op
-07--A & -09A TO BE' CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C- 9.8
1. TE-Cl-INOLOGY.RE-QUIREMENT(TITLE): Spacecraft-	 PAGE 2 OF
Docking/Deployment (Latching) and Retention Mechanisms
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
(a) Continue present mode of operation of replacement of spacecraft, utilizing
non-Shuttle launch vehicles.
(b) Launch spacecraft by the shuttle.
(c) Development of an EVA method for docking and deployment.
(d) Capture and return spacecraft to earth for refurbishment and/or
repair.
(e) Capture and return spacecraft to earth for technical analysis.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
(a) Minimim weight/maximum reliability design.
(b) Accommodate misalignment of the spacecraft/shuttle mechanism
interfaces at the moment of. initial engagement.
(c) Effect of thermal gradients on alignment of spacecraft/shuttle
mechanism interfaces.
9. POTENTIAL   ALTERNATIVE S:
There are no known potential alternatives other than those discussed
in Section 7.
10 PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
(a) EGRET spacecraft, T. J. CepollLua, (301) 982-5913.
(b) RTOP W 74-70$24 (970-63-10), Teleoperator Control and Manipulation,
W. G. Thornton, MSFC, Huntsville, Ala. (Ph. 205-453-5530)
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS.
Development : :of composite mater^.al structure to save weight and:.^
thermal gradient problems.
lDEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. C--9.8
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Spacecraft 	 PAGE 3 Or
Docking/Deployment (Latching) and Retention Riechanisms
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 7.6 77178179180 811821,93 34 85 SG 87 881891 90 91.
TECHNOLOGY
1. Design Eng. Unit
2. Fabricate E/U
3. Qualify E/U
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
1
2, Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3.
	 Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE, I IL TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 2 2 1 2. 1. l 9
144 REFERENCES:
Flight support system for Earth Observation Satellites (NAS5-23203,
Mod 4) .
 SD74-SSA--0057
Letter: NASA/GSFC File No. 821.3, Code 730, Subject: "Study of Future Payload
Technology Requirements, Contract WAS 2-8272 11 , F. J. Cepollina to
H. M. 7kerd, GD Couvai.r, dated 10 . January 1.975. .
ervicing by Frank J. Cepollina and James Mansfield, pages 46-56 :AstronauticsIn--Orbit S .
& Aeronautic 51. Vol. 13, No. 2, ; dated Febr,zary 1975.
MCR-73-337, .NAS, 8-«29904, 1na],2i,eport, ..Shuttle. Remote Manned Systems Requirements
Analysis prepared for MSFC, by Martin Marietta. Corp. , February 19.74.
Legend:*= 'Resupply missions
E/U =Engineering Units
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
s. COMPONE14T OR BREADPOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY4L . BAWC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTE-0-
	 g. MOD' -L TESTED 1N AIRCRAFT  N t1;ONMENT.. .2. THEORY FOIMIIILATED TO DESCRIBE PIIENQUENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED iN SPACE ENVIROav6tENT:3. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EYPERI1ViE:NT
	 B. Nr%V CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LI SSFROR bWTHZZNTATICAT, 11011M..
	 OPkRATICNAL MODLL.S. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	 .9. RELMOILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL,E.G.. AIATEWAL, . COMP.ONENT, ETC,
	 10, . LTEETWE EXTENSIO:1 OF AN OPLIXATIONAL MODEL. , .: .
E	 7--327
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DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	
NO. 0-9.9
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLI g): EVA Equipment and Tools PAGE 1 OF
for Operations, Repair and Servicing of Spacecraft
2 . TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY- Spacecraft/Mechanical
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED • Operate, service, and repair spacecraft
in orbit.
4 CURRENT STATE Or ART: 9me_tools ha-ye been utilized is L--29110 anal Skylab
f	 missions; however, advanced power tools are seeded.
HAS ]SEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
i 5. DESCM1 1TION OF TECHNOLOGY
i Malfunctioning or depleted spacecraft subsystems, instruments, and appendages can
be replaced, remotely, aboard the shuttle in earth orbit. EVA services for planned
assembly and test operations in space can also be performed.
7
_9
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C^8.9
1. TECIiNOLOGY RE Q=,MENT(TITLE): EVA Equipment Tools for PAGE 2 OF 4
Operations, Repair and Servicing of Spacecraft
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
(a) Continue the present mode of operation of replacing spa.^ecraft.
(b) Captua.e and return spacecraft to earth for refurbishment. and/or repair.
(c) Development of a remotely controlled automated system for refurbishment of a
malfunctioning spacecraft 	 bitearthiwhile n ear or.
-	 II
DEFUNTITION Or.  TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO, C-9.9
I.. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): EVA Equipment 	 PAGE 3 OF
and Tools for Operation, Repair and . Servicing of Spacecraft
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77178 79180 81 82183 8 ,185186187 88 89190193.!
TECHNOLOGY
I,. Design Eng. Unit
2 . Fabricate E/U
3 . Qualify E/U
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4. fi
E13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES :H2 1 2 1 l l ** 9
.14. REFERENCES:
a.Flight support and system. for Earth Observation Satellites
(NAS5-23203, Mod 4) SD74-SA--005
b. Letter: NASA/GSFC iise 1No. 8213,, Code 730, Subject: 1 °Study of Future Payload
Technology Requirements, Contract NAS 2-8272 11 , F. J. Cepollina to
H M. ikerd. GD Convair dated 10 . January 1975,
In--Orbit Servicing by Frank. J. Cepollina and James Mansfield, pages 46-56 Astronautics
Aeronautics, Vol. 13, No. 2, dated February 1975,
Tools, Test h ouipmeat and Coasumabies to Support la--I'light hLainteuaric -, ftv{,Gxt
Gunderson, Nov. 1974,
Legend: * Resupply missions
k./U = Engineering .Un t
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
S. C0MM%t F,-NTOR 9ai7XADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT -
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
1.: IU. S. IC PHEiNASIENr1 OxMRVED AND REPORTED:
	 6, MODEL TESTED V AIRCRA.BT ENVIROMtENT.
2. 'THEORY 170IL1lEiLITED TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA.
	 T. MODEL TESTED Lti SPACE ENWI MMENT.
3-
. Td TESTED 3SC PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT 	 8. NEW CAPABILITY MRIVED FVOU A MUCH LESSER
NLAMIE1i.'ITC t MODEL.
	 OPE1L4TI0\AL1ial]>~I,.
FERTL\EtiT FIVCTION OR CIWRACTERISTIC DEMoN5TAA.TED.
	 9. REIJAZILITY UPGRAM??'G OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., 1IATERULL, C01IPONENT, ETC.1p. LIfETL, 1Z EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL SIODEL.
I	 — —
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1_	 i	 I	 1	 I	 I	 _I
DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY R;EQUIR - MENT 	 ISO. C--9.9
TECHNOLOGY REQUMUMENT (TITLE): EVA E LA went Tools for PAGE4 OF 4
OperatioU. Repair and Sorviaing . of Spacecraft
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
(Contiaued fvom page 2)
(c) Contributing contracts
(1) Ila Flight Maintenance Study
Martin NAB 9-8144
(2) Application of EVA Guidelines and Design Criteria
Matrix NAB 9--12.997
(3) Maintenance of Manned Spacecraft for Long Duration Missions
Doeing NAB 2-3705
(4) Space Shuttle Support Equipment Requirements Study EVA/IVA
Hamilton Standai.d 	 NAB 9-12506
(5) Study of Space Shuttle EVA/IVA. Support Requirements
LTV	 NAS 9-12:507
(G) Role of RMS in EVA for Shuttle Mission Support
Essex	 NAS 9--13717
(7) Study to Evaluate Effects of EVA on Payload Systems
Rockwell	 NAB 28249
(8) Space ShuttleOrbiter Logistics Support Plan
Rockwell	 SD-T3-SH-0188A
i
-	 1
i
1
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p,D ,ri. iTION OF TECHNOLOGY RE'QUIREM.ENT	 N ^C--..-10
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Remote Manx ulator PAGE 1 Or
System (RMS) End Effector Mechanism -- Shuttle to Spacecraft
2, TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Spacecraft/Mechanical
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: . TQ-release or retrieve a Space--
craft or to Resupply/Re.furbish. a Spacecr aft "bile in earth orbit
4.. CliRRENT STATE Or ART:.-- Preliminary__ design concept-
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL4
a. DESCRiPTTON Or, TECHNOLOGY
(a) Spacecraft will be removed from the shuttle orbiter cargo bay
and placed into earth orbit by the RMS.
(b) Spacecraft will be retrieved from earth orbit and placed into
the shuttle orbiter cargo bay for resupply/refurbishment or return
to earth using the RMS.
(c) Malfunctioning or depleted spacecraft appendages such as a
solar array may be replaced while in earth orbit using the HMS.
(d) Special end effectors other than the basic orbiter end effector will be designed and 	 j
provided by the payload requiring the special end effector. However, a sett of techniques	 a
or non-standard end effectors will help reduce costs.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON 	 PRE-AA, [] A, [q B, q C/D
6. 'RATIONALE AIND ANALYSIS:
^(a) The present method for orbiting a spacecraft precludes its.
recovery for repair or refurbishment., The cost effective approach
is to provide a shuttle compatible system to dock, refurbish/resupply,
and redeploy spacecraft,
(b) EOSzA, B, C and D; SMM; EGRET; SSOS; SEOS; SeaSAT''will benefit.
j	 (c) In orbit repair and refurbishment, of spacecraft gill replace the
present method of operations, 1.ea, launching a second or backup
spacecraft to. complete the mission of the malfunctioning spacecraft.>.
A mechanism is required to interface between the orbiter RMS and
I	 the spacecraft to effect both the Launch and retrieval of ,free flying
spacecraft with a reasonable degree of safety.
The mechanism is:' 'rec^i7^ed. also to rep lace spacec`raf t. appendages
using the RMS.
F	 (d) The test of a model of the mechanism in conjunction with a spacecraft to
demonstrate .its applicability .will satisfy this technology requirement
*EO 08A
**OP-07--A & -09A TO ICE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
*Technology by GDFC :, E. J. Cepolhha and associates:
i
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uLrssxlsusv ^r ^a^^;rssvvivx ^sC.u^s3vssva	 NO. C-9 . 10
^.. 'TECHNOLOGY.' REQUIIIEMENT(TITLE): _Remote Manipulatcx -^ PAGE 2 Or ,-3
System. (RMS) End Effector Mechanism Shuttle to :Spacecraft
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
ka) Continue present mode of operations, reference 6c, utilizing
non-shuttle launch vehicles
:(U) Launch spacecraft by the shuttle.
(c) Development of ,au EVA and/or Shuttle attached manipulator system..
(d) Capture and return of spacecraft to earth for refurbishment
and/or repair.
(e). Capture :and return of spacecraft to earth for technical analysis.
(f) Use of astronaut EVA with spacial tools and devices to accomplish manipulator .en.d
effector taslu.
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
(a) Minimum weight/maximum reliability with.a reasonable degree of
safety.(b) Engagement possible over a reasonable range of spacecraft RMS
misalignment.
(c), Effect of thermal gradients on the engagement of the RMS -end
; effector/spacecraft interfaces.
D. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
There are no knoivn potential alternatives .oth:et than those discussed
in Section 7.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTUI
(a) RTOP 74-70824 (970-»63--20), Teleopei
,tPh. '205--4-53,5330)
(b) 74•-70817 (970-,53-•2.0) Attached Mani
.(Ph. 713-483 -4986)
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY RE, QUIRI
Use of composite materials to solve weir
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 N.O.	 C-9.1.0
. TECHIOLOGY 132QUIREMENT (TITLE): Remote Manipulator	 PAGE 3 op _ 	 _
System (RMS) End .Effector Mechanism - Shuttle to Spacecraft
!2.
 TECIL;OLOGY'R:EQUIHEMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEMS 75 761 77178 79 80 811,9 9- 83 84,35 86 87 88 :89. 190191
ETECH--,,-OLOGY
I.	 Design Eng. Unit
2. Fabricate E/U
3. Qualify E/U
i
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
-3. 
	 Operations
10. SAGE SCHEDULE:
TECI-LNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
'-AIB4 OF LAUNCHES 2 2 1 2 l gL
1 _ _ PLEFERETNICES; (a) EVA/RMS Payload Requirements Work Shop, Oct. 2, 1974, MSFC
NASA-S-74-11505, RMS Design, R. Davidson, JSC.
Flight Support and System for Earth Observation Satellites
(NAS5-23203, Mod 4) SD 74-SA--00:57
► 	 Leger: NASA/GSFC File No- 8213, Code 780, Subject: "Study of Future Payload
Technology Requirements, Contract NAS 2-8272 11 , F. J. Cepollina to
H. M. Ikerd, GD Convair, , dated 10 January 1975:
In-Orbit Servicing by Frank J. Cepollina and James Mansfield, pages 46-56 Astronautics..
& Aeronautics, Vol. 13, No. 2., dated February 1:975.
MICR--73-337, NAS 8-29904, Shuttle Remote Manned System Requirements  Analysis, Final
.Deport, Martin/Marietta for MSFC, Feb. 1974.
Legend:	 Resupply Missions
E/U =Engineering Units
:I5: 12 VEL OF STATE OF ART
	
s. C01W? N, F-NT OR WEAD80ARD TESTED LN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT EY THE U13013 .TOI;Y.
I.	 SIC °E3$tiO 'dEtiA OBSERVED eINL' 3iEPORTED,
	 S. MODEL TESTED LY AIRCRAFT ENVIROMMNT.
2. T a0?LY YOIt1IULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 7. 1IODEL TESTED IN SPACE EECC7RO.l'11 NT..
3. 
-rtT-ORi TFSTED . BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 8:..DIEWCAPAML1TY.DERIVED . FROSIAMUCII . LE, EFt-
7rL :.L' T.EIE.^L3TIC3I aICD L:
	
.'	 .:.'.	 OPERATIONAL MODEL..
4: = 'R7Ltict? FC:tiCTION Olt CHARACTERISTIC DF.A1045TRATED,
	
9.. nELIA131LITY UPGRADIN G OF ANX OPERATIONAL MODEL.
=.G	 UTF-10-U, COMPONENT, ETC.
	 10. WFETISIE EXTENSION OF AN 0PERATIONALhIODEL.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO,	 11
i - TECHNOLOGY R QUIREMENT (TITLE): Spacecraft to Tug 	 PAGE I. OF
Docking Mechanism
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY;	 Spacecraft/Mechanical
;;. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To resupply and refurbish three--axis
stabilized and spin stabilized geo .-synch satellites.
1. CURRENT STATE Or ART- Preliminary engineering studies have been
initiated to investigate feasibility of docking mechanism.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
f
3. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Malfunctioning or depleted spacecraft systems could be replaced remotely by Shuttle or
i earth controlled tug, at synchronous altitude therefore the spacecraft would not have to
be abandoned or returned to earth for rework and/or refurbishment. However, remotely
controlled docking .mechanisms are needed to hold the satellite during servicing. Docki ng
mechanisms are also necessary for retrieval of payloads by the tug.
I	 P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON.: OX PRE-A, Q . A, B, G/D
G. RATIONALE AND ANAI,YSIS
(a) The present method for positioning a spacecraft at synchronous altitude precludes its
recovery for repair and/or refurbishment. A potentially. cost effective solution is .to pro--
vide a shuttle/tug mechanism to remotely service synchronous orbit spacecraft. Further
technology development may be necessary to reduce ousts and support trade studies.
(b) All compatible spacecraft at :synchronous altitude will benefit from this technology
advance; e.g., Earth and Ocean Physics, Communication/Navigation, and Earth 0bserva-
tions payloads
(c). In orbit repair and/or refurbishment of. spacecraft would replace the. present method....
of operation, i. e. , launching a second or back-up spacecraft to continue the mission of the
malfunctioning spacecraft.
(d) The test of a model of a docking mechanism utilizing a, spacecraft to demonstrate its
applicability will satisfy this technology requirement.
RECp,D] NG pA E BIANX NOT TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL, 7
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DEFINITION Or TEC-IINOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO, C-9,11
1 TE4 CiiNOLOGY REQUIRDMENT(TITLE); Spacecraft to Tug	 PAGE 2 Or -a
Docking Mechanism
7, TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS(a) Capture and return of spacecraft to orbiter for repair and/or
refurbishment.
(b) Capture and return of spacecraft to ;earth via orbit:- .r for
repair and/or refurbishment.
(c) Continue present: mode of operationof total replacement of satellites.
(d) Technology options for the dooldng mechanisms are: impact and notn--impact met-hod
Lower level options are probe and. drogue, latching frame, and other geo3metrical
configurations.
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
.(a) Development of TV controlled position sensing and alignment
system.
(b) . Effect of thermal gradients across tug mechanism/spacecraft
interface.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
There are no known potential alternatives other than those discussed
in Section 7.
{	 7-338s 
DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUII EMENT
	
NO. C-9.11
1, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): SPacecraft to	 PAGE 3 OF S
Tug Dogking lldecha nism
t
12. TECHNOLOGY RE,
 QUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR. YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75176 77
.
178 79180 81 82 83 8418.5 861871,58 ' 89 1 .90.191
TECHNOLOGY
1. Design Phase
2.. Fabrication E/V
3 . Testing & Qua1QE/
4.
5.
APPLICATION .
1.	 Design (Ph. C) I
2.	 Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
NUMBED. OF LAUNCHES
14. REFERENCES:
)NASA Management Instruction. 8020 .22 dated. 1 ,October 1974.	 1
(} Letter: NASA/GSFC File No. 8213, Code 730, Subject: "Study of Future Payload
Technology Requirements, Contract NAS 2-8272 11 , F. J. Cepollina to
H. M. Tkexd, GD Cdnvair, dated 10 January 1.975.
(c)Ia-Orbit Servicing by Frank J. Cepollina and James Mansfield, pages 46-56 Astronautics
& Aeronautics, 'Vol. 13, No. 2, dated February 1.975.
() MCR^-73-337 (NAS 8-29904] Shuttle Remote Nlanne 	 Analysis:,.Requirements nal 
I+'inal Report -Martin/Ma::ietta for MSFC, February 1974.
Legend: = Resu ply Missions
E/U=Engineering: Unit ,
i
	
.	 15. LEVEL OF STATE OF AR T: 	 5.. COMPONENT OR IiEi.EA13BOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
Z. BASIC PHENOMIENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 ^T
	
^	 8. MODEL TESTED IN ,^IRCRAF'T ENVIRONMtENT.
	
1	 2. THEORY
 IOIIMIULATED TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA.
	 7, MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3 THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT S, N ZW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER 	 t
OR MATIIE)IATICAL MODEL: 	 OpIiIiATIONAL:MSOARI
4. PERTINENT' FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
4. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATION AL M ODEL.
E.G., MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC,
	 24. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAT..MODEL.
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	DTI'INMON OF TECHNOLOGY RIBQUIREMENT	 NO. RI,10.1
t 'I'1?(' IIN()1.UGY 11EQ UI11EMENT (TITLE) : 	 PAGE I OF 6-
MULTIPLE INSTRUMENT CHAMBER
2. `I EC? I1N()LOGY CATEG30KY:	 Environmental Contro l
01 3WEC" 1`IVI^:/ADVANCEMENT REQU IED: Construct a mechanism operable in a . .
cryogenic environment which. will enable focusing of focal plane energy oni	 -
detectors of between 2 and 6 IR instruments.
T T	 ^	 USAF has developed and operated aI. C'lE1iEtI':N7.' SIAIIS O F A11111,	 P	 P	 Michelson
interferometer with moving parts in a cryogenic environment.
W	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
F3. DESC ItIPTLON OF TECHNOLOGY
The Multiple Instrument Chamber (MIC) will contain 2 to 6 IR band instruments
to be developed by investigators, and 2 visible band instruments (an imaging
CCDarray, and a focal .plane tracker). The visible band instruments provide.
pointing correction to the stabilization and tracking loop and also permits
visible band observation of areas in the IR instruments L'OV. The IR band
instruments will investigate-faint sources of IR energy. The mechanism for
energy transfer remains to be designed. Current considerations include use of
a dichroic element to reflect IR band energy and pass visible band energy to
1 their respective detectors from a reflecting telescope surface. The IR
detectors are maintained at various cryogenic temperatures which causes the
t primary problem considered herein which is operation of a precision mechanism
i
without contamination of cold surfaces.
i
(continued on page2) .
P/L ]:i EQUIREM.ENTS .BASED ON: F] PRE-A, ® A, q. B, ElC/D
(i. 11WrI(INALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. The MIC is a part of the Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) and
permits selection of 2 to 6 IR instruments of IR astronomy investigations.
b. AS-01-S - 1.5 m cryogenically cooled IR telescope-- OA
AS-14-S - 1 m uncooled IR telescope - pre OA	 .,(benefiting
AS-15-S 3 m ambient temperature IR telescope --pre OA 	 payloads)
AS--.20-S - . 2.5 m cryogenically cooled IR telescope - pre OA
AS-07--A - 3 m ambient temperature IR telescope - pre OA
c. The ability to use the MIC to select an instrument enables multiple
observation. of ,phenomena using different spatial and spectral sensitivitiesiand resolutions Cooling the detectors and instruments results.xn apt mom.
ization of SIN ratio for observation of faint IR sources against faint
backgrounds,	 a
d. The technology is now available in the form of potential components to initiate
design of the MIC. The unit must be developed with final -Technology demonstration
test in space.
r
7
3
d
'PRECMING PAGE BLAND N
	
i
	 TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
'7341
iDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE- ME, NT	 NOS RT 1
Y. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 PAGE 2OF6
Multiple Instrument Chamber
Description of Technology. (continued)
Cooling requirements are tentatively listed as
Overall telescope..- expansion, of supercritical He gas enabling temperatures of 1:0--20
Gas is expanded by Joule-Thompson loop hopefully to bring temperature doh.
to 10K for some detectors
Other detectors will require temperatures of 4-10°K, with some at 20°K
The MIC concept is presently being developed by the Hughes Company, Culver City.
Cooling requirements will be defined by August 1975 with 'additional requirements
to be defined by experimenters. after that date.
The possibility of technolop v transfer of cryogenic developments applicable to
RI 12.2 should be investigated.
The envelope of the MIC is illustrated in Figure 1.
4'
_.	
-
SDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO, RI210.1
L. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE).
	 PAGE 4 Or -k-
Multiple
 Instrument. Chamber
7 TPCEINOLO.GY OPTIONS
The NI:C cryogenic system remains to be defined ae.either a dewar system or a
refrigeration machine. It appears likely that the dewar is a valid consideration
for the sortie missions. However, the automated mission AS-07-A has a three--year
life and probably could fully utilize a cooler with Joule-Thompson expansion. loop.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
A.. Development of a zero gravity cryogenic He container
b:. Contamination prevention on cold surfaces in a differential temperature area
c. Development of rotary cryogen joints without leakage or significant friction
A . Add:ition of..Joule-Thompson expansion techniques to current . refrigeration mach-in
under development (see RI 120..2)to lower temperate from 20'K to l°'K..
a. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Individual instruments` are not a viable alternati
is: its ability to save weight beesuse i;ts iustmum
1:0`. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TEC]
a. Zero-G cryogenic containers -Dr. Urban,. MSYC
b.. 1R detector development - Hughes
c. Contaminations, preven,ti.oA - Dr.. Ress
.
, Martin M
( atinued on page 5)
11:. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. IR detector,. COD, and Pre amp development ope
b  Development of long IR wavelength filters. wit
cutoffs.
7-3.44
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	
NO.R110
I . TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):	 PAGE b UI;, 6
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR Yh'AII
SCII1 DULE IT HM 75 76 '77178 79 80181 82 83 8 . 1 85 86 87 88 89 so 91
TECHNOLOGY
7	 Re uirements NOTE: 'o eel: . TeChILOIOgy Ned Dat E... 13e irled M C veqi intments must 1 p e I ar en d.
... Breadboards/Tests. I. es nit sc ed 1e is ex er me to s 
3.
4.
Life 'Testing
Engineering; 1,Iodel/
Testing
o
will
1976,
y will
define
lie
be
deNrar
ai
cooling
ai
an
ab
re
e .
machine
ui em
/7
nt
to
.
i
huc 1
5.
APPLIrATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2.. Devl/Tali (Ph. !.?)
3. Operations
4. Shuttle Sortie Opera-
tions (all others)
USAGE SCHE DULE:
TECUNOLOGY 1\1 1' 1.D	 AT TOTAL
NUMBERDF LAI tiCHES I 1 1 3 3 3 6 -4 2 1 2 3 3 3 3	 36
14 REFERENCE,):
1. Performance Requirements for Space Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility'(SIRTF)
Specification 2--24483.; NASA Ames,. July 15,. 1974. 	 ^
2.: Technical discussion between J. Kirkpatrick, NASA"Ames, and P. k. Fagan,.
Rockwell International, 2 Novembev
.
 1974.
34 Technical discussion between F. 	 Wi.tteborn, NASA-Ames, and P. R.. Fagan,
Rockwell International., .3 November 197.4.
4.. Letter from .C. McCreight, NASA-Ames to H. 1kerc1 7 GDCA, December 31, 1974.
5. Discussion between C. Mccreight, NASA-Ames, and P. R. Fagan, Rockwell
International, October 8	 1974.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
S. COMPONENT OP, BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
E:IVIRONNIENT IN THE LAIIORATURY.
I.: . BASIC PHEN01tE;]e1: OBSERVED 'A 140 REPORTER.:
	 B	 2vtODEI; TES?'£I].1N . AIRCiir]HT FiHVT1iON1II:NT.-
2. THEORY FOILW O L&T£U TO DE5CIIIIIE PUENOMENA,
	 T. MODEL TES'fI:;U IN SPACE ENV1RON:IIF:N'F..
3. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 S. NEW .CAPARILITY D ''RIVER- FRONI . A MUCH LESSER
OR a;%UTI]EMATICAC .11ODEL. 	 OPERATIONAL'AWI)L• L.
4. PERTINL•' NT PUNCTIO\
 OR CIIA$ACTERISTIC DrMONSTRATED,
	 S, RELIABILITY 1.11)(I ADING OF AN OPCRk t IONAL MODEL,
E.G.,_AIATEliIA1.,: COA:POlIENT,.XTC:
	 I0: ;LI£ET15IE £STENSIO I .OFAN O['l 1tAx5oN ^r..Rioi}r.L..:.
i
I
1DEFINI'T`ION Or TECHNOLOGY REQ1t1i 'MENT
	 NO. al, 10_4
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):
	
-_	 PAGE 1 Or 3
ZERO--GRAVITY STEAM GENERATOR
2 TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:
	
Environmental Cont,zol
01'VEC:TIVE/ ADVANCE .MENT REQTJ=D: Obtain data on steam generator
I	 performance under zero--g conditions.
{
Engineering model in operation at Lang ey esearch4. CUIMENT STATE OF ART: 
'	 Center and undergoing testing.
HAS :BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
S. DESC [if PTION OF TECHNOLOGY
The object of this experiment is to obtain steam generator performance data
during operation in near--zero gravity in earth orbit. The dynamics of steam
at zero gravity is of interest because a promising technique for removing CO2..
from'cabin air is steam desorption which utilizes steam to displace absorbed
CO2 from the sorbent beds in the system. LaRC Systems Engineering Division
personnel are developing a steam generator for this steam desorption system.
The phase-change and.heat-transfer processes involved in the steam generator
are expected to be gravity sensitive, At reduced gravity levels, performance
parameters such as amount of steam generated and steam qualit y are difficult
to predict analytically or to simulate with ground tests. Th,a steam generator
performance data obtained in this experiment will be of value in verifying
.	 i	 analytical performance prediction methods as well as. for design. applicat-ions.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: p PRE-A, []X A, E B, [] C/D
6. RA TP tiA 1, E AND ANALYSIS:
a. Requirements defined. by need for efficient method for scrubbing
'	 spacecraft cabin air.i
b. ST-22-S, ATL Payload No. 3 (Module + Pallet)
c. Scrubbing sorbent beds extend the life of environmental life support
systems.
d. Zero gravity cannot be simulated to extent to assure testing in a
relevant environment. As a minimum, a test in a. zero-g high altitude rocket
such as an Aries launch would meet the hAtial technology requirement.
T.O. BE. CARRIED TO LEVEL 7.
7-347
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8.. '-"ECBNICAL PROBLEMS:
Compaction, of heat transfer
.
 surfa..ces
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Ei	 -	 ;
75 76 77
O
78.
LE
79
PE
80
CALENDAR.
81 82 83
YEAR
84 85 .86 87 .88 89 :90 91 .SCIII.	 1 UI1E ITEM
TECHNOL uY
1. TESTING OF ENGINEERING
MODEL
2. FABRICATE FLT MODEL
& TEST FLIGHT MODEL
may..
APPLICATION ON T AWMM ',PR-,SEVT 301,DUZ
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2.,	 Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations
4.
13. USAGE Si IiEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATI,. TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 1 l 1 1	 l 5
Scheduled acquisition of final article is well ahead of technology need date.
. Technology need date.
14.	 REFERENCES
a.	 Study of Shuttle--Compatible Advanced Technology Laboratory (A'I'L), Langley
Research Center, NASA =--:281.3, September 1973..
b.	 Technical discussions between C. Tynan and D. Barthlome, Langley Research
Center; and P. R. Fagan, Rockwell. International, Nov. 7, 1974.
c. .Letter . fr..om...0. Barth lome., Lang Iey Research . Center to P. R. Fagan, .Rockwell:.
International, November 12, 1974
d.	 Letter from D. Bcarthlome, Langley Research Center to H. Ikerd,, GDCA,
December 30, 1974
18.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
s. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN TILE. LABOlUIVItY.A. BASIC PRE 401IIENA OBSERVED AND'REPMTED. 	 0, BIODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONM, ikNT.
2. THEORY F01MIULATED TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA.
	 7, MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
9, THEORN TEM'ED BY PHYSICAL EMPERIMENT
	 8. NE1V CAPAIMLITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR 11ATI1rmA.TicAL AODFI,.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT NUNrTIONI On CHARACTERISTIr *DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G.,.AlATEIIL'L..:. COMPONENT. ETC. .
	
';p,.. LTFETLtiiE EXTIrNSIO;t aF AN Al k.ItATION?.I; ZtixOD1;I.:
j. 7-35
'hECIQ)J NG PAGE B^ Jg0T ^^'i	 .
DEFINMON OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 No. lilr_11 J
1. 'I'i;C1IN( LOGY REQUMEMENT (TITLE): 	 PAGE I OF 3
Structure/Mechan ism
Environmental Protection
1 )1l,ll;[".I'IVIi, / ADVANC;LMENT REQUIRED ; ©ev_eloprnent of method for operating
r
electronic components and circuits at 750 _K- and 100 atmospheres.
I - ('Il.iillENT STATE UP ART:
	
Some silicon carbide devices have operated reliabl
aboye	 K^_____
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
I)1^:SC'1ill'TI(lid t)I TECHNOLOGY
Complex circuitry is .generally restricted to temperatures near 400 K; however, individual
silicon devices which have been carefully selected and Berated have been o perated to 500 K.
Various types of SiC rectifiers, thermistors, sensors, and prototype field effect transistors.
have operated with long lifetime above 750 K. There is no possibility of increasing the
capability of silicon devices to 750 K.
P/L REQUIREMFNTS BASED ON: [N PRE-A, [] A, q B, [q C/D
'. 1tA'I'I(AA1J ,.' ANI) ANALYSIS:
a. The payload will operate from the Venus surface. Best estimates of conditions are 750 K
and ' 100 atm.
b. PL-1.0-A
.
 Venus. large Lander
c. The Lander will be real4red to maintain a communications link during the period of
V	 f	 t	 1 1 t"	 ^'h 	 f h	 r-	 'bler►us sur a c ae d a co ec ion. l e extreme environment o , e sur ce can possi y
damage the electronics.
d. Demonstration of the capability of electronics to operate reliably in a simulated
Venus environment.
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO, Rl r t I . T
1, TE-CHNOLOGIr REQUIREMENT(TITLE):	 PAGE 2 OF
Structure/Mechanism
7. TECM^ iOLOGY OPTIONS:
a. Design of encapsulated environmentally protected system:
b. Development of SiC devices which are capable of 754 K operation:.
c. Development of wide band gap semi conductors such as SIC or Gal?.
d. Some thermal !egging and heat sinks.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Thermal lagging and hear sinking wi ll restrict operation to short periods of time and would
cause a severe weight penalty..
9, POTENTIAL ALTERNATES:
Unknown
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
a. USAFCRi_ investigating SIC devi ces
b. USAF Rome Air Development Center is publishing Mtl~ Handbook 217s on high temperature
acceleration.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED 'LEVEL 4
11. RELATED TEC?NOLOGY RE, QUTREMENTS;
Entry probe, Pioneer Series; see here C--9.5.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE MEN'T NO. 11.1
L. TECINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE); PAGE 3 Ur,  . 3
12. TECHNOLOGY RL:QUIIIEMENTS SCHEDULE-.
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 7G 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 1 8-1 1 85 86 87 1 88 89 90 9l. .
TECINOLOGY
1
.
 Analysis/Designs
2. Breadboards
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^3. Testing ton
4. Life Testing
5. Eingineering Model.
6. Testing
APPLICATION 4
I. Design. (Ph. C)
2. Devi/Fab (Ph. D)
!:3.. Integration into
Spacecraft & Testing
4.
13'.. USAGE SC HE DULE:
#TECHNOLOGY
 NEED DATE I I J LLI I LToTAL
111 1, 2 .1 2NUMBER OF LAiTNCHES
t4 -_ REFERENCES:
1.
2.
Discussion. between H. Hendricks 	 Langley Research Center, and
International, November 18, 19 4:
Letter from R. B. Campbell, Westinghouse Electric Corp., to
P. R. Fagan, RoekweII
H. Ikerd, GDCA,
December 10, 1974.
3. Discussion. between J. Plemondon, Jet. Propulsion Laboratory, and P. R. Fagan,
Rockwell International, January 20, 1975.
4. Discussion between W. Marco, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and P. R. Fagan, Rockwell
International, February 3, 1975.
5. Preliminary Sturdy of the Feasibl lity of a Venus Lander, Memorandum
Electric Corp. to NASA -GSFC,	 ay 3, 1970.
from Westinghouse
6. Feasibility of Hot Pressed Silicon Carbide as a Substrate for High Power Laser Mirrors,
Technical Memo, Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory, February 6, 1974.
15. LE VEL OF STATE OF ART.
	
s. COMPONENT OR 13READBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
EN
1. BKsiC PimN011E q4 o y sERVEE) AND REPORTED.
	
VIRO:r
TESTED8. 'MODEL 51'
2. TIIEORY FOIL' UIL kTED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 7. MODE. TEWED
3. Tid ORY TESTED BY PUYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 B. NE%V.CAPA3IEIATY
 IN	
LAr.ENV[
.ItO	 ..:
IN' AIIZCRAF"I'	 RON:1ii:NT.
AIRC
IN SPACE ENVIRONb1ENT.
DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATILMMATICAL 1iODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL
,.4. BtHTiNENT:PUNCTION OIL CILUaCTERISTSC.DEAONSTR&TED,.
	 9, 9ELtA.MLITY UPGRADING
E.G., MATERIAL, Co:1 mLENT, ETC:
	 10. LIFETL",IE EXTENSION
MODEL.
OF,.AN.-OPERATIONAL MODEL.
OF AN OI'ERATIONAI. MODE L.
a.
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. . Rl, 12.1
I . TF;CIINOI.UCY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 PAGE I Ur-4-
He Cryostat Dewar
f 2 TF(I I-INO LOGY CATI:GUIIY: 	 Cryogenic Control
! )II.JlS("I'IVIi:/ADVANLEMENT REQUIRED: 1. 60K for one year
F. C IUMNT STATI: OF ART:
Cryostat models . have been constructed at MSFC.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
. DESC ['M I TION OF TECHNOLOGY -- Phase Change Systems
(MSFC Definition
	
(HFAO-$ Cosmic Ray Spectro-
far LHe Dewar)	 meter Cryostat Model Under
Development)
Weight	 100-,200 lb	 3300 lb*
Life	 1 year	 1 year
Temperature	 1.50K	 4.5°K
Load	 30 mi I Iiwatts	 unknown
Dimensions	 See Figure 1	 72 in. dia. x 95 in. length
* plot state-of-art and will be reduced
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: q PRE--A, A, q B, C/D
(i , I I A TIC )NA I, I^ g N 7 A ALYSIS:
i a. Summary and Rationale 	 3^	 die cryostat dewar will loe used to provide LHe at 1.60K to both the relativity gyroscope
and telescope star tracker for a period of one year to confirm or deny various relativity 	 l
theories. 1.60K LHe is required for thegyrosco a experiment to eliminate cavitation.
type noise from higher temperature evaporation rHE 11 does not form bubbles during
evaporation) and to ensure that the structural changes with temperature are minimized.
LHe will be also used to cool the detectors of the
	
telescope star tracker to lower
internal noise and increase the S./N ratio.
b. l3enefittina Payloads and ST--31S ttDrop DynamicsAP-04-A Gravity and Relativity Satellite » LEO (Phy-2) Facllitrtt
c. Justification
Advancement will contribute to sensing of precession to 10"3 arc-sec/year relative to
the background star field.
d. A number of dewars have been tested. Ball brothers has testeda dewar of approximate
size and life required. A mechanical model has ' been given a Thor-Delta shake test to
determine if dewar concept can . withstand rigors of 0:high .Aration. launch. A: thermal
model will be nested at Ball Brothers within six months to define performance. Technolog y
has been essentia lly defined and no future state-of--the e-art problems are anticipated.
The cryostat dewar used for the Gravity and Relativit Satellite will be acceptable based
upon demonstrated capability of a lesser operationa(mode I,  possibly on are Explorer
mission in conjunction with relativity gyroscope tests. TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8
7455
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. Rl 12.1
t. TECHNOLOGY IU--,QUIREMENT('T'ITLE):
	
PAGE 2 OF -A
He Cryostat Dewar
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
LHe temperatures above 2.17oK will result in vibrational noise on the gyroscope reducing its
ability to measure relativity. effects. Disturbances caused by mechanical refrigerators and
closed cycle operation would be intolerable. A temperature higher than 4 0K will cause
excessive loss of helium as well as impacting the performance of superconducting instruments
and components. Switching to another cryogen will cause greater losses.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Design of a low heat leak neck view port. No suitable ports exist at the present time.
b. Ventina with superfluid has not been demonstrated in space.
c. pulI scaled tests must be conducted to assure no problems.
d. Development of prelaunch fill and dewar servicing techniques.
:1. POTI';NNIA i. ALTERNATIVES:
1.60K must be maintained for at least one year. On orbit resupply may he feasible but is
most undesirable. Closed cycle systems, wiII require very high power and introduce vibration,
etc.
10 _ PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
a. System study of closed cycle rotary reciprocating 3.60K refrigerator conducted and
some compoents built {see Reference 2}
EXPEC'T'ED uNPERTuR- BED LEVEL `l'
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
No related .
 echnology requirements for phase change system as if is state of the art. However
if closed cycle system is used, power becomes a major consideration necessitating large, very
efficient solar arrays.
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1. TI'r HNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE). 	 PAGE 3 OF 4
He Cryostat Dewar
12. T.ECHN0I,0GY REQUIREMENTS SCIIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SC111 • 9ULE ITEM .. 75 76177 78 79 80 81 82. 83 84 85 861,87 88 89190191
TIC CHNO WGY
1. Options &Parametric DOTI: Cortiruec finding re ui ed
Analysis to lieet t ch n1 gy need date.
Design '=hcdule zppeari very ti ht.
3. Construct Models
4. Test Models
5. Engineering 'Model./
Test
1APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C) I
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3 Operations
4.
1;,. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED . DATE. TOTAL
NUMBER. OF LAUNCHES I I 2
14. REFERENCE 9:
1. P. E. Wright, Refrigeration Systems for Spacecraft, RCA Advanced Technology,
Publication of RCA Advanced Technology Laboratories, Camden, New Jersey, 1972
2. Breckenridge, R. W. and Gabron, F., Cryogenic Cooling for Spaceborne Experiments,
Engineering Division, Arthur D. Little, Inc., Proceedings Cryogenic Workshop, MSFC,
March 29-30, 1972
3. Lipa, J. A., et al, Research at Stanford on the Containment of Liquid
. Helium in .S pace
by a Porous Plug and a L=q Hold-Time Dewar for the Gyro Relativity Experiment,
W. W. Hansen Laboratories of Physics, Stanford University, Proceedings of Cryogenic
Workshop, MSFC, March 29-30, 1972
4. Technical discussions at MSFC between Dr. E. Urban, MSFC, and P. R. Fagan,
Rockwell International, October 17, 1974
5. Leiter from J. Lipa, Hansen Laboratories, Stanford U., to H. Ikerd,. GDCA, Dec. 17, 19
6. Letter from C. McCreight, NASA Ames to H. Ikerd, GDCA, December 31, 1 974.7.. Leiter from R. S. Hunt, Garrett-Airresearch Manufacturing Co., to H. Ikerd, GDCA,
January 4 i
 197
3. Letter from Dr. E. Urban, MSFC to H. lkerd^ GDCA, January 7, 1975
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
S. CoIIYONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
THE LARORATOIIY:..ENVIRONMENT IN
I: BASIC PUNOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED,
	 S. MODEL TES;'ED IV AIRCRAFT. ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY FORIIVU1 TED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SI AVE ENVIRONMENT.
3. TIMOILY TE%17T) BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 S. NEW CAPABILITY MRIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATHEM4ATICAL 31ODEL.	 OPERATIONALMODEL.
4. PZRTIN!'NT.
 FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	 9. RELUBILITY UPGMIDING WAN OPERATIONAL MOD£L,
E.G.. MATERIAL,. COYPOVENT :ETC. 3 0.:I,TFETLIIE EY.TENSIo;I0FAN .OI'I:IIATI014AL MObEL...
k	
}	
.'
l ri
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F.
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	 Tr^.C1-INOLOGY Ii:EQUIREMENT (TITI.E):
	
PAGE 1 DID 6
LHe Recycling Unit
2 ^I'ECHNOLOGX CATEGORY. Cryogenic Control
.;. 013JEC" J'.IVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide We refrigeration machines to cool
payload items noted below.
€. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Elements of machine under construction and test.
"E	 Enaineerin_ rr€od e_ I will be available for testing by 1-1976.
f	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
3. DESC RIPTfON OF TECHNOLOGY
The DoD has been funding development of low temperature refrigerators. An early
investigation was a three-year program to develop a long life 3.6 K, one watt load
refrigerator for use with a superconducting computer system. The effort by Arthur D. Little,
Inc. was terminated after one year.
Three companies have since been funded for development of closed cycle refrigeration
systems; they are:
Hughes Aircraft Corp..
North American Phillips Inc.
Arthur D. Little Inc.
(continued on page 4)	 Seo
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: q
6. IIA'f Ic »IALI? ANb ANALYSIS:
	 Table T. Payload Requ'
Payload	 Status	 Payload	 Status
AS-03-A	 Pre Phase A	 HE-09-A	 Phase B
AS-07 -A	 Pre Phase A	 AS-01-S	 Pre Phase A
AS-11-A	 Pre Phase A	 AS-14-S	 Pre Phase A
a. Temerature requirements result from two factors:
1. requirements for superconduction which defines operati,
andp ermits low power measurement of particle energies.
2. Re uirements for high detectabi lity and high S/N ratio
cooing and allows detection of faint IR sources.
b. See Table 2.
e. The use of We closed cycle systems permit long life mission
large dewar requirements
d. Space flight testing of a prototype model
f
TO I
'7359
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DEMITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO-RI-12.2
I. TECII!VOI,OGY REQUIR.EMENT(TITLE): 	 PAGE2 OF 6
LHe Recycling Unit
TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Two Brayton cycles and various others should be investigated,- they are:
T. Reciprocating Reverse Brayton Cycle
2. Rotary Reverse Brayton Cycle
3. Rotary Claude Cycle
4. Dual Phased Recuperated Vuilleumeir Process
5. Hybrid Systems .which combine mechanical refrigeration with other techniques
such as dielectric cooling
8. TECHNICAL PhOBLEMS:
a. In discussion with Arthur. D. Little, Inc., it was determined that primary technical problem
are in the area of fabrication of system items and no major problems are forseen. It can be
seen from the scheduled availability of the ADL unit for life testing as of Januaryy 1976,
that the unit modified to the necessary cooling requirements wi 11 not be available by the
technology need r_•ite. The early payloads may be more suited to using the dewars
currently under development anti I the technology is developed by WPAFB for cooling
machines.
uri nq o eratfon
g . 1'0TENTIAI. ALTERNATIVES:
It can be seen from Table 2that a number of the payloads which are listed as desirable to
incorporate closed cycle systems are Shuttle sortie payloads of seven-day duration. The
weights of the refrigerators are estimated as:
North American Phillips VM - 130 pounds
Hughes VM - 180 pounds
ADL Rotary Reciprocating - 300 pounds prior to modification for lower temperatures
(conti.p usd. o p page 5)
13. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
The ADL unit will be at the stage for initiating life testing about January 1976; however,
the minimum temperature it will be capable of operating to will be 11.5 K at 0.3 watts.
No modification to lower temperature capabilities required for these"pg1o.ads is pl'anned..
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LE"V"EL 4
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Use of closed cycle systems will require a source of high power. Related technology will
be highly efficient Barge solar arrays, or focusing solar collectors capable of.pro.viding,
thermal power.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. RI-12.2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 PAGE 3 'OF 6
LHe Recycling Unit
12, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75176 77 78 79180181182183 84 85 86187 88
.
89 1 g0 1 .91 1
TECHNOLOGY
1, Engineering Model	 Design NOTE: Technology need date ser ous y
i pa is -eq ire ti e or
3.	 Life Testing d ve [opt nen t or d t sti ig.
3. Development through
development testing4.
5.
APPLICATION I -
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2. DeVI/Fab (Ph. D)
:3. Operations AS-03-A
AS-07-A4.	 AS-11-A
-13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
'T'ECHNOLOG'Y NEED DATI-, TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 1 4 5 L5 8 4 3 3- f 4 52
14. REFERENCES:
1.	 Conversation between R. W	 Breckenridge, Arthur D. Little; Inc., and P. R. Fagan,
Rockwell International, Inc., Nov. 27, 197
2.	 Conversation between. J. Kirkpatrick, NASA-ARC, and P. R. Fagan,.
Rockwell international, Inc., Nov. 20, 1974
3,,	 Development of Rotary Reciprocating Cryogenic Refrigerator for Space Applications,
R. W. Breckenridge, Jr., et al, Ar^hur D. Little, Inc.	 AFFDL-TR-72-88
4.	 Letter from
	 fkerd,R. S. Hunt, Garrett-.Airresearch Co., to H. 	 GDCA,
January 6, 1975.`
5.	 Letter from J. Kirkpatrick, NASA-ARC, to H. Ikerd, GDCA, January 6, 1975.6,	 Letter from Dr. E. Urban, MSFC, to H. Ikerd, GDCA, January 5, 1975.
7.	 Letter from C. McCre ,ight, NASA-ARC, to H. Ike
.
rd, GDCA, January 7, 1975,
15.	 LEVEL Or- STATE OF ART'
	
s. COMPONENT. OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LARORAIDRY.
I. &%SIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED 4ND REPORTCD.
	 g, MODEL TESTED IN .1l ICIiAE-r ENVIRON-MENT.
.2.. THEORY FORSIiUTATED TO AESCI;IBE Pll$KQMENA.T.. MODEL TESTED !N SAAf`E ENA!IRONIIMENT.::.
S. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 8. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCII LESSER
OR MAT11EM&TICAL'MOIIEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	 4. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATERML, COMPONENT, ETC.
	 10. LIFETLII£ EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
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DEFWITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE ME- NT	 NO. -12.2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT ('I'S`LE): -- 	 -	 PAGE 4 OF 6.
LHe'Recycling Unit
Description of Technology (continued)
The'Hughes Vuiileumier (VM) cycle refrigerator is the furthest along in the development
cycle and is-best suited for near-term missions. However, its performance at low temperatures
is relatively poor. Unattended operational Iife on the order of three years is problematic as
the dry lubricated Hughes VM has not been -able to demonstrate long lifer as yet.
Hughes and North American Phillips are both developing VM cycles and the requirements to
which they are working are to simultaneously produce:
0.3 w at 11.5 K
10wat33K
12wat75K
Additional requirements are to draw 2700 watts in the all electric made and in the `thermdl-
electric made draw 2600 w-or less of thermal power and 500 watts of electric power.
For missions beyond the near term, the Arthur ' D. 'Little (ADL) rotary recTrbctlting refrigerator
offers the greatest. potential, It is a positive displacement machine, but because of funding
lags the VM in development cycle. The prototype is in the fabrication cycle and complete
refrigeration testing'is expected about, January 1976, The ADL devius has the advantage of
relatively high performance and long life, by virtue of hydrodynamic Lubrication achieved by
the pistons rotary stroking motion. The ADL device is capable of simultaneously producing
1. .4 , w at 12'K
40wat60K
It can be seen from Table 2'that'the above minimum temperatures of-the three-noted cor'ppariles
are 'too high for detectors or superconducting magnets, although they are suitable `for:providing
internal cooling to the I R telescopes.
In discussions with R. W. Breckenridge, Arthur D. Little, Inc., he stated that the rotary
reciprocating unit currently under development-and noted above is capable of-one watt'laad
at 3.6'K at a required input power of 1300 watts. Further extrapolation to 2.5'K will result
In a ! requirement for about 1900 watts for a one watt load. This capability could be achieved .
'through the addition of another Joule-Thompson loop which will require another stage
compressor an y: `heat exchanger.
VM cyc,!es cannot be operated at temperatures on the .order of those' required . for detectors
listed in Table 2.
j
1 7-862
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : 	 PAGE 5 OF 6
LHe Recycling Unit
5. Description of Technology (continued)
The potential avai lability of an LHe cryogenic machine can be tempered somewhat by:
1. As yet no complete miniature He refrigerator (or liquifier has demonstrated the
capability for providing useful refrigeration
2. The longest endurance run that has been c
refrigerator (Vuilleumier device operating c
hours. Demonstrating the capability of ope
year may prove to be a practical impossibili
of wear products irrespective of quantities i
3. No tests have been done to confirm the pc
machine can withstand the launch and space
9. Potential Alternatives (continued)
Additionally. the machine wi ll require a power inpu
At least for short term Shuttle sortie missions of 7 &
phase change dewars. The advantages are no or lit
within the weights defined above. A prototype dev
testing at Ball Brothers. It Was designed for one ye
weight of 200 pounds. The dewar will cool the i
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Table 2. Payload Cryogenic Requirements
TEMPERATURE REQUIREMENTS
(DETECTORS OR MAGNETS)	 LIFE
3 0 + 1.2 0K	 I YEAR
I-4'K	 1-3 YEARS
I-4°K; 20 + 1°K TELESCOPE	 3 YEARS
4 aR	 1--2 FEARS
2+0.5°K; 20+1 'K TELESCOPE	 7: DAYS
UNKNOWN	 7: DAYS
2 + 0.5 °K 	 7 DAYS
2+0.5'-K; 20+1°K TELESCOPE 	 7 DAYS
3 + 1 0K 	 TDAYS
?IIIiIII
LnEFINITI:ON OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE, MENT	 h?r^, Rl, 13.1
!. TECHNOLOGY REQUIRLME.NT (TITLE):	 PAGE I OF 3
Sklar Electric Propulsion
i	 I'I:CIlN[II.OGY CATI?GC) M Uuidance, iyayigatson, a< k,ontrol
3. ( )1,.II.0"I'.IVI?/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Control of low thrust, accelerating
i __l^anetary flights
1. ('ll Rlt1t,r4T STATI C, OF AM':	 ^I	 eat hr	 l^ and have bee  develop edd
_. _analysis of re uirements onlvl
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
5. I)ESC IZIPTIC)N O TECINOLOGY I
Traditional GN&C methods associated with coasting systems use a sun-canopus reference
I system.
Solar electric propulsion systems most steer a thrust vector and will probably use a stellar aided
inertial .attitude determination system. The major requirements for the system are:
Communications link - probably the Deep Space Network,. DSN
Large field of view digital sun sensor - off--the-shelf item
Star trackers - CCD's not available, image dissectors available
z
yro package M Lasers not available, gas bearing Gyro available
ftware -- must be modified to compute thrust vectors
i
P/I. REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: Q PRE-A, A, q B, q C/D
} G NATY)NAI.P', AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. Solar electric propulsion systems have higher specific impulse than conventional
chemical propulsion systems. The requirements for GN&C are determined by SEP
performance and mission parameters.
b. PL-09A - Mercury Orbiter
PL-16A - Ganymede Orbiter/Lander
PL-18A - Encke Rendezvous
PL-20A - Asteroid Rendezvous
c. GN&C system required to assure orbital precision
d. Software simulation and environmental testing required, including technology
demonstration flight.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL y
7385.
DLFINITION Or -TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. Rl, 13.1
1. TECIIN 0 )1 00Y HEQUIREMENT(TITLE): 	 PAGE '3 Or
Solar Electric Propulsion
7. TI;CF-tNo i,w;Y OPTIONS:
Item	 Option - Available Technology
Laser gyro	 Conventional gyro with high MTBF such as Minuteman
missile spherical gas bearing gyro
CCD star tracker	 Image dissector star tracker made by Ball Bros.
i
8. TECHNICAL 13RO13LEMS:
The laser gyro and CCD star trackers are emerging technology. The laser gyro is under
development by M5FC; the breadboards have been constructed - technology not ready.
CCD star trackers under development by companies such as Fairchild, not yet proven.
New DSN guidance software algorithms will be required to compute optimum thrust vector
pointing angles as a function of time.
Tradeoffs required between ground and on-board processing and control.
u, VO'I EINTIA ; . A 1,TE IINATIVES:
Unknown
10- PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
Items in 7 (above) under development for military applications - status unknown
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 7
! HELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
See RI 14.1
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TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE); 	 PAGE 3 OF 3
Solar Electric Propulsion
12.	 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR.
SCIEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 8.0. 82 833 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Laser gyro F Hsi ium tej . a ail ab e
2. CCD star Tracker E tivate d z era lat le
:3. Software
4. B-readboards /Testing* si g va 3.a le
5. Engineering Model./ ec ino og
Testing*
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. Cr) in
TE:.
mad
T c h
vel
olo
pt
y
ent
ee
ti
d
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to
r e
ea ^e
er in
^
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) ec nol g if ms. ec mIR nd us ng
va 7. aKe to hn IO y to s .
:3.
	 Operations
4.
USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATI, I I I I j TOTAL
NUMBER, OF LAUNCHES 2 1 1 2 1	 2 I !	 8
.14. REFERENCES:
I. Discussion among J.im Cake and Bruce LeRoy, Lewis Research Center, and P. R. Fagan,
Rockwell International, Nov. 18, 1974.
2. Letter from T. N. £delbaum, and J. J. Deyst, Jr., Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc,	 4
to H. Ikerd, GDCA, December 18, 1974,
}
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
2. TREORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
3. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
OR MATIIC;MATICAL. MODEL..
9. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
E.G:. ULATERIAL. COMPONENT, ETC.
7-367
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i
6. COUPONE.NT OR IiREADBOARD.TESTED IN. RELEVANT'
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
8. MODEL TESTED IN AIRcnxi,, ' ENViRON1iFNT.
7. MODEL TESTED IN St7A[.'E ENVIRONMENT.
8. NEW CAPAWLITX DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OPE RA'i'I O N A I..MO DLL: .
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN omwriomi; MODEL.
10. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN 0I'1:RATIONAI. MOUML-
f
DE.FINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE IVIENT 	 NO. RI, 13.2
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):PAGE I OFStructures/Mechanism
t3	 y
2 TECHN()LOGY CATEG01ty: Guidance, Navigation & Control
3. ()JWECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED.- Docking in 4 Mors orbit,
1. CURRENTSTATE'0F ART: Studies and analysis to define mission. Bread-
board of potential rendezvous systems have been constructed. These are
applicable to Mars mission.	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
T)ESCIIIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Five mission sequences which support orbital rendezvous have not been per-
formed under conditions anticipated for the Mars Surface Sample Return (MSSR)
mission; they are:
I. Ascent of the Mars Ascent Vehicle (MAV) from the surface to the
rendezvous orbit.
2. Initial rendezvous, in which earth based contrcsl moves the orbiter
to the MAV orbit.
3. Terminal rendezvous during which the orbiter closes on the MAV under
control of an orbiter rendezvous radar.
4. Docking during which the orbiter & MAV couple, and
5. Sample transfer to the earth return vehicle.
(continued on page 4)
P/1, REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [M PRE-A, [q A, B, [:1 C /D
6 11WIT )NA IJAND ANALYSIS:
a) A Mars Surface Sample Return science workshop was conducted NASA Head-
quarters on June 11 and 12, 1974, at which the Mars orbital rendezvous modE
was endorsed as the favored approach from the standpoint of controlling back
contamination.
b) PL-01-A, Mars Surface Sample Return
c) Rendezvous rather than direct return from. a Mars lander requires less
cost and weight for Mars ascent and Mars entry vehicles, and permits an increase
in size of science sample.
d) Software-Laboratory simulation -. 7
Components-space environment test-5
Systems/Subsystems-Space environment test & simulation-7
VRECMING PAGE BLANK NOT FUM
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(see d above)
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL..
DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 .
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIHLMENT(TITLE) : 	 _. _	
- -- --
	 -^ PAGE -2 OP
Structure/Mechanisms
7. TI:CI-INO LOGY O!'TIONS:	 ~
a. A number of rendezvous radars have been deve l oiled. The most favored appears to be a
MSFC sponsored laser radar which is in its third generation breadboard at ITT. The Nd:YAG
being developed b WPAFB'could be adapted to the rendezvous laser radar with technolog y
transfer and make higher power available.
b. An alternate approach. not requiring rendezvous and docking is described in (9) below..
i. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Orbit determination in the presence of an anomalous Mars gravity field Field has been
partially mapped by Mariner 9 orbiter but does not allow accurate state prediction for
Mars. Surface Sample Return type orbits.
b. Software requirements, see C 19. 1
f1. VOTENTIA I A i:TE LINATIVE- S:
Reference 2 states that launching the Mars Surface Samp le and an integrated orbiter and earth
return vehicle into Mars orbit is simpler and more reliable than .launching the sample into orbif.:
for subsequent transfer to the Mars orbiter integrated as an earth return vehicle, as required for
Mars orbiter rendezvous modes,
(continued on page 5)
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
No current hardware developments, studies only.
Technology transfer of most items from Viking Lander and Orbiter programs possible.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED' LEVEL
L1. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Radar/Iaser designs
b. Software programs
7-»370	
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO, Rlr 13.2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE)- 	 PAGE 3 OF 5
Structure/mechanisms
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE;
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77178 79180,91182183 84' 851-56187 88 89190 91
TECHNOLOGY
1 , Analysis & Require- N OTE: Teclino og tr nsf r. ai qbl
meats 'from , /ik ng 3nd A II -LF M )roE rarT s
Breadboards/Testin S ft ar x qu re ens muss b lE
. Engineering Model/ inteEto rat ed in o. schc duJ e, see
Testing C 19.1.
4.
5,
APPLICATION f
1.	 Design (Ph. C) i.
2.	 Devl/Fab. (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations.
d.
1 ;..	 USAGE SCHEDULE:.
'EECHNOLOGY NEED DATE' TOTAL
NTJMSER OF LA UN CHES 1 1
id.	 REFERENCES:
1.	 A Feasibility Study of Unmanned Rendezvous and Docking i n Mars Orbit, Final Report,
Vol. I	 11, Martin Marietta Corp., JPL953746 	 September 1974.and
.2.	 bars Sample Return through parhin,g orbit, W. L. Weaver & W.... L... Darnell, LaRC,
and H. N. Norton & L. D. Jaffe, JPL, Aeronautics & Astronautics, Jazz.. 1975.
3.	 Technica l discussion between W. L. Weaver, Langley Research Center, and P. R. Fagan
Rockwell International, November 7, 1974.
4.	 Automated Mars :Surface Sample Return (MSS.R) Mission Concepts forAchievement of
Essential Scientific Objectives, W. L. Weaver, LaRC, and H. N. Norton and W. L.
Darnell, Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
5.	 Letter from W, T. Scofield, Martin' Marietta Aerospace, to H. lkerd, GDCA,
December 1.1, 1974.
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
5. COMPONENT OR LMEADJ30AAD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN, THE LABORATORY
I.. BASIC PHENOAIENA ` 0BSERVED ANO R1 PORTED.
	 6. MODEL, TESTED I N AIRCRAsr EHVIRON1ihNT.
Z. THEORY 1'01MIULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TBS LD IN SPACE ENVIRO =14T.
ss THEORY TESTED. BY PHYSICALEXPERIMENT:
	 8.. NEW CAFAIIII.ITY Di:RIV£D FROM A.MUCH LESSER
OR ^UTIIEMATICAL MOIIEL,	 OPERATIONAL 3IOD£L.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED.
	 . 8. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF. , All . OPERATIONAL MODEL.
:E.G., iNATEI#IAL. COI TPPNENT, E'iC
.I .. LIFETIME EXTENSIONl LlfiAli OI`ERATIONai. MODEL...
7-371 _
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE- MENT	 NO. ;Al, 1
7 . TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) :	 PAGE 40F
S tructures,/Mechani sm
5. Description of Technology - continued
The mission as presently defined in Reference T, requires that the MAV achieve an orbit within
predictable tolerances after launch from a remotely painted platform.
Earth4ased tracking with orientation sensed by the Lander inertial reference determines the
position of the lander on Mars before launch.
The first stage is controlled with a simple open-loop rate gyro guidance system.
The earth is established as a pointing reference using Earth tracking and command links. The
other reference is the sun, as detected by MAV sun sensors.
By means of Earth calculated commands the two vehicles are painted at each other and. the
orbiter radar locks on the MAV transponder.
The orbiter executes a closing maneuver when the MAV is within a reasonable slant range
using retrothrust.ing burns. This closing control is provided by range rate versus range
relationships built into the orbiting computer.
Docking begins when the orbiter and MAV are at close range. The orbiter goes into three axis
control.
The pointing accuracy of the orbiter rendezvous radar and MAV transponder must hold line of
sight pointing to within +0.5 deg. of vehicle axis. A docking cone is used for sample
transfer..
IE
Ef
i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQTJIREMENT	 NO.RI^ 13.2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUMEMENT (TITLE): STRUCTUREUMECHANQU _ PAGE 5 OF,5,
Potential Alternatives (Continued)
The entire entry and landing sequence is automatic. The entry program is
received from Earth prior to entry, and a computer in the Earth Return vehicle
(ERV) issues the required commands.
A two-way communication link with the Mars Lander Module (MLM) will allow
Earth-controllers to receive surface environment data and to command the go-ahead
for the sample-acquisition sequence, which will be totally automated The
Viking-type sampler boom and scoop will proceed to sample at a time designated
in the command, and sensors will indicate discrete sampling actions. Launching
the sample and integrated orbiter/ERV into orbit is simpler and more reliable
than launching the sample into. orbit for subsequent transfer to the orbiter/ERV
which is required with the Mars Orbital Rendezvous (MOR) modes The Mars ascent
vehicle (MAV) which will launch the ERV to orbit has a two-stage solid propellant
propulsion system; the first stage is 3-axis stabilized by means of a guidance
package whereas the second stage is spin-stabilized. The second stage is aligned
and spun up by the attitude control system on the first stage just prior to orbit
insertion. Essentially all velocity losses are sustained during first stage
thrusting, and the second stage thrusts horizontally for insertion. The ascent
program is received from Earth before launch, and the computer on the ERV controls
all operations.
The ERV establishes two-way communications with Earth after MAV separation.
The ERV is designed to function for a year as a Mars orbiter and then return the
sample to earth.
The potential disadvantages of thii direct return mission alternative includes the following:
l . Controlling the contamination of the return spacecraft by possible Mars
biota is more difficult;
2. Significantly heavier Mars lander and ascent vehicles are required;
3. Getting into an orbit at Mars from which an a ccurate Earth return trajectory
can be initiated approaches the complexity of the rendezvous.
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! . TECHNOLOGY 11T , QUIREMENT (TITLE):	 PAGE I OF
-
rimaryoiar Electric Propulsion
^. TEC HNc)Li)GY CATI?GORY: 	 Propulsion
j	 i)111JEC'TIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: 10,000 hour Operational Life
4. C UJUtENT STATE OF ART: Two thruster engineering models have been
made and are undergoing testing. Power processor units are breadboarded
for testing.	 _ _ 	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL4
DISC IM I TMN OA' TECHNOLOGY
Thruster Technology
Two engineering models of 30 cm diameter thrusters have been built;
they are:
EMT #701 - Calibration & endurance testing (on-going)
EMT V1702 - Structural qualification testing (completed October 1974).
The 700-series design has been improved to include a two point gimbal
interface; this resulted in the 800-series. Modifications to reduce dis-
charge chamber spatter erosion will result in a 900--series design.
Requirement-	 State of Art
_	 Application	 Defined by Lewis Re- 	 Results of testing
search Center	 EMT AV701 &EMT702
Type	 Mercury Ion.	 Mercury Ion
Specific Impulse	 3000 Sec	 2950 Sec
Cont. P _4^	 P/L RE.QUIRJJMrNTS BASED ON F1 . PRE- A, q A, q B, q C/7
6 .
 11A'r1()NAL,P AN1J ANAI,YSIS:I
a) Requirements defined for planetary missions
b) PL-18A Encke Rendezirous (PL-Z6)
PL-09A Mercury Orbiter (PL-13)
PL-20A Asteroid Rendezvous (PL-»28)
PL-16A Ganymede Orbiter/Lander (PL-23)
C) Isp of 3000 is result of optimizing thrust for available power.
d) Space testing of operational prototype.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
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DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. 11114.1
1. TRCIINOLOGY REQUIliEMENT(TITLE;:.
	 PAGE OF 5
Primary Solar Electric Propulsion
7. TW SINOLOGY 011TIONS:
The principal option is in the selection of power processor unit (PPU)
switching device (transistor or SCR). The transistor PPU provides higher
efficiency, fewer parts and lighter weight. The SCR provides higher power
per inverter. A secondary option is the PPU packaging concept; louver,
heat pipes or a combination of both.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
1. Long term internal erosion (sputtering) of thruster #701 shows a life
of about 7000 hours. Analysis and accelerated tesks shows that Z0, 000
hours can be attained using the modifications planned for the 900-series
design.
(continued on page 5)
^ ►
 I3 OTIL:N'1'1A 1. ALTERNATIVES:
Xenon and Argon propellants can be used in the present thrusters with a feed
system modification. However, penalties are incurred in the thruster, PPU
and propellant storage. Cesium thrusters are not available at the 30 mIb
thrust level.
111. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
I. Operational prototype design/construction to be, initiated iniddle 1975 (Lewi
Research Center)
2. MSFG feasibility investigation
{
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4
11. RPLATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS;
Unknown
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. R1, 14. l
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 PAGE 3 OF
Primary Solar Electric Propulsion
12. TECHNOLOGY RUI
 QUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75176 77 78179 80 81 82 83 84 85 86187 88 89190 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Engineering  Model -- (o gin )
2. Design Operational
Prototype
3. Build Operational
Prototype
4. Space Test Operation-
al Prototype
5. F'
APPLICATION !
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2.	 Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations
4. i
liol . USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
NUILZBE t OF LAUNCHES 2 2 2 1 1. .8
i
i
T Technology Need Date
REFERENCES
1. Extended Definition Feasibility Study for Electric Propulsion Stage, Rockwell
International Corporation, SD73--SA-0132.
2. Technical Discussions with Dave Byers and Bruce Banks, Lewis Research
Center, November 8, 1974.
3. Status of 30 cm Mercury Ion Thruster Development, j. S. Soney, Lewis
Research Center and H. J. King, Hughes Research Laboratories, Malibu,
California. NASA TM X-71603
4. Solar E ectric Propulsion Thrust Subsystem Development, T. D. Masek,
jet Propulsion Laboratory, Technical Report 32--1579, March 15, 1973. 	 -
5. Ion Propulsion Flight Experience, Life. Tests, and Reliability. Estimates;
j. H. Molitor, Hughes Research Laboratories, Malibu, California, Presented
to AIWSAE Propulsion Conference, November 5-7, 1973._(Cont`d. on page 5)
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
5. COhMNENT OR LIREADBOARD.'IESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LAWRATORY.
1. B SIC PHENOMENA 0I1S£IIVED AND IMPORTED.
	 0. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY POIII1 ULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONUENT.
3. TJEOIIY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 8. NEW CAPAJULITX DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR 31A.1193AULTICAL INIODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIARACTEIIISTIC DEMONSTRATED.
	
9. nELt4BIL1TY UkGRADING OF. AN OPEIGiTIONAL MODEL..
£. G.. MATERIAL, COMPONENT, ETC.
	 10. LIFETUTE EXTENSION OF AN 01 1L'RATIONAL MODAL.
7-377
DEFIKTXON OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO.. R1, 14.1
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):	 PAGE 4 OF 5
Primary Solar Electric Propulsion
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY - continued
Requirements
Efficiency at full thrust 72%
Input power 2630 wad's
Throttle range 2:1 min
5:I goal
%i feti me 10, 000 hours over entire
range of environmental
constraint of .near. earth
and planetary conditions;
zero to two suns, and
Shuttle and Titan--Cen t7ur
environmental envelope.
State of Art
71.6%
2630 watts
5:1 demonstrated
7500 hours have been
demonstrated.
Qualification testing on
Titan-Centaur and Shuttle
vibration envelope.
Thermal :rested over range
of zero to two suns.
92% efficiency at full
	
1. SCR.switch, thermal-
thrust and full input power. 	 vacuum breadboard
developed by TRW is under
test. This system has
demon&ated 84%
efficiency and weighs 100
lb. A follow-on bread-
board has demonstrated
91 0/6 efficiency but .pro-
jected TVBB weight is
125 lb.
2. Transistor switch, .
thermal vacuum breadboadc
Power Processor Technology
Efficiency
I
f
(TVBB) builtb Hughes to
be delivered January = 75.	 j
Projected -effi.c envy is
91% + 1% and weight is
52 lb i
f	 weight
Thermal-vibration specifications
Life
t
Reliability
Power Input
50 pounds
Same as thruster
10 1 000  hour s
0.96
Z3 kw
7-378
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. RI, 14.1
X . TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE MEN T (''I'I LE) : 	 PAGE 5 OF -d—
Primary Solar Electric Propulsion
5. Description of Technology - continued
Requirements
	
State of Art
Input voltage	 2:1 voltage swing
	 2:1
Note: Assessment of two state-of-the-art power processors required before future decisions
can be made. Approximatel y first quarter 1975.
8. Technical Problems - continued
2. Ion beam focusing at the end of life (unknown at this time)
3. Reduction of neutral Hg atoms and double ions (not required to meet life or efficiency
goals) .
4. Power processor efficiency, electromagnetic interference, and thermal control.
	 1
5. Thruster/power processor switching.
6. Power processor bus Iine ripples t 7% under all conditions, without excessive weight
penalties.
14. References - continued
6. Thruster and power processor design and test reports, Hughes Research Laboratories,
1969-1974.
7. Letter from J. H. Molitor, Hughes Research Laboratories, to H. Ikerd, GDCAr
January 20, 1975.
8,. Letter from R. M. Worlock, Electro-Optical Systems, to H. Ikerd, GDCA,
December 18., 1974.
F^	 DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 Rr( ), _ Rl . 14.
^ I' ^'!`I:('IINo I,ClGY IIE(^UIREMENT (TIT1,E): 	 PAGE I Or -.A-
Auxiliary Ion Propulsion Thruster
.2.  '1 ECIINO1M )GY CATEWILY: Pr
r }I I l i I%VTIVE/ADVANCEME'NT REQUIRED: 20,000 hour operationa l life and 10,000
ctles restart capability_
1.._t ' I M 111? i T hTA'1'I. ( ) r-' MIT: Basic Hg N-chnology feasibility has been demonstrated on
SERT I and II. Hg thruster ground test has excw- eded 9,000 hours and is continuing_
(continued on page 4)	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. ! ESC Iili''1Y N (fl •' TECHNOLOGY
Both mercury and cesium ion thrusters are designed for north/south stationkeeping for
synchronous satellite, The mainline technology for auxilFary ion propulsion systems is
presently based on an 8 cm mercury electron bombardment ion thruster. This thruster
i provides a nominal thrust of 1 mlb (with a thrust range capability of 0.5 to 2..0 mlb) at a
specific impulse of 2950 seconds. Total propulsion system dry weight including thruster/
gimbal assembly, propellant reservoir, and power processor unit is projected to be 22 pounds.
The cesium thruster is also 8 cm dia and capable of I mlb thrust. dry weight is 25 lb without
cesium and cesium reservoir. Much smaller cesium units of 20 x 10- 6 lb thrust were demon-
strated on ATS-4 and ATS-5, and they used a bimetal closeable valve which opened and
closed as a function of temperature change. The tests on the ATS-6 required a much higher
I flow rate than the bimetal valve could accommodate, and the valve was replaced with a ohe-
shot valve as it was believed that surface tension during cool-down would negate the possibili
of liquid creep. Liquid migration apparently did occur under cool-down and as a consequence
the engines would not restart. Table I, page 4 compares mercury and cesium thruster
i p(­ -meters.	 (continued on page 4)
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: F1 PRE--A, [0 A, q B, q C/D
6	 I; A'1'1t )NA1J'. AND ANALYSIS:
a. long-fife, high specific impulse stationkeeping thrusters are required for geosynchronous
communications satellites.
b. CN-51-A International Communications Satellite
c. Cesium and mercury bombardment engines are high specific impulse devices. Mercury
is baseline.
d. Space testing of operational prototype required.
P1kI",CIDXN'G PAGE BLANK NOT FUIM
TO BE CARRIEI
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DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. Rl, 14.2
	
l TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE) :	 PAGE 2 Or.
Auxiliary ]on Propulsion System
7, TLC14NOLOGY OPTIONS:
a. Mercury -- demonstrated most flight operating hours
b. Cesium
c. Argon
d. Xenon
Both mercury and cesium have been tested on auxiliary propulsion ion thrusters. Both the
cesium and mercury require essentially the same amount of power. The mercury electron
bombardment ion thruster has demonstrated substantially more flight. operating hours than the
cesium bombardment thruster. The mercury thruster has the capability of multiple thruster
operation from a common propellant tank.
ti. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Cesium - operates at 17 v, below the sputtering threshold which makes it longer lived,
and more reliable than mercury engines. Propellant tannage, complexity, and handling
problems make cesium less attractive than mercury. ATS-G has shown cesium to be
electromagnetically compatible over wide RF band. The cesium thrusters tested on
ATS=6 have demonstrated an apparent cesium migration problem in zero gravity that
was not experienced in ground testing. A valve (reference part 5) needs to be developed
	
and ground Iffe/cycling tests continued. 	 (continued on page 4)
I. POTENTIA1. Al=T ' tNATIVES
Use European auxiliary propulsion mercury ion thrusters.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
Unknown - . no effort other than NASA's
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4
11. I{ELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Power processor unit electronics - silicon control rectifiers are viable affernatives to
transistors.
7-3.82,
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. Rl, M.2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 PAGE 3 Or 4
Auxiliary Ion Propulsion System
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAH
SCHEDULE ITEM 75i76 77178 79 801,31 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY ^.
I.
.
on-going thruster life tes N TE ife test cannot ] e
2. Cycling test on BB cyst.
S or eft d. T ch off. gy ca no
meet fi st 1.a c u I.e s in ma
3. Engineering model syst. time sp rIt Xn. Ph C &
a.	 Development
b.	 Qua[ testing
c.	 Cycling life test
APPLICATION
1. Design. (Ph. C) I
2. Dev1./Fah (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
I31. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATI+1 TOTAL
NUMBER of LAUNCHES 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 21
14, REFERENCES:
1. Discussion between Dr. R. Hunter, GSFC, and P. R. Fagan, Rockwell International,
November 13, 1974
2. Discussion among B. Banks. and D. Byers, Lewis. R. C., and	 R.. Fagan, Rockwe i!. P..
International, November 2, 1974
3. Letter from J. Molitor, Hughes Research Laboratories to H. Ikea, GDCA, 30 Jan. 1975
4. Letter from B. Banks, Lewis R.C. to H. Ikerd, GDCA, January 10,, 1975
5. Letter from R. Worlock, Electro-Opfical Systems to H. lkerd, GDCA; December 78, 1974
6, letter from Dr. R. Hunter, GSFC, to H. lkerd, GDCA, January 2, 1975
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
S. COMPONENT OR DREADECARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY..
I . 13ASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED. A:;D RF'PORTED.
	 6. MODEL TENTED M AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2, THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCH113E
 PHENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRO NMENT.
3. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 8. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATI3EMATICAL MOD£L.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	 9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
EX., NIATE3ItAL,. COAtPO!jENT,. ETc	 10. .LIEETIAIE EXTENSION. .O.F'AN O>'ElIATIONAL . ttODEL
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. RI, 14.2
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):
	
-	
- PAGE 4 OF 4
Auxiliary Ion Propulsion Thruster
4. Current State of Art - continued
Two Hg thrusters were tested on SBRTS ll, operating 2I75 hours and 3889 hours respectively.
One thruster is currently operational after 207 restarts. Two cesium thrusters.were tested. on.
ATS-6, both units failed to restart.
5. Description of Technology continued
Table 1.
Mercury	 Cesi um
Diameter, cm
	 8	 8
Thrust, mlb	 I	 I
Dry system weight without.propel[ant and
	 19.5	 25
propellant tank, lb
Ground test demonstrated life, hours/cycles
	
9130/277	 2600/433
Ispr sec	 2900	 2500
Input power, watts
	 150	 150
Vector angle capability (dual axis), degrees
	
10	 3
A mercury thruster engineering model level development isscheduled for completion by . the end
of. 1975.: Basic requirements for this system are 20,000 hours life {cumulative hours of thruster
operation) over a ten-year stationkeeping mission, 10,000 on-off operational cycles, and thrust
vector control over +10 deg. in any azimuthal angle.
Current efforts on .the cesium thruster at GS pC are to develop the required valve, and to continue
life testing on the ground. Their is no funding visibility on the cesium thruster.
8. Technical Problems - continued
b. Argon - propellant tankage, complexity and handling make argon less attractive than
mercury.
'7,3 84
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. GE _15 -1
1, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Tracker/Field Monitor PAGE 1 OF 4
Assembly
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:	 Attitude Control/Measurement
3. OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide im roved location and identifica-
tion of guide field as well as increased sensitivity, tracking accuracy. Tracking error
limited to 0.1 arc sec with  m,, = 12 stars.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Typically: Accuracy approximately 10 are sec and
sensitivity m = G stars.
See:. JPL Stellar System (Reference 3)	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Improvement in Star Tracking to Provide
-- Tracling error signal output 0.1 to 0.3 are sec.
- 
Pointing System Stability Rate 0.006 ARC SEC/SEC (PK. TO PK.)
- Sufficient Sensitivity to track my = 12 stars.
Prime Approach:
Sensing of stars located in a direction within a fraction of a degree
(proposed 0.250) of primary telescope pointing direction. Two stars in
single P.O.V. required for 3 - axis pointing. Position resolution of all
M-12 staa.-Vs within 0.5° field of view is needed to correlate guided -telescopeAlternatpoprroaehrence guide stars.
Using 2 Star-Trackers pointed towards 2 guide stars separated by an angle
excluding the E.O.V. capability of a single tracker. Errors will include
measurement of single difference between trackers with telescope.
(cont'd on page 3)
P/L REQUIREMENTS 13ASED ON: 0 PRE-A, q A, q B, E] C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANAT,YS^S•
(a) The advantage or referencing a star within a small fraction of a degree
off the primary telescope axis is that the Startracker can be rigidly
mounted to the telescope body, eliminating (or at least minimizing)
the problem of measuring the angles relating Star-Tracker axis and tele-
scope axis. Tracking viewfield of Star-Tracker must be sufficiently
large (nf 0.5o) to include at least two potential guide stars. Accuracy
requirements are dictated by requirements of the primary telescope
system. Sensitivity to My = 10 stars is necessary to assure high
probability of a guide star within a small angle of telescope axis.
(b) Approximately 18 payloads will benefit by this technology including
seven Astronomy Sortie Payloads, three automated astronomy payloads,
five high energy astrophysics sortie payloads, and four high energy
astrophysics automated payloads.
(c) This technology advancement will make possible at least double the
number of valuable observations of faint stellar sources.
(d) The level of. technological maturity required for this development is
prototype model testing in a simulated environment.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL - 5
7-385
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE- MENT
	 NO 	 .E
1. TE(:IiNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Tracker/Field
	 PAGE 2 OF 4
Monitor Assembl.
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: (1) Prime Option -- using single tracker with starfiel.d
ivatcling feature fixed to the telescope
a) Tracking stellar image with image dissector (TD) using ID aperture edge sensing
as means of improving resolution.
b) Use of separate photomultipliers (PM) or solid-state detectors in conjunction
frith mirror or prism image spl.i.tters for multi-sensing.
c) Operation of TD or PM in either of above concepts, but electronically
in a photon--counting mode; as a means of increasing sensitivity.
d) Charge coupled device (CCD) area array detector at image plane, operating with
selectable f/number, focal length optics; programmable null-pointing coordinates
automatic star-field map matching (Reference: JPL "Stellar" System)
(continued on. next page)
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a) Primarily sensitivity to detect the faint stars it will be necessary to
track.
Tradeoffs are
-	 Optics size
- 	 Detector Sensitivities
Electronic Made (current. level or photon counting).
(continued)	 -	 Offset Angle Capability
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES;
a) Sensing of bright stars that may be far off the telescope axis - requires
highly accurate means of measuring and controlling relative pointing
directions of on=board components.
b) Earth - Based Beacon Sensing (l=aser or microwave) -- same requirement
as above & continuous information on effective change in direction of reference
10
.
-PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
a) RTOP No. 506-19-1:4 (ELACS) Extended Life Attitude Control. System for Unmanned
Planetary Vehicles.
b) ITT NASA Contract »- improved FW-4012 (W/6" photocathode), 3.4 rise distance
(vs. 20 typical) »» aperture edge-tracking appl.icatioins.
c) ITEK -- diff raction grating approach (inhouse)
d), Perkin Elmer -- Beam-splitting approach (inhouse)
.(Continued on next gage)	 EXPECTED LiNPERTURBED LEVEL . t
11. RE LATED TECHNOLOGY RtQUIREMENTS:
a) Solid-State detector sen=sitivity improvement
b) Electronic.Techniques development (for ID aperture edge-tracking and/or
photon counting).:
c) Highly. accurate large-angle measurement (for off-axis reference sensing)
d) On-board software & processing capability for beacon-sensing option..
q
a
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 Np^GE x.5.1
1. CHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT. (TITLE). Tracker/Field	 PAGE 3 OF 4
Monitor Assembly
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY (Continued)
The state-of--the--art is exemplified by two current star tracker developments:
1.) The STELLAR System, "Star Tracker. for Economical Long Life Attitude
Reference (JPL) uses charge coupled devices (CCD) in place of the image dissector,
and is capable of 0.1 to 30' (variable) field of view, 11 m y
 star sensitivity (with
4" diameter optics); I are sec accuracy (worst case).
2) The HEAD Tracker (Hughes) uses the "pl-Aon counting and digital processing"
method and is capable of a 2 0
 x 2° field of view, 6 my
 star sensitivity. (with 411
optics), and a calibration accuracy of 0. 75 are sec.
k
c
n
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS (Continued)
(2) Alternate Option -- using two physically sepaxate stair trackers
+ The two trackers may have any of the features in Iterta 7, (1) above.	 The
severity of the errors introduced by the measurement . af relative angle
between the trackers and between those and the main telescope will depend
upon the interconnecting structure, thermal. effects, magnitude of the
deviation angles . between the optics, and the actual measuring machanism.
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS (Continued)
(b) Attainment of.higher sensitivity required to utilize guide stars with
i^V	 70.	 In the single-tracker option. {No.: l} the F.O:.V..: must lie
sufficiently large to encompass at least two guide stars within the
^ sensitivity capability of the detector.
(c)' Time constant or..bandwidth.must be adequate.
{d) Ability-to- reduce acquisition and tracking time delays due to computation
and response delays.
10.. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANC • A NT ,(Continued)
(e) GE ,--- ASP PREC,_,Pointing System ,-_ Study , for GS7: C
(f) Several NASA SRT Program Submittals (Nos. 506	 18 -13, 506,-19-12,
506-1.732)
(g) Stellar system being developed by JPL for AMES'Research Centers'
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12. TECHNOLOGY R-CQUIRI-;MENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76177. 78 79 89 81 82183 84:18.9186 87 88189 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Analysis
2• Design Phase
3. Breadboard Test
JP
APPLICATION j 1
I. Design. (Ph. C) t
2. DevI/Fab (Ph. D)
:3. Operations
4.
13, USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECINOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I:L211,9122122123i261231281Z21221POIP,21P,31.P,83.
14. REFERENCES:
1.	 NASA/AMES c-141 AIRO Information Bulletin #6 (IB-6)
3/25/74.
2.	 "Video Inertial Pointing System for Astronomy Payloads". 	 AMES RC,,
by J. V. Foster & DP R. Chapman.
3..	 JPL .Memo No. 343 "8-74-219, "Star Detection Capabilities of
Charge Coupled Imaging Devices."
15. LEVEL OF STATE Or, ART
	
5. c0111PONr-NTOR BMAD130ARD:7'S57EI? 1N: RELEVANT: .
ENVIRONNIENT IN THE LABOILA-TORY.
I. BASIC PHEN06IENA 0119ERVUB AND REPORTED.
	
E, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENW11ONMENT.
2. THEORY FOIL%IUEATZD TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	
7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
S. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 B. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
Oft MATHEMATICAL ]IODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL 310DEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTfoN,
 OR CiLARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIAMLITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL..
E . G ., MATEIIIAL, COMPONENT, ETC,
	
10. LIFETLSIE IXTENS1oN  OF AN OJ ILRATIONAI, MODEL.
i
l
DEFMTION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO, GE 15,1
1. TECI•INOLOGY RE0UTI3.EMENT {TITLE): Star Trackers 	 PAGES Or' 4
7DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO, GE--15.5
1, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : Advanced Attitude	 PAGE l OF 4
Sensing System
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Attitude Control
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVAbTrEMENT REQUIRE D: provide attitude sensing to support
knowledge of pointing to 0.001 degree accuracy. Concurrent advances are needed
i.n . ephemeris accuracy, to permit precise location of the satellite.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: _ Current systems are capable of 0.004-0.01 degree
accuracy. Ephemeris accuracies of 50 meters can be attained with current
technology.
	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL3
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
(a)Advanced .Earth Observation payload sensors will require pointing accura-
cies in the order of 10-3
 degrees in order to permit precise correlation
of high resolution multi--spectral data with earth surface features.
(b)Effect savings through hardware simplification and standardization of the
attitude control subsystem.
(c)Current state of the art is typified by the PADS, or Primary Attitude Deter-
mination System that is accurate to 0.01 degree and uses strapped down
inertial measurement and star , detector. The Space Shuttle will be able to
be located within 170 meters (RSS) at 100 nm altitude. Automated payloads
such as EOS will be located within 50 meters. The Hughes STARS (Stellar
Tracking Attitude Reference System) would utilize a single, inertially sta-
bilized, gyro-less star tracker to accomplish 0.001 0
 pointing.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: © PRE-A, q A, q B, C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
(a) Current trends in the development of high-accuracy attitude determination
systems are towards more stringent pointing accuracies, hardware simplifi-
cation and more extensive :use of on^-board computers. The trend in pointing
accuracy can be exemplified by Nimbus, ERTS, and EOS, which require 1.0,
0.7, and 0.01 degree, respectively. Significant reductions in the number
of sensors can be realized through increased computational capability.
The use of the computer-also affords considerable flexibility of operation
and thus the necessary versatility for subsystem hardware standardization.
(b)This technology will benefit most of the future Earth Observation automated
payloads, particularly advanced operational satellites such as the Earth
Resources Survey. Operational Satellite (ERS-OS) ,  EO -G1A,
(c)Higher painting accuracies, in the order of 0.001 degree are
justified on the basis of increased resolution requirements and reduction
in the amount of ground-based geometric correlation/correction.
(d)The technique will require thorough demonstration, in ground simulation
tests and on experimental satellites such as EOS prior to commitment to
the operational satellite systems.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
r
o	 _
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. G1;-15.5
I . TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Advanced Attitude 	 PAGE 2 OF 4
Sensing System
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: The variables involved in this technology include:
(a) Type of inertial sensor and star sensor to be used.
(b) Degree of computational capability and type of computer.
(c) Centralized computer for all subsystems vs..dedicated computer.
(d) Software for each mission application.
(e) Drive electronics to translate computer instructions in terms of time-
phased attitude control functions.
(f) Extent of ground-based versus on-board computation/data processing..
Tradeoffs are required concerning the optimum use of ground control points vs.
knowledge of pointing, residual alignment errors and ephemeris accuracy.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
1. Complexity of software requies new, versatile programming techniques.
2. Significant improvements in ephemeris accuracy beyond current state of the
art may involve high operational complexity.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Autonomous navigation techniques such as those being developed by LaRC, using
target correlation through coherent optical techniques may simplify the on-board
system (see Reference 1). Payloads may use Naysat information for precision
location.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
(a) Earth Observatory Satellite and Solar Maximum Mission Satellite plan to
utilize this technology but with less stringent accuracy requirements.
(b)Related RTOP's are as follo^^s: .
502-23-41 Earth Oriented Attitude Reference
502-23-42 Inertial Components
(Continued)	 ENTECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Software technology advancements are a vital part of the subject technology;
therefore, general software developments will impact this technology..
7390
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. GE-1S.5
i	 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): _._ Advanced Attitude	 PAGE 	 OF
Sensing System
12,	 TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE,
 ME
	 SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE :STEM 75 76177178 79 80181182 8318418.5 36 87188189 901911
TECHNOLOGY
1. Analytical Studies
2, Software Development
3. Prototype Hardware
4. Ground Simulation !
5. Space Qualification
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
". Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations
4.
. I.l.	 USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE; d
2 1
TOTAL
NUMBER, OF LAUNCHES 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 13
14. REFERENCES:
1)	 "Feasibility Study of a Stellar Tracking Attitude Reference system -
Final Report", June 1971, B. Klestadt, Hughes Aircraft Company, NTIS
Accession No. N72-19717, NASA CR-119676.
2)	 "Definition of a Stellar Tracking Attitude Reference System Experiment
for a. Communication/Navigation Research. Laboratory",
March 1973, Hughes Aircraft Company, Report No. SCG 30112R, 301138.	 1
3)	 "Stellar Tracking Attitude Reference System - System Application
Study", September 1974, B. Kiestadt., Hughes Aircraft Company,
Report No. SCG 40341R.
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
B. COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
FNVIRONi11EN.T IN 'SHE . LAMRATORY... .
1. 11ASIC PIIEN01IE.gA OILSERVED A?ID :UE ORTED.
	 6, 'MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT. .
2. THEORY F0101 U LATED TO DESCRI13E PHENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
S. THEM, S r'I MD BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 S. NEW CAPAMLITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR \I1%T1IEILAmCAL %1ODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL IMODEL.
4. PERTINL'NT FUNCTION OR CIIJULACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
8. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATEItL",, COMPOwTiIM STC..
	 10. 11FETDIE £XT914SIO i OF AN OF`ERATION 1Y, hIODEL:
7-392
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 ISO. GE-16.1
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Transmission System	 PAGE l OF 4
for Planetary Entry probe
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: _ Telemetry, Tracking and Command
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develop a transmission system capable
of penetrating through the atmosphere of Saturn, Uranus, or Jupiter, for data
transmission to -the planetary (bus) vehicle (e.g., Pioneer).
d. CURRENT STATE OF ART: A design concept has been postulated and modeled
for a. roue receiver, transmitter and antenna system for a Saturn/Uranus atmospheric
entry robe.	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
5. DESCRIPTION Or TECHNOLOGY
Critical Parameters
The gathering of atmospheric data during entry of the probe in the planetary
atmosphere is one of the primary goals of many advanced planetary missions in
the NASA model. The required advancement in the state-of-the-art would consist
of designing and experimentally testing the operation of transmission system(s)
for operation in the atmosphere of Saturn, Uranus and Jupiter, considering the
following parameters:
(a) Atmospheric gas constituents, density and spatial distribution
(b) Atmospheric dynamics, especially the turbulence characteristics
(c) Thermal plasma resulting in RF blackout.
(d) Synchroti-m noise and thermal noise oriF rinating from the region of the planet.
(Continued on page 2)
_	 P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: q PRE-A, ® A, q B, [I C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
It is possible that modest state-of--the-art advancements in transmitter and
antenna design will be required to satisfy the desired high probability of
mission success, given the uncertainties of the characteristics of the plane-
tary atmospheres.
(a) Atmospheric constituents, turbulence, and pressure will affect choices
of carrier frequency, modulation, and .power levels needed to overcome
attenuation. Uncertainty in Jupiter's helium to hydrogen. ratio, for
instance, is estimated at 18% and may be off by a factor of two.
(b) The radiation environment is very severe, as evidenced by the rates enaoumtered .
in the pioneer 14/11 spacecraft. That flight also established Jupiter as a signi-
ficant source of energetic particles. This aspect will affect the selection of
electronic components and their shielding and thermal design.
(dontinued on page 2)
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
a
i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY ]REQUIREMENT 	 HOB GE -16.1
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Transmission System PAGE 2 OF 4
for Planetary Entry Probe
5. DESCRIPTION OF TEMNOLOGY:(cont'd)
(e) Nuclear radiation, cosmic, and thermal. environments
(f) Uncertainty in the general geometry between the probe and the bus vehicle
during flyby probe entry.
Although the transmission system specifications have not been formulated as
yet, the transmitter weight goal is typically less than 1.5 kilograms, power
consumption not to exceed 100 watts, rate of a PCM convolutionally coded
waveform will be 40-50 bits per second, reliability 0.998, operating life of
10 hours and storage life of up to 10 years. The max, mum expected range is
10 Jupiter radii.
The current state of the art is characterized by eo^^ceptual designs based on
communication link analyses which factor in the uncertainties of the planetary
environment models current at the time.
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
	
(cont'd)
(c) Relative geometry between the probe and bus vehicle may pose special
requirements on the antenna pattern and gain characteristics.
Typically, the 1981 Pioneer Saturn/Uranus Flyby Mission requires 110
to 130.000 km communication range, with the trajectory chosen to unlit the
probe aspect angle to less than 10 degrees.
Senefitt.ing Payl.osds
PL-11A Pioneer Saturn/Uranus Flyby
PL-13A Pioneer Jupiter Probe
PL-22A Pioneer Saturn Probe
(d) Level of Technological Maturity
The receiver, transmitter and antenna system should be bFeadboard-tested
simulating the geometric and attenuation conditions expected to be encountered
in the planetary environment. The effectiveness of the electronic component
hardening concept _should be verified, at least to the individual part (e. g. ,
traD-,<istor) level.
7--
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO, GE-16.1
I TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Transmission, System 	 PAGE 3 OF
for Planetary Entry Probe
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Key variables are:
(a) Carrier frequency: typically 0,4 to 1.0 GHz for the Saturn/Uranus Flyby
mission. Power requirement is larger at 1 G11z.
(b) Beamwidth range up to 1300 are considered. Power requirements increase
with beamwidth.
(c) Modulation: tradeoffs include type of modulation (e.g., non-coherent
F. S. K. versus P. S. X. with phase-lock loop reception).
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The principal problem is the uncertainty in the characteristics of the
planetary atmospheres.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
(a) Desi gn the transmission system with very large power margin, to account
for unknown environmental.conditions.. Impact may he a signifi.cant.i.ncirease
in overall planetary vehicle weight and volume.
(b) Multi-channel design to incorporate sevEral approaches tailored to various
potential combinations of environments.
j
10, PLANKED -PROGRAMS OR UN7PERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
The following programs related to planetary atmospheres are pertinent
to this technology advance:
186-68--65 Pioneer Follo-W -on 11 fission"TeeInalagy
185.-47-66 Structure of Planetary Atmospheres
185-47 . 67 Planetary Atmospheres -- Structure and Cbinpos tlon
1. 85-47-68 Planetary A mospheres, Expexixnet Development.
185-47-81 Theory and Models
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUREME'N
None
?--395
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I	 DLI, UNITION Or TECI^NOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. GE -16.1
E ^
TEC• HN' >1.• )GY REQuiR.EMENT (TITLE): , Transmission System	 PAGE 4 OI•'. .
for Pl ,netar; Entry Probe
TECHNOLOG , REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM	 75 7G 77 78179 8018 -1 82183184 85 86 87 88 89190 9 1
TECHNOLOGY
1. Analyses
2. Matti. Modeling
8, Model Design & Mfg.
4. Model Tests
5.
APPLICATION I 4
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/rab (Ph. Q
3. Operations
4.
1.2'. USAGE SCHEDULE:.
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE' I I TOTAL
1 ..1 2 4NUMBER. OF I—AU'
14. R.LFEREN CES:
.IS.. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 5.. COlI' PONS NT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIIIOFIIVIF.NT IN THE LABARATO I3Y-
H	 A OMERVED AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED I!I AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. TIIFrjRY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE. PIICNOMENA, T MODEL TES'PED IN SPACE ENVIRONbIENT.
3. T;JLOIIY" TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIAI > NT S. NEW CAPA131LITY DERIVED FROII A MUCH LESSER
OR AUTIIEMAT'ICAL MODEL. OPEPATIONAL MODEL.
. 4'.PZRTINE'Wr FUNCTIMN .1II CIIARACTERISTIC . DFAlONSTrAT
-ED,	 9. RELIABILITY UYC,IIADING :OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL-.:
E,G.; N1AT1:ItIa!	 MPONENT ETC; 10. LIFETL%IE ERTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
7-396
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY. Telemetry, Tracking and Command__
:;. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRE D- Provide high capacity, compact, 	 .
T module and memory unit for payload functions for P/L checkout, subsystem
support and experiment data storage.
^. C`•ULITIENT STATE OF ART: Magnetic bubble memories have demonstrated the
t	 required capability in the laboratory; adaptation to the :s,pecific shuttle
application is needed. 	 BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
l
5. DESC R11 MONO TECENOLOGY
l (APPLICATION A) Specific Pallet-only sortie payloads require a large memory .
r (500 2 000 word) size and quick access time (5 mi.11isec.) to permit very detailed
checkouts to be performed expeditiously, and td conduct complex. (stellar) targei
acquisition and pointing operations without overloading the quick access memory.
The available volume is 0.06m3.
(conti.nued on. page 2)
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE-A, cj A, ©. B, ® C/D
6. RATI ,
 ANALF AND ANALYSIS:
	
i
(a) (APPLICATION A) The 500,000 word (32 bit) capacity and 5 millisecond
access time requirements are based on SSPDA mission analyses for the checkout
phase, initial target acquisition and pointing of large astronomical optical
systems. Since each nominal sortie mission lasts 7 days, any savings in
preparatory tasks such as checkout and initial acquisition will allow more
time for actual experimentation.	 i
(APPLICATION B) The large storage requirement for experiment data cited in
(5) above assumes that the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System will not
be designed to offer maximum .wideband.data relay support for Long periods
(several days), to multiple simultaneous users.
(b) 5pecif1c. payloads benefitting from this technology are AS-01S, 1.5meter IR
telescope;, and AS-04S, I.3mDif fraction. limited ATV telescope. ..Automated
payloads such as advanced versions of the Earth Observatory Satellite, EO-08A
,will also benefit. (continued on page 2)
TO BE CARRIED"TO LEVEL 7
:7-397:
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. GE 16.4
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): , Memory Unit	 PAGE?, OF d
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY (Continued)
The sLate--of--the--a.rt for Application "A ft is summarized below:
Storage	 Access	 Volume
Type off Device	 CapacLtz
	
Time	 M3.
Charge Coupled Device
	 8.4 x x0 6 Words	 4 millisec.	 0.01
(max.)
2 millisec.
(ave. )
Dise Memory	 1. 25 x 1.06
 Words 12.5 millisec.	 >1.06
Drum Memory	 8.4 x 1.06 Words	 16 millisec.	 0.08
(max. )
8 millisec.
(ave. )
Magnetic Bubble
	 106 Words	 3 microsee*
	 TBD
Floppy Discs
	 1.31 x 10 5
 Words 8.4 millisec. 	 r0.06
y The 3 microsecond access time is expected from a Bell Laboratories experi-
mental unit. (See Application T OB" for a bubble memory by NASA-LaRC that
;s not designed for random access.
(APPLICATION B)High data rates and Long periods of observation data in Earth
and Ocean Physics will requiie storage of and accessibility to large .quantities
of digital data on-board the automated spacecraft or Spacelab. Typiaal.of 'these
requirements is the X.S.S.Imagery P/L OP-055 which requires the storage of
4.3x1010
 bits during a 7-day p- rtie mission. Current high density magnetic tape
is capable of storing up to. 10 5
 megabits per -cape reel ; althou.gh this magnetic taps.
may be adequate in applications requiring merely the accumulation of data for
return to the ground, its access time is not compatible with rapid on-board
edit and multi,-sensor correlation functions.
7395
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DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. GB-16.4
I TE' CIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TSTLE): MEMORY UNIT	 PAGE 3Or
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Technology improvements may be effected in any of the following memory storage
systems;
(a) Disc memory - Recent developments mare these systems highly reliable (e.g.
incorporation of air bearings, sealed storage).
(b) .Agnetic Domain (Bubble) Memory - This constitutes the most promising future
method for low cost, large storage capacity, and high reliability data storage.
(c) Floppy Discs - These new devices compete very favorably with cartridge/cassett
tape transports, as a low cost storage method.
The critical parameters that affect; payload are access time, life, MTBF, power
consumption, weight, vibration/shock/acceleration resistance .
 and operating
temperature.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
(a) Limited volume capacity in the Payload Specialist Station or spacel.ab.
(b) High reliability operation of te y exposure to the boost environment of the
Shuttle System.
(c) while magnetic bubble memories might offer viable solutions, the temperature
rangeover which adequate performance margins can currently be achieved is li
9, POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Space Shuttle computer could be shared with the payload, however, this is
required on a non-interference basis with respect to the primary navigational
and.checkout functions of the Shuttle.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
Reference 4 lists two pertinent programs in this area. It is expected
that suitable storage components will be available through unperturbed
technology advances, however, their application to the specific problem at hand may
not be completed on time.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 6
11 HELATED TECHNOLOGY. REQUIRE, MENTS:
The development of mini-computers and micro » computers that will satisfy the
increasing demands by a great variety of payloads will be relevant to the
memory systems with which they must operate.
ited.
7-3J9
DEFINITIUN OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO- GB 16-4
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 Memory Unit	 PAGE,4 Or	 4
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS rHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEA.-El
SCHEDULE ITEM	 7.5 76 77 . 78 79 80 1 81 1 82 83 1 84 1 85 86 87 88 s9 90 1 9.1
TECHNOLOGY
1. Detailed Requirements
2. Test of Avl tbl Systand
3, Breadboard Test
4. prototype Test
5. Design modification
iAPI LICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2.	 Ievl/F b (Ph. D)	 I
1
3.	 Oper-itions
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
	
i	 TOTAL
NUMBER Dr LAUNCHES 	 2 2	 2	 3	 1	 1	 l	 l 1 1 15
14. REFERENCES-
1.	 "Magnetic Bubbles" - article by Andreq H. Bobeck and H.E.D. Scovil,
Scientific American.
2.	 "Floppy Dise.Drives", article by John A. Murphy, Modern Data.
3.	 "Boosting Reliability of Disc Memories", article by Roland Boisvert
and S. S. Lambert, Electronics,
4.	 "Investigation of System Integration Methods for Bubble Domain Flight
Recorders" prepared under Contract No. NAS1-12435 (in final review) and
"System Ana?.ysis for Spaceborne/Airborne Magnetic Bubble Mass Memory",
Technical Report AFAL-T .R-.270, dated October 30, 1974, prepared under.
Contract No. F33615-73-C-1103, by Rockwell International under contract
to Microelectronics Group, Flight Instrumantation Division, Langley Re-
search Center, NASA, Langley, Va.', and the Air Force Avionics Laboratory,
Air Force Systems Command,	 aright-Patterson AFB,. Ohio.
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OV ART
	
s. COMPONENT OR BREADBO .AR.D TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
L BASIC PRE xOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 0, MODEL T£5TED IN AIRCRAFT EXVIRODnIEN'T.
TIIFORy 11,01 aIULATED TO DBSCRIDE PHENOMENA.
	 7, MODEL TEUED IN nSL?.^ACE ENVIRONLIENT.
9. TKIFORY ! 'ESTED SY PHYSICAL tXPERIAIENT
	 .9: NEW CAPAMLITY DERWED. FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR 1L. AIEMATiCAL MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODCL.
i. PERTINIENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIAMLITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL M ODEL-
E.0 _ MATERLAL, COMPONENT, ETC,
	 10. rap TLIIE EXTENSI04 OF AN OSTRATIOHkL MODEL.i	 .
_ 7-400
DEF Ik-11TION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO, GE-17.1
i k. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 High Voltage	 PAGE i OF
Solar Array_
2, TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Electrical Power
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Increased reliability and decrease
electrical subsystem weight through multi-kilovolt signal conditioning with
`circuits that are integral to the solar array.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART; High voltage array system at voltage 100 VDC
levels_are weZ1 ,'thin the state of the art, as typified by the Communications
Technology Satellite (Canadian) to be launchedHAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
The electronic components (e.g. S.C.R.'s) required to perform the necessary	
Iswitching function between solar cell blocks must be capable of blocking 15
kilovolts in the forward direction. The reliability associated with these
devices must be sufficiently high to support missions of 5 to 10 years duration
With the exception of the high-reliability high-voltage switching devices,
the technology for high voltage solar arrays is available and will improve
with the development of high efficiency solar cells. The design of the
solar array and its individual components must be able to withstand the
f	 high voltage levels (e.g., up to 15 KV) without voltage breakdown. The
state of the art is 67 VDC on the Canadian Communications Satellite. A
laboratory solar array at the Lewis Research Center has been operated at 1500
volts without problems (Reference #3).
i	 P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: }] PRE-A, 0 A, q B, C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
(a) The 15 kilovolt level for the switching devices is based on the require-
ments of advanced communication traveling wave tubes as required for
the communications R&D prototype satellite (CN-01A).
(b) In addition to payload CN-01A, advanced geosynchronous satellites
utilizing ion propulsion will benefit from this technology. The
majority of these applications fall in the disciplines of Earth
Observation and Communication/Navigation.
(c) Heavy, complex power conditioning equipment used in low voltage solar
array systems significantly reduces the reliability of the system.
(d) This technology advancement should be carried to an experim-ntal
demonstration in an automated spacecraft or an early shuttle flight.
r+n -RP. r AR:R.mn TO LEVEL 7 1:
7-401
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. GE-17.1
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): High Voltage Solar Array PAGE 2 OF 3
7 . TEC HNOI OGY OPTIONS:
Au alternative to the high voltage SCR may be a high voltage electromagnetic
vacuum relay of sufficiently small dimensions to permit integral accommod,:•ion
with ti ,e solar array. Solid state control circuits are technology limited
Transistors anu, SCR's with capabilities beyond a few hundred volts are beyond
the state of the art.
51:. TI terac ion o aria My with charged	  particle enviroxment (Reference #4) .
2. Array handling at normal, light levels.
3. M g^ voltage SCR's with high reliability may not be feasible. SCR thermal
dissipation on the solar array substrate has presented serious design
limitations.
4. The design of the array to prevent voltage breakdown will be difficult in
view of the light weight quality of tha arrays and t — n^^^ 4 ^ 4 14+xv ^f rharn
protrusions and discontinuities producing arcing. S'
0. POTENTIAI. ALTERNATIVES:
Design using a larger number of lower voltage SCR's is p
Design with a higher bus voltage, up to the limit where
i present a hazard with conventional design practice.
I
10 _ PLANNED ^ 110GR.AMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY .
RTOP 41502-24-17 "Solar Array Technology for Solar Electr
could be expanded in scope to also invetigate high volta
EIXPECTED. t
11 RT+
 I ATrI) TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Eleerr ical power control component technology, high volt
systems.
_7-402
j	 DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. GE-17,1
l 1. TECINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Voltag.g,So1^Array PAGE 3 OF 3
Fl
12.	 TECI-INOLOGY R.EQUIIIDEMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR.
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76177178 79180 811,92 83 84 85 86 87 88 89190191
TECHNOLOGY
1. Analyses -
'	 2. Electrical Component
Design
3. Component Tasks
4. Array Fabrication
5. Array Ground Task
6.Array Space Checkout
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2.	 Devi./Fab (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations
4. TTI 1 11.
1.2. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES	 4
	 6 1 6	 7	 9	 5	 6 4	 3 1 9	 5 9	 4	 77
14. REFERENCES:
1) "Study High Voltage Solar Array Configurations with Integrated Power Control
Electronics," Final Report, contract NAS-3-8997, General Electric Co.
"High Voltage Solar Array Experiments, Final Report, contract NAS-3-14364,
The Boeing Company.
3) "High Voltage Solar Cell Power Generator System", by E. Levy, Jr., R. Opjordan,
A. C. Hoffman, 10th, IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists Conference.
"The Interaction of Spacecraft High Voltage Power Systems with the Space Plasma
Environment", by S. Domitz and N. T. Grier, Proceedings of th e Power Electronics',
SReecialists Conference, June, 1974.
15.
	 LE VEL OF STATE OF ART
	
s. CONMNENT Olt BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
I. BASIC 13HENOl1[Y.NA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 8. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO.DESCRIBE PHENOMENA..
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN. SPACE ENVIRONMENT,
3. THEORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL E%PEIUMLNT
	 e. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
- OR MATIIEIIATICAL SIODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION
 OR CIi?.MCTERISTIC DFMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL,
E.G., AIATERIAL, COMPO NENT. ETC,	 20. I.IFETI5IE EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MOVEL.
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO.GE-z 7.5
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): _ Htigh Energy Density 	 PAGE-3-OP-1-
Battery
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Electrical Power
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide battery weight improvement in
the order of 50%, for automated spacecraft missions of long duration. 	 ~
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Nickel Cadmium	 batteries are capable of ten
watt-hours per pound with very high reliability.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
A goal. of 25 watt--hours per pound or 55 watt-hours per kilogram seems reasonable
on the basis of laboratory tests of the Nickel-Hydrogen cell. Attainment of
high reliability for long life applications is still a problem. The behavior
of a Metal-Hydrogen battery unc%Yr actual space operations and environment is
in question, considering its early stage of development-. For instance,
laboratory tests have uncovered the problem of . loss of electrolyte.
Higher energy densities are possible with Silver-Hydrogen cells; the disadvantag
are shorter life times, silver migration, and water formation which dilutes the
electrolyte and compilicates electrolyte management.
Other cell types under investigation are Silver Zinc and Nickel. Zinc.
Note: Energy density comparisons at 100% depth of discharge are:
NiCd-30-40 watt--hr/kg, AgZn and AgH2-90-100 wuct-hr/kg.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE -A, M A, q B,[1 C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
(a) The stated requirement is based an the high power utilization associated
with spacecraft such as those for future communication/navigation applications
and Earth observation applications where high power levels are maintained through.
the eclipse period of the orbit. Nickel Cadmium batteries can deliver 6 or 7
wa_4t-hour/lb. after actual power derating (from 10 watt-hr./lb. capability.
Therefore, to obtain 50% weight improvement would require 12-14-watt-hr/lb,
which is estimated as a realistic output from a projected Nickel.-Hydrogen battery
after power derating.
(b) Specific payloads benefitting by this technology advance will be the geo
synchronous satellites in Earth Observation and Communications.
(c) The advancement described herein is justified on the basis of the benefit
associatea with weight savings for large geosynchronous satellites. The inter-
mediate Space Tug payload capabilities will limit t'
orbit, thus making it desirable to attain the highe
payload versus spacecraft weight .ratio.
(d) The technology program should be carried to th
life in a temperature chamber for a total, of cycles
tion
A'LVWC + ING PAGE -BLARK NoT
7--405
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DErINITIUN OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO.17.5
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE) : High Energy Density 	 PAGE 2 Or,  3.
Hattery
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS;
Critical parameters in the Ni.H cell technology are: (a) The cell separator, which
affect the permissible operating temperature, battery impedance, and operating
voltage; (b).method of hydrogen sealing, which will affect leakage rate and thus
battery life; (c) operating pressure of the hydrogen electrolyte, which may
affect safety considerations
Two important technology areas are the selection of hydride materials for use as
H2 reservoirs in metal- H2 batteries, and the use of intercell electrolyte
reservoir plates (IERP) for Ag-H2
 cells.
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The main problem encountered in laboratory tests is the attainment of long life
and number of cycles. A potential problem in the initial operational period
may be battery cost, compared with NiCd batteries.
Safety assurance under all operating conditions will be essential:, particularly
during the portion of the mission when the battery-carrying satellite is in
the Shuttle Orbiter.
0. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Some pay' ads requiring geasynchronou.s orbit may be able to
significantly reduced power levels during the 36 minutes of
will reduce the battery size,
10 PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTMBED TECI3hTOLOGY AZ
(A) RTnP-502-z5-57 #W74 w 7031
.
9 "Deep Space Batteries" (JP:
(B) Reauest 506-23-23 "Chemical Energy Conversion and Stor
(C) Programs on NiH2 cells conducted: at Wright -Patterson A
(D) Metal-Hydrogen Cell Program, NASA - LeRC,
EXPEC'" ED;UN
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQumi; rSENTS:
None Identified
3
{{EE
1?406
'Illllli.
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. GE 17.5
1. TEGHN<ILOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Energy Densi ty 	 PAGE 3 OF 3
Battery
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75176 77 78 79 B 81 82 KN 8 `185 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1 .	Analyses
`	 2.	 Separator Developmen
3.	 Cell Development
4.	 Cell Tests (Ground)
5.	 Battery Model
Batt iz: Cycle. Toas t
APPLICATION j i
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
3
2.	 Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3.	 Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
14. REFERENCES:	
11J1ji-,
"Predicted Energy Densities for Nickel Hydrogen and Silver-Hydrogen
Cells Embodying Metallic Hydrides for Hydrogen Storage"; by Robert
Easter, Lewis Research Center (Ninth Energy Conversion Engineering
Conference, August 26-30, 1974.
5
1.5. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
6. COLMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TSSTZD IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY,.
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES G 9 7 IO 7 $ 'i 7 3- 3.2 S 1105
1. 11AM .0
 PHENOMENA. OBSERVED AND.
 REPORTED.	 6: MODEL TESTED IN AIRCIt" T ENVIRONMENT.
2, THEORY FORMULATED TO DESCRIBF. PHENOMENA.
	 7, MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENWRONIst£NT.
1	 3. TBF.ORY TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT 	 8. NEIV CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM AMUCII LESSER
OR AtATIIEWITICAL MODEL, 	 OPERATIONAL atODrL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTR!,TED,
	
9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL riMODZL.
E,G , MATEREALi.COATPONENT, ETC,
	 10. LIE'ETWE` EXTENSION OFAN:OITRATIONAL MODEL. ...:
s
i
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DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. g-18-1
aiwslasiu 5 WUusiuTECHNOLOGY REQrdIEMENT (TITLE): Pulse Measurement & 	 PAGE 1 Or 5
Correlation Detection.; Pulse-to-Pulse Time Resolution, Small Time Differences
TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Instrument Electronics
,. OBJECTIVE,
 /ADVANCE
	
REQUIRED: Resolution of events to 0. 1 nanosecond;
accuracy of tavo pulses Approximately 1 nanoseconds apart
i. GURRENT STATE OF ART: Some high energy astrophysics experiments operate with
time resolution in the nanosecond region.
i
	
	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL ¢
DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Triggered time measurements accurate to 0. 1 nanosecond are required to achieve
desired spectrometer experiment results. Oscilloscopes are presently available
that can measure triggered time periods to a resolution. of 20 picoseconds. Although
these oscilloscopes are available, vast improvements in decreasing size and weight are
} required to obtain space ,ompatiblo circuitry. Many of current balloon experiments
operate with response times in the order of nanoseconds. Quick response circuits in
the subnanosecond range enable measurements of time of flight of relativistic particles
E	 or of gamma rays as well as quick response triggering of anti coincidence and co-
incidence circuits. Current spatial detector timing measurements are accomplished to
microseconds.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BA-SED ON: 0 PRE--A, q A, q B, [] C/D
G.
a.
i
I
RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS-,
Characteristics of cosmic rays are determined by measurement of electron and posi-
tron spectra. Spectrometer experiments identifying particles in a magnetic
field require accurate spatial detection which, in turn, requires time measurements
to O. 1 nanr—coed. Time of flight measurements between scintillators are also
needed in order to determine which data is to be processed. (i. e.. in high energy
experiments only data from short time of flight measurements will. be
 processed).
b. The SO-015, Dedicated Solar Sortie Mission, HE-155, HE-08A, and HE-09A pay-
loads reciuire 0. 1, nonosecond time measurements. See legend page 3 for payload
names . (Particularly item SO-015, Solar neutron experiment.)
C. Time interval resolution will be increased by more than 1000 times of previous
measurements for spatial detection and -10 t1mos fw time flight.
d. Technological maturity will be demonstrated when the miniaturized pulse Measure-
ment circuitry is analyzed in a r-pace equivalent environment with other components.
Laboratory tests on earth are satisfactory to prove attainment of desired capability.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
7-409
PAWMIN'G PAGE
	
	
ABLANK NOTi MID
DEF NITIMN OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 No. C-18.1
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLq : Pu se easurement & 	 PAGE :. UI'
Correlation Pulse-to-Pulse Time Resolution., Small Time Differences
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The accuracy of ,pulse-to-pulse time resolution measurement could be relaxed if the time
between pulses was increased. This would require a greater distance between either the
scintillators or between the spatial detector plates, depending on which output was being
measured. This would increase payload dissensions somewhat but would also increase
accuracy of spatial detection of "rigid" particles or rays having small curvature in a
magnetic field.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Pulses delivered to the timing device must have sufficient triggering level.
b. Device supplying triggering pulses must not introduce delay error.
c. Payloads using multiple timing circuits may require amounts of circuitry miniaturiza-
tion which will be difficult to obtain.
6. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Payloads requiring multiple timing circuits may reduce size and weight by using a single
timing circuit in conjunction with recording circuits. When a signal to be timed is re-
ceived on one channel the start and stop pulses may be recorded and the channel flagged.
The timing circuit could then measure time duration between pulses on the flagged
recorder channel. However, some gamma or cosmic ray instruments require a number
of ouick response circuits.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
RTOP: W74-70615, Definition of Solar Physics Experiments for Space Shuttle, Goetz
O er tel:
RTOP: W74-70646, Particle Astrophysics, Albert G. Opp
RTOP: W74-70647, Particle Astrophysics, F. B. McDonald
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
t1. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Particle change measurement by two independent counters shall not have an error.
gre9.ter than f 0.25 units of charge.
b. Spatial detector technology advancements required to obtain measurements of 0.1 Mm..
c. Electron energy resolution. of 1.5% at 10 GeV, 3.0% at 100 GeV and 4.5% at 1000 GeV..
.th good proton rejection.
i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO. C18. 1
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Subnanosecond Pulse Mea-- PAGE 3 OF 	 5
surement & Correlation Detect. ion; Pulse-to-Pulse Time Resolution, Samll Time Differen
12. TECINOLOGY REQUIREMDNTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 7,9 1 76 1 77 1 78 79 80 81 82 83 84. 85 8G 87 88 8990 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Trades & Analysis
2, Exp. Model Design & Fall .
3
.
 Test and Evaluation
APPLICATION
7 .	 Design. (Ph. C)
Z. Dei^elopaneut/Fabrica--
WDIA
tion (Ph. D)
3	 Operations	 q qq nq MCI nn mqqn.^q
M3
13. USAGE SCHEDULE;
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE I T I I I I I I I I I I I I
I TOTAL
NUMBER, OF LAUNCHES M2 Na 1 Ml M3 M M2 M1 27
14. REFERENCES:
a.	 Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Level A Data, Automated Payloads, NASD,
PD; July 1974.
b.	 Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Level A Data, Sortie Payloads NASA PD,
July 1974.
	
.
c.	 Preliminary Payload  Descriptions, Vol. l &IC, Automated & Sortie Payloads, .July 1971
d.	 Future Payload Technology Requirements Study, First Progress Review; GDC,
August 1974, pages 55-57.
e.	 Oscilloscope -:Microprocessor .+ LED + Display := a Whole New :Ball
	
EDN,
September 5, 1974, pages 88-91.
f.	 Superconducting Magnetic Spectrometer Experiment for HEA.O Mission B, Part 1,
Space. Science. Laboratory, university of California, Berkeley,. Luis W.: Alva.i ez,
Principal Investigator.
g.	 DALoduction to Experimental. Techniques of High Energy Astrophysics, H. Ogelmani
and J. R. Wayland, GSFC, 1970,
h.	 Teldronix 1975 Products, Beaverton, Oregon.	 .I
i.	 Comments, Andrew Buffington of UCB,. 7 JaiAtary 1975..
LEGEND
d . Ivl l	SO-01S, Dedicated Solar Sortie Mission 	 Mg = HE-08A; Large High 7hergy.Observatory A; ..°
• M2 = HE-15S, Magnetic Spectrometer 	 L J M4 = HE-09A, barge High Energy Observatory B
:!.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
5. COMPONENT OR RREADDOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
THE LABORATORY.ENVIRONMENT IN
I.: Wic. PfiENOMENA`OILSERVED AND. REPORTED.-6.: 11tOD£L TFSTs^I1.1N.AERCRelk`T..ENVIRONSIENT.
2. THEORY f•'OHISIULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TSSUD IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT,
a. zdrott2 msTED BY PHYSICAL EX13ERIDILNT	 S. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR 1UTHEMATICAL3,10DEL.
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINI tiT k UNCTION  OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	 9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL,
E G:;. StATEI{	 L`.;GOg;PO^fEivT, ETC,
	 10. .LIFE.TIME,EXTENSION OF AN OVERATIONAL NIODEL..
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. C, x8.2
I- 4'LC`.HNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Cl.. ostat/Magriet Electronics PAGE I OF
Decrease magnet charge/discharge time
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Instrument E13ctroni.cs
.3. OBSECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Decrease charge/discharge time of
magnet in order to meet all objectives of short duration mission.
4. C:EiRli1;NT STATE Or ART; Cryostat/magnets are currently being charged in
approx1mately 24 hours. Balloon borne magnetic spectrometers have been made.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 6
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
The charge/dis.charge time of the superconducting magnet should be decreased by an order
of magnitude from. the 24 hours presently required in order to optimize the number of
observations completed in a short duration mission, (If safety regulations permit it, the
Space Shuttle Orbiter could take off w ith the. superconducting magnet already energized.)
Using present technology, a 7 day mission would be limited to approximately 4 days of
actual information gathering. The 24 hour charge/discharge time has no significant effect
on long term (Z gear) missions with automated (free flyer) vehicles.
A larger charge/discharge time enables safer charge and discharge cycles.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASES] ON: Q PRE-A, q A, q B, q C/D
ti. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. The cryostat magnet is used in experiments to provide the magnetic flux required to
bend the trajectory of charged particles. Use of a cryostat magnet rather than a
conventional copper wire magnet was determined by the substantial power :
 savings
k	 offered by the cryostat magnet which, when charged, does not require a continuous
source of energy. Since two magnets are required to eliminai e the satellite dipole
moment, and cancel the fringe magnetic field, the power savings are even more
impressive. Use of'a superconducting magnet coil also provides improvements in
i stored field strengths when compared to ordinary copper wire magnets.
b. HE--09--A,. Large High Energy Observatory B; HE--12--A, Cosmic Ray Laboratory; and
HE-15-S, Magnetic Spectrometer, make use of a superconducting magnet assembly in
ff their magnetic spectrometers.
I c. Shorter charge/discharge cycles increase maximum observation time. on short missions.
Automatic foolproof charge/discharge cycles also improve safety.
d. Level of technical maturity is demonstrated when a supercooled dual mae
	
	
p	 gaet system has;
been successfully cycled several times during mission simulations in vacuum tanks via
externally .commanded automatic circuitry:
t	 TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 10
r
e
I.
E
F
R.
.7415.. .
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DEFINITION OF TLC HNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO. C, 1842
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE):CryostgZMagnet Electronics PAGE 2 OF 4
Decrease magnet charge & discharee time
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS;
a. The charge/discharge time of the cryostat magnet is determined by the amount of
energy stored in the magnetic field.
	 A substantial charge/discharge time reduction
could be obtained by reducing the energy stored in the magnetic field. However, a
corresponding increase in the accuracy of spatial detection: electrom.'es'would be
required to obtain the same experiment results.
b. The charge/discharge time of the superconducting magnet could also be decreased by
increasing the charging current delivered to the magnet. Unfortunately, unless cur--
rent density and/or superconducting material strength of the magnet are improved,
the magnet size would have to be increased.
c. Trade off between safety, risk and time. More positive monitoring and control is
required for shorter charge and discharge cycles.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. The major problems are in increasing the ;,magnets current density and increasing
the strength of the superconducting material.
b. Necessity to avoid internal heating within the cryostat device during charge; during
discharge energy in the magnetic field would need to. be dissipated through diodes in a .
resistor bank.
c. Weight and size of cooling and coal charging circuitry.
d. Hazards of runawgy.energy dissi ation.
	 Cont'd on Page 4
9. POTENTIAL ALT ERNATIVES:
a. Investigation into supercooled superfluid helium needs to be accomplished as well as
investigation of coil materials at higher temperatures.
	
.Lower helium, temperature
may provide a higher safety factor.
b Foolproof activation of supercooled magnets by means of proven software routines
and a ruggedized special purpose computer may be necessary to reduce hazard if a
quick charge/discharge cycle is required;
-10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
W74-70389. (502-10-02) Research in Magnetics and Cryophysics, James C. Laurence,
216-433-4000.	 (Indicates studies to achieve intense magnetic fields with m mum. mass
requirements are being continued.)
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 6
XI. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a.. control circuitry is required to maintain the magnetic field of.the two air-
borne magnets at the same strength to prevent satellite from becoming a dipole and
also to prevent introduction of error in other experiments:
b. Cryogenic, cooling and reliquification of helium. will ..void heating. of superconducting
coils and al:^^ ,ays maintain coils within LHe.
74416
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY 12QUMEMENT
	
NO. C, 18.2
TEL IiNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : Cryostat /Mallet Electronics PAGE 3 OF 4
(Decrease magnet charge 8,, diseliargre time 3
12, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM
	 175176177 78 79180 81 82 83 84 85 861S7 88 89190191 1
TECHNOLOGY
1. Concepts & Trades
2 . Experiment Equipment
Design
3. Fabrica-Voia of Ada-on
Equipmtwat
4. Test with Cryostat/ —
Magnet/Dewar
5. Evaluation
APPLICATION M3 k
1.	 Design (Ph. G) ^' 2
2.,	 Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
M^. 13.	 Operations -
M2
l : ,P . USAGE SC HEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NI;I;D DATE, T TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAtNCHES M2 M M 4'
II	 REFERENCES:.
(See Page 4)
Legend:
M17 Sortie Flight of Magnetic, Spectrometer (HE--15--S)
M2	 Automated Might of Magnetic Spectrometer (HE,-09-A)
: M3 = Cosmic Ray Lab (kith advanced Magnetic Spectr oirzetez^ (HE-12-A))
I S.	 ' E VE L OF STATE OF ART
	
s. COMPDXXNT OR IKEA BOAS) 79STED IN ZZLEVANT'
ENVIRON51ENT 1:I THE LAIIORAATORY ,
.	 I.., N;W PIIFNDhi.E.,1A OWEltVE I) AND REPORTED:
	
..	 .. .....	 6. MODEL TESTED LN AIRCRAIT . ENV[RONpi£NT.
2.: TIIEORY FOIIAIUTATED TO DESCRIBF. PIIENOhttRA.
	 q. MODELTESTED I. SRILCE ENVIRONMENT...
3. Ti7e ORY TE ;TED [61 PI YSMAL EXPERIMENT
	 S. NEIV CAPABILITY M.'RIVED F11011 A MUCH LESSER
UR htATIIF , I.411CAL MODEL.
	 OPERATIONAL . 110DEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
S. RELUBILITY UPGRADING or AN OPERAT1014AL MODEL,
.. E.G.,.,MATEIIIAL,. . COhIPONENT, ETC.:
	
10. LIFETWE EXTENSION OF AN OPERATION .A:L h1ODEL.
tf ,,.c^rf
D.EFMITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO, C, 18.2
1 , TECHNOLOGY EEQUIREMENT (TITLE) :Qrvostat/Magaet Blectroni SPAGE 4 OF
T]	 P Mag pt.. ohmage & rTiSdUnrap time-- -- --
ci. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: (Cont'd)
e. Quicker charge and discharge cycles have higher hazards.
f. Liquid heliLun is diamagnetic and tends to form bubbles around super conducting
magnetic. coils.
Cil FERENCL
a SummarizeO NASA Payload Descriptions Automated Payloads, Level A Data, NASA PD,
July 1974, pages 52, 53, 58, and 59.
b. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, Level A Data, ?IASA PD,
July 1974, pages 104 and 105.
c. Preliminary Payload Descriptions, Vol. 1, Automated Payloads, July 1974, pages
2--103 thru 2-139.
d. Preliminary Payload Descriptions, Vol. II, Sortie Payloads, July 1974, pages 2-29
V. .0 2-56
e. .dart 1; Superconducting Magnetic Spectrometer Experiment for HEAD Mi.ssion.B,
15 February 1972, University of California, Berkley, California.
f. Performance Review No. 3 -- Plasma Physics and Environmental Perturbation Labora-
tory, 13 October 1972, TRW Systems, Redondo Beach, California.
g, "Superconducting Magnet and Cryostat for a Space Application" and IfLow Heat Leak
Leads for Intermittent Use", G. F. Smoot, and W. L. Pope, Vol. 20, Advance in
Cryogenic Engineering (1974).
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NOS C. 1$• 5
Y.. TLCHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE, ): Filter for Gravity Grad-; PAGE I OF 3 ..
iometer Analog/Digital. Filtering - Approach theoretical measurement accuracy
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY; Instrument Electronics
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Filter analog signals to such a degree that
19 bit analog to digital conversion accuracy may be obtained. The signals are ex-
pected to be obtained from 4 mesa accelerometers. If signals are digital,
a computer programmed filter is applicable.
4. CURRENT STATE Or ART- Circuitry for measurements with 12 bit accuracy are
available. Current gradiometer designs have achieved 1.0 EU* accuracy.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY The
The gradiometer is expected to provide gravity measurements with an accuracy of
0. oY ELftn the background . field of the earth of 3000 EU.* To accomplish this accuracy...
the output of the gravity gradiometer must be read to 19 bits of accuracy. This requinE s
the gradiometer output to be very accurately filtered in order to suppress signals
arising from system noise and from components of the nutation frequency occurring at
the signal frequency. Current stage of the art amlog filters do not have this accuracy,
The.filtered signal must then be digitized to an accuracy of 19 bits. Analog to' digital
conversiou.of 12 bits can be accomplished with present state of the art.
*Y EU = I EUtVds unit = 10-9 gal/cxn where I gal = I cm/.sect
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: rA PRE-A, q A, q B, rl C/D
6.. R.ATIONALE. AND ANALYSIS:
a. Due to varying amplitude of gravity gradients with altitude, the satellite orbit should
be as low as satellite drag will allow. The nominal altitude of 300 Ion was chosen. At
this altitude the gravity gradiometer output would have to be measured within . 01 EU.
to obtain mission objectives, thus requiring 19 bits of data to achieve desir ed meas-
urement accuracy.
b. The gravity gradiometer experiment is scheduled to be conducted on the OP-0M.
Gravity Gradiometer payload.
c. Resolution of earth subsurface mass distribution boundaries are presently on the orde
of 1000 1= or more. The proposed gravity. gradiometer measurements to an accuracy
of 19 hits {. 01 EU) will provide boundary resolutions to approximately 100. Irv: and
permit earth's gravity field and geoid to be treasured withh. spatial resolution of I or 3
2 degrees and 0.1 meter in height.
d. The extension of the capability of current operational moc el(s) will satisfy this
technology requirement.
a
a
3
i
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DEFINITION or	 NO.REQUIREMENT	 hlp, C-3 8.5
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Filter for Gravity Grad- PAGE 2 Or 3
ioxneter .Analog/Digital Filtering — Approach . theoxeti:cal measurement accuracy
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
a.. Rather than trying to filter out frequencies that do not divide the data frequency evenly
a system: of measuring these errors and subsequent correction of the digitized. data ma
be more efficient.	 This increases the satellite data processing requirements.
b. Since the Earth's gravitational field changes very slowly, high speed digital sampling
and digital reconstruction of the gradiometer output . waveform is an op^;ion that should
be further exploited.
c. ` A eo=tstant bias may be used to remove earth's 3000 EU signal, then a4y 12 -bit
aci vracy is needed.
8. TE'CHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a.. Filtering and digitizing the gradiometer output signal to 19 bit accuracy
require extremely accurate and stable electrical component character-.:
ist;..cs.
	 to addition electrical noise generated by the components could also
introduce error into the digitized out put signal.	 Different filtering is needs
for different gradiometers particularly where instrumexat:al errors need.to
be removed.
L. In order to prevent filtered frequency shifts the electronic circuitry would
have to.be
 in a:the.rmal c.ont.rolled thermal environment...
J. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. Digital. filtering of the gra.diometer output is most likely and enables .
instrumental error correction flexibility.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:. .
No advance will be made since only NASA has the 0.01 EU nequirement.
.:E^MECTET?:UNPERTURBED :LEVEL 5.
' t RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Once the analog filtering of the gradliometer output is completed thy: analog
to . digital; converter wall .hay.e to be a f:: curate .to .at least lg bits,
	
:.(II digital
output,. computer progra m
 used for detection.)
b. Calibration of the mutational frequency would have to be accurate and `stable
in order to:r'event harmonics :from::P	 passing through the. analog. filter. and.
being digitized.
C. Dynamic errors _(aligrixn:ent, etc. would have to be eliminated.
7-•420
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. 0-18,5
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Filter for Gravity Grad = PAGE 3 OF 3
iometer Analog/Digital Filtering Approach theoretical measurement accuracy
TECHNOLOGY REQULREM..:rNTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 :76 . 7 17178 79 80 81 82 . 83184 85 86 87 88 89 90191
TECHNOLOGY
TheoreticalAnalysis
2 . Filter. Concepts
and Trades
Experimental. Filter3. Programming
Test with simulated..	
-.ignals
5. :valuation
APPLICATION .. .
L.	 Design (Ph. C)
2 . Devl/P
 ab Ph. D
:3,	 Operations
4.
1:3. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATI, T TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I l
14 REFERENCES:
a. ' Snrrimarized NASA. Payload Description, Automated. Payload, Level A. Data, NASA PD
T1.11y 1974, : pages 104 and 105,
b. Preliminary Payload Descriptions, Vol 1, Automated Payloads, July 1974, pages
6^-19 thru 6-37 . .
r. Earth Physics Gravity Gradiometer Stdy $ JPL Report No. 760-70 (J. A, Gaxdner
re--m. Leader, E. J. Sherry Stady Leader), May 1.972.
C1, AFGR.L-TR-0535 Application of Xin.ematical Geodesy for Deter ' rnin.ing the
Short Wavele^igtl Cos pon^:rits of the.' Crravity Fief.d'by Satellite Gradiometry,
GSFG Science Report Z01, Ohio State, George B. Reed, ,March. 1973
e. G51 ^. I epert X- 632-7.4-2.$6 Can Fstiinating . Gravity Anomalies from Gravity
Gradiometer Data; P. Argentieros R Gavza- Robles , .Sept: `: ].974
£. Review of Gravity Gradiometer Techniques for. Geodesy, Hughes r1 eport RR 469,
R. L. Forward, TYlay x973.
1.- LEVEL OF STATE Or ARTi	 S. CtlIvE$O[vENT OR BRFAllBOAIU] TESTED IN RELEVANT
ENVIRONNIENT IN THE LABORATOPY.
1.- BASIC PHENOM3 VA OBSERVED AND REPORTED.
	 6. 1%101)£L TESTED LN AlnCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
'L. THEORY I-X)it5l111A'I'E0 TO DESCH113E PHENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE EYVIRONMENT.
S CIIEUR rr 4tED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT .: .	 NEL4 CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
: OR MATiiF,% MAI::IIODEL:
B.. .
OPERA'T'IONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTIOti OR CHARACTERISTIC DF MONSTRATED.	 .9i RELIABILITY U pmADiNG of -,o OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G. MATERIAL. COM130NENT ETC. IO.- L1F£TI.tiIE EXTEN510N OF ANUI'6RATlON.3T, MO DEL.
7-421
DEFINITION 01- TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 TO. -219.:L
1. TECl11\1OLOGY REQUIRE11 ENT (TITLE): Onboard Software for 	 PAGE I OIi' 3
payload monitoring control, checkout, redundancy management and rendezvous and docking.
2. TECIINT OLOGY CATEGORY: Software
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Achieve a significant reduction ( 4:1) in
software cost to reduce projected software cost to 10% of total payload cost. Reductions
in software costs must be achieved in concert with minimum system costs.	 -
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Software cost: is greater than hardware cost. Techniques
have been proposed but not demonstrated. HOL computers may decrease software develop
went; their architectures have been studied. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVE3L 7
5 DESCRIPTION OF TECHNC'LOGY: Onboard software programs are required for con--
.	 .
trol and monitoring of automatic functions performed by onboard computers. Ouboard
functions can be implemented either by computer software or dedicated hardware. Com-
puter software is more flexible and can be changed -more easily than dedicated hardware to
adapt to tiew or changed requirements. however, debugging and verifying software . can be..
very expensive. New techniques to reduce software
	 irelopment_cost are necessary to get
maximum useful data from experiment operation in space.
Su rtware techniques must be developed for manned intervention into the automatic soft-
ware controlled computer processes by interactive graphics type terminals on--board
and/or on the ground. This will allow the operator to alter the automatic process or to
obtain additional data not made available to the operator on a routine basis.
The development of optimum software control strategies and control factors for executing
planetary terminal rendezvous and docking maneuvers is a complex procedure that involves
a. great deal: of -trial; iteration and refinement. Methods for opihiiizing the initial closing
AV maneuver, the subsequent range rate and line of sight control, and the docI i.ng all_oritbm^
must be analyzed and then demonstrated in a computer and by physical simulations.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED OAF: PRE-A, A., B, C/D :
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS,
a. The advanced technology is. required to reduce the. . cost of software development includ-
ing documentation by approximately a factor of four as per above objective.
1,. k11 payloads will probably use a computer so all are likely to benefit
PL-01-A, Mars Surface 8a.mple Return,, will benefit from the planetary rendezvous
and docking technology advancement.
C. Lower cost,software develo pment will allow more of the money available for the pay-
load to be spent on hardware to provide more and./or better data for the experimenter.
d. om software. techniques :'an be demonstrated. by analysis, others by being applied to
a current software development for another program.
1114WLDING PAGE B
TORRIBD T EVE L 8BE:CA .	O.L ,
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO, C19. x
I Tl-,'( , IINOJ,OGY RI QUIREMLNT(` ITLE, Onboard Software, for	 PAGE 2 OF 3
payload monitoring control, checkout, redtmdancy management and rendezvous and do2jdng.
7 TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: The following technology options should be considered to
reduce software developmetit cost:
a. Establish standardized software management guidelines and rules for the utilization
of the "top drawn" and r t structured programming" approaches to software develop--
n-Lent including 5ucb roncepts . as librarian and chief programmer concepts. Develop
st-widardized approach to requirements and specifications. Develop automated doc-
umentation ^t,neration techniques. Develop standardized utility software for both
ground and omii-ioard use.
b. Develop a generalized checkout philosophy utilizing an optimum combination of
software and hardware performance monitoring such as test pattern generation
programs;
c. Develop redundancy management techniques utilizing cost effective combinations
of autonomous onboard control and ground nontrol.
d. utilize HOL to reduce software cost. The concept of a HOL machine should be
cu , Aered.
e. Develop arclatectural
.
 and. data base designs that allow ease in implementing appli-
eatiur, so,'Lware:
1. Develop ►microcoded operators/operands at both algorithm. and software system
level. .
A . TFC HNtCAL PROBLEMS:
Early and firm specifi.oation of the functional and reliability requirements; load and
th-rouglapuj or response time. requirements, plus the resoumrc.er3 (CPU,. memory,
periphe ► fl- and special puapose hardware) that will be available to the software
progr i
Determination of ^radeoffs ..between flexibility of larger processox and the use of
independent firniw° ► 1 .• modules.
9 POTENTIA] ALTERNATI"vTS:
a... Do tata p>:ot est5iag on ground with man assist-duce..
b. I.Wtwe amount of data collected and/or processed.
c. Reuse software previously developed for other programs.
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
DEF INTITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQ 01REMENT	 NO. C19. x
Z. T-CIINOLOGYr REQUIREMENT (TITLE,): Onboard Software, for	 PAGE 3 OF „8„_,,,
payload monitoring control, checkout, redundancy management and rendezvous and doclfmg.
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR. YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEAl 75 76 77 78 79 84 81. 82183 84185 86 87 88. 89 JO
TECHNOLOGY
x. Parametric Analysis
2. Selection of Techniques
3. Demonstration Plans
4. Perform Demonstrations
APPLICATION
..Design (Phase C)
2, Devel. /Fab. ( Phase. D) Y3. Operations
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECI-MTOL0GY NERD DATE T 1 1 1 1 IF TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 2 1.361
14. REFERENCES;
a. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, Level A, July 1974, NASA/
MSFC.
b. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Automated Payloads, Level A, July 1974;
NASA/hTSFC.
Legend:
j
T-	 Teclmology
Automated Operations
TI: PL-01-A, Mars Surface 9a3 ple Return
.15. LE VEL of STATE Or ART COMPONENT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT .
I;NVIRONAIENT IN THE LABORATORY.
1. XASIC PHENOMENA OBSERNT.D AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IS AMCRkYr ENVIRONMENT..
2. THEORY FOI MU1.-3TED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA. 7, iso.DEL TE5TEsD IN SR.aCE taNMON3IENT.3: Tr!! OIq:,.TESI'ED IIY:.PI3l'SIC 1I. I \PI IIItI£NT 8: NFtiV CAPAIIILITX DGRlVED FROM A MUCH LESS$R.
OR MATIMMA rICAL 1TODEL OPERATIONAL MODEL.
d. PEIt9IKUNT I UNCTION OR CiIAIIACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELLkBTIJTY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATERIAL, COMPONENT. ETC. 10: LIFETIME EXTE15Io,,; OF A',4 OrrRATIONAL MODEL.
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W-WINITIONT OF TECIINOLOGY REQUIRE ME, 	-	 NO, 019.2
x . TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMEN T TITLE) : Software for GN&C:_to 	 PAGE 1 OF ^3
support high aceuraev earth and pla.netrry observation e%Terlment pointing
2. TECH OLOGx CATEGORY:	 Software
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED.. An accuracy of Stn is required for earth
observation mapping experiments
4. C;URR.ENT.STATE OF ART: _Accuracy in the range of 30--10.0m is grate reasonable.
The AF Global Positioning System is in development.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7.
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY- The altitude and the required ground resolution de-
termine the accuracy with which the orbit elements and attitude variables must be known.
The error sources do not have comparable effects on image quality. An error in altitude
effects scaling whereas along--track and cross--track errors in. orbit elements affect. posi-
tioning. An angle error about the local vertical does not have the same kind of effect as
angular errors about the other two axes. Moreovdr, some of these error sources may not
be clearly distinguishable. For example, an angular error. about the velocity vector has
effects somewhat similar to a cross--track orbit error. Therefore, the overall picture
quality depends heavily on how these errors are estimated and eliminated.
The highly accurate navigation required probably cannot be accomplished
by an autonomous on-b,aard inertial reference system. Some form of landmark
tracking combined with star tracker, horizon sensor, and TDRS tracking will be
used, This multisensor correlation along with pattern recognition for landmark
tzasking will involve the develc
used for the Orbiter vehicle.
P/L REQUI
6. RATIO'i^ALTS AND ANALYSIS:
a. Accurate navigation is required
(pixels). New software. technigi
outputs of advanced GN&C equil
b. Senefitting payloads are: EO- 4
sources Survey . Operational Sat.
OP-05--S, Multispec:^ral Scanuir
c. Better- picture quality will be pc
d. Technology objectives can be de
the corresponding software on
Initial demonstration test will b.
PR C sNG PAGE
i
DEFINITION .OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT - - 	 NO. C19.2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE1li.I NT(TITLE): Software for.GN&C: tQ 	 PAGE 2 OF ,$
support high accuracy earth and Planetary observation experiment pointing.
7. TECIINOLOC=Y OPTIONS.
Accurate navigation (position determination) cannot be achieved by software alone. high
accuracy gyros, accelerometers, star trackers and horizon sensors are also required.
Proper data processing of the outputs of these components can enhance the navigation
accuracy.
Options include various combinations of the use of sensors such as inertial platform
.(gimballed or strapdown), star hacker, horizon sensor,. landmark tracking,
TDRS, ground tracIdng update. Passive ranging techniques with. inte'rferometric landmark
trackin}, may closely satisfy requirements. Use Kalman filtering to combine data from
variv s sensors to achieve improved accuracy.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Development of accurate hardware sensors.
b. High speed computational ,capacity.
C. State determination using landmarks in image data :(e.g., cataloging, landmark
identification, etc.)..
d. State determination using integrated m.ultisensor data..
1
'9..1 DTEIlTIAL ALTI! %NATIVES :..
a. Ground tracIdug four spacecraft position determination.
b.. TDIISS tracking for spacecraft position determination.
c. Use of the Ti-A .-Service. Global Positioning System (NAVSTAR).
d, Use of space sextant with a measurement accuracy of-one arc-sec or less.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
a. W74-70709 (310-10-22) i Mission Support Computing Systems and Techniques, GSFC,
D. S. ` Woolston, (301) 982-5. 671,.
b. W74-70380 (502-33-41), Guidance and Navigation for Unmanned Planetary Vehicles,
dPL, 'Robert V Powell, (213) 354-658&
e: High Altitude Navigation Technology, SAMSO/DYAG, .. Ist Lt. Gaxy Greenleaf,
(..13) 643-1414.EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL T.
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY RE, QUTREIIIENTS:
Development of accurate navigation sensors.
Development of accurate attitude control and pointing control.
Development of clack accurate to :0; 00I s,e.conds'.:
{
7-928
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D1.7,FINITION or,  TECIINOLOGY REQUIIIEMENT 	 NO. C19.2
1. TEC11NOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE-): Software for GN&C; to 	 PAGE 3 OF	 3
support high accuracy earth and planetary observation experiment pointing
12. TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR IT
 - AR.
SC]ITDULE I'1'Ell'I 75'76 77 78 79 $U $1 $2 83 $4 856 87 88 89 90 3 1
TECHNOLOGY
1. Options & Param. Analy.
2. Design Mabel
3. Build Model
4. Test Model
APPLICATION .
1. Design (Phas C)
2. Devel: /Fab. ( Phase D)
3. Operations T1T2
^ia**T3 so *see 00 4 • •i 0i 4
13.. 	 SCHEDULE: T4 s• ** so •o s s s ss go ss 9 s
TECHNOLOGY NrI ED DATE T.. Total
NUM73I:R OF LAUNCHES 2 6 6 6 5 4 1	 3 4 G 5 6 3 4 1	 60
14. REFERENCES:
a. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Automated Payloads, Level A Data, July 1974,
NASA/MSFC,
h. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sor ge Payloads, Level A Data, July 1974,
NASA/MSPC.
c. Advanced Scanners and Imaging Systems for Earth Observations, NASA SP-335,1973,
pp. 459-60.
Legend: -
T	 Technology
p	 Sortie Operations
Automated Operations
T1	 EO-0$-A, Earth Observatory Satellite
TN	 EO-61-A, Earth Resources Survey Operational Sat.
T3	 OP-0.2-S, Multifrequency Radar Land Imagery
T4	 OP-05--S, Multispectral Scanning Imagery
15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF A.R.T
	
5. COMPONENT OR DREADEOARD TESTED LN RELEVANT -
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LAMILVI'ORY.
1. 11ASIC PHENOMENA OUSE 1 VE I) AND REPOI;TED.	 S. MODEL T14STED IN AIRCRAI 'T EIVIROMIENT.
Tl9EOItY F01 :IUl-ITED TO Dl:SC11IAE Pftr.Nb CIE ;A.
	 7. TrIODEL.TESTI q I. 5'? 4CE_Eh^+1RO\31E:rT ' .:
8. T'1EOI?Y TESTED BY PUYS1CAL EXPEHIMENT
	 B. NEW CAP AIl1LITYDERIVED FR01I A 11I.UCII LESSER
.OR MAT)IL•'ZIATICAL MODEL.
	 1	 OPERA TIONAL MODLL...
4. PEIVrjtii:tiT' I-- 4NCTiOX 0l[ C11AIUCTERISTIC IMIONSTIUMED,
	 8,- RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPEIIATIWAL MODEL.
E.G., AIATERI:IL, COMPONENT, FTC.
	 10. LIF'ETItNIE E%TENSION OFAN OPER ATIONAL IItODEL.
^F
1
j
DEFEN-ITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 ^r^ C19.3
1. TI CHNOLOGY R13QUIREMENT (TITLE) : Software for Attitude	 ^ PAGE 1 OI- _a_
Control; Accurate Pointing of Experiment Sensors
4. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: 	 Software
3. OBJECTIV`^,/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Attitude sensing accuracy of 0. 0001 to
0.001 degree and tracking error signal of 0.1 to 3. 0 arc sec are required to allow accurate
comparison ol picture a emen s clata. rom E111,15-rent views of the swine arcs ontfie eartli l
 s
Surface.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: -Military ME.TSAT is capable of &0.01 degree sensing
accuracy using strapped clown, inertial measurement unit and star sensors.
3..arc sec is achieved currently on . the. NASA/ Ames C--141.. Also.OAO spacecraft
are in operation.	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
5. DESCIIIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY: The Earth observing sensor carried as a payload
on a platform naturally imposes certain. requiremeaits on the nature and quality of. platform
motions, and the knowledge of such. motions, To accurately locate a desired target on the
ground within the sensor field of view, it must be possible to orient a platform-to-ground
line-of-sight vector to adequate accuracies. 'lie variables defining the platform trajectory
(or orbit) and orientation (or attitude) must be known accurately to allow precise identifica-
tion of the intersection point of the line--of-sight vector with earth's aurface. Each of
these variables has a separate accuracy requirement.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [ PRE-A, M A, 0 B, 0 C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
	 -'r-
a. Attitude sensing accuracy of ;1 0 0001 to 0.001 degree and tracking error signal of 0.1 to.
0.3 are sec are required.
b. The benefitting payload is EO-61-A, Earth Resources Survey Operational Sat. for the
sensing' accuracy of 1 G
.
.00.01 to 0.; 001 'degree. Most of the Astronomy and High Energy
Astrophysics payloads will benefit frQrrf the requirement for tracks ng error signal of
0.1 to 0.3 are sec.
c. Earth sensing data will. be able to be geometrically : corrected to about one tenth..of an
IFOV. This will be critical in operational earth resources- a nd cartographic missions
requiring precise location of features on the ground.
d. The technology can be.. demonstrated by . flying a model of the hardm^.re and . software in.
an orbiter mission.
^R^CPDIl^FG PAGE BLANK NOT MAM.
TO. BE CARRIED TO LEVEL ,gig_;
7--^3^.	
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DE1'IIUTION UI TECHNOLOGY RBQU'1I EMZ, NT	 NO. C19.3
t . '1'f:(:IlNULUG r RECIYJIIIEIVIEi^I`I'(TI'TI.i ); Software for Attitude Control',PAGr: `L Or
Accurate Pointing of Experiment Sensors.--_---
7.. TE21I 01,00Y OPTIONS:
Techniques {;liat extend the use of Kalman filtering, coordinate conversions, and closed
loop actuator control beyond the current state-of-the--art.
;Software. for new computer architectures for high rate and precision computations.
Use of a space sextant, an inertial platform and a Kalman filter attitude determination
program.
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: Studies and design efforts by Draper Laboratories (1972),`
TRW and Honeywell, indicate that attitude accuracy.of 18 microradians (0.00 . degree) one
sigma. , or better, without using payload sensor data, may be achievable within the next
several ,years if adequate efforts are made. MMC believes attitude accuracies of 0.0001
degree (one sigma)..may be achievable by 1979 using a space sextant,
There is no insurmountable technological barrier in achieving post flight attitude determina-
tion accuracies below 10 microradians for the several minutes of time an. ERTS-type satel-
tar
9 POTIJNTIAL AL`:!'I NA ri Es.
a. Use post-flight smoothing and apply attitude and orbit corrections during data processing
to improve image qualify.
b.: Use ground based .precision orbit and .attitude determination systems .w ih a loosely
controlled low jitter platform.
c. Use self contained motion or jitter compensation hardware and software to improve
image quali4y.
1.0. PLAN`NHD PROGRA115::OR. UNPERTURBED TI CBNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
a. W74--70354 (502 -23^-43),. Advanced Componeuts for Precision. Control Systems, GSFC,:
E.. Evans, (3011- 3.82 5194.
b. W74-70458 (1t5--31-41), : ' Spacecraft Subsystems Analysis and Design, , GSFC,
John, Flaherty, (301)--982-6862.
EXPECTED U.NPIMTURLED LEVEL,__
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY RE, EQUIREAIENTS:
a. Development of precision attitude sensor.
b Lo.w jitter electromechanical scanner.
:7^43^
DEFINITION 0I0 T.ECIIi`^OLOGY RE QUIRIaMEtiT	 NO..
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE). Software for Attitude	 PAGE 3 Or _a_
Control; Accurate Pointing of .Experiment Sensors
12. TECHNOLOGY REQYJlREINIENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCIIED.ULE ITEM	 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83184185 . 186 87 88 89 90 91
CECI-1NOLOGY
. Paran?ctric Analysis
2. Design .Software
. Integrate w/hardware
. Test MedeI
PPLICATION
. Design (Phase C)
3 . Dc vel. /Fab. ( Phase D)
..Operations	 T1- -
T
13.,USAUE'' S^IIEDULE:
TECT-IhC}LOCxY NEED DATE
	 T. Total
 1	 ^1	 1NIUMBER ^^I+`
 LAUNCHES	 T;2III2	 17	 2Z	 20	 2i 23 2	 Z5 23	 2	 22	 22 24	 309
T3	 .	 1	 4	 2	 3	 1	 5	 2	 2	 1	 2 1314.
	 REl^ EREINCI;S:
Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Automated Payloads, Level A Data, July x 9.74,
+ I\TASA/MSF C, p. 98.
b.. Advanced Scanners and Imaging Systems for Earth Observations, NASA SP-335, pp.
4G-9--65;
C. Statement of Work, Spacecraft Adaptable Software Concept Study, NASA/L:aRC^
March 29, 1974, RFP 1-15-4529.
^.
T	 Technology
T1 EO-6 1-A, Earth Resources Survey Operational Sat.
T2 Astronomy Payloads
T3	 High Energy Astrophysics payloads
5.
	
LEVEL OI'..
 STATE . dF ART S.. COMPO ;etim ot{. sltEaSno rir zi~sri;li n. rt> x vA,; :
ENVIRONMENT IN TA LABOI :TORY.
1: BASIC PIIENO .IIE"A OIISERWD AND REPORTE23.
	 B. 1,IODEL TLsTEL1 L1' AIRCII1F'T ENWRONMENT..
2. TIMOR  FORMULATED TO DESCEIIIEE PHENOMENA.
	 7, MODEL TESTVD IN SP CE ENMON'MENT.
3. 'rVEOTW TINT::D N!' PHYSICALS ]:NPERIMENT
	 B. NEW CAPAIIIIATY D: II TD FROM A MUCH LESSER
C]RIIATEIIZI:LIICAL.\IOGEE.,_ O PERATEONALMODEL; ... 
46:Pm-tIiNENT PUNCT10% OR CIIAILACTERMIC FIElYONSTFUTE D 	9; ItE	 AWLIT] I111GRAVING OF` Ati OPERA' TIO+ r1L ASODET..
E.G.,MATI•
 MAL, COMPO+EAT, ETC.
	 13. LIFETIME EXTENSION
.
 OF AN OPEIL- TIONAL ^IODEL. 
7-.433
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	DEFINITION OF TLCHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO-C-19.4
	
L. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT..(T,ITLE):.SOFTWARE, for
	 PAGE 1 OF 6
t
experiment operation accurate control, monitoring, quality con-
ltrol, high data..rate.processing.
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Software/Computer Configuration
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT.REQUIRED To develop technology of soft-.
ware and hardware configurations to provide maximum data. ,proces-
s ing support for real time experiment. operation:
4r CURRENT STATE OF ART OAO operates five experiment functions
concurrently . The. C-141 is f lying. with up to . .5 computers to operate
	one primary and two secondary experiments 	HAS BEEN
	
CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
1 5.. DE.SCRIPTION.O.F TECHNOLOGY
Payloads require data processing support for automation of func-
tions that the experiment .operator cannot directly.accomplish.
The amount of useful data obtained during a mission is `directly
related to the efficiency with which the experiments are oper-
ated. Data processing automation is required to allow up to 85
experiments to be operated concurrently. and. monitored by one or two observ-
ers. Software and computer configurations to provide the necessary data processing
support must be developed at a reasonable costa
i
9
a
i
Y
DEFINITION.OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 NO. C-19.4
	
1	 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): SOFTWARE, for 	PAGE 2 OF G
j experiment operation  accurate control, monitoring, quality con-
I trot., high data rate processing.
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS (CONTINUED.)
b. All payloads will benefit, in particular AS-31-S, combined
AS--01., -03., -04, --05--S, and S0-0 1-S, dedicated solar sortie
mission (DSM)
c. Experiment operator must have very effective data processing
support . to monitor several concurrently operating experiments
for proper operation and to make necessary adjustments to
experiment operation based on the quack look data
I
d. The ;level of technological.. maturity is the laboratory s mu-
ation of software techni,gLies being developed. Tlai s szmu
lotion should demonstrate that an operator caa monitor and
control a full set of experiments concurrently. It is also
necessary to demonstrate that data processing hardware
techniques are available to implement the software techniques
..that have been developed. It i s important that hardware
size; weight and electrical power requirements . are compatible.
with the Orbiter PSS and pallet mounting locations.
TO BE CARRIED TO 'LEVEL .8
	
i 7.	 T!.CHNOLOGY OPTIONS
The follnwiug items need to be traded for application to providing the required soft--
ware/computer configuiations
1. Use a voif-e recognition processor to execute commands spoken bar -rho airborne
experiment controller.
^. 2 .. Develop a general purpose, real time rnultiprograrmning executive and
integrate it with a rnicroprogr:ammable processor to reduce executive
uverhead a-ad achieve flexibility.
3. Demonstrate software executive control of a confi.guratiou of CPUs in a muli i
processor configuration with a flexible dedication of memory in blocks .to individual
CPUs with CPUs dedicated to functional, sets of sensors provided by a particular
experimenter. Subgroups of CPUs ,should operate as a m-Litiprocessor or perform
parallel processing for sensor data channels. Software and hardware sho4d be
dynamically recon-figurable for CP#7 ox Memory failures and adapt to processing
requirement changes.
4. Identify. and develop generalized utility'progcams of general use to a large number
of payloads such as data formatting, data display:
G. Establish ,
 efficient techniques for verifying and validating. computer progi aims by use
of a software generator system and interpretive language techniques to assure that new
soitFVa.re or neNv: command sequences will not interfere with existing softwaxe operation.
7--^3 G
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY 1:tEQUIREMENT	 No. C-19.4
X. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Software, for exMeriment PAGE 3 OF
operation. accurate control, monitoring, duality of control, high data rate processing.
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS (Continued)
Develop proof of correctness techniques for checldng out ley elements of software such as
executive.
6. Develop software for an R.F or light multiplexed data bus operating at 100 mhz (for
example? with 20 or 30 separate 1 or 2 Mbps digital buses for separate functions or sensors
as required to operate either under computer software control or under sensor control.
7. Select and/or develop standard data compression techniques to be applied to sensor
data to be. recorded or transmitted to ground. Demonstrate the separation of information
from data at the sensor to reduce data rates. The scientists must be assured that no useful
data is lost.
8. Develop hardware/software techniques for accurate ame correlation. of experiment
data.
9. Develop methods of monitoring and displaying sensor data efficiently to determine if
real time adjustments need to be made in the experiment operation.
10.. Develop techniques for a real time virtual memory implementation.
11. Develop a set of standard, flexible software modules to meet all payload requirements
by standardizing hardware interface with computer.
12. Develop computer input/output techniques to handle high data rates (up to 700 Mbps total
for SO-01-S) by use of dedicated data:processors for each sensor to reduce data rates.
High data rates exist only in each experiment and each individual sensor.
1.3 'develop a standardized central stratum for use with those payloads using distributed
computers to eliminate control. and allow. another computer to assume the primary functions
of a failed computer.
14. Develop techniques to reduce overhead during software execution (more efficient
executives).
15. On board image processingfor conical.-scan conversion. (Ref. f., p. 506).:
16. Develop micro--processor capability to handle man/machine conversions of data for use
with operator control displays.
The critical parameter is the degree of payload automation required to allow one observer
to monitor multiple experiments operating concurrently with simple low cost software and
<	 compact, low weight, inexpensive hardware.
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
	
NO.0-19.4
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 SOFTWARE, i?or PAGE .4 OF	 6
experiment operation accurate control_, monitoring, quality eon
trod., high data rate processing..
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
1. Early determination of detailed data processing requires-` .
ments from experimenters ,
	
Degree of automation allowed by experi-
-inents must be dened early.
2. Reduction of software complexity,
S. Real. time 106 point fast fourier transformation.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
1. Extensive use of ground facilities.
2. Limit the number of experiments carried on each mission.
3. Reduce the objectives or the experiments.
4. Increase the time duration of each mission.
5. Accumulate large amounts of raw data on film or tape to be reduced for
users after the mission.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
1. SUMC, AADC, MSC, etc.
	 LS1 computer developments will
increase hardware capability.
2. Bubble, CCD, and DOT mass memory andrecorder develop-
ments will greatly expand storage capacity.
1 3. No directly. applicable software or special purpose hard- .
ware advancement expected,
4. RTOP W74--70459 (175-31--42), Spacecraft Data Processing, NASA/GSFC,
Marvin Maxwell, (301) 982-4036.
I
5. RTOP W-75 (656--11-04), User Technology, NASA/MSFC, G. r. McDonough,
(205) 453--3723.
G. RTOP W 75 (G5G -12-01), Systems Analysis, Concepts and Modeling for
OptimLun Data Flow, NASA/MSFC, G. F. McDonough, (205) 453-3723.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL ,7
71. R LATI D TECHNOLOGY REQQUIREMENTS;
a. Accurate GN&Cointzng up to 0.01.°
b. Suppoa:t fo-r basic vehicle operation.
T
i
t
I.	 I	 I	 l	 _I	 l	 I
NO, C--19.4
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12. TECHNo I ()GY REQUIREMENTS SCI•IEDULDt
CALENDAR. YEAR
8C111- I, I i? ITEM	 75 1 76177 1 78 79 8Q 81 82 834 1 85 88 87 1 88 89
.
90 1 91 1
TECHNOLOGY
	
1
1. Parametric Analysis
1 2, Design Software
ff 2. Integrate W/Hardware	 i
4. Test Model
I	 ^ .,^...... ^	 .,	 I	 I	 ^	 E	 s	 ;	 I	 ^	 I	 I	 r
1. Design	 (Phase C),	 !	 I
2. Development/Fabri-
cation (Phase D)
i^L^el'a7{1115`	 Ti a a o ro	 oo me os n  ae to ee
_ a a t9 e e qa aoo Ga oei oa 0,60,9Z Sao
73
L1SA[ll^: SCHEDULE:
	 ^	 9
TECHNOLnGY NEFD DATE
Tl T1 . T7 TI TI 2T1 2T 2T1 2T 2T 2TI 2,Tl
T2 T2. T2 2T2 2T 2T2 2T 2 T2 27'2 2T2 2T2 378 1364
"L MBER ()I- I At NCHES	 T3
R^ F. ft ^^1.^	 14
a Asper! International Conference on Fourier Spectrosco PYj 19701
AI'CRI— pp, S3-119.
b. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads, July 1974
Afi9:!MSFC
T U. Spaiela.b Sortie Payload Software Sizing Analysis, Feb. 1974,IBM.
d. Stunmarzed NASA Payload . Descriptions, Automated Payloads;
'	 3u l-v 1974, NASA/MSFC
e. Statemeut of Work, Spacecraft Adaptable Software Concept Study, NASA/L.aRC.
Mat ch 29, 1974, RFP 1-15--4529.
I .	 Ads need Scanners and Imaging Systems for Earth Observations, NASA SP--335, 197a
!	 n 506-27.
LEGFIM :	 I
(T1.) = AS-31-•S, Combined AS-01,--932-041-05-•S
(T2) = 80-01-S, Dedicated Solar Sortie Mission (DSSM)	 A
(TS)	 other sortie flights.
(T4) = Automated payload flights.
.15. LE VFL OF STATE OF. ART:
	
s. C0117P0NrNT oR IMREAI)M; .%ItD 1ESTLD IN RELEVANT
'. .:. ENVTRf7FyAIE:ITIN: THE -'-AR ]R:k9'ORy
1. BASIS. PHE +:1Il.NA 0USERVED AND REPORTUD
	
^. hIODFL TE51'E1) ^^ AIRCMM^1 I I.!FVERONIMENT.
2. THEORY P !,' ! FLATED To DESCRIBE PHENOMENA _	 T. A10DE1 T£STMI IN SRAcr-ENVIR6l:l ENT._
'3.:'11HFOVI ''F -0 An 9Y PHYSICAL F: EPERIIMENT	 g. NI TCAPA1,11 TY T1F:Stl vei3 FROM A ^MMSCFf LESSER
OR ti1^7'11E\iA'PECAi. 1IODEL. OPERATIONAL 11119S,I:
4.:. PF:Ii C{
	 FE_ YCTIp1 tIR CMItACT'4" RISTIC DEMON.'TRATEQ,r 	 9. RELIABILITY UPOiU.-I)INL 01 A\ OPERATIONAL hfODIiL.
G, C A iTERMAL. CVIIMPONI:NT. ETC,	 10. LIFE:TISME EXTENSIO ' 4F Ajs OI'i:RATIONAL MODEL. .
ORIGINAL PAGE is	 7-439
OF: POOR QUAT1'YL
i! ; ^iNITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
I TEf. 11N.OL{: GY REEL iI1EMENT (TITLE): SOTTWARE. for
en
eri.ment operation accurate control, ana Iitoring, quality control,
^Ti daf'a rate nraceslsing
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY RE, QUIRE,E,	MEN`l:'	 NO.G-91.55
E	 I L TrCI7Noi.UUY. REQUIREMENT (TITLE); On—board processiag_of _ PAGE . l OF 5
Mission 'Data for Payload Experiments/Operations.
? TEC HNOLOGY CATEGORY. _ so'j-ja=e jsysLem -
^s. ()DJ ACTIVE/ADVANCEMENT :REQUIRED,. Develop advanced software and system
techniques for on-board and ground processing_of remote sensing data.
j
A. C-U FtRENT STATE OF ART Limited on-board processing is punned for
i automated spacecraft in 1978-1980 time frame.
HAS L'TEN CARRIED TO LEVEL G
3. D E& W IT[ON Or TECHNOLOGY
Technological advances are needed in software, on-board processors, and t 
techniques for utilizing these most effectively to handle the increasing
j :.Compl.exi.ty of multi.- sensor , multi-discipl inary payl.sads that will .sertrice o
large number and broad variety of users. Current: pechniques for on-board
and ground processing of earth-sensing data are based on limited knowledge; of
user requirements, and are tailored to individual sensors rather than obseiva
tional: systems:
3
i
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: PRE--A, q A, q B, C/D
U RATI(^ NA i F AND ANALYSIS: A.
The processing of mission data requires a large portion of the overall cost
j of orbital remote sensing systems. The processes encompass all the functions
,,	 I required between the sensor's output and the input to the users. The system
equired for their implementation..must . .provide optimum allocation of those
functions that are more efficiently accomplished on-board and those that should
7e performed in ground based facilities. Candidate functions for on-board
processing include geometric, radiometric and dynamic response corrections,
j '.	 data compaction,- and...information.ext.racti.ve
 processes, In order to realize
i significant savings in design, procurement and.o erati.on of these
	
	 g s P	 Psys ms,
the advances in software on--board
-.
	
	 ,	 processors and implementation techniques..
must be based on satisfying current and projected user needs. These needs
vary according to . the- . type o. f investi.gation : being . performed ., from the .gathering
of data using very'new (unproven) sensor concepts, to repetitive operati.oaa1
surveys of national or global scope. Thus; the first input to the technology
j`	 program should be a statement of specific user requirements in remote sensing
disciplines, •7 representative of. the..spectrum of current.and. future .users such
as that prepared by the TERSSE Study for OA/ERPO. Having established the
l	 baseline, the following steps will be required:
(continued on page 2)
TO BE CARRIED: TO LEVEL
7^-44:1
DEF INITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
	 NO, GE 
On-board processing of PAGE 2 Or1, TECHNOLOGY ^.E Q^EMENT (TITLi;): ._ 
Mi ssion . bac.a f«r Payload Experiments./Operations.
f
(C Continued)
a) Determination of the characteristics of the data processes needed to do
data correction and extraction.
	 Included here should be not
only data transformation,but also consideration of the data transmission links
and attendant data compression requirements..
h) Commonality analyses to permit the grouping of user requirement
categories and attendant characteristics according to similarities in implementa-
tion needs.
c1 Kbsessment of current and projected state-of-the.-art in software,
processors, memory devices, computer attitude determination systems data links,
ecc. as they relate to the user requirements, characteristics and. groupings
in a and b above.
d) Determination of cost-effective implementation approach applicable`
to specific cases in each user. requirement category. The primary criteria
	.
±.ill be cost, and will consider centralized and distributed networks of ground-
eased facilities as well as on-board processing equipment.
e) Fvhnology advances will be effected to permit the implementation of
the approaches in d gbove, within the tiirie constraints of the specific payloads
affected.
B.
The pay ! ­ads :
 that will benefit from this program are automated and sortie
Pi L's in Earth Observation, Earth and Ocean Physics, Atmospheric and Space
Physics, Astronomy, High Energy Astrophysics and Solar Physics.
C.
Using cost as a primary criterion, this advancement potentially Tiill aid
in realizing a significant portion of the future resouxces . allocated'to space
payloads (including not only NASA'.s.but also . .NOAA, DOD., DOI, DoA l s etc.);.
D.
The level of technological maturity required is the analysis of at.least
one..repres.e.ntati,ve payload in . each user requirement category.: Probably:extens.ve
Use of on-board processing ^vi.11 not be accepted by
.  the users prior to demonstration on a
Spacecraft.
7-4^^
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	 NO 0 19.5
TF('?-1NOL0 11Y REWU111EMENT(TITI I). On hoard processing. of
	 PAGE 3 OF 5
Mission Data for Payload Experiments/Operations
7. TECf11g0J,0GY OPTIONS:
The technology advance encompasses the following parameters:
a) Time constraints between data acquisition and data dissemination to
the user.
b) Desired format(s) for..presertation . of data to the user
c) (ost-including development and recurring cost of software and hardware
necessary to implement approaches.
d) Quality (accuracy, resolution, linearity) of data associated with each
:.approach 'e.g. real-time vs. non real-time correlation)
e) impact rf the approach upon the required communication link (e.g. use
:,f HADAMARD transformation may improve the manner in which noise is
,,:anifest-o in the transmitted signal) .
(continued on page-4)
8. TEC I-MIC: A.L PROBLEMS:
a. Assessment of cLrrenr user needs and projection of future needs.
b. 1'rcie , ion of future technology advances that wx l impact the trade-off
ana xses.
Acc.rl.ate definition of the end-to--end data flora needs of the system.
9. POTENTIAL. ^. I'LRNATIV.ES;
i An alternative	 the development of this methodology is to perform detailed
j trade-off analyses or each individual payload that is flown. In some payloads
I the similarities wculd be evident enough . to permit the use of the results of
} one payload to app.iv to another.
PLANNED PROGRAMS -OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
The following . RUOP's apply to.individual aspects of data processing in remote
{ ^:unsing applications:
177-23-61	 177-31-41	 177-32-71	 177-42-41.	 177-42-82
177-25-51	 177-32-11- : 	 177-42- 21	 177-42-81	 177-42-81
L17•26-41
	 177-32-61
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 6
It RELATFD TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Sensor : development trends and projections
b. Advancements in software designs
c Advancements in data processors
a. Pointing, and tracking systems
7--443
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12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE.ITEM	 75176177 78 79 80181 82 83184: 85 861 87
 
88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. USER SURVEY
• REQUIUMENTS DEFTNx-
TION.
3 • S.O.A.  ASSESSMENT
4. TRADEOFFS
5. DEVELOPMNT3
APPLICATION
1.	 Design: (Ph.. C)	 N/A
2.	 Devi/Fai.) (Ph. D) N/A
3. Operatious
13.. USAGE .SCHEDULE: 	 _..
TECHNOLOGY NEED DA'Tr TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES ^,	 19 1 17 14i jj1j 12 11 Z6 2D 7:4 Zl 17 23 18 221
',	 1^	 REI^`ERENC>JS.
Earth Observation Satellite System Definition Study Report No. 3:	 Design
Cost Trade-off: Studies and Recommendations.
Total Earth Resources System for the Shuttle Era Final Report,Vol.. 3.
rif	 Based on automated P/L launches	 in the applicable disciplines:.
i'	 15.	 LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
5. COMXONE14T Olt iIREADI30ARD TESTED 1N RELEVANT
ENVIEtONhiEN4' IN THE LABORATORY.
1. thSIC PHENOMENA OBSERVLD,A'ND NEPORT8D.
	 TED LA. AIRGRAPT ENVIRON1iFNT
2. THEORY FORMULATED TO DES&IBE PHENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL TESTED 1ti. SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
i	 3. TITEOR'i MSTED BY PHYSMAL R: PERIME NT
	
g, _ NEW CAPAmLITY DERIVED FRO\t A MUCH LESSER
OR IiATAEhiATICAL 1tODEL.
	 OPERP TONAL MODEL. ,
A. PERTINLNT VUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DMIONSTRATED,
	
9. RrLUBILITY UPGRADING DE AN OPERATIONAL MOD'6L.
(	 E.G.,.. ?,tATE1tIAL, COW<	 ONENT, ETC.
	 ^0. Li ETZ18 EXTENSION OF.AN .OYIM&TION:UL NIODF:F,.
7-445
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TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL S
i I PEC;fl101.0GY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Data Retrieval 	 - PAGE 1 OF 3
ease-' Transformation and Distribution
TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Software/Systems
;.? )I;JEC`!'IVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develop software and systems. for .
transforming data into the user's frame of reference and permitting his
rapid remote access to it.
€ 1. C'URRENT STATE OF ART .  AFOS distribution system permits. rapid access;
CE image 100 permits rapid processing; trans formation/grid ding processors are
n_ of fret deyelopad..	 HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
5. DESC II1-'TION OF TECHNOLOGY
Future Earth observations systems will produce data for a multitude of users
r who.are performing various tasks and who are geographically distributed.
4 The users all have.individual frames of reference and information extraction
needs. Systems and software required which can access Earth Observations data
banks, transform the coordinates of the data into user-determined systems,
and permit the user to interactively process the data.for his own needs
i via low-cost remote terminals. The systems will encompass large mass
storage, special purpose processors, telecommunications links, and low-cost
interactive remote terminals.
Current Earth Observations technology has progressed only to the point of
f preprocessing. A few first	 -generation systems exist.for rapid extractive
r processing but no distributed time-shared system has been concieved.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ® PRE-A, q A, q B, q C/D
G. IIATIO'^ALI. AND ANALYSIS:
A. The data retrieval and transformation/distribution system will require
several technological advances in the area of processors, time-sharing
strategies, telecommunications, and remote terminals. Low cost is-of utmost
importance because of the ultimate large number of such systems to be imple-
mented. The planned U.S. Domestic Communications Network is an enabling
technology, high-speed digital equipment and large memory-storage technologies
are potential sources for solutions.
B. Payloads in Earth Observations, Earth and Ocean Physics, and Atmospheric
Physics will benefit from this technology advancement.
C. This advancement would be useful in realizing significant savings in
the resources allocated: to payloads.
D. The technology program will require the demonstration of the system
through modeling techniques, using a representative spectrum of user require-
anent s .
3
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 NO, GE 19.6
-F
1. TEC IENOLOGY REQUIRE.
 MENT(TITLE) : Data Retrieval_ & Ground- . RAGE 2 Or
s
Based Transformation and Distribution
TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Technology options exist at each stage of the process.. Retrieval can be
accomplished either manually .
 or by machine.. The transformation to the userTs
coordinates must be done at high speed but with great flexibility, leading
to a trade between special purpose and general purpose machines. The
distribution option involves a bandwidth versus terminal. cost .trade
i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Data compression: high-speed digital logic that is flexible; standardization
of user terminals, formats, and procedures.
^. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Totally centralized processing and/or mail distribution for analysis on-user
omputers where they exist.
14 _ PLANNED .PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED .TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
None known.
EXPECTED .UN DERTURBED.:LI';VEL '5.
11 RELATED TECHNOLOGY RE,
 QUIREMENTS:
Sensor design, . telecommun.icat:ions dev..elo:pmen.t,.. , onboard :processing large. data .
base development, applications development (ley OA)
7448
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1. TECHNOLOGY. REQUIREME NT. (TITLE):. Data Retrieval 	 PAGE 3 OF 3
Transformation and Distribution
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YE AR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 7717817-9 80181182183 84 85 8G 87 88 89190 91
TECHNOLOGY.
1. TRANSFORMATION SYSTEM ----
2.TERMIM SYSTEM
3. RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
4. MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
5 y
APPLICATION
1.	 Design (Ph. C)
2.	 DevI/Fab (Ph. D)
3.
	 Operations
4.
1,3'.. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
NUMBER. OF LAUNCHES JTB ^
14. REFERENCES:
1.	 Total Earth Resources System for the Shuttle Era., Final Report,
Volumes 1.&.3.
2.	 Office of Applications Earth Resources Program Summary, NASA S 74 36275
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
	
s. COMPONENT OR IIREADWARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
.	 ..	 ...	 ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
J. ::BASIC.PRENOhIENA OBSERWLD AND REPO RTED.6.'111UDHL Tj STED`LN , IRCRAI.7 ENVIRON.MFNT ..
2. THEORY FORMIEI UMD TO DESCRIBr PRENOMENA.
	 7. MODEL, MUM, IN SPACE ENVIRONUENT.
3. _TilEO_RY TU-PED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
	 8. NrI .%V CAPAMLITY DERIVED FRO'11 A MUCH LESSER
OR .11AT11tUATICAL MODEL. "
	 OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTIXVNT FUNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED,
	
9. RELIABILITY IIPGRAMING Of AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
£:G.,:,ILLTEIIIAL, C011IPONXNT, ETC,.
	 gyp, ::LIEETLIB EXTENSId 1 OMAN OI F ;RAx10N3L.htOZ7EL . 	 .:
i
E	 ^
1
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NASA AND JPL CONTACTS
A I. NASA;/OAST PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY PANEL AND DMECTLY SUPPORTING
PERSONNEL
i'
NASA, Headquarters. Jet Propulsion Laboratory
:. Washington, D. C. 20546 4800 Oak Grove Drive 
RX/S. Sadi3a Pasadena, CA 91103
SL/R. Tarver Frank T. Baxatlz/M. S. 186--x.18
RS/V. Hayes
RS/E, Gsbris Ames Research Center
REM/H. Anderton Moffett Field, CA 94035
N MK/G. Esenwein 202W5/A. Wordeu, Panel Chairman
RC/F. Dem.eritte 202-9/L. Alton.
R C/A. Henderson
RX/G. Kayten
SG/ R. Chandler Lewis Research Center
E 21000 BroolTark Rd.
r Goddard Space Flight Center Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Greenbelt, MD 20771 5401/E. Ottoy
k
745. 0/w, Russell, Jr. ,
a 410. 01F. Cepollina. John F,, Kennedy Space Centex
Kennedy Space Center, Florida 32899
Langley Research-Center SO-B/J. Clark
Langley Station DD-SED-4/w. Boggs
Hampton., . VA 23365
4112/R. Osborne Col.. R. Johnson
Code DY
George Ca Marshall Space Flight Center SAMSO f
Marshall Space Flight Center P.O. Box 92960
Alabama 35512 Wo ldwa , Postal CentexY
- PD21/R. Nixon_	 _ Los Angeles, .CA 90009
PS06/ H. Cult
Lyndon. B. Johnson: Space Center
Houston, Texas 77058
CB/& : Allen-
. PR i, HDING PAGE BIANK NOT
_
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PERSONNEL CONTACTED
i	 -
A.2 NASA HEADQUARTERS, Washington, D. 0.20546
Name Discipline/Category
Dr. Jeffrey D. Rosendhal Astronomy
Dr. Albert Opp Astrophysics
Dr. Adrienne Timothy Solar Physics
Fred Berko Atmospheric and Space Physics
Pitt G. Thome Earth Obseimations
Dr. Joseph W. Siry (GSFC) Earth & Ocean Physics
Dr. James H. Bredt Space Processing
Dr. Rufus R. Hessberg Life Sciences
Robert W. Dunning Life Sciences
Edward Gabris Space Technology
Paul Tarver Planetary
Samuel W. Fordyce Communication/Navigation 	 E
C. E. Pontius Communication/Navigation
Franklin D. Martin Lunar
Floyd. T. Roberson Lunar.
Jules Lehman Sensors
George C. Deutch Structures/Mechanical & Materials
Norman. J. Mayer Structures/Mecb?n.ical & Materials
James Gangler Structures/Mechanical & Materials
Bernard G. Achhammer Environtn.ental. Control
Dr. Joseph G. Lundholm, Jr. Radiation Protection/Hardening
Dr. Peter Kurzhals GN & C/Attitude Control	 i
Clarence E. Catoe TT&C/Data
Dr. Bernard Rubin Sensors, Systems and Instrument Electronics
Ernst M. Cohn Electrical Power
James Lazar Propulsion
Frank W. Stephenson, Jr. Propulsion
i
s
A--	 : .E '	 .
Name
Peter Argentiero
Dr. S. Auer
Charles Capps
Ed Chin
APPENDIX A
PERSONNEL CONTACTED
A. 3 GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Item. No.	 Subject/Category
18.5 Gravity Analog/Digital raltering
5.3 Solids Analysis - Comet Tail
19.1. th u Software
19.4
1.4 UV - ]R Telescope, Large Optics
2.7 UV Echelle Spectrograph
B.- Contamination
1.9 Ratio-Large Microwave Antenna, Arrays
4.3 Synthetic Aperture Radar
1.1 Ganmma-Ray Survey Instrument, Large
2.1 Cosmic Ray Spatial Deflector
9.3 Cosmic Ray/Gamma Ray Protective Shell
18.1. High Energy Pulse Measurement and
Correlation Detection
3.1. V19 & IR Laser
4.1 IR LIDAR System.
19.1 thru Software
19.4
2..6	 X-Ray Convert r/inntensmer
9.6	 X-Ray Instrument Mount/Selector
44.1	 Planetary-Thruster, Mercury Ion
14.2	 Sta. Keeping-Thruster, Cesium Bombardment
2.8 thru VIS - IR Mapper
2.1.1
6.1.	 Gradiometer Accelerometer
2.26
	 Relativity Precession Gyroscope
10.1
	
IR Chamber/Selector
12.1
	 Super-conduction - Cryostat Dewar, He It
12.2	 Long Duration IR Missions - Helis.e.,
Reliquification
A-5
2.16 IR Pyroelectric Detector, Uncooled
15. Earth Resource - Star Sensor, Strapped
Down, Advanced Gyro
1.2 X-Ray Telescope
2.2 X-Ray Transmission Grating
2.3-1 X-Ray Maxidmu . Sensitivity Detector
2.3-2 X--Ray Polarimeter
2.4 & 2.5 X--Ray Proportional Counter, Position Sensing
-l:	 I	 I	 I	 l
APPENDIX A
PE.EiSONN'EL CONTACTED
A.3 GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 (Continued)
Naive : Item No. Subject/Category
Marvin S. Maxwell 2. 8 thru VIS -- IR Mapper
2.10
19, 4 Software for Experimental Control
John McElroy 3.1 VIS & IR Laser
4.1 Lit LIDAR Systems
Werner Neupert 9.4 UV-IR Solar Telescope . .
Stan 011endorf 2.26 Relativity - Procession Gyroscope
16.1 IR Chamber/Selector
12.1 Super--conduction - Cryostat Dewar, He 11
12.2 Long Duration IR Missions - Helium
Reliquification
Jonathan Orines/J. Arens 9.3 Cosmic Ray/Gamma Ray Protective Shell
Harvey Ostrow 2,11 VIS - IR Mapper
David Schaeffer 16.1 Planetary Data Transmission
16.4 Monitor and Control Data Memory
16.- TT&C/Data Processing
19.4 Software for Experiment Control
Paul E. Schmidt 2.18 Radio - Range & Range Rate Sensor
Stanley S. ebieski . 2.7 UV SPectrograph, Echelle
2.19 VIS-UV Photon Detector
2.20 VIS-UV Polarimefer
2.21 VIS-UV Electrographic Camera
2.:22 IR-VIS-UV-XUV Filters
	 7
Nelson Spenser 5.5 Plasma Data System
1.6.1 Transmission Systems - Planetary Probe'
Dr. C.. E. Velez 19.1 thra Software
19.4
Oscar Weinstein 1.7 IR Scanner° (Thermal Scanner Radiometeie)
.2..9  & 2 .11 VIS-IR
.
 Mapper
2,12 VTS M Spectrometer 
John J.. Over 10.2 Gravity Gradiometer Temperature Control
Frank J . .Capollina/ 5.7 Self Aligning Mui+ipen Electrical Connector
William Logan. ` Jr. . 9.7 Module ResuppEy Mechanism
9.8 Spacecraft to Shuttle DocMng/Deployment
& Ret -ration Mechanism-	 i
9.9 Bacltup EVA Drives & Tools for Resupply of^P	 ^
Modular Spacecraft
	 #
A-6
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PERSONNEL CONTACTED
A.4 LANGLE Y RESEARCH CENTER, Langley Station, Hampton, VA 23365
Name Item No. Subject/Category
Wendell G, Ayers 2.8 thra VIS - IR Mapper
2.11
Williard Anderson 2.12 & VIS-111 Spectrometer
2.13
2.23 VIS-IR Advanced Atmospheric Sensors Group
D. E. Bartblome 10.4 CO2 Desorption - Steam Generation,
eTo-G
Walter E. BTessette 2.8 thru VIS - IR Mapper
2.12 & VIS - IR Spectrometer
2.13
2.23 IR - VIS Advanced Atmospheric Sensors Group
Dr. W. P. Chu 1.8 VIS - IR Optical System for Laser
Gary W. Grew 2.10 VIS - IR Mapper
2.23 VIS - ER Advanced Atmospheric Sensor Group
Charles GurtleT 2.8 thru VIS - ER Mapper
2.11
Jack Ha-11 2.8 thru VIS - IR Mapper
2.11
2.12 & VIS - IR Spectrometer
2.13
2.23 M - VIS Advanced Atmospheric Sensors Group
Herbert D. Hendricks 2.14-1 IR Photometer
2.15 IR Spectrometer, Interferometer
2.16 IR Pyroelectric Detector, Uncooled
11.1 Planetary - Structural Mechanism
Robert V. Hess 3.1 VIS & IR Laser
14.1 Planetary Thruster, Mercury Ion
Edwin T. Kruszewslii 9.1 Plasma and Fields - Instrument Boom, 50m
9.2 Payload and Spacecraft Structure
Don Lawrence 2.10 VIS - IR Mapper
2.13 VIS - IR Spectrometer
M. P. McCormick 1.8 VIS - IR optical System for Laser
2.14-1 IR Photometer
2.23 ER - VIS Advanced Atmospheric Sensors Group
3.1 VIS & ER Laser
14.1 Planetary Thruster, Mercury Ion
A-8
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PERSONNEL CONTACTED
A. 4 LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, Langley Station, Hampton, VA 23365 (Continued)
Name Item No. Subject/Category
R. S. Osborne 2.23 VIS - !R Advanced Atmospheric Sensors Group
Fames L. Raper 2.8 thru VIS - IR Mapper
2.11
2.12 & VIS - IR Spectrometer
2.13
2.23 IR - VIS Advanced Atmospheric Sensors Group
H. J. E. Reid, Jr. 15.5 Earth Resources -- Star Sensor, Strapped
Down, Advanced Gyro
Eugene Sivertson 1.9 Radio - Large Microwave Antenna. Arrays
2.8 thru VIS - IR Mapper
2.11
Robert B. Spiers, Jr. 2.10 VIS - IR Mapper
2.23 VIS - IR Advanced Atmospheric Sensor Group
Charles Tynan 10.4 CO Desorption - Steam Generation, Zero G
Willa~
	
R. Weaver; Jr. 1.3.2 Planetary Return - Docking
John W. Wilson 2.15 IR Spectrometer, Interferometer
APPENDIX A
PERSONNEL CONTACTED
A.5 C 0RGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, Marshall Space Flight
C ter, Alabama 35812
Nai a
James B. Dozier
Garvin Emanuel
Richard B. Hoover
Thomas N. Marshall., Jr.
W. Mordan
Robert J. Naumann
Max Nein
Charles R. O'Dell
R. A. Potter
Percy H. Rhodes
W. Roberts
Kenneth R. Taylor
W. Thompson
W. G. Thornton
J. Waite
Item No.	 Subject/Category
8.1	 Optical and Plasma - Surface Cleaning
8.2	 IR-IVS-LTV-X-RAY Contamination Monitor
8.3	 IR-VIS-UV-X-RAY Contamination Processes
Understanding
8.4	 IR-VIS-UV-X-RAY Contamination Avoidance
Devices, e.g., Electrets
1.4	 UV-IR-Telescope, Large Optics
1.2	 X-Ray Telescope
2.15
	
IR Spectrometer, Interferometer
11.1	 Planetary Structural Mechanism
9.1
	
Plasma and Fields - Instrument Boom, 50m
8.1	 Optical and Plasma - Surface Cleaning
8.2	 IR-VIS--UV-X-RAY Contamination Monitor
8.3	 IR-VIS-UV-X-RAY Contamination Processes
Understanding
8.4	 IR-VIS-UV-X-RAY Contamination Avoidance
Devices, e.g., Electrets
8.1	 Optical and Plasma - Surface Cleaning
8.3	 IR-VIS-UV-X-RAY Contamination Avoidance
Devices, e.g., Electrets
15.1
	
Astronomy Physics - Tracker, Field
Monitor  and Guide Star Sensors
2.19	 VIS - UV Photon Detector
2.22
	
IR-VIS-UV-XUV Filters
1.1	 Gamma- Ray Survey Instrument, Large
1.2	 X-Ray Telescope
2.1
	
Cosmic Ray Spatial Detector
9.3	 Cosmic Ray/Gamma Ray Protective Shell
9.4
	 UV - IR Solar Telescope-Structure
5.2	 Bia & Organic - Electrophoretic Process
9.1
	
Plasma and Fields - Instrument Boom, 50m
5.1
	
Liquid & Solid - Levitation Unit
9.1
	
Plasma and Fields - Instrument Boom, 50m
7.3	 Elect. -Mech. Teleoperator Subsystems
2.18	 Range and Range Rate
9.1	 Plasma and Fields - Instrument Boom, 50m.
A-10
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PERSONNEL CONTACTED
A. 6 LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, Houston, Texas 77058
Name item No. Subject/Category
Dr. G. D. Badhwar 2.26 Relativity - Precession Gyroscope
10.1 IR Chamber/Selector
12.1 Super--Conduction - Cryostat Dewar, He II
12.2 Long Duration IR Missions - Helium
Relicluifica ion
Dr. G. D. Badhwar/ 2.1 Cosmic Ray - Spatial Detector
Mr. Robert L. Golden 18.1 High Energy - Pulse Measurement &
Correlation Detection
William J. Burke 2.17 Radio - Soil Moisture Sensor,	 pw
Karl G. Henize 2.21 VIS-UV Electrographic Camera
2.22 IR - VIS - UV - XUV Filters
J. L. Lacy 2.1 Cosmic Ray -- Spatial Detector
18.1 High Energy - Pulse Measurement &
Correlation Detection
Dr. William B. Lenoir 2.17 Radio - Soil Moisture Sensor, t,w
Glen C. Miller 7.3 Elect. -Meth. - Teleoperator Subsystems
Richard A. Moke/ 4.3 Radio - Imaging Radar
A. Mathews
Dr. Donald E. Robbins 3.1 VIS & IR Laser
4.1 IR LIDAR System
Curtiss Mason 2.17 Soil Moisture Sensor
A-12
A. 7 JET PROPULSION LABORATORY, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103
Name Item No. Subject/Category
Dr. Raymond F. Bohling 15.1 Astronomy/Physics - Tracker, Field
Monitor and Guide Star Sensors
James Burke 9.5 Planetary - Entry Heat Shield
10.2 Gravity Gradi.ometer - Thermal
John C. Beckman 2.15 IR Interferometer Radiometer -- Radiation
Efff,cts
Walter Brown 1.9 Large Microwave Antennas
Dr. T. Neil Divine 2.15 IR Interferometer Radiometer - Radiation
Effects
Dr. Alain L. Fymat 4.2 Nephelometer - Planetary
Charles E. Giffin 5.3 Solids Analysis - Comet Tail
Dr. William A. Mahoney 2.3-1 X-Ray Maximum Sensitivity Detector
2.4 X-Ray Proportional Counter, Position
Sensing
2.6 X-Ray Converter/Intesifier
16.5 X-Ray Image Disection
John V. Goldsmith/ 17.1 & Electric Power
Lloyd D. Runkle 17.5
Dr. Ewald Heer 7.3 Tele-operator Subsystem Electro-mech
W. Marco 11.1 Thermal & Pressure Protection for
Payload Instruments
Richard H. Parker 2.15 IR Interferometer Radiometer-Radiation
Effects
Joseph A. Plamondon 11.1 Thermal & Pressure Protection for
Payload Instruments
David H. Rodgers 2.14-2 IR Spectrometer, Interferometer
Dr. Joel G. Smith 16.1 Planetary - Data Transmission
Dr. William. H. Spuck 19.1 thru Software
19.4
Howard Weiner 17.- Electric Power
Jesse Moore 13.2 Automatic & Remote Docking
19.1 Software-Rendezvous & Docking
A--13
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PERSONNEL CONTACTED
A.8 AMES RESEARCH CENTER, Moffett Field, California 94305
Name Item No. Subject/Category
Kenneth Billman 3.1 'CIS & IR Laser
4.1 IR LIDAR System
Dr. Paul Callahan 7.1 Biological - Life Sciences Organism
Holding Units
7.4 Biological - Surgical
Robert M. Cameron 1.5 & IR Telescope, 0.2m & 1.5m, cooled
1.6
Duayne Duggan 14.1 Planetary Thruster, Mercury Ion
14.2 Station Keeping - Thruster, Cesium
Bombardment
Terry L. Grant 16.1 Planetary - Data Transmission
16.4 Monitor and Control - Data Memory
John Kirkpatrick 2.26 Relativity - Precession Gyroscope
10.1 IR Chamber/Selector
12.1 Super-Conduction - Cryostat Dewar, He 11
12.2 Long Duration ER Missions - Helium
Reliquification
Dr. Dale Lumb 13.1 Planetary - Low Thrust Techniques, SEP
Robert Mah/ 7.1 Biological - Life Sciences Organism
William Berry Holding Unit
Craig McCreight 2.26 Relativity - Precession Gyroscope
10.1 IR Chamber/Selector
12.1 Super-Conduction - Cryostat Dewar, He II
12.2 Long Duration JR Missions - Helium
Reliquifi.cation
Ramsey K. Melugin 1.5 IR. Telescope
1.6 LHe Cooled Telescope
Robert M. Munoz 19.1 thru Software
19.4
Phil Nachtsheim 9.5 Planetary - Entry Heat Shield
Dr. Jiro Oyama 7.2 Bio-Functional Bio3researoh Centrifuge
Dr. Richard Simmonds 7.1 Biological - Life Sciences Organism Holding
Units
7.4	 Biological - Surgical
Joel Sperans
	 18.1	 High Energy - Pulse Measurement &
Correlation Detection
A-14
Henry Lum 16.-
J. P. Murphy 15.1 &
15.5
John Parker 5.--
Nick Vojvodich 2.15
9.5
11.1
13.2
Hubert Vykukal/ 7.3
James Jones
Fred Witteborn 1.5 &
1.6
2.1.4-1.
2.14-2
2.26
8.
10.1
12.1
12.2
Arthur C. Wilbur 17.1
APPENDIX A
PERSONNEL CONTACTED
A.8 AMES RESEARCH CENTER, Moffett Field, California 94305 (Continued)
Name	 Item No.	 Subject/Category
TT&C - Wide Compression
Attitude Control
Special Devices
M Spectrometer, Interferometer
Planetary - Entry Heat Shield
Planetary -- Structural Mechanism
Planetary Return - Docking
Elect. -Mech. Teleoperator Subsystems
7R Telescope, 0.2m & 1.5m, Cooled
IR Photometer
IR Spectrometer, Interferometer
Relativity - Precession Gyroscope
Contamination
IR Chamber/Selector
Super--Conduction Cryostat Dewar, He 11 	 j
Long Duration IR Missions - Helium
Reliqu.ification
High Voltage Solar Array
i
A-15
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PERSONNEL CONTACTED
A.9 LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, 21044 Brookpark Rd. Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Name Item No. Subject/Category
Brace A. Banks 14.1 Planetary -- Thruster, Mercury Ion
14.2 Station Keeping -- Thruster, Cesium
Bombarchnent
John M. Bozek/ 17.1 High Voltage Solar Array
Stan Doinitz 17.5 High. Energy Density Battery
Dave C. Byars 14.1 Planetary -- Thruster, Mercury Ion
14.2 Station Keeping - Thruster, Cesium Bombard-
ment
Thomas H. Cochran 2.24 G-Fitter Sensor
2.25 Mass Measurement
Fames E. Cabe 13.1 Planetary - Low Thrust Techniques, SEP
Robert W. Easter/ 17.5 Plasma and Earth Applications -- High
Marvin Warshay Energy Storage
Bruce E. Leroy 13.1 Planetary -- Low Thrust Techniques, SEP
Lyle O. Wright/ 17.1 High Voltage Solar Array
Stan Domitz
Edward. Miller/ 5.4- High power Transmitter
Norbert Stankiewite/
Robert Alerevich
A.10 WALLOPS FLIGtaT CENTER, Wallops Island, Virginia 23337
Name	 Item No.
	 Subject/Category
J. T. McGoodan
	 4.4
	 Radio - Altimeter, Pulsed K-Band
A--16
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APPENDIX B
MANUFACTURER/LABORATORY AND UNIVERSITY PARTICIPANTS
B.1 CONTRIBUTING MANUFACTURERS/LABORATORIES
Organization & Participant Item No. Subject/Category
f	 A. D. Little, Inc. 2 . 26 Relativity-Precession Gyroscope
r	 25 Acorn Park 12.1 Super-conduction-Cryostat Dewar, Hell
Cambridge, Mass. 02140 1.2.2 Long Duration IR Missions - Heli,:.,.n.
= R. W. Breckenridge Reliquification.
Barnes Engineering Co. 1.8 VIS--IR Optical System. for Lager
30 Commerce Road
Stara-ford, Connecticut 06904
r	 R. Martin
Barnes Engineering Company	 2 . 16	 IR Pyroelectric Detector, Uncooled
30 Commerce Road
Stamford, Connecticut 06904
S. Weiner
Battelle Columbus Lab. 2.15 IR Spectrometer, Interferometer
505 King Ave.
Columbus, Ohio 13201
D. J. Hammon
z
Bell Aerospace 6.1 Accelerometer Sensitivity
P. O. Box 1
Buffalo, New York 14205
Ernest H. Metzger (I-85)
Block Engineering 2.7 UV E chelle Spectrograph
19 Blackstone St. 2.13 VIS-IR Spectrometer
Cambridge; Mass. 02173 2.14-1 IR Photometer
2.14-2 IR Spectrometer, Interferometer
Geert Wijntjes
Boeing Company 8.1 Optical and Plasma-Surface Cleaning
Box 3707 8.3 IR-VIS-UV-X-RAY Contamination
_ Seattle, Washington 98124 Processes Understanding
^
GilletteR. B. B-3
i;
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B.1 CONTRIBUTING MANUFACTURERS/LABORATORIES (Continued)
Organization & Participant Item No. Subject/Category
Brown Engineering Company 8.4 IR VIS-UV-X-RAY Contamination
Research Park Avoidance Devices, e.g., Electrets
Huntsville, Alabama 35807
Dr. Neil E. Chatterton
C. S. Draper Labs 13.1 Planetary - Low Thrust Techniques
75 Cambridge Parkway SEP
Cambridge, Mass. 02142
T. N. Edelbaum/J. J. Deyst, Jr.
Control Data Corporation 16.4 Monitor and Control-Data Memory
Hawthorne Division
2815 West El Segundo Blvd.
Hawthorne, Califcv via 90250
T. C. Farrel, Jr.
Faraday Labs 8.1 Cleaning of Optical. Surfacer.
P.O. Box 2308 8.2 IR-VIS-UV-X-RAY Contamination
La Jolla, California 92037 Monitor
Dan McKeown
The Garrett Corp. 10.4 CO2 Decomposition - Stearn Generation
Ai.Research Mfg. Co. of Calif. in Zero-g
Mail Station T-25 12.1 Super-Conduction-Cryostat Dewar, He 11
2525 W. 190th Street 12.2 Long Duration IR Missions - Helium
Torrance, California 90509 Reliquificatlon
' R. Hunt
General Dynamics 19.1 t'hra Software
Data Systems Servim s 19.4
P.O. Box 80847
i
San Diego, California. 92138
APPENDIX B
B. 1 CONTRIBUTING MANUFACTURERS/LABORATORIES (Continued)
Organization & Participant
General Electric Co.
Corporate Research & Dev.
Building 37, Room 559
Schenectady, N.Y. 12345
R. E. Anderson
General Electric Co.
Space Division,
P.O. Box 8555
Philadelphia, PA 19101
Dr. T. R. Rietof/
Dr. H. M. Bortner
General Electric Company
Bldg. 100 Room M-95:5:3
P.O. BOX 5555
Philadelphia, PA 19101
Dr. R. T. Frost/
Dr. Robert Soberman
It,,--.m No. Subject/Category
2.18	 Radio-Range & Range Rate Sensvr
2.23	 IR-VIS Advanced Atmospheric Sensors
Group
	
5.1	 Liquid & Solid -- Levitation Unit
	
2.24	 Gravity Measurement, Low Mass
and High Accuracy
	2 2
	 Mass Measurement, LOVT Mass
and Nigh Accuracy
General Electric Space Division 8.2	 H -V sS-UST-X-RAY Contamination
P.O. Box 8555	 Monitor
Philadelphia, PA 19101
Dr. A. T. Tweedie
Honeywell Radiation Center
	 2.9	 VIS IR Mapper (Tavares)
Mail. Zone 20	 2.14-2	 IR Spectrometer, Interferometer
2 Forbes Road	 (Bohn)
Lexington, Mass 02173
H. R. Tavares/Carl R. Bohn
Honeywell Radiation Center 	 2.15	 ]R Spectrometer, Interferometer
2 Forbes Road
Lexington, Mass 02173
R. A. Rotolante
B-5
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B.1 CONTRIBUTING MANUFACTURERS/LABORATORIE, S (Continued)
Organization & Participant
	
Item No. Subject/Category
Honeywell Radiation. Center 15.1 Astronomy Physics-Tracker, Field
2 Forbes Road Monitor and Guide Star Sensors
Lexington, Mass 02173
B. Stanton
Hughes Aircraft Company 1.5 1R Telescope, 0.2m & 1.5m, cooled
Centinela & Teale Streets
Culver City, California 90230
J. N. Brown
Hughes Aircraft Co. 3.1 VIS & IR Laser
Laser Communication Dept.
P.O. Box 92919
Los Angeles, California 90009
F. E. Goodwin
Hughes Research Laboratory 10.2 Gradiometer Passive TG perature
3011 Malibu Canyon Road Control
Malibu, California 90265 18.5 Gravity Analog/Digital Filtering
Dr. R. L. Forward
Hughes Research Laboratory 14.1 Planetary - Thruster Mercury Ion
14.2 Station Keeping-Thruster, Cesium
Ion Physics Dept.
3011 Malibu Canyon Road
Malibu, California 90265
J. H. Molitor
Hughes Aircraft Co. 15.5 Earth 'Resource-Star Sensor, Strapped
Space & Communications Down, Advanced Gyro
Group
El Segundo, California 90245
IIiIIIiI!
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B.1 CONTRIBUTING MANUFACTURERS/LABORATORIES (Continued)
Organization & Participant 	 Item No. Subject/Category
IBM Federal Systems Div	 19.1 thru Software
10215 Fernwood Rd. 	 19.4
Bethesda, Md. 20034
R. J. Kirchoff
IBM Federal Systems Div	 16.4	 Monitor & Control - Data Memory
10215 Fernwood Rd.
Bethesda, Md. 20034
W. A. Bohan
Intermetrics Inc. 19.1 thru Software
701 Concord Ave. 19.4
Cambridge, Mass 02128
W. Zimmerman
Itek Corporation 1.2 X-Ray Telescope
Optical Systems Division 1.8 VIS--IR Optical System for Laser
10 Maguire Road 2.8 VIS-11R Mapper
Lexington, Maas 02173 9.4 UV-IR Solar Telescope
Tom Vogt
{ Logicon 19.1. thru Software
P.O. Box 471 19.4
San Pedro, California 90733
Robert E. Brooks
-i
t
Martin Marietta Corp. 13.2 Planetary Return-Docking
Denver Division
P. O. Box 179
Denver, Colorado 80201
W. T. Scofield
Martin Marietta. Corp. 16.1 Planetary - Data Transmission
j P.O. Box 179
I' Denver, Colorado
F. A. Smith Bw7
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13.1 CONTRIBUTTNG MANUFACTURERS/LABORATORIES (Continued)
Organization & Participant 	 Item No. Subject/Category
Martin Marietta 19.1 thru Software
Denver Division 19.4
Box 179
Denver, Colorado 80201
R. D. Vaage
Motorola Inc. 5.4 Improved Life and High Power RF
Government Electronics Div. Amplifiers
8201 E. McDowell Road
Scottsdale, Arizone 85251
J. E. Xirch
Naval Research Laboratory 2.21 VIS-UV Electrographic Camera
Washington, D.C. 20375
Gorge Carruthers
Philco-Ford 9.4 UV-IR Solar Telescope Metering
Aeronutronic Division Structure
Ford Read
Newport Beach, California 92663
R. R. Auelmann/R. R. Sernka
RCA 2.26 Relativity-Precession Gyroscope
Advanced Technology Labs 12.1 Super-Conduction-Cryostat Dewar, He 11
Bldg. 10-8 12.2 Long Duration IR Missions - Helium
Front & Cooper Sts. Reliquification
Camden, N. J. 08102 16.4 Charge Couppled Devices for Data
P. E. Wright Storage
Rockwell International 16.4 Monitor and Control Data Memory
Autonetics Group
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Organization & Particip-mt
	 Item No. Subject/Category
Santa Barbara Research Centex 2.8 thru VIS-]R Mapper
75 Coronomar Drive
	 2.11
Goleta, California 93017
	
2.12	 VIS-IR Spectrometer
2.14-2	 IR Spectrometer, Interferometer
R. F. Hunger
System Development Corp. 	 19.1 thru Software
2500 Colorado Avenue	 19.4
Santa Monica, California 90406
R. D. Knight
TRW Systems Group	 5.3	 Lower density measurement of
Bldg. R1 Room 1196
	 solid particles
One Space Park
Redondo Beach, California 90278
J. F. Friichtenicht
1
Westinghouse Electric Corp. 1.7 Il3 Scanner (Thermal Scanner Radio-
Systems Development Div. mete:?)
P. O. Box 746 - M. S. 433 2.9 VIS-IR Mapper
Baltimore, Md. 21203 2.18 Radio - Range & Range Rafe Sensor
James F. Pitts
Westinghouse Electric Co. 2.19 VIS-UV Photon Detector
Defense Space Center
P.O. Box 746
Baltimore, Md. 21203
Fred Schaff
r Westinghouse Electric Corp. 1.9 Radio-Large Microwave Antenna
Aerospace & Electronics Sys Div Arrays
P. O. Box 746 4.3 Radio-Imaging Radar
	 11
Baltimore, Md 21203 1
t
R. C. Fox
B-9
:F
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B.1 CONTRIBUTING MANUFACTURERS/LABORATORIES (Continued)
Organization & Participant
	
Itein No. Subject/Category
Westinghouse Electric Corp.	 11.1 Planetary - Structural Mechanism
Astronuclear Laboratory
Silicon Carbide Technology
P.O. Box 10864
Pittsburgh, PA 15236
Dr. R. B. Campbell
Xerox. Corporation	 14.1 Planetary - Thruster, Mercury Ion
El.ectro-Optical Systems	 14.2 Station. Keeping - Thruster, Cesium.
Instrument & Propulsion Dept. Bombardment
300 N. Halstead Street
Pasadena, California 91107
Dr. R. M. Worlock
r
B.2 CONTRIBUTING UNiVERSITE0S
Center for Radar Astronomy 5.5
Durad 21
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305
Dr. Von Eshleman
Space Technology Center 2.17
University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas 66044
r	 Dr. Fawwaz T. Ulaby
Physics Department 12.1:
Stanford University 2.26
Sanford, California 94305
Dr. John A. Lips
Plasma Data System
Reduce effects of boom mounted
insitu data system on plasma
measurements
Radio - Soil Moisture Sensor, pw
Super-Conduction Cryostat Dewar, He 11
Relativity - Precession Gyroscope
APPENDIX B
B.2 CONTRIBUTFNG UNIVERSITIES (Continued)
Organization & Participant	 Item No. Subject/Category
University of California
Space Science Laboratory
Berkeley, California 94720
Dr. Mike Lampton
University of California
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
Berkeley, California 94720
Dr. Andrew Buffington.
Center for Astrophysics
Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory _
High Energy Astrophysical
Division
60 Garden Street
Cambridge, Mass 02138
Marvin L. Lipshutz
Program ManEger, HEAD-B
2.2 X-Ray Transmission Grating
2.3-1 X-Ray Maximum Sensitivity Detector
2.3.2 X-Ray Polarimeter
2.4 & X-Ray Proportional Counter,
2.5 Position Sensing
2.6 X--Ray Converter/Intensifier
19.4 Software
2.1 Cosmic Ray Spatial Detector
9.3 Cosmic Ray/Gamma, Ray Protective
Shell
18.1 High Energy Pulse Measurement and
Correlation. Detection
18.2 Cryogenic Superconducting Magnet
Control
1.2 X-Ray Telescope
2.2 X-Ray Transmission Grating
2.3.1 X-Ray Maximum Sensitivity Detector
2.3.2 X-Ray Polarimeter
2.4 X--Ray Proportional Counter,
Position Sensing
2.5 X--Ray Proportional. Counter,
Position Sensing
2.6 X-Ray Converter/Intensified
9.6 X-Ray Instrument Mount/Selector
7
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